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Summary

"Secondary Gods and Divine Mediators: Studies in the Development of the

Demiurge in the Platonic, Gnostic and Hermetic traditions" analyses the concept of

the Craftsman-god of Plato’s Timaeus and explores the adoption and adaptation of

this generative model by these three interrelated traditions. Although not proposing

that the history of ideas is some sort of "conveyor-belt" a certain degree of

systematisation can be achieved.

Methodology: The procedure adopted has been the investigation of five

"mainstream" thinkers from the first to third centuries A.D. in addition to Valentinus

and Hermetism. The choice of such a comparatively wide range of thinkers was

necessary in order to take into account the scope of refinements made to the concept

of the Demiurge. Indeed, the main issue raised by the methodology has been the

selection criteria. Philosophical achievement was not felt to be as important as the

evidence of the relevant tradition demonstrated by the thinker. This led to the

inclusion of Maximus of Tyre. Investigation of traditions outside the philosophical

mainstream has not been discounted, where it was felt that this could lead to a more

accurate analysis of the demiurgic model; the lack of attention paid to thinkers such

as Valentinus was considered to be one of the weaknesses of previous studies.

However, limits do need to be drawn and the study confined itself to Christian

Gnosticism, primarily Valentinianism, which is the Gnostic system most heavily

influenced by Platonism. The Chaldaean Oracles have not been analysed, in favour

of a more detailed focus on Gnosticism and Hermetism, two traditions related so

closely that the secondary literature does not always draw a firm distinction between

the two. Since the scope of the study is from the first to third centuries A.D. the Old

Academy has not been of primary importance. For each figure, a representative range

of texts have been analysed and due attention has been paid to textual matters or the

question of reliability or bias where such matters could impinge upon the

metaphysical interpretation. This has been of particular importance when analysing

fragments (Numenius) or translations (Origen). The thesis surveys the Demiurge from

his introduction in the Timaeus, until his decline in the face of the alternative model

of"procession" and "return" propounded by Plotinus.

The major finding of this study has been to show that the concept

of the Demiurge underpins many of the central questions of metaphysics: the origin



of evil, the issue of a temporal or continuous generation of the cosmos (or both), the

nature of causality and interaction between a higher, suprasensible principle and a

lower material one. Its utility has been to trace the ancestry of several Platonic and

Gnostic hypostases and to demonstrate that they originate in either comments made

by Plato in the Timaeus, attempts to identify these entities with counterparts in other

traditions, or are introduced to solve problems identified in the scheme of the

Timaeus itself. Philo’s Logos-Cutter and the Gnostic Sophia appear related to a

certain degree. Origen’s Son-Logos christianises his Jewish predecessors’ ideas, but

all three notions of a lower ontological entity which is responsible for world-

generation in a sense owe their origin to the Numenian Second God, who in turn can

be viewed as a refinement of the "Young Gods" of the Timaeus. The World-Soul can

be seen as the ancestor of the Numenian Third God or the cause of the difficulties

with the introduction of the Holy Spirit into the highly Platonised metaphysical

system of Origen.

An attempt to overly systematise the development of the demiurgic concept

would be fallacious. For one, there is no direct line of succession- the Timaeus was

interpreted by four separate traditions to suit their own particular world-view.

However, this study does demonstrate cross-fertilisation between the various

traditions and demonstrates that multiple models or variations of world-generation

may be denoted by the term Demiurge, ranging from versions close to those of the

Timaeus to Biblical accounts set within a Platonic context. The study has also shown

that certain Gnostic thinkers (notably Valentinus) have been misunderstood, due to

the hostility of the Church Fathers, often the sole source of their doctrines.

Valentinus’ account is in fact a highly philosophical one, although it does make

considerable use of the mythological framework favoured by Gnosticism.
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Chapter 1: Plato and the Demiurge

Introduction

According to a malicious story which seems to have originated with the

satirist Timon of Phlius (c. 325-235BC), Plato was so desperate to learn Pythagorean

metaphysics that he paid "many pieces of silver" (apparently a hundred minae) for a

book of little worth, which he then attempted to pass off as his own. This anecdote

illustrates the importance in which the Timaeus was held in antiquity (even if non-

Platonists regarded it as "worthless", they still saw it as important enough to attack).

Even at the height of the Renaissance, Raphael could envisage Plato in The School of

Athens, carrying the "Timeo" under his arm and pointing with his upraised index-

finger to the sky, indicating his contribution to metaphysics.

To a certain extent, the Timaeus had a disproportionate influence upon

subsequent Platonism, partly due to the perception that it was Plato’s only "physical"

dialogue, but more importantly because in the medieval period (until the thirteenth

century) the tenets of Plato were known, mainly from a Latin version of the first two-

thirds of the dialogue by Chalcidius and the Consolatio of Boethius as well as an

exegesis of Cicero’s Somniun, Scipionis by Macrobius, both of which drew heavily

upon the Timaeus. Indeed, the only individual of note to dispute the authenticity of

the work was the German philosopher, Schelling, in Philosophic und Religion (Werke

v. 36) because he disliked its theism. However, we may rest assured that the theism of

the dialogue is indeed Platonic; Schelling later recanted his "heresy" (Werke vii 37i)

in deference to Boeckh.j In spite of this, comparatively little was published on the

Timaeus in the early twentieth century. The most notable exceptions were the

commentaries by A. E. Taylor (1929) and F.M. Cornford (1937).

The Timaeus is, perhaps, most noted as the text which introduces the

Demiurge. When the Demiurge finally appears, he is, to quote Dillon, "a bizarre

figure, introduced in a bizarre manner".2 The term 8ql.ttou976s- is itself surprising -

one might expect such a character to be rather grandly titled Nous or Logos. At

Athens, the craftsman was either a slave or if free, one who acquired a certain stigma

as a result of his proximity to slaves. Plato himself excludes the 8q~ttouyy6s- from

Taylor, A. E. (1928), 1.
- Dillon, J. M. (1997), 27.
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political participation (Republic) and citizenship (Laws) as does Aristotle (Politics).

Vlastos rightly calls this terminology the "triumph of the philosophical imagination

over ingrained social prejudice".3 He views the 8q~ttovoy6~" as the stereotypical

Platonic artist imposing pre-existing form on matter, not inventing new form.

The dialogue first uses the term 8qlltOVpy6~" ("Craftsman") at 28 A6,

although there it seems to me that it does not signify "the Demiurge" and whatever it

is that he represents, but rather a generic craftsman, or as Cornford so accurately

translates "the maker of anything". Admittedly, Plato has previously used

8q~ttou93,6~" to represent the God (Rep. 530a and Soph. 265b) but there the context

was different. In the Cratylus (389a-b), the good 8q~ttoupy6s-, when constructing a

new shuttle takes as his model, not the broken shuttle or an unbroken shuttle, but the

Form of Shuttle. The 8q~ttop~’6~" is then subsequently introduced as the cosmic

Creator, by sleight of hand in the Platonic tradition of converting illustrative analogy

into fact without an intervening stage. A similar technique was employed at Rep. II

375a-376b when the guard dog analogy was suddenly adopted as the defining

requirement for the Auxiliary class.

Pre-Timaean References to the Demiurge

The term "SqlltOUpy6~’" is not introduced for the first time at Timaeus 28A6.

At Gorgias 455 A2, rhetoric is a rrct0o%" 8q~tovpy6g’, while at Symposium 188D, it

is prophecy (p.avvtKr]) that is considered to be a 8ql.ttoup’y6g’. The Republic paves the

way for the introduction of the Demiurge in the Timaeus - at 507 C6-8, reference is

made to the artificer of the eyes, while at Republic 530 A 5-7 "votit~¢iv t~v tbs"

o~ov T~ KdXXtO’Ta Td TOta~va ~p’ya VuoT#qCra(~Oat, ObTtO ~uvc(rvdvat V~ TO~

o6pavob 6qBtoup~ CtbTbv TE Ka’L T~t ~V aOT~." "He will be willing to concede

that the artisan of heaven fashioned it and all that it contains in the best possible

manner for such a fabric."

At Charmides 174E, Temperance (crto69oa6vq) is said to be the producer

(Sql.ttoupy6g’) of health, while at Euthyphro 292D, the 6qhttoupy6g" is said to produce

an effect neither good nor bad, though the word is clearly being used in a generic

sense here and not to refer to the divine Craftsman. However, at Statesman 270A, we

have a discussion of the role of the Demiurge in imposing order upon disorderly

motion, and it seems that here at least Plato is beginning to move towards (or at the

3 Vlastos, G. (1975), 26.
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very least express openly) a view approximating that of the Demiurge of the

Tin, aeus.4 Again at Statesman 273 B, disorderly motion is presented as attempting to

follow as closely as it can the instructions of its Demiurge and father. Interestingly,

Auguste Di~s translates 8ql~toupTrg¯ as "auteur" in his 1935 Budd edition, rather than

"Craftsman" or "Demiurge", thereby regarding the word as used in a generic sense.

The Demiurge of the Timaeus

Although, any discussion of the Demiurge begins with the Timaeus, it should

be noted that this thesis is not an attempt to trace divergent readings of the Timaeus,

merely the concept of the Demiurge. Only about half the text of the Timaeus actually

deals with this. 21-32B consists of a Prelude (27c-29d) and a discussion of basic

metaphysical concepts, such as the Principles (29b-3 lb) and Body (31b-34c) of the

World and Composition (34a-36c) and Functions (36e-40d) of the World-Soul. Other

key components of the Timaeus which became important subsequently in delineating

the concept of the Demiurge are the arrangement of the four elements in the cosmos

by the Demiurge (32D), the guarantee of an everlasting world (41B), the retirement of

the Demiurge at 42D and the secondary production on the part of the "Young Gods"

at 43A. Also important for subsequent Platonists is the discussion of Necessity (47e-

53c), as well the Platonic notion of space (Receptacle) at 49B. In fact, the relevant

section of the Timaeus ends at 57C-E with the generation of unmixed and primary

bodies, while the dialogue goes on to deal with other physical matters, most notably

the mechanisms by which the senses function.

Plato describes the actual mechanics of demiurgy. Faced with precosmic

chaos, the Demiurge produces three essences -the Same, Intermediate and Different,

which he inserts or wraps around the body of the world, shaping it using all the

available matter. The exact process used by the Demiurge does not seem to have been

particularly important to the heirs of Plato, but two elements of this account were.

Firstly, the notion that the world is created along rational (i.e. mathematical) lines and

4"d~" ~5~rcp dpvt ~pp~0q Ka’t p6vov ~oLTrrv, TOT£" IJ.~P b~’ dLkq~" auprroBq’),¢ia0at 0~[a~"
aiTia~’, T6 ~l’ ~dXtt’ 6TfLKTt~I£’I’OV KO~[ hap~dt,OPTa dOavao[av ~’rrLo’I<�IXIGTI~p ~Tapd rob
~)qptOL~p)’O[.,, TOT6 ~)’ bTOl’ dl)60~, St’ ~(/UrOb (/wr61~ [~vat, KO.Td KatpOt, 6~E0(VT(2 TOtO[)TOt,
t’30"T( dt,d~aXtv ~op¢l)~o0at 1TokXdg" TTe’lTl.66Ol, l.tuptdbag 616. 61’1 TO tZ~TLO’TO’~, 61., Ka}.
[ooppo’iTtGTaYOV ~’rT[ litKpOTdTov 13aivov T~O[)Og" [#Put."
"But, as I said just now, the only solution which remains, is that the universe is conducted by an

extrinsic and divine action and acquiring the faculty of life anew, receives also from its Demiurge a
restored immortality and that at another time it is left to itself and it moves according to its own proper
motion and left to itself it moves backwards at this time through thousands of revolutions, because its

enormous mass turns in perfect equilibrium upon an extremely small pivot."
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secondly the retirement of the Demiurge and his handing over of creation to the

Young Gods leads to the development of various intermediary demiurgic figures in

subsequent traditions, or even more strikingly the actual demotion of the Demiurge

himself. The antagonism between the Demiurge and the First Principle in Gnosticism

can be seen in part to result from Plato’s distinction between the Form of Good and

the Demiurge.

However at Symposium 305B8-C2, Plato blurs the distinction between a

Demiurge and a Creator: "You know that creation (vro~qcrt~’) is more than just a single

thing. For of anything whatever that passes from non-being into being, the care of the

whole is always creation, thus the production of all the arts are kinds of creation and

their craftsmen (Sq~ttoup-/o~) are all creators (rrotqTa[)." Again at Sophist 219B4-6

"when anyone brings into being anything that previously had no being, then we say

that he who brings it into being produces (rrotcZv) it and that which is brought into

being is produced (wot~[o-0at). Here it seems that Plato draws no distinction between

merely ordering and actually creating. However, the issue is a problematic one; both

Origen and Philo certainly have the Judaeo-Christian notion of creation in mind, but

are much less explicit concerning the issue of creatio ex nihilo.

Plato, I think, draws no distinction between the two because the idea of the

Demiurge creating ex nihilo or even ordering according to his own whims (rather than

according to the pre-existent Forms) would be for him unconscionable. The Greeks

did not mention the idea of creatio ex nihilo even in jest. The Demiurge moulds the

world using geometric patterns; with the isosceles triangle he forms a cube, which

becomes the atom of earth and out of the scalene triangle, the tetrahedron (fire),

octahedron (air), icosahedron (water), and the dodecahedra used to adorn the universe

(Tim. 55C4-6), which appears to be the origin of Ether. Reale counters the view that

the Demiurge replicates irrelevant features of his model, but regarded this as an

actualisation of "true measure".5 For Reale, producing only one universe and

generating time as an image of the unit of eternity are both mechanisms by which the

Demiurge unifies reality.

A major question for the heirs of Plato was the precise nature of the

relationship between the Demiurge and the Forms. A related point is the

consideration of what types of things do Forms exist. From the Timaeus, it would

5 Reale.G. (1997), 161.
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appear that the noetic realm contains (TTCpL~XOL’ 31A4, rrcpt)~ct[36t, 30C8) biological

Fom~s. Ostenfeld suggests that the Demiurge may be an all-embracing Form

containing the various sub-Fomls.6 For Aristotle, the Forms are the final cause, while

the Demiurge is the efficient cause. Is this sufficient to identify the Demiurge with the

Form of the Good? I think not, although in defence of this position, one might cite

Tim. 37 A 1: "(the Demiurge) is the best of the intelligible and eternal things" or 29

E3: "he wanted everything to be most like himself" or the reference to the Forms as

gods at 37C6. However, as Ostenfeld points out, Plato never mentions the Form of

the Good in the Timaeus, although he acknowledges the possibility at 46C8.7 In

addition, the Good of the Republic is not a creative intelligence, so would it really be

legitimate to equate the Demiurge with it? .80stenfeld rejects the notion that the

Forms in the Timaeus should be equated with the thoughts of God. This to my mind is

quite right, since this doctrine is most likely a Middle Platonic refinement. The Forms

are not in anything else (Timaeus 52A) and they are apart from sense-perception

(Crat. 386E). This leads to the problem of how they can interact upon matter. They

must function as some sort of mathematical ratio (a problem if Forms are non-

spatial). The introduction of the concept that the Forms were the thoughts of God not

only resolved this problem, it reduced the number of principles from three to two. For

Plato, the Form-sensible interaction is resolved by a "model-copy" relationship,

though he does acknowledge the difficulty when he states that sensibles "partake" in

some very puzzling way (drropdrraTd rr~) of the intelligible and are very difficult to

apprehend (Tim. 51A7-B 1 ).

Another inheritance shared by the Platonists discussed here is the Timaeus’

proemium. When Timaeus states at 28C that to find the father and maker of all men is

difficult and when he is found, that to reveal him is impossible; he is referring to the

limits of human knowledge and Plato’s awareness that this is just a "likely story", to

account for appearances, the most up-to,late scientific research of the day, though

Plato himself is aware that this will be superseded at some point in the future. This

was adopted by Plutarch and Maximus of Tyre as a convenient response to evade a

detailed discussion of certain (technical) aspects of demiurgy, when it no longer

suited them.

o Ostenfeld, E.,(1997), 170.

Ostenfeld, E. (1997)., 172.
Republic 379B. 517C, 506 rather muddy the waters, as does 507C and 530A, for which see my

discussion abox e.
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The proemium can be subdivided into five parts-in 27D-28D2, Plato outlines

the fundamental principles which underpin the Timaeus, while 28B2-29 A3 applies

them to the cosmos. 9This results in three conclusions - the cosmos has been

produced, it has a cause, the precise nature of which is difficult to explain and the

maker modeled it following an eternal model. Our understanding of this proemium’s

significance is hampered by the lack of research dealing with pre-Socratic proemia

and so we can only analyse it here in terms of its influence upon the subsequent

tradition.I° It is worth pointing out, in light of what we said above, that it is customary

in philosophical proemia to express an awareness of the limits of human knowledge ;

it suffices to cite Alcmaeon 24 B1 "both concerning things that are unclear and

concerning what is mortal the gods have clarity, but for humans it is given to making

conjectures" (Runia’s trans. 105) and Metrodorus of Chios 70B l: "none of us knows

anything, not even whether we know or do not know".

It is well-known that Plato regards the Demiurge as imposing order upon

disorder, a position shared by Maximus and Plutarch, though disputed by the Gnostic

and Hermetic traditions. But what exactly is this order and how might it be viewed as

an improvement? The Demiurge’s work can be seen in terms of an improvement of

the world’s intelligibility; creating immanent standards (39E3-4) as a reflection of the

standards of the phenomenal realm. This explains the Demiurge’s replication of

qualities possessed by his model which might seem to be irrelevant in his production.

In order for the created world to serve as a standard (Mohr suggests that it may be an

immanent standard of animality)11, he must invest it with permanence (through the

introduction of the standard of time 36E) and uniqueness (only one world created).

This is the real reason why (for Plato), the Demiurge improves matter, since it is has

heightened intelligibility (by being ordered as the sensible realm) rather than by

imposing order (quite a right-wing view).

However, this is a feature not seized upon by the thinkers considered here- all

of them tend to view creation or demiurgy in terms of this order/disorder framework.

While Middle Platonists (including in this instance Philo under this label) tend to

regard the Demiurge as responsible for order; the main objection that Gnostics tend to

have against him is that he is responsible in some way for the breakdown of the

9 Runia, D., (1997), 102.
l0 Mohr, R. D. (1989), 301.
II Ibid.
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natural ontological order by either entrapping Man (as a fragmented and enmattered

part of the Godhead) or through his ignorance of the order in his assumption that he is

the highest principle.

In contrast to the Empedoclean entities Love and Strife, which are responsible

for the production of the world or the ordering divine mind of Anaxagoras, Plato

introduces a different type of cosmology. For Plato’s Demiurge, order is not good per

se, or rather it is not part of his ultimate purpose, since even some sort of order (’~.XV~].

traces) existed in the precosmos. The Demiurge only orders in a manner which

furthers his objectives: increased intelligibility, seen for example in his formation of

the elements, ordered on geometric principles. It is not the order which is important

for Plato, but the rationality underpinning it.

At Timaeus 48E. Plato turns to an examination of cosmology from below, and

introduces Necessity (Plato’s erratic cause T1 vrXavto~t~vq a[v[a). He also introduces

the Receptacle (b~Togox/i) which he calls mother (li~TTI9) or nurse and also refers to it

as space (X~Pa) or place (r6zro~).Plato’s errant cause is a thorn in the side of the

Demiurge, for example, he would prefer that humans could live longer and be

intelligent, but when presented with a choice, he opts for intelligence over longevity.

Necessity has no place in this form in Philo’s and Origen’s accounts with their belief

in an omnipotent creator, but it does find a place in Philo’s system as part of the

recalcitrance of matter. As for Plato’s Receptacle, it becomes bkrI "matter", with the

beginning of a distinction between matter and space. In Gnosticism and Hermetism,

the negative role of Necessity seems to become confounded with the role of the

Demiurge.

Another hangover from Plato’s Timaeus is the hierarchy of divinities. Is the

Demiurge identical with the Idea of the Good? The Demiurge of the Timaeus never

creates the Forms, rather the soul and the K6crtios- a[c~0qT65". In the Politeia, for

example, God is the creator (4~UTOUp3,65") of the Idea of the Bed, meaning that the

Demiurge could in no way be identical with the principle of the One and the Good,

although this Politeia reference is not particularly helpful in determining the precise

ontological status of the Demiurge, since the metaphysical value of the Idea of the

Bed must surely differ from the abstract ideas such as Justice or Beauty (or more

importantly the Goodl2). Halfwassen points out that since the Demiurge is soul at

i: Half~ assen, J. (2000), 48.
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Timaeus 36 D8, and the highest principle is something other than soul, this indicates

that a creator god could not be identical with a transcendent Principle which is above

both Being and soul. Halfwassen also raises the point that the Demiurge could be

identical with the totality of the Forms; if these are the thoughts of God in Middle

Platonism, than this would certainly be the case. This would make the Demiurge

more than just the efficient cause but also the causa finalis et causa exemplaris.

Aristotle in his Metaphysics 988a7ff asserts that Plato propounded two principles, the

material principle (dvdT~rl Tim. 47Eff.) and the Form-principle (voOs’). This

perception forms the basis of the dualistic attitudes of Middle Platonism exemplified

by Plutarch (especially with the disappearance of the Forms as a principle in their

own right).

It might be felt (and with a certain degree of reason, I might add) that not

enough attention has been paid to the role of soul in world-creation and its interaction

with the sensible realm. Such a topic would be extensive enough to form the basis for

a monograph in its own right. Although the Demiurge does produce (or distills) soul

and then inserts it into matter (assuming that one accepts the demiurgic myth), Plato

never concerns himself excessively with the interaction of soul upon matter. It has

also been less of concern amongst the thinkers assembled here, though Origen does

consider the matter and Plutarch in the De Iside et Osiride appears to touch upon it. In

my defense, I have focused upon the issues which most exercised the interest of"the

heirs of Plato" to borrow Dillon’s phrase, which I examine here -issues such as the

causality of the Demiurge and the functioning of secondary gods and divine

mediators within their metaphysical systems. On the issue of soul, Plato was more

concerned with the role it played upon Time and Eternity than upon matter, but this

issue is largely ignored by the Middle Platonic period, though it did influence the

Neoplatonic theory of soul.

The Old Academy

I have focused on the first to third centuries A.D. However, this does not

mean to imply a lack of interest in the dialogue amongst the immediate heirs of Plato.

The most important of these is his nephew, Speusippus, who attempted to deconstruct

the myth of the Demiurge, when faced with Aristotelian criticism. A good deal of

Speusippus’ doctrines can be gleaned from Aristotle’s criticism of them as well as
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from fragments preserved by lamblichus in De communi mathematica scientia.

Speusippus regarded everything as the derivation of two principles: a One and an

indefinite Dyad.13 He gets himself into considerable trouble, however, in his attempt

to explain the existence of the variety of created being fi-om only two principles.

To counter this, he claims that the One imposes form on the Dyad in order to

produce Number, which then acting as a principle itself imposes its own form on

matter to produce the next level of being and so on. Speusippus’ situation was not

helped by his decision to jettison or "modify" the theory of Forms.14 The great

difficulty with this theory is defining of what things Forms exist. For Speusippus,

Forms were only capable of manifesting themselves in the World-Soul, but not at any

higher level.15 Essentially, as a result of his attempts to break down this mythological

framework, all Speusippus is left with is a One which transcends the cosmos and a

World-Soul, which takes over the role of the Demiurge to a certain extent.

Xenocrates, the head of the Academy after Speusippus, also merits

investigation as his influence on mainstream Platonic thought was more considerable,

although the situation here is somewhat different, as it is less the case that he

advanced Platonic thought, but rather systematised it. He seems to have reacted in

response to Speusippus’ innovations and attempted to return to what he viewed as the

"original" doctrine of Plato. Essentially, he too regarded the myth of the Demiurge as

merely introduced "for the purposes of exposition" and regarded the World-Soul as

the product of his two principles: a Monad and Dyad. He also modified the Theory of

Forms, equating them with Number. Unfortunately, the loss of all his works limits

our knowledge of his doctrines, although information can be gleaned from Aristotle

(particularly his Metaphysics), as well as the Metaphysics of Theophrastus and the

writings of Plutarch.

The need to demarcate more strongly the First Principle and the demiurgic one

was influenced by the Aristotelian concept of an Intellect (Nous) as the First

Principle, but characterised as a self-thinking unmoved mover, whose sole "inner

life" consists of contemplating itself, which prevents it from intervening in the world.

Speusippus, to be sure, resisted this. However, Xenocrates did adopt such a

conception and he, unliek Speusippus, had much greater influence upon the course of

t3 Dillon, J. (2003). 40.
~4 Aristotle testifies to this at Met. M9, 1085b36ff. (=Fr. 35 Tar~in). For a full discussion, see Dillon, J.

(2003), 48.
15 Dillon, J. (2003), 49.
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Middle Platonism. This is problematic,as the Demiurge is normally equated with

Intellect. As Xenophon regarded the First Principle as an Intellect, this could be

combined with the Aristotelian notion of a more "passive" intellect.16 Xenophon’s

Intellect is still actively concerned with the world as he regards it as containing the

form-numbers. Evidence for this can be adduced from the comments of Sicilian

Alcimus: "Each one of the Forms is eternal, a though and moreover impervious to

change".17 This testimony can be taken as accurate; Alcimus was a contemporary and

had no particular reason to distort the truth in this case. The only intellect which could

think Forms in an unchanging and eternal manner is that of God. These Forms are

then projected onto the World-Soul. One might cite in this context Plutarch’s De

Proc. An. 1012E, according to which Xenocrates identified the "indivisible being" of

Tim. 35A with the Dyad. The third form, Number, (the total of the form numbers)

with the addition of mobility and motivity (arising from the mixing in of Sameness

and Difference) results in Soul. This entity "has the ontological capacity of creating

individuals, of separating them from one another, and of grouping them in genera and

species, as well as the epistemological capacity of identifying them and

distinguishing between them.’’18

Evidently, this is a deconstruction of the myth of the Demiurge, with the

Monad and Dyad producing Number and Soul, and with Soul carrying out the

Demiurge’s activities with regard to the physical realm. By conceding (to some

extent) to the Aristotelian conception of Intellect, Xenocrates can be viewed as

beginning the trend in Middle Platonism to assign demiurgic functions to a sub-noetic

level, a stance which led to the convergence in later Platonism of the First Principle

with the Unmoved Mover of Arist. Metaphysics A.

The Myth of the Demiurge

From the outset, the Demiurge was the subject of debate; most notably

whether the "myth" should be taken literally or not. The field was divided between

the literalists (Aristotle, Plutarch) and the majority of Platonists, who regarded the

demiurgic myth as something of an embarrassment. A cursory glance at modem

secondary literature on the topic is sufficient to reveal that a parallel situation has

~6 I mean passive here in the sense of not engaging in discursive thinking or becoming involved with

the cosmos.
17 Ap. DL, I1113. Cf. Dillon, J. (1986), 121.
t8 Dillon, J (1986)
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occurred amongst modern commentators. The case for a non-literal interpretation has

been persuasively argued by Tar~.n. Most forcible is Plato’s own statement that the

account which he presents is no more than a "likely story". Tar~.n mentions that the

manner of telling the myth is systematic, rather than chronological, although 1 find

this to be a particularly weak argument]9 It seems to be rather like commenting that

because a historian chooses to foc 122.us on events in relation to their significance

rather than chronologically that these events could not have taken place.

The second argument advanced by Tarfin appears more persuasive. He

contends that the very structure of the myth is implausible. Plato chooses to dwell on

the body of the universe, prior to dealing with the soul, even though soul is both

ontologically superior and temporally prior. However, at Tim. 35 A, Plato declares

that soul is intermediate between Forms and body. If soul is an intermediate, this

would imply that it must have been brought into existence later than the two extremes

it functions as an intermediate for.

For Tarfin, it is legitimate for Plato to alter the presentation of the creation

myth in a temporal sense, provided that it is not used to mask contradictions which

would occur if he was forced to follow the chronological order. Otherwise, this would

indicate that he never intended the myth of the Demiurge to be taken literally.

Timaeus 31 B - 35 A indicates that soul and body are contemporaneous and that the

use of the ternls "prior" and "older" to refer to the relationship of soul to body is

ontological and not chronological.2° Against this could be advanced the view that

Plato tends to be vague concerning the role of soul in administering the body - in the

Phaedo (80A), where he discusses the rule of the body by the soul or Laws X, where

it is the source of all physical motion, he avoids explaining the underlying

mechanism." If soul is intermediate between the Forms and precosmic chaos, this

would imply that the soul is the cause of the disorderly motion. If we take the myth

literally, it implies that the Demiurge must also be a soul, according to Tarfin (why

not a Mind?), since it is prior to body and intermediate between the sensibles and the

Fomls. The Demiurge cannot also be "prior" to the precosmic chaos, since this

would imply that he had created it.

i~ Taran. k. (1972), 373.
:o Tarzin, k. (1972). 375.

:~ Dillon. J. (forthcoming) -"How does the Soul direct the Body after all?" Traces of a Dispute on

Mind-Body Relations in the Old Academy.
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Once again, the problem created here could be solved by drawing attention to

Plato’s view that the world, formed as it was, in his opinion, from a variety of

triangles, does not constitute a "solid" in the true sense of the word, and so there

should be no problem in terms of the relation of soul upon body, although this does

not really resolve the situation regarding why the Demiurge suddenly decided to order

the precosmic chaos. To some extent, this could be viewed as a fallacious argument -

according to Tarfin’s view, the contradictions are deliberately placed there by Plato,

not because he found it difficult to reveal the father and maker of the universe to all

men, but because he did not wish the concept of a temporal creation on the part of his

mythical Demiurge to be taken literally. Tarfin identifies a further problem with the

view that the Demiurge generated the self-motion of soul (which seems to be

contradictory, since souls are by their very nature self-moving. This leads to the

problem of whether the Demiurge started the self-motion of the World-Soul or else

attached it to the body of the cosmos, produced subsequently, and that after this

insertion the soul commenced its self-motion. Tar~in rejects Hackforth’s argument

that the mythology of Timaeus 27D5 -28C3 was deliberately arranged in order to

deceive the reader; for Tar~.n, it is rather the case that Plato chose the form of a myth,

rather than that of a causal analysis.

Tar~n also points out that Plato does not openly claim in the Timaeus that soul

is the cause of all motion (as self-motion) so there is no attempt to contradict the

reader in Plato’s assertion of precosmic chaos; for Tarfin, this precosmic chaos

exemplifies the "necessary" cause, just as the Demiurge represents the intelligent

causeZZ; further evidence that the myth should not be taken literally. Tar~m bolsters his

case by pointing to two indications that the Timaeus should be viewed as a myth;

firstly Plato has already stated that no account of the material world can ever be

regarded as unchanging truth, and secondly his adoption of the form of a

cosmology.23 This locates Plato’s myth of the Demiurge within the context of

evolutionary cosmologies on the one hand and the mechanistic and haphazard

explanation of the atomists. Plato, the argument goes, is attempting to propound the

image of rational design; the precosmic chaos of the Receptacle is simply an account

of what the universe would be like without the rational order represented by the

Demiurge. Solmsen suggests that Plato himself warns us not to take the myth literally

22 Tarfin, L. (1972), 379.
23 Tarfi.n, L. (1972), 396.
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when he writes "TbV CiK’6TG llO0ov dlTTO6eXOFt~VOU~ vrp~Tet TO1)TOU t/’I]8~V ET[

Tv~pci (qvch’" (29D2-3).24

Aristotle, though he interprets the myth literally, as referring to an actual

creation in time, does not take the figure of the Demiurge seriously. Most notably in

this regard, one may cite De Caelo 1.10, 279b 17 -31, where Aristotle, criticising

Plato’s position that the universe can be both "generated" and everlasting, completely

ignores the Demiurge. Furthermore, Plato does not use any of the techniques which

he employs in other works to indicate an expository nature, according to Vlastos. The

myth itself occurs within the framework of another myth (the war between Athens

and Atlantis), so one is already preconditioned to approach the myth of the Demiurge

in an allegorical context.

Arguments in favour of a literal interpretation have been staunchly advanced

by Vallejo. Against Tarfi.n’s position that soul must be the cause of motion in the

precosmic chaos, he alludes to the role played by heterogeneity.25 In the Receptacle,

like is attracted to like and this accounts for precosmic motion (in addition to the

winnowing motion of the Receptacle). Plato does not actually state in the Timaeus

that either soul or demiurgic activity is the ultimate cause of motion and the

explanation in terms of physical heterogeneity here seems to downplay any difficulty

concerning soul’s role in the motion of the universe; if it were the dtOXf] of motion, it

would have to be coeval with the universe.

Against the argument that a literal creation could not have taken place on

account of the immutability of God is to be found in Timaeus’ statement at 42E 5-6

"~p_el,et, ~l, Tt~ ~-auso~ KaTd xp6rrov /~0CL" -- Plato is able to draw a distinction

between a change in God’s actions and an alteration to his tmpqbft.

To a certain extent, the prejudice against the myth (in modem scholarship) has

resulted from a Hegelian view that myth is used to convey thought that is still

underdeveloped. Since such a charge could hardly be leveled at Plato, this has led to

the assumption that he could surely not have expected or even wished to be taken

literally. For Hegel, only once the conception was fully formed could it be stated

without the support of a mythical framework.26 Evidently, a similar problem

z4 Tarfin, L.(1972), 400, n. 41.
z5 Reale, G.(1997),151.ff]

zo Reale. G.(1997). 151.



presented itself to Plato’s first interpreters; for them, quite frankly, the Demiurge was

an embarrassment.

Interpretations of the Timaeus

How should the Timaeus be interpreted? There are other issues at stake, rather

than merely the question of whether the myth should be taken literally. The notion of

a temporal creation is problematic from within the Greek philosophical tradition. The

idea that God would suddenly create at a point in time raises the question of what he

has been doing previously. It seems that the myth can be deconstructed to produce a

number of important philosophical insights: 1) The created realm is dependant upon a

higher one, which it instantiates in a limited and approximate way. 2) The higher

realm contains "the beautiful model" according to which the world has been ordered.

3) The world is not perfect, not as the result of any malevolent supernatural or divine

being, but because an element of compromise is needed in the instantiation of the

Forms in the material realm. 4) The sensible cosmos can never achieve a state of

perfection. It does not even exist, but is always in a state of "coming-to-be". The

changes and vicissitudes are caused by the errant cause (Necessity), which has to be

externally ordered by Reason.

How, then, can the Demiurge be interpreted? Clearly, if there is no temporal

creation, then there can never have been a stage when the Demiurge engaged in the

activity envisaged in the Timaeus. The standard interpretation has been to assert that

Plato is merely presenting an image of what the cosmos would be like if devoid of the

influence of Reason. What is important is that it is not a mere mechanistic principle,

and is Plato’s reaction to earlier philosophers, whom he had criticised for not

explaining the causality of the physical processes which they posited to explain

world-generation (Phaedo 96A ff.). The Demiurge can then be described (in

Aristotelian terms) as the efficient cause. He is envisaged as the artificer of the

World-Soul, but since this stage hardly took place and the functions which would be

left for the Demiurge to engage in, if the creational process is discounted, are those of

the World-Soul, one can envisage a situation where Plato’s metaphysics could in fact

have no requirement for a Demiurge and the task of functioning as a conduit between

the suprasensible and material realms is effectively carried out by the World-Soul. In

the Phaedrus, the soul is the source of all motion and in Book X of the Laws,

regulation of the cosmos is carried out by the rational World-Soul, therefore this
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would appear to be a logical interpretation (if not the logical interpretation) of the

Timaeus myth. The Demiurge is no more than the "Cause of the Mixture" (Philebus

23Dff.)

The dramatic setting of the dialogue the day after the Republic, which dealt

with the search for justice in the city and individual soul and which is summarised in

the opening of the Timaeus (17A-20C) helps to reinforce the notion that the dialogue

deals with the continued regulation and governance of the cosmos, rather than once-

off creation. Even some of those responding to both the Timaeus and the Biblical

account of creation (such as Philo and Origen) still retain this element of continual

world-generation. The Gnostics evidently adopt the opposite approach, though in part

this is because they are profoundly influenced by the actual mythology of the

Timaeus, and have less reason to deconstrnct it. (It suits their beliefs better, if

regarded as literal).

Another point is what in the Timaeus, if anything, suggests a hierarchy of

levels of being? What is primarily suggested is two worlds, or metaphysical realms,

that of being and of becoming. A hierarchy amongst suprasensible entities is

suggested by the distinction between the Demiurge and the Young gods; he is

immortal, while they are merely everlasting at his pleasure. What he produces will

not be dissolved, unlike the Young Gods, who produce the mortal component of man.

This further suggests world-generation is the result of collaboration between entities

at various ontological levels, with very strictly delineated roles, an interpretation

drawn upon by Gnosticism, but also by the Philonic Logos-Cutter. The distinction in

the quality of the production of the Demiurge and the Young Gods stresses the

hierarchy, as well as the ambivalent nature of man as containing elements with two

ontological ranks (soul and body). Though Plato does not envisage it in these terms, it

can be seen as the ancestor of the belief in a higher divine element in Man, which has

become entrapped in matter.

The nature of the "beautiful model" raises this issue also; the gaze of the

Demiurge is on the Eternal (29A), but he himself does not appear to produce this

model, leading to the ambiguity concerning his relationship to the Forms. Such

ambiguity provided fertile ground for Middle Platonic speculations regarding God

and the Forms. Most important in this regard is the problem of whether, if the

Demiurge is good. he can be identified with the Form of the Good. As he is Intellect,

and the Forms are contemplated by Intellect, this cannot be the case. The Middle
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Platonic response to regard the Forms as the contents of the divine Mind is the most

economical clarification of their relationship (as it reduces the number of Principles

posited). Numenius also attempts to resolve this situation by effectively expanding

the suprasensible realm, explaining the Demiurge’s ancestry.

Legacy of the Timaeus

Perhaps surprisingly, despite the heated debate amongst Platonists in general

concerning the status of the demiurgic myth, this does not seem to have been an issue

with the philosophers and traditions investigated here from the first to third centuries

A.D. Plutarch, for example, was prepared to accept that a literal interpretation had

been intended by Plato, a position he adopts principally for his own purposes. After

all, he viewed the myths of other cultures as revealing the truths of Greek philosophy;

an interest which prompted his De Iside et Osiride. Later figures such as Philo and

Origen were less concerned with exposing the Demiurge as a myth than with drawing

upon the imagery it presented as a means for expounding Biblical truth and

reconciling it with Greek philosophy (or Greek philosophy with it, depending upon

one’s position). Gnosticism and Hermetism both regarded the Demiurge as a real

figure and, given what we know of both these traditions, were unlikely to be

perplexed by the mythological context in which he is introduced.

The same could be said for Numenius, for whom the Demiurge forms an

important component of his metaphysics. This leaves Maximus of Tyre, who seems

to have seen no pressing need to investigate the matter in what was intended as an

introductory series of lectures to Plato. If the status of the demiurgic myth could be

shelved by Plato’s less immediate interpreters, the same did not apply for the status of

the Demiurge himself. Though Jonas has warned against the "conveyor-belt"

approach of Gnosticism, this could be viewed as one of continual ontological decline

(although to a certain degree such a view is rather naive and simplistic -Philo after all

did raise the status of the Creator by making him an architect, rather than a

craftsman).

I have identified the following main areas where the influence of the

Demiurge of the Timaeus may be most strongly discerned:

1) the relation of the Demiurge to the First Principle,

2) the actual causality of the Demiurge and his interaction with matter,

3) the ontological status of the Forms,
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4) the question of the origin of evil and

5) other factors which limit the influence of the Demiurge (such as Providence,

Necessity or other entities).

However, it is not always practical to deal with each of these aspects in the precise

order outlined above.

Indeed, this schema is perhaps somewhat misleading since it implies a degree

of systematisation in theorising about the Demiurge, which could not be said to be

present in each of the instances examined. Most notable in this regard are the Gnostic

and Hermetic traditions, inclusion of which requires some justification, since it would

seem to stray beyond the boundaries of philosophy or classical philology into the

realm of heresiology or comparative religion. However, the increase of our

knowledge of Gnosticism and Hermetism has been one of the most exciting twentieth

century developments in this area.While the Nag Hammadi Library was discovered in

1945, it was only as recently as 1977 that publication commenced. Even the great

works of Festugibre (1950) and Jonas (1958 and 1963) were unable to wholly take

into account the Nag Hammadi corpus, and it has fallen to a new generation of

Gnostic scholars such as Petr6ment to consider the full impact of these works. Indeed,

academic prejudice and a quasi-religious disdain for heretical texts considerably

undermined research into this area and the only thoroughly "modem" studies of

Gnosticism with implications for Platonism have been Petr6ment’s A Separate God

(1991) and the 1998 study edited by Van den Broek and Hanagraaf: Gnosis and

Hermetism: From Antiquity Until Modern Times.

The same phenomenon can be observed with Corpus Hermeticum, which

dropped out of the ambit of classical scholarship after Casaubon discovered that it

was not as old as it claimed to be. This changed when a Coptic version found at Nag

Hammadi forced a reappraisal. To a certain extent, justifying the Gnostic and

Hermetic traditions as a serious subject of academic study would appear to be a moot

point after John Dillon’s The Middle Platonists (1977), which rehabilitated the

"Platonic Underworld", the intellectual milieu of several Gnostic thinkers, as a

legitimate subject for research. I have concentrated almost exclusively on Valentinus

in my survey of Gnosticism, since he represents the Gnostic branch with the greatest

concentration of Platonic elements.

A further contribution of the Timaeus has been to our conceptualization of

time. Plato regards time as coming into being with the universe, although since he
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dismissed precosmic events, this indicates that he never envisaged a period when

creation did not exist (although evidently Plato never claims that the Demiurge

introduced temporal succession to the world). Time for Plato refers to the celestial

motions by which we can measure time. I introduce this point here because it raises

the question of why the Demiurge should choose to create at a particular point. As

Plato says of the Demiurge: "Ka’t 6 p~v 6?1 fi~av’ra "ra~Ta 8ta-cd~(t~" ~tcv~v ~v

T~ ~CtUTOb KaTdt "rp6~rov /]0~t" (Timaeus 41AfJ). As Proclus observed, for the

Demiurge to always maintain a constant state in relation to the world, He must always

create.

This is precisely the position adopted by subsequent philosophers; exemplified

equally by Philo and Origen’s views concerning continual temporal creation and the

location of the Ideal realm of the Forms within the Son-Logos, as well as Plutarch’s

assertion that the Demiurge is continually engaged in geometry. In the Gnostic and

Hermetic traditions, the situation is reversed; God is not involved in continual

demiurgic activity, rather creation is spawned by the Demiurge (who is not

immutable and so there is no metaphysical reason why he cannot create on an ad hoc

basis) and Man, who represents the pinnacle of creation, is a once-off production,

generated inadvertently as the result of a flaw within the Godhead itself. Indeed, there

the divine is continually attempting to undo creation, rather than to further it.

Numenius falls in between both extremes - the splitting of the Second and Third gods

by matter seems to be a non-recurrent event, but the contemplation of the Intelligibles

by the First God, followed by a similar contemplation on the part of the Second God,

which appears to fulfill some sort of demiurgic function, seems to be a continuous

event.

Timaeus 41A3 ff could be viewed as responsible for these divergent

approaches regarding the continuity of the Demiurge’s activity. However, Proclus’

comment reveals more about subsequent interpretation than about Plato’s own

viewpoint. Although at Republic 381 B-C, God is unchangeable, this refers to nature

not activity. God could create (or not) as seems good to Him, provided that this does

not change his nature as God. However, this would not solve the problem of why God

would allow precosmic chaos to exist before rectifying the situation (since it implies a

change in God’s ~0os’). (Again, this problem could be rectified by simply viewing the

demiurgic myth as expository).
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For those living within the Judaeo-Christian tradition, it seems perfectly

possible for an omnipotent deity to create whenever He wishes. One might expect

such a position to be advanced by Philo and Origen, although it appears that their

training in Greek philosophy was too extensive for this to be the case. Plato’s

Demiurge, in any case, was a different type of entity. As soul, he was subordinate to

the Forms. At 27E3-4, the Demiurge’s role is that of Nous, contained only in soul

30B3 "vofiv b’ db XW~t~ t~vXf3~ 68flvaTov rrapaT~v~Oat T~." 27 At Euthyphro

10A -11A, we are informed that "the holy is loved by the gods because it is holy, it is

not holy because it is loved by the gods". Plato mentions 0¢~at dvdTKat at Laws

818A7, which bind the gods. With the "Middle Platonic" period and the doctrine

(thought by some, but probably incorrectly, to have been first advanced by Philo of

Alexandria) of the Forms as the thoughts of God, we have the emergence of a

Demiurge free to create his own values, although this position is eroded in

Gnosticism and Hermetism, with the development of a Demiurgic figure in

opposition to or ignorant of, the supreme principle.

Methodology

Gretchen Reydams-Schil’s 1999 work Demiurge and Providence presents a

similar investigation to mine. However, she is primarily concerned with the Stoic

contribution to the Platonist debate regarding the reading of the Timaeus, while I have

focused more on the development of the concept of the Demiurge as a divine

mediator. This has led to very little overlap: Philo of Alexandria and Plutarch are the

only two thinkers considered by both studies. A further investigation on the influence

of the Timaeus upon Philo after Runia’s magisterial monograph might seem to

require a greater degree of justification. However, an analysis of the development of

the demiurgic concept in Middle Platonism could not be said to be complete without

an analysis of the originality (or lack thereof) of Philo’s contribution. This is more

evidently the case in a study of demiurgy in the Christian, Gnostic and Hermetic

traditions, since Philo can to a certain extent be viewed as a link between these

"Biblical" or "pseudo-Biblical" traditions and mainstream Greek philosophy.

In tracing the development of this concept, I must stress that perceived

philosophical pedigree has not been a criterion for investigation. This explains the

perhaps surprising inclusion of Maximus of Tyre. Although he deals with the topic in

" Taran, k. ( 9;2/, 396,
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a superficial manner, he does provide good evidence for the understanding of

"demiurgy" in Middle Platonism. This also explains the inclusion of Plutarch or

Philo. The situation regarding Origen has been investigated, but excluded from the

current thesis for formal reasons, although I hope to return to him on a future

occasion. The Chaldaean Oracles, though replete with a satisfying complex system

of divine mediators, such as Teletarchs, Connectors and Iynges, have not been

included, precisely because, although figures such as Porphyry or Damascius

regarded them as carrying the same authority as Plato’s Timaeus, their significance is

felt to a greater extent on these later Neoplatonists then upon the period in question,

contrasting with the situation regarding Gnosticism.

It suffices to note some points of interest regarding the Chaldean Oracles.

Firstly, the Chaldean supreme god resembles the Numenian First God in so far as he

is a self-contemplating intellect. Secondly, while the tortuous ontological scheme

parallels the same phenomenon in Gnosticism, these divine mediators are evocative

of the Platonic world of the Forms. For example, the Iynges resemble the thoughts of

God. Despite the points of Middle Platonic re-evaluation of Plato’s metaphysics

illustrated by the Chaldean Oracles, it has seemed preferable to focus rather on the

Gnostic and Hermetic traditions.

In brief, the combination of thinkers analysed here represents the various

traditions which attempted to make the Timaeus or the concepts expressed therein

their own. Not only can one observe an attempt in subsequent thinkers to explain or

to resolve the philosophical issues raised by the dialogue, which can occasionally sit

uncomfortably with the desire to reconcile it with a particular tradition or allegiance,

one also observes the emergence of certain trends throughout its progression. The

separation of the demiurgic function from the role of the highest principle, beginning

with Numenius (although it can be traced right back to the "Young Gods" of the

Timaeus), leads to the emergence of an increasingly elaborate chain of entities

insulating the highest principle from the Demiurge. In a sense, both the Christian

tradition and Platonism bring this development to an end. For Christianity, multiple

creators could easily be accommodated by the framework of the Trinity, while the

Neoplatonic notion of automatic emanation by the One effectively broke away from

the concept of the Demiurge altogether.
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Chapter 2: Plutarch and the Demiurge of Egyptian Mythology

Introduction

Even if Plutarch cannot be regarded as a significant original philosopher, he

merits consideration for the evidence he provides on the development of Middle

Platonism.28 Plutarch’s philosophical oeuvre is essentially Platonic, even if influenced

by Peripateticism and by (a reaction against Stoicism. Unfortunately for our purposes,

No. 66 in the Catalogue ofLamprias Hcp~ vo~ "y~’yov~vat KaT~ N~kdTtoVa T~)U

K6~r~tou has not survived. This leaves De anima procreatione in Timaeo, and

Quaestiones Platonicae as the only extant exegetical works of Plutarch. In his

surviving corpus, Plutarch quotes or refers to Plato in 650 passages, most frequently

the Timaeus. In Platonicae Quaestiones, Questions II, IV, vii and viII deal with

sections of the Timaeus, with the interpretations of questions II and IV being

expanded in De animae procreatione.29 I have considered De Iside before turning to

other writings, which might be considered more technical, because it is portrayed by

Plutarch as a demiurgic myth, and in this sense is related to the Timaeus or the

Valentinan myth of Sophia.

Another factor was a desire to be able to draw a comparison more clearly with

Philo, who also has to deal with a creative religious myth (that of the Pentateuch).

There is, however, an important distinction between both cases. In recounting the

myth of Isis and Osiris, the philosophical doctrines are expounded, at times, in a

confusing manner, as various details of the myth have to be included. Yet Plutarch

was under no compulsion to use this myth in order to expound philosophy; he does

so, because it evidently interests him, and he presumably viewed it as containing

philosophical truth (to some degree), and therefore the De Iside cannot be simply

dismissed. In the case of Philo, as a pious Jew, he sought to explain the Pentateuch in

philosophical language, though he perceived it as embodying truth and could not

simply ignore it, as Plutarch could with the Isis myth.

A final motivation for giving the De lside a more prominent position than the

De An. Proc. is that it deals with First Principles, which are not really the concern of

the De An. Proc. which rather considers the existence of a pre-existent disorderly

soul. There no real distinction appears to be drawn between First Principle and

zs Dillon, J. M. (1977). 185.

’~ Hershbell, J. P. C. (1992). 235.



Demiurge. As so many of Plutarch’s technical philosophical works have perished,

one is justified in seeking out evidence for his cosmological theories where one can,

even if, as in this case, it is necessary to analyse mythical narrative to do it.

It is important to remember that Plutarch as an exegete works on the

assumption that Plato’s works express parts of the same system (as opposed to a

"developmental" theory) and that passages and specific phraseology in Plato should

be taken literally.3° Therefore, his attempts to manipulate the text, an allegation made

by Chemiss3~, can also be regarded as rendering certain passages consistent with what

Plato states elsewhere. Plutarch takes the demiurgic myth literally, as opposed to

attempts by others within Platonism (such as Xenocrates) to deconstruct the myth to

its constituent activities. Certain aspects of the myth are particularly important,

especially the concept that the Demiurge is not in any way responsible for evil.

Plutarch draws distinctions between the Demiurge and the First Principle in the De

1side, where immanent Osiris can be seen as approximating a Logos-type figure

(ironic in terms of Plutarch’s opposition to the Stoics). In the history of the demiurgic

concept, Plutarch represents (unlike the other philosophers) less an attempt to develop

it than to resolve some of the problems bequeathed by Plato and to extend its

application.

Plutarch’s Religious Development

Plutarch is typical of the Middle Platonist movement, according to which the

1-~Xos" of life is assimilation to God, not to nature. This is the justification for

Plutarch’s attempts to understand the essence of God and becomes apparent from De

sera 550Dff:

"Consider first that God, as Plato says (Theaet. 176E 9), offers himself to all
as a pattern of every excellence, thus rendering human virtue, which is in
some sense an assimilation to himself, accessible to all who can "follow God".
Indeed, this was the origin of the change whereby universal nature, disordered
before, became a "cosmos": it came to resemble after a fashion and to
participate in the form and excellence of God. The same philosopher says
further that Nature kindled vision in us so that the soul beholding the heavenly
motions and wondering at the sight, should grow to accept and cherish all that
moves in stateliness and order and thus came to hate discordant and errant
passions and to shun the aimless and haphazard as the source of all vice and
jarring error, for man is fitted to derive from god no greater blessing than to

30 Opsomer, J. (2004), 138.
31 Cherniss, H (1976), Plutarch’s Moralia Xlll, Part 1, 999C - 1032F, 137-8.
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become settled in virtue through copying and aspiring to the beauty and the
goodness that are his." (trans. De Lacy & Einarson)

Plutarch’s later works were viewed by nineteenth century German academics

as a return to his youthful scepticism.32 Plutarch’s religious ideas are also

characterised by his reaction against Stoicism, by his dualism and by his Pythagorean

leanings. His Neopythagoreanism is apparent from De esu carnium where he

proposes the doctrine that animals contain reincamated human souls as a deterrent

against eating flesh. In De Sollertia Animalium, his father, Autobulus, speaks in

defence of Pythagoreanism, and from Quaestiones Conviviales 1.2 (615D-619D),

concerning a family dispute, it appears that Plutarch was ideologically closer to his

father than to his brothers. Ziegler proposed that his Pythagorean sympathies were

inherited from his father, while Dillon argues that he was influenced by a

Pythagoreanised Platonism imported by his teacher, Ammonius, from Alexandria. De

E apud Delphos reveals Plutarch’s early interest in Pythagorean number theory.

For Dillon, Plutarch is "orthodox", as exhibited by Ammonius’ speech (De E

391 E -394C), De Iside and Osiris, De Genio Socratis, whereby Plutarch’s view that

the TO, O~" of life was assimilation to God can be viewed as the culmination of Middle

Platonic thought, post-Eudorus.

Brenk points out that certain scholars (such as D6rrie) viewed Plutarch’s

doctrines as a departure from their own conception of Schulplatonismus- specifically

the idea that God created the soul as part of himself and out of himself (Quaestiones

Platonicae 1009 b-c), which vitiates the role of three principles (God, Forms, Matter),

though the Dreiprinzipienlehre is more a popular doxographical doctrine than a

litmus test of Platonic orthodoxy.33 D6rrie further objects to Plutarch’s positing of

God as paradeigma (De Sera 550d), to his placing of God among the Intelligibles (Q.

P. 1002b) and the posthumous ascent of the soul, which separates the psyche and the

nous (De facie 944E).

In reaction to Drrrie’s view, De Sera 550d (quoted above) only serves to

strengthen Dillon’s position, since it emphasises the r~,o~ as assimilation to God.

Furthermore, God is the paradeigma in Plato’s Theaetetus 176 E ofrrdvTa Ka~.d. At

Rep. X 613a-b, human arete is described as assimilation (~o~to[0Jcrt~-) to God.

Plutarch also avoids use of the terms v6 Kakbv and T6 dTa06v, which would

>" Brenk, F. H. (19S7L 256.
>> Brenk, F. H. (1987). 258.



explicitly locate Plato’s main Forms in God - instead he prefers to use plurals.

Plutarch also identifies God with the Form of the Good and Beautiful (De facie

944E), an identification which emerges very early on in Platonism. In fact, on a literal

level, Plutarch maintained the distinction between the Forms, vo~ and the Demiurge

and resisted the prevailing intellectual trend to unite these elements. Admittedly, at

certain times, Plutarch fuses God and the Forms.34 In this sense, it seems that Plutarch

may be closer to the true Platonic interpretation than many other "orthodox"

Platonists.

The Demiurge and the Forms

As R. M. Jones commented "Plutarch usually treats the Forms and God as

independent entities and never calls the Forms the thoughts of God.’’35 Jones points

out that this misinterpretation of Plato’s thought already existed by the time of the

Didaskolikos of Alcinous36:

"The Idea, considered with reference to God, is his thought with reference to
us, the first intelligible, with reference to matter, the measure; with reference
to the sensible world, the pattern; with reference to itself, essence. If God is
reason (vo~’) or an intellectual being (vo~pov), he has thoughts and these are
eternal and unchanging". (Jones’ translation).

However, the notion can certainly be found in Philo of Alexandria, although he was

probably not the inventor, but may have borrowed the concept from Eudorus of

Alexandria, and the original idea may go back to Plato’s pupils, in particular

Xenocrates. It seems that this interpretation may have crept into Platonic thought

under the influence of the Aristotelian concept that God only engages in thought and

thinks both himself and the vofqvov.

The same can also be posited for one of Plutarch’s other great "heresies", his

positing of temporal creation. Some scholars, such as Whittaker, have suggested that

Plato in fact believed in a literal creation of the world in the Timaeus, but that,

influenced by Aristotle’s criticisms, Platonists such as Xenocrates reinterpreted the

more embarrassing passages in favour of atemporal creation.37 In this case it would

seem that Plutarch is closer to Plato’s original thought, although he is frequently

criticised for attempting to distort Plato’s words in order to enlist the philosopher’s

support for his own ideas.

34 Jones, R. M. (1926), 325. This occurs in Quaestiones Platonicae and De Iside and Osiride.
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid. 322.
37 Whittaker, J. (1969).
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In Defacie, it is apparent that the Demiurge and the Forms are not identical.

The Forms are the paradeigmata which he imitates (1023d). At 1026 E-F, Plutarch

adapts the Politikos myth, postulating at certain periods the world is rolled backward

by the World-Soul and that by contemplating the intelligible principles reapprehends

them. The Intelligibles are therefore not just abstract concepts, but the principles

which underpin visible reality.

Plutarch against the Stoics
Something of Plutarch’s views on demiurgic causality can be gleaned from his

writings against the Stoics, where his dualistic tendencies may be observed coming

into conflict with the monistic causality of the Stoics. Unfortunately, in this regard,

six out of the nine polemics against the Stoics mentioned by the Lamprias Catalogue

are no longer extant: Against Chrysippus on Justice, Against the Stoics on Common

Experience, Selections and refutations of Stoics and Epicureans, Against Chrysippus

on the First Consequent, and Against the Stoics, on What is in our Control. This

leaves just On Stoic Self-Contradictions, Against the Stoics on Common Conceptions

and a o6L,o~t~" of That the Stoics talk more paradoxically than the Poets.

Evidently, these texts must be read in terms of Plutarch’s reaction against

Stoicism. As Hershbell notes, since the nineteenth century, Plutarch’s interaction with

the Stoics has been read in three different ways: as a determined opponent, as an

eclectic borrowing from both the Stoa and the Academy, or as a Stoic despite his

better judgement.38 In De Stoicorum Repugnantiis, Plutarch sets out to undermine

Stoic thinkers, particularly Chrysippus, by pointing out gross inconsistencies in their

philosophy, and this can shed some light on Plutarch’s own views concerning

demiurgic causality.

At ch. 30 Plutarch attacks Chrysippus on the "promoted indifferents" which

are beneath virtue to concern itself with. However, these "promoted indifferents" are

shown not to be good, since they can be put to evil use. Yet, as Plutarch shows, the

Stoic god is powerless. Virtue alone is beneficial, though it is bestowed not by god,

but is the object of free choice. This means that god cannot benefit man in the only

matter that counts (1048D). Chrysippus also argues for the Platonic notion of the

divine choice of the best (Ch. 31), but then, as Plutarch points out, this divine choice

from the Stoic point of view is not particularly beneficial, since they view humanity

3s Hershbell, J. P. (1992), 3342.
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as in a wretched and miserable state. Plutarch also attacks the Chrysippean notion that

god is cruel and responsible in some way for the sufferings of man.

’"l~pet5" VeOTVt~v Ka’t TU~kt~v 8VTtOV TCOV OKUXtCtK[OJV [~dpatpo~pev T~
nokkt] qbct86p.cvot Trig" KUV6g" 6 8~ ZcD5" oO p6vov ~ctoct¢ Ka’L
rrEpttS~v ~v flktKlg "ycvop_~-vog’ dkk& Ka’t dpOoa5" al)T65" Ka’L a6~f]c~a~
dnoTUl.trrCtVi¢CL ~)0op~g" Ka’t bk~’0pou [lqxav~pcvo~ TrpoSdcrct~" b~ov
a’tT[a~ Ka’t dpxd5" T~v~o¢oa~ pi] napaax~Tv."
"We out of consideration for the bitch make away with the majority of her
puppies when they are newly born and blind, but Zeus after he has not merely
from inadvertence let men grow up, but has himself created then and caused
them to grow then tortures them to death, contriving pretexts for their ruin and
destruction whereas he ought to have disallowed the causes and origins of
their coming to be."

Plutarch is opposed to the view that god can be responsible for evil and at

1049F attacks Chrysippus’ stance on this matter: "T6 ~dUTOV e~twa~, aLTlaoaoOaL

Oe6u~" -"You’ve made the easiest plea, to blame the gods".

Plutarch attacks the notion that the Demiurge could be responsible for evil, in

contrast to the Chrysippean notion that evils are dispersed according to the will of

Zeus, either for the purpose of punishment, or in the course of other arrangements, as

is the case in cities (De Stoic. Rep. 1051). In the same passage, he attacks Chrysippus’

insensitivity for comparing the evil things which happen to the virtuous man to a few

husks which get lost in a well-run household. Plutarch here favours a more inclusive

form of divine Providence. Chrysippus’ reasoning here is based on the role of

Necessity in the sensible world. Even Plato (Nmaeus 47E5 - 48A2) and the author of

De Placitis at 885A recognise the limits placed on the Demiurge by Necessity.

However, for Plutarch, if Necessity controls events to such a large degree, than many

events lie beyond the control of the Demiurge and the world is not completely

ordered in conformity with his reason. This would absolve him from guilt for the

existence of evil in the world, although, as Plutarch illustrates, Chrysippus vitiates

this by claiming that even vice is the creation of the Demiurge "for nothing, even the

slightest, can come into being other than with the assent of universal nature and its

reason".39

At De Stoic. Rep. 1050E, Plutarch attacks this statement and responds with a

spirited defence of the Demiurge:

39 De Stoic. Repugn. 1050E,
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"fl tJ-~l’ ’y~lp KCtK{a 1TdI, TU~£" ~.V~’yK;kqT6£" ~aTt Kg.Td T61/ TbU Xpuo-[lrn-ou
X6ToL," b S~ Z~bg ~’yKXqT~og E[T’ ~Xpq~TOVOUO’CW~" TflV ~aKLa!,’ ’
n~’rroi_qKev E’~TC "rro[qaa£" OOK dxp~(~T~g Ko;kd~’~t".(10S1A)
"For while vice according to the reasoning of Chrysippus is entirely free from
blame, Zeus must be blamed whether he has created vice which is without use
or having created it not without use chastises it."

Of course, Plutarch’s comments concerning Chrysippus’ doctrines and his

quotes are sometimes distorted to further his case. Nevertheless, by reading his anti-

Stoic polemics one can gain a negative view of Plutarch’s metaphysics - a definition

of his views on demiurgic causality, defined in terms of what it is not. The passage

quoted above helps to justify Plutarch’s own dualistic tendencies, which necessarily

limit the freedom of operation of his Demiurge. Nor does Plutarch opt for the

Christian response to the existence of evil - that while God is good, evil exists

because of the free will of mankind. Plutarch at De Stoic. Rep. 1051 D notes that

declaring that the Demiurge is responsible for the appointment of evil men to

positions of power is tantamount to accusing a king for having appointed evil officials

and turning a blind eye to the abuse of his virtuous subjects. Given this context it

seems apparent therefore that a dualistic philosophy was the obvious means for

Plutarch to extract himself from the difficulty created by the problem of evil.

Certain aspects of the problem of evil are touched upon in De Communibus

Notitiis adversus Stoicos. But first use of this text requires a brief justification. Its

Plutarchean pedigree has been challenged, but the arguments stated by

Weissenberger~° were successfully refuted by Kolfhaus41 and so it is a legitimate

source for Plutarch’s views. In any case, many of the arguments overlap with those

used in De Stoicorum Repugnantis.

At 1065E - 1066A, Plutarch again levels at the Stoics the charge of making

the Demiurge responsible for evil:"b &~ lra.Tp~os" KO.’I. "OITCITO~’ KCI.’L 0EIJ_[O’TLO~- ZEb~" KI21. dptcrroT~Xag.’

KaTe. Hit’&apou, 06 6pOlJmt &~TrOU id~Ta. KCt’l. TrOtKi.~.OV KCd. 1TOXUTra0~S"
8qptoupT&v TbV K6Ol.tO’; (])’,Xa O~c~l,’ KCt’t dvOpdorrtov dO’TU KOLV6V

O" U I ’I ’ O ~ TI O’O IJ.E,, t ’t01-’ BCTd ~)[ Kq~" Ka’t dpETflS- 61SO~.OTOUlt~v~og Ka~
}J.CtKapL~o~’, Tt TrpO~’ Tb K’d~k,~LO’TOP TOfJTO Ka.’t O’E~b’rT0tTOI~ T~}kO~’ ESEI.TO
~,q, aTt61’ KCt’L dvbpo@rvtm, Ka’t Tr0tTpOKT61~I,, Ka’t. TUpd.l~t&01#; 06 ~’ap ~lSb
T~ 0~t~ KCI’t KoBObp fl KaKiO "y~’yol~fl) ~Tr~ta66LOV, ob8~ 8’
~0TpO.rr~~k[ctl’ fl dt~)tK[Ct K~’t T~kmTCt KO.’t. 13t01.LO}kOX[(:/l,, Trpoo’T~TpLTI’TaL

TO~£ iTpdTl_tCtO’tP, Ll¢’ ~9V O0b’ 6vctp "tb¢iv ~(rTt Tfl~" bl-tVoul.t~vqs"
bt~okoT[a~’".

~0 Weissenberger, Die Sprache Plutarctrs ii pp. 51-53.
4~ Kolthaus, Plutarchi De. Comm. ,Vot.



"But Zeus the paternal and supreme and righteous and, as Pindar calls him,
the l)emiurge, fashioned the universe not, I take it, as a grand, intricate and
sensational drama, but as a town common to gods and men who should live
lawful partners in right and virtue concordantly and blissfully and for the
attainment of this most fair and most majestic goal what need had he of pirates
and murderers and parricides and tyrants? For it is not as a clever interlude
pleasant to the divinity that vice has come to be nor is it by way of drollery
and jest and ribaldry that human affairs have been sullied by injustice, vice
and injustice making it impossible to see even a phantom of the concord they
harp upon.".

Here again, Plutarch views the Demiurge as essentially good, having created

the world with the best aim in mind. He even goes further, regarding vice as

unessential to the Demiurge’s plan (in contrast to the Stoics’ as they are presented in

De Stoic. Rep., who regard vice as necessary for the existence of evil):

"O1) ’ydtp ~ ’yE {3Xq Yb KaKbv ~ ~aUT~g 1Tap~crXqK~V".

"For matter has not of itself brought forth what is evil" (1076C)

Plutarch then goes on to argue here that matter is I~ITOI.O~’ ("without quality") -

its motions coming directly from the moving principle. This is not very far from the

view of matter outlined in Plato’s Timaeus, but it is a long way from the attempts to

insulate God from matter exhibited by later thinkers such as Philo. However at 1085B

he does touch on the relationship of this Demiurge to matter. Plutarch’s problem

here is with the Stoic concept of the Demiurge, as rationality permeating matter.

For Plutarch, the Demiurge, as a principle, should be pure (KctOaobv) and

incomposite (dcrOv0CTOV), precisely what matter is, since it is without quality, but

according to Plutarch’s reading of the Stoic position, the Demiurge’s interaction with

matter would mean that he is only a participant in a principle, not a principle himself

(as he is for Plutarch). At 1085C Plutarch further elaborates his grievance against the

Stoic position - since matter and rationality are both separate, then the Demiurge is

not pure Reason, but only has it on deposit as a kind of trustee (’ral.t’ta~), leaving him

as neither ~63’os" or ibm, N, not a principle, but a participant in two opposed principles,

and hence a compound. Plutarch here presents a serious criticism of the Stoic

position, and though he is engaged in dialectic, the passage can be viewed as evidence

of the Platonic attempt to insulate the Demiurge from matter, but simultaneously

explain his interaction upon it:

"ZTOLX([OU "yE ~L~V Ka’L dpXT]~ ~vwota KOLV?I TT(10-LV (~ ~qTO~" ~-[1"F~-LV
dv0p~3TrOtg" ~pTF~UK~V, tug" ~TrXogv ~:a’t ~KpaTOV �~vat Ka’t daOvOeTov"
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pflV ouTot Tbv 0¢bv dpxiw 6VTa a~pa vo~p6v Ka’L VOOV ~V bXq.
rrOLO0VT¢S" Ob Ka0apbv ob65 drrXo0v ob8’ d(y6V0¢TOV dkk’ ~ ~T~pou Ka~
btd [Tcpov drrodga[vouatv. ~] 85 ~2)tl] Ka0’ aiYr~v ~Jko’yo~ o~(ya

Ka’L

di~OLO~’ TO Gt~kOL)l~ ffXEL K(l% TO dpxoetS~S’" b 0cb~ 8~, ¢’(lrep ObK
~O’TtV dO’t~lJ_aTO~" ObS’ dukos’, cbS" 6pXf]¢ IJ.¢T~O’XqK~ T’~S" [2XqS’. ~-[ I-[~V
ydp iv Ka’t "rabT6v ~] ~kq na’L b k6yos’, obn cb T~v i~Xqv dko~,ov
61TOSES(~naO’LP’ �[ 85 [TCpCl, na’t dpdpOT~pOJV Ta~t[ag dV TLS" b 0�b5"
dq na’t obX 6TrXoOv dXXd. aOV0CTOV rrpdT~a r~ voep~ T6 CY0~t.LaTLKbv

~n T~S" i~Xq~ ~TOO(yetXqd~do~."(De Communibus Notitiis, 1085 B-C)
"Well anyway, of element or principle there has been bred in practically all
men a common conception, that it is simple and unmixed and incomposite, for
element or principle is not what has resulted from mixing but the ingredients
of the mixture. Yet these Stoics by making god, while a principle, an
intellectual body, that is intelligence in matter, make him out to be not pure or
simple or incomposite but from something else and because of something else.
Matter, however, being in itself without rationality and without quality, has
simplicity and so the characteristic of a principle; but god, if in fact he is not
incorporeal and not immaterial, has got a share of matter as a participant in a
principle. For, if matter and rationality are one and the same thing, the Stoics
have done ill in defining matter to be without rationality; and, if they are
different things, god would also have both on deposit as a kind of trustee and
would be not a simple but a composite object with corporeality from matter
added to intellectuality." (trans. Cherniss)

Plutarch’s writings against the Stoics also contain some interesting insights on

the longevity of the Demiurge. Chrysippus argues that only Zeus and the universe are

not subject to destmction, but the other gods are, also denying the other gods self-

sufficiency. Chemiss regards the name "Zeus" at De Stoic. Rep.s 1052B to be a

synonym for the universe.42 However, [ think that when Plutarch refers to Zeus here,

he is thinking of the Demiurge, as was the case with I065E above. Let us consider the

passage:

"TpOC~l~ mE 0’L p-~V dk)tOL 0¢O’t Xp~VTaL napankqa[(aS-, auvex6~¢vot
6t’ab’7@" b 6~ Z~L~ ~ca’t b ~6al~O~" ha0’ ~Tepov Tp6~ov <CYuv~XOVTaL
-r~v ~uTd rrep[oSous" TLV(~5" �[5" rr0p> dvU)tLanO~VCOV na’L ~ rrupb~
~/L’yVOI.L~I,WI~".
"The other gods use nourishment in a similar manner, being sustained through
it. But Zeus (the Demiurge) and the universe <sustain themselves> differently
<from those that periodically> are absorbed <into the universe> and come to
be out of fire."

I think that Zeus here is not the universe per se, but the rational force

pervading and governing the universe. At De Stoicorun Repugnantis 1052C Plutarch

*: Cherniss, H. (1976). 392.



quotes from the first book of Chrysippus’ On Providence, pointing out that Zeus

continues growing until everything has been consumed in his growth. I think that

what Plutarch means here is that the Demiurge ( in his reading of Chrysippus’

system) continues creating the world of becoming until he runs out of matter, which

is the reason for periodic collapse or ~K~fipt0crt~’. Again, it must be noted that

Plutarch is expounding a Stoic position, not his own.

Sambursky claims: "Here the Stoics hit upon an important physical law which

applies to closed systems that are not subject to any interference".43 Chemiss argues

that Sambursky was unaware of Br6hier’s discovery of Chrysippus’ imitation of the

Timaeus 33C8 - D3, and I think that this is what is going on here. The destructibility

of the "lesser gods" is in fact justifiable in Platonic terms, although Plutarch here

expresses opposition to it- though possibly solely for the purposes of polemic. After

all, the Young Gods of the Timaeus are not immortal, merely everlasting at the

pleasure of the Demiurge.

At 1052D, Plutarch counters the Stoic doctrine of the self-sufficiency of the

universe, justified on the basis that nourishment is provided by the interchange of

different parts with each other.44 Plutarch is not as impressed as Sambursky, arguing

that since the universe is nourished by its own decay, while the gods are nourished by

the universe, they expand while the universe contracts. This is interesting; Plutarch

refutes a Stoicised Platonic theory by using an argument from Timaeus 33c7-8, the

passage immediately preceding that utilised by Chrysippus. The Timaeus passage

runs "a0T(3 7ctp ~OUT~ Tpo(~rlV T~V ~aOTO9 (~0[O’LV rrap~xov" and Plutarch’s

argument is "~6vov I.tfl a~EcrOat "rfqv aOTOO (~O~crtv ~XOV’ra". It seems here that

demiurgic activity is not solely noetic action to regulate pre-existent matter, but in

fact the energy required by this activity eventually uses up the available store of

matter, as if only a limited supply is available and the Demiurge is incapable of

producing any more.

Essentially, Plutarch’s objection to the Stoic conception of divinity can be

reduced, as has been done by Babut, to three main problems.45 Firstly, the Stoic

divinity is perishable as he is constrained by the destiny of the cosmos. In the second

place, he is confused with material realities. Finally, he is deprived of all power of

43 Sambursky - Physics of the Stoics quoted by Cherniss, 567.
44

As expressed at SVF. ii.frag. 604.
45 Babut, D. (1969), 454.
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initiative, whereas for Plutarch, as a Platonist, these problems can be solved if the

Demiurge is located in the suprasensible world and separated from matter:

"dX),’ b ~tEv [0~6S"] ~l.,’to Trou TrC[DI. T~V de’L K(ITI~I TO.1)T~. ~O’(ll)Tt0g’ ~I)O’LIJ

~XOUO’Ctv 18pula~vo~" ~v (3d0potg" dT[otg’. ~ dpqm b [lkdTcoV "CbO~’{g

~¢9a[vcL ~aTd ¢~tv rrcptrropcv6~tcvo£"’Adprinc.iner. 781F)

"On the contrary, somewhere up above, in contact with that nature, which in
accordance with the same principles, remains always as it is, established, as
Plato says, upon pedestals of holiness, proceeding in accordance with nature
in his straight course, he reaches his goal.

Having considered Plutarch’s reaction against the Stoa, it is now time to

consider Plutarch’s response to the problems created by the Stoic position on

demiurgy. The Stoics, because of their notion of inert and insensible matter, are

forced to posit that a benevolent divinity is the sole cause of evil.46 Plutarch saw the

need for a third term between matter and the Demiurge to justify the Stoic position, a

problem not shared by Plato, because of his views on the recalcitrance of matter. I

think that an attempt to find a solution to this problem is itself partly responsible for

Plutarch’s dualism:

"�[ "/dO ol)8~q, dvatT[.tog’ rr~qbuKc Tev~0aL, a[T[av 8~ KaKO0 TdTaOoP
obK (n, rrapdaxot. 8¢i "f~vEatv [8lay Ka’k dpx?lv dSc~rrep dTa0oO Ka’t

KaKo0 Till., ~l~O’tP ~X~tt,." (De Iside 369D)
"If, as is the case, it is impossible that something comes to be without cause
and if the good is not able to give birth to evil, it is necessary that there is in
nature a separate origin and principle for evil as there is for good."

De Iside et Osiride

In the De /side, Plutarch attempts to resolve this problem and outlines his

conception of demiurgic causality under the guise of Egyptian mythology, with Osiris

representing the Demiurge. The work reveals a belief in a universal providence,

within the context of which the conflict between good and evil takes place; a conflict

in which the Demiurge himself adopts a rather passive role. The third term that

Plutarch requires between matter and the Demiurge here are daimons. Isis and Osiris

are themselves great daimons, but perfectly good, by virtue of which they become

gods. Thus, the dualism of Plutarch is a conflict between two principles, not between

two gods. At 369D, Plutarch excludes the idea of a god of evil:

as De. Stoic Repug. 1048.



"KO.’I. 8OK¢’[ TOUTO TOTS" TrXE[O’TOt£" K(I[ O’O¢lbTdTOtg’" VOIJ.t(OUO’t 7dO O’L

IJ-~V 0CO~" E~V0tt 81)0 Kcl0drrEp dlYTLT~XVOUS", TOP #(’P d’yci0wv, T6V &~:
dpa6Mov 8qlJtoupT6v ot 8~" T~)V It’EV dlxE[vova 0~6v, T6V 6’ ~’TEpOV

8a[Imva KaXoO(~tv".
"Such is the opinion of the greatest and the most wise, some believing in the
existence of two gods who are rivals, one the Deminrge of Good, the other
the Demiurge of evil; the others call God the better of the two and the other
one daimon."

In practice Plutarch links the concept of a god of evil with Iranian thought

(369D), while he himself prefers to shun this idea. At 369C-D, strong Zoroastrian

echoes can be observed:

"Life and the cosmos, on the contrary - if not the whole of the cosmos, at least
the earthly one below the moon, which is heterogeneous, variegated and
subject to all manner of changes - are compounded of two opposed principles
and of two antithetic powers, one of which leads by a straight path to the right,
while the other reverses and bends back." (trans. J. M. Dillon).
Interestingly here, Plutarch considers the possibility that the evil principle

only has jurisdiction "below the moon", rather like the Valentinian Demiurge. It

seems here that the positive 8uval~[~" is also like a benevolent sublunar Demiurge, but

I think that possibly he has jurisdiction over the cosmos as a whole, but only in the

sublunar region is he forced to enter into conflict with the evil principle, hence the

reason for "all manner of changes".

Typhon is an evil daimon in conflict with the Demiurge and even he appears

to be the only daimon entirely evil, while the others are "more or less good". (360E).

The great daimons serve as intermediaries between the supreme A67o~" and the

"Powers" or between the "Powers" and men.47 These "Powers" are lesser entities,

which on the ontological scale rank just above men. This positing of daimons, rather

like Plato’s positing of the Younger Gods helps to free the Demiurge from bearing

any responsibility for the existence of evil. However, in De Defectu, the daimons

assist the Demiurge by preserving cosmic order as an additional regulatory power.48

However, the problem with this aspect of the demonology is vitiated by the

active role of Isis, who also regulates the disorder of the sublunar world and attempts

to preserve it. The role played by Isis is essential in Plutarch’s understanding of the

Demiurge, since she plays a much more active part in the preservation of the world

than her husband. As Frankfort comments: "Isis, the devoted, but subservient consort

47 Illustrated also in the De Defectu Oraculorum, where 8ailtot,¢7 convey oracles from the gods to

men.
48 Cherniss, H. (1976), 100.
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of Osiris, became the vehicle of Plutarch’s philosophy, his peculiar amalgam of

Platonic and Stoic views" (though Francfort’s study is not the most nuanced).49

Additionally, the demonology helps to regulate theological problems, such as the

existence of cults. However, these are relatively minor matters when compared to the

attempt to solve the problem of evil and need not concern us here.

At 373C, Plutarch deals with the creation of the world:

"Before this world became manifest and was brought to completion by Logos,
Matter, being shown by its nature to be incomplete of itself, brought forth the
first creation."

This first creation is merely the "wraith and phantasm" of the created world

that is generated later. As Dillon comments, it seems indicative of Isis’ desire for the

order of the world, rather than a production of Seth-Typhon.s° Read in terms of

Plato’s Timaeus, this would seem to indicate the suprasensible paradeigma used by

the Demiurge. Since it is produced by matter, it indicates that while Plutarchean

matter may be, in itself, inert, before the creation of the world, a maleficent soul

already exists - perhaps illustrated here by the conception of the elder Horus in the

womb.

The nature of Plutarchean demiurgy can only be understood in terms of Isis

(De lside 372E):

" ’H ydp~lat~" ~aTL I.t~v T6 T~ff d~gaEtog 0flXu Ka’L 8EKTtKbv &rraa@
"yfl’~O’~Ct0~", KO00 Tt0~lrq KO’I. 1T(/VSEX~]~" 013-0 TOO H~kGtT(0VO~’, 5130 ~E- T~I)
rro~O, Cov htuptt~vuBo~. K~KXqTat 8td Tb ndaa~ brrb TOg k6Tou mpErrot.t~vq
l-topq58s~ 8~XCCr0at Ka’t ~.5~ag."

"Isis is the female principle of nature, that which receives all generation, from
which arise the names "nurse" and "universal receptacle", which Plato gives
here and also "myrionym" ("with a thousand names") , because under the
influence of reason she undergoes change and adopts every sort of form and
appearance".

As is evident here, Isis is the Receptacle of the Timaeus, although she also

adopts the role of matter to some extent, as can be seen from 372Eff, where she is

explicitly identified with matter. This is a rather radical shift from Timaeus 49Af and

51A, where the receptacle is defined as the place in which creation occurs, rather than

the material out of which it occurs. However, Plutarch is not the first Platonist to

a’~ Frankfort, The Problem of Similarity in ancient Near Eastern religions, 1951,22.
so Dillon, J. M. (19~ ~)..04.



equate the Platonic Receptacle with Aristotelian matter,sl While the Receptacle is

more usually regarded as place or space, support can be found for Plutarch’s

perception of it as matter. Plato uses terms such as ~K~tctt, eTov (impression),

KtVOD~tevov (moving), 8ta~rxq~ta’rt(6pevov (shaping), TU1Ttt)0~UT(2 (being struck),

which are difficult to reconcile with the notion of space and seem to allude to a

feature such as plasticity.

Another problem: Isis is neither passive receptacle nor inert matter, but she is

capable of choosing between good and evil, though naturally inclining to what is best.

Far from being recalcitrant, she actively seeks ordering by the Demiurge (evidently

Osiris), although she also assists in demiurgy by sowing effluxes in herself. All this

suggests an active receptacle; perhaps overactive, since it is difficult to see what

remains for the Demiurge to do, other than perhaps communicating the paradeigma

to Isis, who then plays a role in ordering herself (not actually a question of creation,

similar to the situation in the 77maeus).

In a more implicit manner, Isis serves a role somewhat similar to Philo’s

Logos-cutter. As Plutarch comments at 352 D: "Ka0apoO 3’do, ~, d~qcrtv 6 [[;kdToJV,

ob 0ep.tTbV ~ivr¢cr0aL It/1 Kc{Oap~" ("The pure, as Plato says, should not touch the

impure").S2This would help to elucidate the passivity of the Demiurge, as part of an

increasing tendency after Plato to move to a more transcendent First Principle. This

tendency is motivated by a variety of factors including the desire to insulate the First

Principle from matter/responsibility for the creation of evil or attempts to clarify the

nature of the relationship between the First Principle, the demiurgic one and the

Ideas. Another explanation is the attempt to explain the movement from unity to

multiplicity by positing an increasing number of intermediary stages.

Isis also contains elements shared by Philonic/ Gnostic Sophia. At 351 E,

Plutarch refers to her as divine wisdom, although the words he chooses are eiddsis

and phrondsis, not Sophia.s3 Dillon views her as a fusion of the positive aspect of

5] For example compare Alcinous’ Handbook of Platonism, where in Chapter 8.2 on matter, Alcinous

misreads the Timaeus :"Plato calls this [matter] a "mould" (Ti. 50c), "all-receiver" (51a), "nurse"
(49a, 52d, 88d), "mother" (50d,51a) and "space" (52a-d) and a substratum "tangible by non-sensation"
and graspable (only) "by a bastard reasoning" (52b). He declares that is has the characteristic of
receiving the whole realm of generation by performing the role of a nurse in sustaining it and receiving
all the forms, while of itself remaining without shape or quality of its own. For nothing would be
readily adapted to (receiving) a variety of imprints and shapes unless it were itself devoid of qualities
and without participation in these forms which it must itself receive." (trans. J. M. Dillon).
s2 Admittedly, there Plutarch is discussing the rationale behind the abstinence of Egyptian priests, but

~3iven its location, I feel that it sheds some light on the situation here.
Dillon, J. M. (1977), 204.
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matter with the World-Soul connected with the Pythagorean old Academic Dyad and

the Philonian Sophia.54 I think that the origin of Plutarchean Isis can be found

somewhere in this syncretistic mix.

Isis certainly comes across as an imperfect entity requiring completion by the

divine A63,o~’, and in this context Isis and the Younger Horus neatly parallel the

Gnostic pairing of Sophia and the Demiurge. Froidefond argues that Isis is not

actually the incomplete Gnostic entity, but rather the Aristotelian dtre en puissance.55

He further claims that Isis cannot be identified with a disorderly World-Soul. It seems

to me that Isis’ search for Osiris indicates the World-Soul’s awareness of its own

imperfect nature and its desire to be guided by God towards the model of the Good,

even if, in fact, it is difficult to see any justification within the framework of the myth

for Isis’ portrayal as a fallen entity. The identification of World-Soul/active receptacle

seems most plausible, given Isis" management of matter. Isis’ search for Osiris can

also be read in terms of the Politicus myth, in which God periodically rolls back the

world to a vision of the Good.

Part of Isis’ imperfection may stem from her close contact with matter (De

lside 373 B-C):

"h...’y~t’cats" ’A’n6XXtot,os" a[ViTT~TaL Tb rrp’tV ~KdpaVf] TEV~-O’0aL T6VS~
Tbv K6a~tov Ka’t O’UVTE~kEO’01qVaL T~ ~kOT~ T~V D~kqp, ~bl317(11, y~.tXOlJ_~Vqv’

a(~’ abr~s" dTCX~ TflV rrpt~TqV 7~vcaw ~EVC3’KeZV."
"This birth of Apollo (from Isis and Osiris) reveals that before our world
appeared and was produced by reason, matter, impatient to produce,
spontaneously gave birth before term to this first creation."

~She (Isis) loves with an innate love the First Being and the lord of the
universe, who is none other than the Good, she desires him and searches for
him while she flees that which is in the domain of evil. If she is the receptacle
and matter of both, she never ceases from a spontaneous movement of

54 Ibid.

Y# Froidefond. C. (1988), 119.
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approaching the Principle of Good, it is to him that she offers herself so that
he can procreate in her and sow in her the emanations which carry his
likeness. She rejoices and she exults because of this fertilisation and
insemination of the seeds of generation. Because the generation in matter is an
image of the essence and becomes an imitation of That Which Is ( = Real
Being)."

This text seems to posit a creation from below - matter desires form and so the

Demiurge obliges, rather than the Forms becoming enmattered or order being

imposed on matter from above. Matter or Isis desires to be ordered according to the

Forms, so that she herself can participate in the Intelligible. This dynamic receptacle,

on a superficial level at least, implies the advance of Aristotelian matter towards the

Forms.56 Although Isis’ functions are in part identical to those of Timaeus’ receptacle

as an active recipient, her role goes beyond that: she not only receives and nourishes

the seeds of creation, but she strengthens them (crvv[aTqCrt 375C). She divides this

seminal reason (Stctv~tougctv 377B) and rehabilitates cosmic harmony

(cruvapp6TT¢tV rrdXtv 373A), whenever it is threatened by disorder and qb0opd.57

Isis in this context differs from Aristotelian matter. As 373B -C makes clear,

sensible matter to every degree is penetrated and ordered by the Forms - this

development of the "matErialisme de l’id6e" is hailed by Froidefond as the "phase

ultime de l’6volution de la pens6e de Platon".58 In spite of this management of the

sensible world, Froidefond is unhappy with identifying Isis with the World-Soul of

the Timaeus, because by relaying to the sensible X63,ot crrrcpp-ctTL~oi in a sort of

continuous action, she takes over the role of the Demiurge. However, I think that

while Isis cannot be exclusively identified with the Timaean World-Soul, she does act

as its replacement in Plutarch. The situation of combined matter/World-Soul, is also

generated, as Plutarch regards the World-Soul as present in matter.Froidefond

outlines the mediating powers that exist between transcendent A6"yo~" and the

crrrcppnTL¢6~" - immanent A6"yo~, the demiurgic World-Soul and the regulatory

World-Soul.s9 Part of the problem in interpreting Sophia’s role is that she combines

elements of all three.

The description at 373B - C quoted above describes the ordering of Isis in

terms of physical insemination. In reality, the imagery is contradicted by passages of

56 Froidefond, C .(1988) 116.
57 Froidefond, C. (1988) 116.
58 Froidefond, C. (1988),116.
59 Froidefond, C. (1988), 117.
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the De Iside which reveal the weakness and passivity of the Osirian Demiurge. This

emerges in the description of Osiris’ dead body, in the loss of his phallus (358B) and

in the weakness of Harpocrates (358E). In this context, it is worth citing Quaestiones

Conviviales VIII, question 1, where Plutarch discusses the nature of divine filiation.

At 717E-F he states:

"TO0 8~ 0e’[Ob 8~Sta It/] 8b~rl, r~ ddp0dpr~ Itdxeo0at Tb 7evv~v oux

~TTOI) ~ T6 "yCvv~p.¢VOV" It(-Ta.~3oX/] T~p T[g" KCff TTdOos’."
~However, the incorruptibility of the divine, I fear, seems incompatible with
the deed of insemination, as well as being engendered, since it is a form of
change and of vicissitude."

At the Life of Numa IV.3, Plutarch points out that the link between man and God is

not physical (one of substance), but noetic (man is related to God by his desire to

pursue the Good:

"Ka[ vrou k6Tov ~Xet TbV 0e6v, ob dp[ktrrwov obS~ dp[Xopvtv, dXX~
dotXdvOpt~Trov 6t,Ta, TO[g" 8[adpep6VTtO5" dTa0o~5" ~0~Xetv auveivat, Ka’t
Iti] 6ucYxEpG[vctv Itq85 dTtl/d~etv dvSpb5" batou Ka’t ot6dppovo~ bl.tLk[av.
dJS" 85 Kct’t a~p_avoff dvOpo~Tr’tvou Ka’t (~paff �O’T[ TL5" 0~~ Ka’l. 8a[itovt
Kotwov[a Ka’L xdPt~, ~pTov /]Sq Ka’t TOOTO rrctaOf]vat."
"And there is some reason in supposing that Deity, who is not a lover of
horses or birds, but a lover of men, should be willing to consort with men of
superlative goodness and should not dislike or disdain the company of a wise
and holy man. But that an immortal god should take pleasure in a mortal body
and its beauty, this, surely, is hard to believe."

At 718A Plutarch comments further on the nature of demiurgic activity:

" ’Al,a0app~ 65 n-d~.u., abTo0 N~.dTtoVO5" dKOUO~V TraT~-pa Ka’l. 1TOt’qT#]V
TO/) T( ~;6atmu Ka’t T~V ~k~kl.0P "yCVVqTCOV TbV d’y~vvrlTov KOt’t a’l~StOV
0¢b!., 6t,oitd~ol,TOg’, Ob &t~ O’rr~pitaTO5" 8/]TrOU Tcvoit~vtov, ~)O,Q, 85
6uvd~tet ToO 0COD T/] i)Xq T6vtitov dpxflv’ Odp ’ f]~ ~TraOcv Ka’t

I/~T~akcv, ~KTCK6VTOS’...KO’t Ob85V O’[Otlat 8ctv6v, �[ Itl] Trkqcrta(cov b
0(bg" t~O’lTe-p ~il’0pt0TrO5", d).~.’ ~’T~patff TLO"LV GI.(~(I~5" 81.’ ~T~pC0v Ka’l.

~afxYcq[ Tp~TTCL Kai bno1Tiit’n’XqO’L 0¢tOT~:pas" Tovf]g Tb OVqT6V."

"And again I find confirmation in Plato himself, whom I understand to call the
uncreated and eternal God, the father and maker of the universe and of all the
other creatures as well. I do not suppose that they were created by means of
insemination. It is by another power that God introduced into matter a
generative principle which submitted it to vicissitude and change... And I see
nothing strange in the fact that God does not mate like a man, but uses other
contacts and attachments, to change by other means mortal nature and to
produce an offspring more divine."

I think that it is perfectly legitimate to read into Plutarch’s comments on divine

filiation some indication of how the Demiurge operates.

In the Life of Numa, he rejects the notion of a human-divine union that is even

partly physical, although here he seems prepared to consider the idea that a god can
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impregnate a woman, although a man cannot impregnate a goddess.6° However, this

is expressed as an Egyptian belief, not the view of Plutarch’s spokesman, Tyndarus.

For Plutarch only the soul can enjoy 8potog‘ 0E@ This seems to be underlined by the

loss of Osiris’ phallus in De Iside - it seems that demiurgy exists only as a noetic

activity and not by a physical insemination, as the imagery of De Iside 373 would

lead one to believe.

This raises the question of what exactly the other contacts and attachments

are, by which the Demiurge regulates the phenomenal realm. From Quaestiones

Conviviales, VIII.2 it would appear that by engaging in geometry, the Demiurge

inculcates the generative principle in matter, but should he ever cease from geometric

activity, matter would return to disorder. In the De Iside, the quasi-material principle

represented in the person of Isis, by its orientation towards the Good, appears to play

a role in regulating itself. At Quaestiones Conviviales 718B, Plutarch claims that

Apis was created by the contact of the moon.61 From these divergent comments, it

seems to me that Plutarch uses the phrase "other contacts and attachments" as a sort

of escape route, but is himself not very clear on the exact nature of the demiurgic

image which he is propounding. Another point that can be added is that the phrase "�[

~h rrXqcrta~t0v 6 0�6~" dkrTrcp d~v0pt01TO~’" might be interpreted more loosely as

"God does not fabricate like a man", although of course ~TXrlcr[a~to is used of sexual

relations. However, perhaps it is not stretching the bounds of possibility to suggest

that Plutarch is here questioning the entire demiurgic imagery, aware of its value for

exposition, but equally aware that God does not toil at creation like a craftsman.

Unfortunately, Plutarch does not go into further detail about this other power or the

other contacts and attachments, and there, I am afraid, the matter will have to rest.

At 373A, Plutarch elaborates on the role played by the Good in the ordering of

60 In the Life of Numa IV.4, Plutarch denies that man can respond to the ordering force of divinity in a
similar manner: "d3,vooDat 8~" ~Sxt T6 gtTV@¢VOV ~ I.t[3’vurat "rfW italy dt,TarroS[So~at
Kot vmv[av". "But they lose sight of the fact that intercourse is a reciprocal matter, and that both parties
to it enter into a like communion".

61"d),),’ A[Ti)rrTOt v6v "r"~Arrtv obvto Xoxcuc. oOui. +aotv ~rra4)~ Tfq5" oeXfi’erls’". However, this is
explicitly stated to be an Egyptian position, and it is unclear what, if any, philosophical sense can be
read into engendering by the contact of the moon.
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Ka0dTrEp ~V KqpQ a@pa~8¢~ obK 6~ 8ta~1~VOl)(~tV dXXd KaTaXal1~dv~t
Tb 6TaKTOV abTd~ Ka’L Tapax~8c~ ~VTabOa T~ 6VW Xdopa~
dTTcXqXall~t,ov Ka’L ImXbla~Vov Trpb~ Tbv ’f)pov."
"For Being, the Intelligible and the Good is superior to corruption and change,
but the images stamped under its impression in sensible and corporeal matter,
the principles, the forms and the resemblances which matter receives from the
Good are of the same sort as the impressions of a seal in wax and do not last
forever; they fall to the power of the principle of disorder and of confusion,
which the Good chases from on high and represses here below, when it
combats Horus."

Here, the same dualistic attitude is expressed. But here the Demiurge is given

a much more active role than is frequently the case in Plutarch - he is involved in the

continual creation of the world of Becoming, which would soon collapse under the

power of the forces of disorder were it not for his benevolence and continual care. Isis

also here adopts a much more passive role, since she is compared to wax which is

merely stamped with an impression: no mention is made of her capacity to respond to

the Good in a manner that prompts creation. The dualism is weaker here - there is no

question of the Demiurge being overcome by disorder, although in the myth, Osiris is

overcome by Seth-Typhon and indeed would have no prospect of triumphing were it

not for Isis.

In this passage he is beyond the reach of disorder; it is only his creations

which can be subjected to it. One possible explanation for the change in focus is that

Plutarch here ceases to use myth and explains Isis and Osiris in philosophical terms.

However, I think that what Plutarch is describing is the becoming world in a state of

flux and the reason that the Demiurge has a more active role is that he must

continually transmit images from the intelligible world to matter (the Plutarchean

version of creation) in order to prevent cosmic collapse in the face of the Principle of

Disorder.

The Demiurge and the receptacle-matter give birth to the sensible world

(373A-B):

.... ov fi "late dK6va TOl) VOqTOb Kd(~p.OU a[(YOnTbV 61,iT(1 yCyy~. ~Lb
~a~ 8iKql, (bEt,yctv X~ycq-at vo0ciag (rob Tu¢(~vo~, (o~ obK d~v Ka0apos"
obS’ ¢iXtKpLV/l~’. OL0~" b rravfip X6yo~" abT6~ KaO’ CduTbv d~tyfig" Kat
d,vaOqg, d~(~ v~voOEblXCVo£ -~. bXB 8td q-b atoIXaTLK6V" [[~’pty[VCYat
8~ Ka’t t’tKo TO[, ’EppoO. TOUT~O’TL TOO ~.6TOU’ i/apTupOOVTOg. Ka’L

~ELKI’(’OI’TO~ OTL Ti’p()~" TC) I,’OTITbV fl qbOo’ts" p~Ta.O’Xql/aTt¢OiJ.~Vq T()12
(2 ,~ O~)L(~LOO’L!..KO0-]3.0I’ ’~ -’      , "

"Horus is the sensible world, given birth to by Isis in the image of the
Intelligible. That is why it is said that he is pursued in illegitimate birth by
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Typhon, deprived as he is of the absolute purity of his father - Reason (X67o~")
in itself, without mix and impurity and bastardised by the matter in which he
has a corporal element. He prevails and is victorious through the testimony of
Hermes, that is to say reason, who shows that nature, having been reshaped in
reference to the Intelligible, produces the world."

From Plutarch’s interpretation here, it seems that he does not regard the

sensible world as produced by the Demiurge out of matter in the Receptacle, but as a

co-production between the Demiurge and receptacle-matter, existing as an

independent entity. Also confusing here is the double mention of A67o~’, but

presumably the distinction here is between transcendent A63,o~" represented by Osiris

and immanent reason (Hermes). Plutarch here also has recourse to the Platonic

conception of the inherent badness of matter.

Horus is then forced to engage in combat with Typhon (Disorder) in a battle

for survival. This in fact has been previously revealed by Plato at 373A (quoted

above, without the aid of an allegory). This battle between Horus and Seth-Typhon is

Plutarch’s mechanism for harmonising his dualism. Typhon is revealed as essential

for cosmic order at 367A, where it is claimed that a perfect world would be

impossible without the igneous element, and at 371 A:

"Mcl-tt3’la~vq 7ct9 rl TO~8C TO~ K6Crp_OU 7~vEcrt~ Kal. crbcrTacrt~" ~
~-vuvv[oJv, ob tlfiv [~oaOev~v, 8uvdl/eOJv, dXX& "n~s" 13ekvtovoS" 76
KpdTo5" ~O’TLV’ d’o-ok~o’0at62 8~ y~v dpa(JXqv wavTdwaatv dSOvaVOV,
TrO~V [X~V ~WffcdpUKl~av r~ O%p_aTt, TrOXX~lV 8~ T~ ~vX~ TOO ~avvbff

dE’t wpbg" TilV ~¢XT[OVa <SVOp.¢Va[VOU(~UV> Ka’t 8ua~axob~av."

"The birth and constitution of our world is the result of the mixture of the
action of the two forces which oppose each other without being equal;
supremacy rests with the beneficial force, but it is impossible that the evil
force disappear completely, because it is deeply implanted in the body and
particularly in the soul of the universe and is always (hostile to and) battling
against the better."

This idea is Mazdean, although it is also expressed in Greek literature by Hesiod’s

description of the "mixed" life of the human race.63 Here Plutarch assigns Typhon a

role, not merely in ensuring cosmic order, but actually a part in demiurgy. Typhon at

371B is an errant cause:

"Tu+~bv 8~ -~ ~uxf]7 Tb rraOqTtKbV Ka’t TtTaVtKbV KCt’t (IXOyOV ~cI’L
~pITXrIKTOV, TO6 8~ O’~pUTLKOU Tb ~Tr[KTIpOV Ka~ VOO%SC~" KU’t
TapaKTtKbV ~t0p[cu.5" Ka’t 8Uo’Kpao’[ Clff Kal KpO~�’O’tV fIXLOU Ka’t

aqSavtCr~O~" o’~X~IVq~’ o~ov ~K6po[~a’l. KCI’t (~(~rlVtaCrl~O’t [K(fi] Tu(~vos"".

62 Cf.Theatetus 176.
6~ Froidefond, C. (1992), 117.
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"Typhon is the affectable and titanic, irrational and unstable element in the
soul and in the body of the world that which is perishable, diseased and
disordered; lack of order in the seasons and bad temperament, eclipses of the
sun and of the moon, all these phenomena are the attacks and rebellions of
Typhon".

At 373C-D, Plutarch outlines another myth to explain Typhon’s role in

cosmic harmony, in which Hermes uses the nerves of Typhon to make the cords of

rThe lesson of the myth is that Reason ordered the universe by harmonisation,
creating concord between dissonant elements and that it did not eliminate
them, but only changed their destructive power. And so they still subsist in our
world, but weakened and debilitated, causing confusion in all that which is
capable of being affected and altered."

It is for this reason that although Horus acts as a check on Typhon, he is not permitted

by Isis to kill him because she did not wish that the element opposed to humidity

should completely disappear, but she wished that the mixture should subsist (367A).

In any case, the "errant cause" of the Timaeus opens the way for this sort of dualistic

opposition. Bianchi views this as radical dualism, with a split between Being and

Becoming existing prior to the beginning of the world.64

Bianchi also sees Seth as combining destructive aggressivity with unavoidable

sterility. However, I feel that perhaps one more naturally associates sterility with the

Plutarchean Demiurge, symbolised by loss of the phallus. This stresses that Osiris

cannot create, but merely regulate. Bianchi also charactefises Isis in terms of"passive

receptivity" and Seth as "violent reactivity". This distorts the picture - Isis as

receptacle-matter is much more active than her counterpart in other mythological

systems and charactefising Seth in terms of "reactivity" masks the fact that he is

ultimately regulated to some extent by demiurgic reasoning and owes his very

existence to Isis - perhaps a Plutarchean echo of the recalcitrance of matter, which is

essentially responsible for the errant cause. Bianchi also raises the interesting point

that in Seth we have a typical example of the Demiurge-trickster found in the Gnostic

systems. However, Bianchi links this identification with his view of the sterility of

Seth, whereas I feel that this is a trait more associated with Osiris.

Bianchi, U (1987),354.



Plutarch is playing a complicated game here in his account of the Isis myth

since it is a dual exegesis of an aspect of Egyptian mythology, as well as of the

Timaeus. I think that it is Plutarch’s interpretation of the Timaeus which shapes his

reaction to the Isis myth. This can be observed in the fact that, despite the fluidity of

the allegory, Plutarch distinguishes the Platonic triad of First Principles: Matter (Isis),

Forms (transcendent Osiris) and God (immanent Osiris).This can be further

confirmed by the evidence of Quaestiones Conviviales 720A-B:

" ’E~ae(rOe p~Si.coS" �~lTOV’dtvct~vr~o’otvxs~" abrob5" Tf]5" ~v Tttia~
8tatp~aetog, {1, 8t(~Xe TpLX~ TO n-po30,’ b~’ ~v T~V "y~VC(rtV b K60"t.tO~’
£o’xEP, T() t/~1~ 0COle T~ 8tK(I[OTdT~ T(~lY OlYOl/CtTt01Y, T() 8’ U~kqP T()
(8~av KaXoOtIcv.’H tl~v obv bXq TCOV ~TFOKEttI~VO3V dTaKT6TaT6V ~CrTtV,
~] 8’ "tS~Ct TCOV TrClpCtSftTIIdTCOV KdX,ktamov, b 8~ 0~bs’ r~v a[T[t0V
~OtOTOV’."
"You will easily see", I said, "If you recall the division in the Timaeus, by
which Plato distinguished the three constitutive principles in the universe: The
first which we justly call "God", the second "Matter" and the third "Form"
Matter is the most disorganised of substances, Form the most beautiful of
models and God the most perfect of causes."

Quaestiones Conviviales
Quaestiones Conviviales is a work that has curiously been largely ignored in

terms of the background which it can provide on demiurgic causality (though they are

analysed by Ferrari65). Admittedly, the Quaestiones are records of dinner

conversations, rather than technical philosophical discussions, and are not actually

cited in the Catalogue of Lamprias. Book 1, 615F-616A contains an allusion to

p~,av 0�6v b~tct~" ~TO6 ~arc Tfqv dKo(~ll(av ebra~(a,
cLs" K6al.tOV Oi3T’ d~cX6VTa T~V ~)VTOJV O68~V O~)TC

TQ 8’ ~KCtO’TOV ~lT’t T~V TrpoafqKouaav Xdopav KaTCtO’TqO’at

Tb Kd~k~.tCrTOV ~ dI~Op~)OTdTOU qXfqlla ~Tept TiqV dpOatv dncp~’aadl~¢VOV

"And you, you speak correctly when you say that it is by a general
arrangement that the great God substituted order for disorder, without taking
away anything from that which existed and without adding anything and that it
is in placing each thing in the most suitable location that he created from
extreme confusion the most beautiful form for Nature."

In this passage, Plutarch stresses the fact that the Demiurge orders rather than

produces; here he is not involved in creation or destruction.

65 Ferrari, F. (1995)
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In Book III, Plutarch raises the question of which existed first; the chicken or

the egg. This discussion is related to Aristotle’s problem, concerning the priority of

the actual or the potential, and contains some interesting points. For example at 636C:

"It is therefore probable that at the beginning matter, slow to submit itself to
Nature’s impulsions, which were still weak, produced nothing but poorly-
formed and imperfect images, such as eggs, and that these, afterwards taking
form, gave birth to the animal."

Here we have an echo of the "phantom" of the world, spontaneously produced by

matter, with the interesting use of the verb 8qgtoupy~t0 to describe this action. This is

rationalised at 636C-D; in every transformation the original form must precede the

resultant one. At 636D Plutarch draws allusion to the Orphic myth which claims that

the egg must proceed out of all creation, because, as 636E makes clear, the egg

represents the being who created the universe (i.e. the Demiurge) and who contains it

in himself.

So far these points only add some further details to the tenets expounded by

De lside. The second question of Book VIII is more enlightening. It asks why the

Demiurge continually engages in geometry. The first exegesis proposed by Tyndarus

is that it underlines the role played by geometry in the intellectual ascent towards the

Forms. Floras proposes that humans, rather than the Demiurge, have need of

geometry. Lycurgus raises an interesting point on arithmetical proportion (719B):

"He teaches that it is necessary to regard justice as equal for everybody and not

equality as justice".66 For Lycurgus, the Demiurge preserves a sort of meritocracy by

determining the principle of law by the principle of proportion (7Et0IJ_ETptKt~g’).

Autobulus’ response is the most valuable, as he claims that without geometry the

Demiurge would have no other means of regulating the universe (a point touched on

above within the context of the sexual sterility of Osiris.)

Autobulus’ Demiurge sets to work in a manner similar to Timaeus’; he first

introduces numbers and proportions, then lines and contours, followed by surfaces

and volumes (octahedrons, icosahedrons, pyramids and cubes) in order to produce the

first elements (719C-D). Autoboulos then makes an interesting point:

~ This is a further way in ~ hich the activity of the Demiurge is comparable with the activity of a
legislator.



"Tffl5‘ I~V i~Xq5‘ (}_El, 13ta~’OlJ_~Vqg �[5‘ Tb d6pLO’TOV dl;aSOvet Ka’t
~�u’yo0orlg Tb ’y¢0J~ETpE’[O’0aL, TOg 8~ X6~OU KCITCt~(I~I3~VOIJTO5‘ U-13Tl~]17

K’a’I_ 1TEptTpdqboVTOg Kal, 81,aV~IIOVTOg ¢[5‘ [8~:ag Ka’L 6ta¢opd5‘ ~ ~v
Td (~u6lJ.El,,a. TrdvT(1 T~I,’ y~!2~aLI/ ~O’XEI,~ Kal aOaTaatv". (719E)
"If matter continually fights to return to indistinction and searches to escape
from the order of geometry, reason is there to contain it, to limit it and to

distribute it in forms and in the species which are formed and to form it into

everything that comes to be in the world."
Here the Demiurge is shown as continually engaging in the process of creation,

something one would expect more from Philo than Plutarch, who posits a temporal

creation. This could perhaps be explained as Osiris’ continual conflict with Typhon,

but this cannot mask the shift in the portrayal of the quasi-material principle (Isis)

here. In the De lside it is attracted to the good, but here it has a predisposition towards

evil, or at least disorder. I think that the answer to this problem can be found in the

response of Plutarch which follows (720B):

"H ~v ~ OUr ~kT1 T~I,’ D1TOKeLIJ.~UL0V (1T(1KTOT(IT6V ¢C)’TLV, 1h 8’ [8~g. T(,OV

n-ctpaSetTl.tdTcoV KdXXtaTOV. b 8"E 0Eb£ T~V aLT[UJV dptO’TOV. ’E~ouX~T’
our pq0~v, d)5" dvu(TTbvqv, ~ §TrO;ktlT(~V dlT~paTOV na’t ctoptc~TOV, dXX~
KOO’IJ.f]O’0aL X67~ Ka’L tJ_~Tp~ K0t]. dpL0tJ.0~ Ti]V dp6atV, iV Tt 1rotOr ~K
~Tdv’r~ov bhtog T6V b1TOK¢ttI~VO~V, O~OU <fl> [8~a Ka’t 6troy ~ i~,q
"ycv6Ltevov. Atb Togro rrp6~XqliU 6065" aiJT~, 6UCtV OVTO~V "rp[TOU
~TrotqaE Ka’t TrOtCi ~a’t (~u~.dTTEt 8L(~ 1TaVTbs" Tb [aOV T~. ~X~ Ka’L

8]J_OLOV ~ [8~a TbV K6(YlJ.OV."

"Matter is the most disordered of substances, Form the most beautiful of
paradigms and God the most perfect of causes. Well, his wish was in as great

a measure as possible to leave nothing unlimited and indefinite but to order
nature by proportion, measure and number, ordering in all substances a single
element which contained the quality of the form and the quality of matter.

Such was the problem which he was given, starting with two existing

elements, he blended and preserves through the whole expanse of time a third
element, which is equal to matter and modelled on the Form; the universe."

Here the Demiurge is ordering, but by virtue of doing that, here it appears that

he is creating a new product. The three principles Plutarch elucidates here: Demiurge

(active cause), matter and form are in fact those of Timaeus 27b-29d. I think that what

we have here is something of an anomaly - a cosmogony heavily modelled on the

Timaeus and that explains its striking difference to the same subject-matter treated

elsewhere in the Plutarchean corpus.

Book IX deals with the aspect of destiny treated at greater length in Defato.

The problem with using Defato is that it certainly is not genuine, as its author claims

to have written little else, but given the overlap between this work and Quaestiones
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IX, I feel that it is legitimate to make reference to some of the points raised here,

provided that due caution be exercised.

Destiny is the action of the World-Soul, divided into three parts,

corresponding to the three Moirai - the highest is Clotho, followed by Atropos and

Lachesis, who receives the more celestial activities of her sisters and transmits them

to men.67 They can be viewed either as a stable element, an errant element and a

terrestrial/sublunar element or a Supreme Providence (volition of the first God), a

second Providence (that of the heavenly Gods) and the third that of the daimons

(573A). The cosmos is governed by divine law, which has an existence outside the

Demiurge, not existing as his thoughts; in the same way that he regulates the world

by mathematical principles that are not his creation. This destiny still preserves

independence of action (through Tyche and Free-will), but has the advantage of not

making the Demiurge responsible for the existence of evil.

Other Texts

The Quaestiones Conviviales in fact yield more information on demiurgic

causality than the more technical Platonicae Quaestiones. Here the most interesting

point raised is at 1002E:

’"l’t 8flrrOTC, T~t, CuXflV dE’t ~pco13uT~pav drrodpo~vtov T¢ "rf’l~" TOO
O%l.taTOS" aiTi.av ~:~{vou 7Ev~ucuJ~ KO’L dpxilv, TrdXtv ¢qcr’tv OOK ~V
TCt’~(70at 0uXqt’ ~It,¢u GO3~tOT05" O1)6E VOfPV ~tVEU ~uxf]~ ~tXX~t Oux~v

t/Ev ~l’ O%p(ITt ~’OU~’ 8’ ~U ~ ~Jux~’; 86~(t "y&p Tb crt~pa Ka’t ~vat Ka’tI-t/1 Eh,at crUVuTrdPxov (l~tg T~, OuX~’ Ka’L 7EVVdOgCVOV blr6 q-f]~ CuXf]5-".

"Whyever, when he declares that the soul is always senior to the body and the
cause and origin of the latter’s generation, does he again say that the soul
could not have come to be without body or intelligence without soul either,
but soul in body and intelligence in soul? For it would seem that the body both
exists and does not exist, if it is at once coexistent with the soul and being
generated by the soul.’’68

This passage is modelled upon Timaeus 30B3-5.69 Plutarch answers the

question at 1003ft., pointing out that the soul does not fabriacte ("~6qp_to6p),cL") the

~" Echoing Plato’s Laws 960C, Arist. De Mundo 401 B 14.

~ trans, Chemiss. H. (1976), 48.
°’)’"VO[’t’ b’ el{’ Xtt)pig" ~L’Xfl~" (2bl~,t,(2mol., vctpct’yE.v~-a0at rio. bt~ b~ Tbl., Xo’ytaltbv T6VbE. vobv
~t~’t’ ~’l’ L~_’,~l], i~]_’~.T]t’ bE �I’ OLu~ICITL ~L’I,’LO’TO.~" TO -rOt’ ~Ut’fKTC[[I,,fTO, 5WOJ~" 6 Tt Kd~k}ktfrTOV
�[q naTdI C5(’O’tl’ dipto’vdt’ rE .~p)’Ot’ dw(tpTao’~t.~t,og’." (" ...and further that reason cannot possibly
belong to an3’ apart from Soul. So because of this reflexion He constructed reason within soul and soul
~ithin body as He fashioned the All. that so the work he was executing might be of its nature most fair
and most good").
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nature of body out of itself or out of what is non-existent, but converts a disorderly

body into an orderly one. For Plutarch, this helps to explain how amorphous and

indefinite matter ("rl c]t-topqbog ~3~,q KCt~’d6ptOTOS’" 1003B) acquires form and

properties ("dt60Ecrtv") through the interaction of soul upon it. Plutarch may infer

this from the description of the Demiurge putting the soul into the body of the

cosmos.

Some further light can be thrown on the issue of demiurgic causality by

turning to De E. Of the seven possible interpretations of the symbolism behind the E,

only the response of Ammonius, since it deals with the most elevated issues, need

concern us here: (De E 392B)

" ’H~v ix@v 76P 6VVt0g" rob ¢~vat [t~TEO’Vtl,’ O1)8~V, 6kkdt rrdo-a 0Vrl’r?I
~bOO’tg" ~V ~a~ "yEv~o�oJS" Ka[ ~0opas" TCVOl-t~vq ~]OlJ_a lTap~xct Ka’t

66Kq~tv dtxugp6v Ka’L 6~3~3atov aO-C?l~’".

~We indeed do not participate in a real manner of existence. All perishable
nature placed between birth and death only offers itself an image an

appearance deprived of order and of constancy."
Here Ammonius draws the Platonic distinction between Being and Becoming, before

going on to expound the continual temporal creation (392D):

"p.~vct 8’o08�’t~" o68’ ~ortv dT, 6XXa 7tTv6t-t¢fla rro~o[, ~cp’t ~v -c’t
~6VTaOtia ~;a’t Kotv6v ~KImTe2ov 15kqg" "rrepteXauvop_~vq9 ~:a’t

6kwOavobaqg".
"And no one continues or remains the same, but we are successively many
beings, while around us a common image and semblance of matter glides and
circulates."

This, like Quaestiones Conviviales 719D, posits a continually active Demiurge,

similar to Plato, and at odds with the passivity of Osiris. Ammonius describes true

Being at 392E:

"Ti ~ 6v ’ ’our 6VTtOg’ �O’TL; T6 a’~dtov Ka’t 6"y~vqTov Ka’t (fidpOapTov, co
Xp6vo5" pCTa~OXI~V Obd~ �’~5’ ~6"/6-t. KtVqTbV 3/69 T’t Ka~ Ktvou~t~vrl,
UutldPavva~61J.¢Vov b),q, Ka’t ~)EdP 6�’t Ka’L tii] O’T~’yOV, ~O’TI-Cp 6TTc2ov
dpOop(~ ¢a’t T¢v~a¢co~, 6 Xp6Vo~."
"What then is That Which Is (= Real Being)? That which is eternal, who had
no beginning and will have no end, who does not undergo change at any
moment in time. For time is in motion and appearance, comparable to material
in motion, it is in flux continually and can hold nothing back; it is like the
recipient of all birth and death."

Plutarch here places the Demiurge beyond the reach of the evil principle. As

has previously been illustrated, the evil principle is not equal in power to the

Demiurge. By 6 ~cr’rt, Plutarch must be referring to the transcendent Adl’o~"
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represented in the De Iside by the soul of Osiris, rather than the immanent A67o~"

represented by his body, which is subject to Time.

De Animae Procreatione in Timaeo

Some interesting points can be gleaned from De Animae Procreatione, which

along with Platonicae Quaestiones is the only surviving exegetical treatise of

Plutarch. However, as Chemiss comments on Plutarch’s supposedly literal

interpretation of the Timaeus: "his motive was not strict fidelity to Plato’s words, but

concern to enlist Plato’s authority for the proposition that the universe was brought

into being by God".7°As Chemiss also points out, there is little in the treatise that is

original and it is interesting mainly due to information which it provides on earlier

treatments of the Timaeus.7j Part of the reason I consider it here, after De Iside, is

although it is an dvaToa4o(? in response to his son’s request that he synthesise what

he has said frequently on the soul (and therefore can be taken as evidence of his

carefully considered position on the matter), it only treats of Tim. 35AI-36B5. De

Iside, by contrast, displays greater breadth and scope in dealing with the metaphysical

matters addressed by the Timaeus.

Extensive lists of the distortions of Plato’s thought created by Plutarch have

been compiled by both Chemiss and Hershbell. For example, Plutarch’s quotations

tend to be inaccurate (but this is probably due to the fact that he reproduced a text that

differs from ours). At 1012B - C, Plutarch adapts Politicus 273B4-6, but omits the

preceding V6 atoparoctb4g" Tfl~’ guTKpdc~eeog’, which would undermine his

interpretation. At 1024C Plutarch equates X~Oa (receptacle) with ihXrI (matter). At

1014B-C and 1016D-1017A, he identifies xC,~oct with "precosmic" chaos. At 1015 D-

E Plutarch inverses the situation, equating D,q with ~039ot: "b 78p llXdvcov

~tqT~pCt l.t~t’ KCt’t Tt0f]t,qP KQ~kE’[ T~V U~T~V Ct[T[GI/ 84 KGKOU T~12 KLVTITLK~]V

TFIg" bXq~’" ("In fact, while Plato calls matter mother and nurse, what he calls the

cause of evil is the motion that moves matter"), ignoring the fact that Plato actually

calls the Receptacle Mother and Nurse. Chemiss and Hershbell both censure Plutarch

for this wilful distortion of Plutarch’s thought. Yet Plutarch synthesised bXq and x~pa

into the Receptacle-matter represented by Isis and so for him they both represent the

"0 Cherniss, H. (1976). 146.

"~ Chemiss, H. (1976~, 135.
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same thing (as they did for other Platonists, as a result of Aristotelian influence).

Indeed, identification between the two is justifiable in terms of the Timaeus text, as

has been noted above (p. 36),

One passage where Plutarch has been severly criticised is at De an

proc. lO12B-C. Plutarch, quoting from Tim. 35A-B states: " TfI~" Te TaUTO1)

qSbo’ctoS" a6 1"T~pt KCt’L Trig" TOO ~T~pOU Ka’t KaT6 T~OT~ O’UV~O’TqO’~F ~p #~o’t9,

TOO T’dp_epo%" abTfiV Ka’L TOt KaTd TO ~(o~aTa #epWTO0." There are several

variations here between Plutarch’s text and the standard reading of the Timaeus, the

most problematic of which is abvl]v for abT~V, abThV is incompatible with the

standard interpretation of "again in the case of sameness and in that of difference, he

also on the same principle made a compound intermediate between that kind of them

which is indivisible and the kind that is divisible in bodies." (trans. Opsomer). This

implies that for sameness and for difference the divisible and indivisible kinds are

mixed together. Plutarch’s reading is "And with regard to the nature of sameness

again and that of difference he also in this way compounded it, in the middle, out of

the indivisible and what is divisible among bodies."

Opsomer provides an extensive analysis of the matter, which I just trace over

briefly.72 Essentially Plutarch interprets the soul as the mixture of samenss, difference

and the blend of divisible and indivisible being. As indivisible being for Plutarch

represents the intelligible, the realm of the Demiurge, this is how Plutarch is led to

claim that something of the Demiurge is imparted to soul (cf Quaest. Plat. 2, 1001C).

At 1014 - 1017, Plutarch also argues against a creation ex nihilo. The Demiurge

creates the cosmos from dpxaL (precosmic principles consisting of disorganised

corporeality (T~) crtollaTtK6v) and irrational motivity (T6 KtVqTtK6V). This principle

combines the "infinitude" (d’~ftp[a) of the Philebus, the "Necessity" (dva~’Kfl) of

Timaeus 52D, with the disorderly soul of Laws X. A non-literal interpretation is

contained in Plutarch’s view that the Timaean Demiurge creates soul (even though he

regulates matter), whereas the Plutarchean Demiurge only regulates soul by

combining it with vo~’g’.

At 1014D-E and 1015E, Plutarch disregards the fact that in the Laws, Plato

does not refer to the evil aspect of soul as precosmic to beneficial soul, but describes

it as coeval with good souls. Given Plutarch’s marked dualistic tendencies, this might

72 Opsomer, J. (2004), passim.
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appear to be an acceptable manoeuvre. But at 1023C, Plutarch argues that the

Demiurge’s relationship to soul is that of producer to product. Since the Demiurge

introduces vo~’, which is a part of the Demiurge, the soul is akin to God, rather than

his finished product. This makes the indivisible being of the Timaeus practically

identical to the Demiurge.73 If the ungenerated universe is coeval with soul (1013E-

F), this neither provides strong evidence that the god exists or any reason for his

existence, when the Demiurge’s existence requires that the soul of the universe has its

beginning prior to that of the corporeal cosmos.TM He does also refer, at Quaest. Plat.,

IO01C, to the soul as not just the product, but a part of God ("ob~ ~crq-t TOO 0~o0

[lbvov d~O,& Ka’t ~t~’po5’").

This is all in accordance with Plutarch’s views that soul exists and is capable

of causing motion, prior to the addition of harmony and order by the Demiurge

(clearly an attitude taken directly from the pages of the Timaeus.), but the motion that

it caused was disorderly. To this extent it is a cause of evil (cf 1027A). The

Demiurge’s great contribution is to bind sameness and difference by means of the

intermediate terms of indivisible and divisible and to use this ordered soul to transmit

harmony lower down the ontological scale.

Conclusion

Plutarch’s most distinctive doctrines - his dualism and his belief in temporal

creation contrary to the majority of Platonic interpreters, such as Speusippus,

Xenocrates and Crantor, shapes his understanding of the mechanics of demiurgy, as

can be seen from De lside et Osiride. While some other passages of Plutarch indicate

less originality, the fact that the De Is. contains his basic thoughts on this matter is

illustrated by the confirmation provided by certain other texts.

Plutarch’s demiurgic system owes a great deal to his attempts to extricate

himself from many of the problems he saw encountered by Stoicism: a procedure

which has earned him censure as an eclectic. As Dillon comments: "In fact there is

nothing at all wrong with being "eclectic" if that means simply that one is prepared to

adopt a good formulation, or a valid line of argument, from a rival school or

individual and adjust one’s philosophical position accordingly. In this sense, most of

the great philosophers are eclectics, and eclecticism is a mark of acuteness and

-3 Cherniss. H. (1976). I42.

"~ Cherniss, H. (1976), 148.
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originality as opposed to narrow-minded sectarianism.’’75 Plutarch should be viewed

as an original "thinker" (although perhaps "philosopher" would be stretching the

point), who adapted ideas from rival schools and was even prepared to distort Plato’s

thought to produce a modified version of demiurgic causality, which resolved the

problem of evil, with more adroitness and skill than is generally appreciated by

modem scholars.

75 Dillon, J. M. (1988), 103.
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Chapter 3: Maximus of Tyre

Introduction

Maximus of Tyre, usually rather disparagingly termed a Halbphilosoph or a

"sophist" rather than a philosopher, still deserves closer attention than is generally

paid to him. It is his lack of originality which renders him useful in trying to form an

impression of the current of second-century philosophical thought. Maximus’ forty-

one orations tend to focus on practical morality, although some have a bearing on

theology. Unfortunately, Maximus treats the problem of demiurgic causality (and

indeed practically every other philosophical problem that he encounters) in a

superficial way. Modern scholarship on Maximus has tended to focus on emendation

of the text (notably by Trapp and Renehan), or in attempts to locate Maximus within

the current of Middle Platonism. Puiggalrs magisterial study provides a

comprehensive survey of Maximus’ orations themselves and reveals how fruitful a

detailed investigation of the writings of this Halbphilosoph can be.

As a result of his philosophical oeuvre (introductory lectures to students of

philosophy), he does not provide a detailed analysis of the problems of the Timaeus,

but only some standardised interpretations of certain points of Platonic metaphysics.

His influence upon the development of the Demiurge does not appear to have been

particularly great, though he does present some noteworthy imagery (such as the

comparison of causality to machinery). He was interested in factors limiting the

influence of the Demiurge (such as Fortune), but his main stance is a moralising and

antisectarian one: provided that God receives his appropriate honours, then for

Maximus fine theological distinctions pale in comparison.

Maximus propounds the standard conception of a Demiurge who engages in

noetic activity in order to stabilise the universe and considers the origin of evil, where

he adopts formulations that appear close to Stoic thought. Maximus also concerns

himself equally with bow the Demiurge continually cares for or administers the

cosmos, as well as the generative act. Perhaps because of his personal religious views,

he stresses divine transcendence (through his articulation of the power of Zeus’

"nod"). Maximus, in general, does not consider how the mechanics of demiurgy

function, although he does consider how a continuous ontological link can be formed

from Demiurge to mankind through the daimons. One of his most interesting insights

is the deeply-allusive reference to Anaximander’s philosophy through the medium of



the marriage of Zeus and Chthonie as a metaphor for the principle of harmony. For

Maximus, the Demiurge is the supreme god, though he stresses the unity of the

divine, regarding various deities as functioning in association with one another, while

they may have their own alloted spheres. Though Maximus speculates regarding the

limits Necessity imposes upon the Demiurge during world-generation, as well as

during continual governance, he mainly expounds the metaphysics of the Timaeus in

an engaging literary fashion, rather than developing the philosophical issues involved.

Oration 11

Oration 11 : T[S" b Oc6~" KQT& N~kdTo31Jct "What is God according to Plato?"

is an account of the opinions Maximus believed that Plato held concerning the

divinity. God is portrayed as a supreme, transcendent intellect. One cannot really

hope for a critical analysis of the Platonic Demiurge from Maximus’ opening

statement:

"When even Plato, unsurpassed in eloquence (even in comparison to Homer)
is still unable to carry conviction with his account of God, and people desire
instead to learn of his opinions from some other source, then only a fool
would be ready to hazard an account.".

§ 5 expresses a belief in a demiurgic God who rules assisted by subordinates.

The only noteworthy point here is the quote:

"0Co0 Trdvva ~pTa, h t~vXq X~Tc-L, Ka’t VbV TeXV[’r-qv woOe~t Ka’t

KaTa~tavTeOeTat vf]7 T~XVq~". (1 1.5.89-90)
"They are all the handiwork of God, replies the soul, as it yearns for the
craftsman and divines the presence of his craft."

Interestingly, Maximus does not refer here to his craftsman-god as the Demiurge but

as vexv~rq~. Maximus avoids providing an explanation of demiurgic causality,

launching instead into an attack on agnostic or atheistic philosophical theories:

"They know him without wanting to and speak of him in spite of themselves:
even if, like Leucippus, you remove his goodness; even if, like Democritus,
you add "community of sensation", even if, like Strato, you alter his nature,
even if, like Epicurus, you allow him to feel pleasure; even if, like Diagoras,
you deny his existence; even if, like Protagoras, you declare yourself
agnostic."

It is typical of Maximus to adopt a moralising stance, perhaps less in order to

avoid engaging in serious philosophical inquiry than from his conviction that belief in

Gos is what matters, rather than the refinements of various metaphysical schemes.
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However, at § 8, he tries to locate God’s position in the cosmos, placing him

obviously in the suprasensible world. Here there is a textual complication:

"dLkh KCt’t ~VTauOa 8tac~bqv (Shorey. 8ta~fi R) 6p& voO 7dp rob 6
p_~!., t,o£iv "ff~qbOKCV, KCl’t p.r] VOCOV, 6 85 KCt~. vo(t" dX>,ct Ka]. ObTO5"
ob’Tt~ T4Xd"tO5", 8v #~ rrpocr01~5" Ctf)r~ T6 Ka]. VO((V de’t, Ka’t rrdvrct
PoE[v, K(l’t gr] h~.XOTE (]~k~(l" do’rE E’(YI ~lY ~lYTEX40"T(1TOg’ 6 120(~lY dE[
Ka’t rrdvTa Ka’L (#ta." (11.8.186-191)

I have opted for Trapp’s reading "6 85 Kal. vo¢i" ("one of them has the

natural capacity for thought, even though it does not think, the other actually thinks"),

rather than the manuscript reading of "6 65 Ka’t rr~qbuKcv" ("and has the natural

capacity"). Both Heinsius and the corrector of Harl (possibly Janus Lascarius)

observed a problem here with the readings "Ka~ <VOC[ Ka’t> rr~dpUKCV" (Heinsius,

"both actually thinks and has the natural capacity") and "Kctt ~¢dOu~ccv <Ka’t rOCk>"

(Harl. 5760) post corr. ("both has the natural capacity and actually thinks"). Trapp

observed that light can be shed on the problem by a similar passage, Chapter 10 of the

Didaskalikos of Alcinous (itself probably deriving from the doxographic work of

Arius Didymus:

"~nct ~)~ OvXf]~ voO~ dllJ_¢ivtov; vob 85 TSv iV 8VVdl.t~’t 6 KaT’
~v~pTctav ndvTct vo~v KCti (q.ta KO’L dC[". (Did. 10.164)

The distinction between a potential and active Intellect was ultimately

Aristotelian, but is a standard part of Middle Platonic theology, which Trapp observes

is likely to be found here, as the passage evinces a "more than usual dependance upon

scholastic material".76 As Trapp’s reading actually develops a pointed statement, it is

the one which I follow here. The passage highlights the Platonic perception of

demiurgy as noetic activity. Maximus draws a further distinction:

"Yet even this latter does not yet rank as perfect intellect, unless you add to it
the further properties of thinking eternally and thinking all things and not
thinking differently at different times. Thus the most perfect form of intellect
is that which thinks all things for ever and at the same time."

Maximus here seems to be close to Berkeley’s view that all objects have a

continuous existence in the mind of God. God thinking eternally the same things

seems to posit a continual noetic creation. This may be seen as straining the text, but

in the introduction to this section, Maximus states "For can anything have stability if

"~ Trapp, M. B,(1991).569.
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God does not lay his steadying hand upon it" (11.8, 165-7), which seems to indicate

the Demiurge’s ordering of the cosmos.

Oration 41
A much more promising oration for present purposes is Oration 41: TO~ 0co6

T& dTct0& rroto6vTog’, v60cv T& KaKd-"Good being the work of God, whence

comes evil?" In this attempt to solve the problem of evil, Maximus expresses certain

interesting comments concerning the mechanics of demiurgy. He adopts a stoicising

attitude- after absolving the gods from responsibility for evil, he claims that evil

either results from alterations to matter or from human freedom of choice.

At Oration 2, Maximus elegantly expresses a platitude concerning the manner

in which the demiurgic intellect pervades the universe:

"The fostering god, whose mind adamantine and unwearying, pervading the
whole of creation with extraordinary speed like the glance of an eye, brings
order and beauty to all that it touches, just as the rays of the sun when they fall
on the earth illuminate every part that they reach."

The demiurgic intellect is like the sun’s light simultaneously embracing all parts of

the earth, in comparison to human intelligence, which is compared to the daily

passage of the sun - it gradually passes over each individual point of the earth in turn.

Maximus then draws the commonplace distinction between the superlunary and

suprasensible realms:

"T[g’ O~V’ fl T~g’ dTaoi~aX[qg" a[T[a; obpauo9 Ka’t Trig" 6UO~V &O’V[mV
T~V p_~-V �]p_otpav flTqT(OV Ka.K’~V, T~IV 8~ ~j dl.t~otv ~rrtp6t.ttTp~vqv,

T8 I.~V d’ya@8 ~Tr[ppuva ~K Trig" ~T~pag’,T~ 8~ K0tK~I ~ al~mo(~uo~g’

~ouc~[a".(41.4.109-113).
"What then is the cause of these misdeeds? Of the two dwellings constituted
by heaven and earth, we must believe that the former has no contact with evil,
while the latter is compounded of good and evil both, having the goods flow
down to it from the other and the evils that arise from its own innate
imperfections. These imperfections are themselves of two kinds, those
deriving from modifications of physical matter and those deriving from the
license enjoyed by the human soul."

There appears to be a process of emanation (~lv[ppu-ra) by which the lower

realm receives necessary goods, indicating that the Demiurge continues to care for the

sublunar realm, though it is not stated expressly here. The notion that the earth is a

blend of good and evil echoes Plato’s portrayal of the cosmos as a blend of reason and

necessity. Maximus’ view of the inherent imperfections of the cosmos still parallels
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Plato’s view that the cosmos is the best type that can exist. But what is particularly

noteworthy is Maximus’ explanation of physical evil - 13Xh~" rrd009. It was common

for second century Platonists to oppose God, the source of Good, to recalcitrant

matter, the source of evil. As Simone Prtrement comments "Au second sircle aprrs

Jrsus-Christ, les platoniciens sont nettement dualistes: Plutarque, Maxime de Tyr,

Atticus, Hermogbne, Celse, Numrnius d’ Apamre, Cronius, Harpocration opposent

profondrment Dieu ~ la matirre au point que la plupart d’entre eux font de celle-ci le

principe du mal.’’77

The problem is that Maximus here does not speak of matter as being

responsible for evil, but the modifications which matter undergoes to create the

cosmos; a turn of phrase which is alarmingly Stoic. Maximus is not dualist in the

same sense as certain other Platonists, who view creation as an ongoing conflict

between the Demiurge and matter; or indeed in the manner of Numenius and

Plutarch, who posit an evil or an irrational soul as a third principle. Maximus is only

dualist in the sense that like all Platonists, he draws a sharp distinction between the

intelligible world and the realm of phenomena.TM

The difficulty with Maximus’ Stoic formulation here is that he is still

preserving the Platonic transcendent divinity, while the Stoic explanation of evil

operates in the context of a monistic system, with God and matter perpetually united.

Admittedly, other Platonists during this period also adopted the Stoic formulation.

Regarding the existence of evil as a by-product of the creation of the cosmos still

makes the Demiurge responsible for evil, although Maximus does not seem to think

that this is the case. After all, an industrialist is still responsible for harmful by-

products, even though the end product of the process may be valuable:

"bXqv 6p~s" brrol3c3Xq#~vqv 8ql.ttoup7~ dTa0~, ~S" T6 l-t~V KOO’pq0~V

~KEt 1Ta.p~, TI~S" T~XVq~’, C[ &~ TL dKp(l.T(~£" ~aUT~l~ Td ~!,’ ’y~, ~XO!,’TCt
"n-doXEt. lTkqpl3_£~kc~, dpO.[T[OP pOL q’~V TEXI~qp T[OEL" ~OOkqOtS" "y~p
o66¢~t[a TcXV[TOU ~TCXVO~ OO&~ 7dp VO~tO0~TOU diStKO~’" 6 8~ 0CZO~
voO-~ av0ptuTrtvq£" T~XVqff ¢bO’TOXO3TEpO£’. KCt061rep ’~’      ’ our ~v T~" TrW
TEXVt~V XCLpoupy[cttg Td p~V rl T~XVrl TrpoqToup~vco~’ 8pd,
CrTOXGt~01.t~I’q TOO T~XOUS", TCt 6(" ~TTETCIt ~ XEtpoup3’[g, ob T~XVqS’

~p3’Ct ~X~k’ i~,~.qS" "Fd0q, O’TrLV0~p~5" TE ~~ ~KIXOVO5" KCt’t ~K 130.8VOU

a[0aX~oct~’, KO’L 0~Q~O ~ ci~Q, qS" 1TO00~ dvct’yKCt~OV I.t~v T~ ~p’yo.cr[o_, O1)

Trpoq’YOOl.tft’Ot’ 6~ T~ Te’XV[T~’ ObTt0£" ~tp_~X~t KCt’t 60"a "rrepl. Tfqv Trd0q
"~[I’~TCtL, (]~’ KG~kOOIIE1.; KCIK~I) (/v0p0~1T[V(017 E’tJ_J3OXa~", ~vm(lt)O(1 flyqT~OV
dl’ct[Tt 0l’ ]Ka’t } T~t, T~XVqV, ~ 6~ TQt)T(1 TYI S" TOt) O~kOUE’LPO.L
&qgtoupy(ct~" dJcrTT~p TLV~tS" dva’yKa[a~ Ka’~ ~TroB~va~ (~6cr~t5". ~t &~

Pt~trement. S. - Essai sur le duahsme chez Platon, les Gnostiques. et les manich~@ns. Paris 1947, 11.
"s Puiggali, J. (1983), 315,
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fl~-tff KaXoOp.EV KaK& Ka~ qSOopd~’, Ka’L ~(~’ O~ff 68up61~Oa, TagTa 6
TCXV[Tq~ KaX~i ~oTrlp[av TOg ~X0U’"(41.4.114-131)
"What you see around you is matter that has been subjected to the efforts of a
good craftsman: the element of order in it derives from his science, but if
earthly things experience any disharmony in their ability to control
themselves, then I would beg you to absolve that science from any blame. No
craftsman can form an intention that counteracts his science any more than a
lawmaker can form an intention that is unjust, and divine intelligence is surer
in its aim than human science. Just as in the exercise of the crafts, science
itself produces some effects directly as it aims for its objectives, while other
consequences follow on from its activity, not as effects of the science itself,
but as incidental modifications of matter, like sparks from the anvil and gust
of heat from the furnace and other modifications of forms of matter, which are
the necessary consequences of work done, but not produced directly by the
craftsman himself; of just the same kind is the genesis of earthly events we
call the assaults of human ill. Here too we must believe that the science is
blameless and that those effects are so to speak the necessary and natural
consequences of the crafting of the whole. What we call evil and ruin, the
things we lament over, the craftsman calls the preservation of the whole."

This passage I have quoted at length as it is one of Maximus’ most detailed

discussions of demiurgic causality. Maximus is evidently alluding to the Aristotelian

concept of accidental causation.79 Here the demiurgic image is developed at the

expense of philosophical coherence - if the Demiurge really creates the cosmos in the

same manner as a blacksmith works, he would cease to be a transcendent divinity.

The comparison of the Demiurge with the lawmaker is perhaps more apt, placing him

in the position of a regulator, rather than a creator, although it is a Platonic

commonplace. Maximus indicates that there are restrictions on the Demiurge when he

creates the universe, although unlike many other philosophers, he is reticent as to

what exactly these are.

Fortunately, Maximus elaborates on why exactly the Demiurge is not to be

blamed for the creation (albeit indirect) of evil (§ 4) by regarding it as preservation of

the whole and in the statement "his concern is precisely for the whole, and it is

necessary for the part to suffer in the interests of the whole". For Maximus, evil does

not exist on the physical plane; its existence is merely a human perception. In fact,

these so-called evils are useful, necessary as they are for the preservation of the

cosmos as a whole. Physical evil is a human conception, because men are unable to

comprehend the intentions of the divinity. This idea of minor unpleasantness resulting

79 Cf. ps.-Alex. Mantissa p. 170 ff.
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from creative activity had been previously adopted by other Platonists8° and can be

traced back to Plato (Laws X 903b), but is ultimately Stoic.81

The demiurgic image above contrasts sharply with a parallel account of

demiurgic causality, which exists in the same sermon.

"bp.O~ ~)~ T~ Aloft vEOi.taTt "y~ ~Ul.’~O’TrI Ka’t 5o’a 7qg’ 0PCt-tp-aTa, Kal.

OdXa~cla ~uv~lTq Ka~ 5cla 0aXdr’nlg" ")’cvv~gara, Ka’t d~p ~uv~(7"rq Ka~
6oa dcpo5" qbop~taTa, KaY. oOpavo5" ~OV~O’Trl ~:a’t 6c7a ~v obpav~

KtVfl~laTa.’(41.2.51-54)
"At Zeus’ nod, the earth took form, and all that is nourished on the earth and
the sea and all that is born in it and the air took form and all the creatures that
ride in it, and the heavens took form and all that moves in them. This is the
work of Zeus’ nod."

For Maximus, the Demiurge’s vm5pc~ is a sign of his power. Creation takes

place merely by his assenting to it. This also helps to preserve his status as a

transcendent deity and to insulate him from matter. Incidentally, matter in Maximus’

conception here must be inert or actually desire to be ordered. Here also, no mention

is made of any force opposing the Demiurge during the act of creation. Unfortunately,

one cannot avoid reading this passage without the same feeling of disappointment that

one experienced upon encountering Plutarch’s view that the Demiurge creates the

universe "by other contacts and attachments." In both cases it seems to provide an

escape route that is a little too convenient. Maximus’ description of Zeus’ nod allows

him to preserve the dignity of his chief divinity, but it also absolves him from having

to engage in any serious philosophical enquiry on how the Demiurge operates on

matter or orders it.

Apart from seeming to abandon the Platonic conception of matter as an

independent or quasi-independent principle here, Maximus also makes no mention of

the World-Soul or how he perceives that it should operate within his system - it seems

that the divine intelligence of Zeus’ ve~ga is enough to pervade the cosmos.82

This image of Zeus’ v~b~a is used also in Oration 4, when Maximus is

considering the accounts of the gods produced by poets and philosophers:

’a[o0dtopaL r~St, Atb5" ve-ultdT0JV" 8Ld TO13T(OV ~f] [IEllEI_ K(I’L dvaxE~tTat
0dXaTTO Ka’t d/lp 6tappet Ka’t rr~p dvco Oe~t Ka’t o6pav6g" Trcpt~peTat

so Phil. Prov. (Armenian tr.) 100, 102,104, Aurelius 6.36, 7.75
81 eg. SVF ii 1170.

¯ ¯
The importance of the dwme vE6p_a as an illustration of the authority of Zeus is exhibited also by

Atticus at Eusebius Pr. Ev. XV, 4, 9. otL ,’raXttd3,~-’-ov. ~5"rvt ~¢v obv, o~- v~ K~qbCtXq
~’rtt’~’bOTl", Ps.-Justin Ch. 23 and Stobaeus Flor, III, II, 2 (= III, 430, 1-2H).Puiggali, J. (1983), 185,
quoting from Homer I1.1. 526-7.
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KO.’L ~O. 3’[PCT(:]L K~I, 8~VSp(:[ ~bETO.L" Tt0V ~L()~" veUpdTL0’L’ ’~p3’a KO.’I.

dv0p(~’nou fip~T~ Kal. ~bS0.LIJ.OVi.a."(4.8, 152-156)
"Yes I can see what happens when Zeus nods his assent for it is by this agency
that the earth keeps its station and the sea covers it and the air surrounds it and
fire flies upwards and the heavens revolve and animals are born and trees
grow. Human virtue and human happiness are likewise products of Zeus’ nod
of assent."

Here again, the Demiurge is not really involved in creating or indeed in

ordering; all he has to do is assent to creation and matters, or rather matter, takes care

of itself. This is underlined by the reference to human virtue as equally the product of

Zeus’ nod of assent. At Oration 5.8, Maximus considers Socrates’ prayer to the gods

in the context of human virtue as a divine gift:

"dLk’ cbXETO p~v ro~" 0Eo~s’, ~Xdp~avcv 8~ ~Tap’ ~’auToO
CrUVCTrLVCU6VTtOV ~KC[VtOV dpeT?lV ~uXfl~" Ka~ flaux’tav j3[ou Ka’t ~toflv
~[pcprrTov Ka’t e~3eX’rrtv OdvaTov, T& 0aup_aCrT~t 8t~pa, r~t 0eo~5" 8oTd."

(5.8.193-195)
"It was indeed to the gods that he prayed, but it was for himself, for their
blessing, that he received his virtuous soul, his serene career, his
irreproachable life, and his cheerful death -those amazing "God-given" gifts."

It is as if Socrates appeals to God to allow him to be virtuous, but promises himself to

take care of it. In Maximus’ view, everything appears to regulate itself to some

degree, although perhaps the vebl.ta of Zeus is more than just an assent, but rather the

initial impetus required to start the process of creation, followed by a less active role

where the Demiurge engages in continual creation "by thinking the same things".

Limits imposed upon the Demiurge
Maximus frequently alludes to the limits placed upon demiurgic causality by

external factors. For example at Oration 13 (8.163-167), he considers the principle of

Necessity:

"tOO’T� ~3’~ blTO’iTTE1)LO I/~l) T~I) dvdTKqv, 6votidaat 8~ abTiqV ebrropto~"
ObK ~XtO. Kdv 3’dO rr¢rrPO3bt~vqv dp(o, 6vopa k~3’to ~Tkavtfi~tevov ~v
dvOpdJrroJv 86~at~" T[g" 3’&p h rr~Yrpt0~Vq;TrO[aS" qSOcre03S’; r(vo~" o~cfiaS’".
"For these reasons, I have my suspicions about Necessity, but find it difficult
to give the phenomena a name. If I say "destiny" I am using a name that has
no stable meaning in men’s minds. What is destiny? What is its nature? What
is its essence?"

Unfortunately, Maximus shies away from any attempt to investigate the principle of

Necessity and indulges instead in Homeric quotation and moralising:

"E[ ~C1) TOt 0~O~" EO’O’L, TOt obpav6v �6pbv ~XOUatv, o66~v T~V 8¢tt’0-Jv

~bv ~p3’ov; eL 6~ TL~" ~(YO’L ~OOTLOlY TO’L E1T’L X001JL I.,(1LCTdOUO-LV
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~¢68¢TaL tl~V b ’ EXrrTlVCOp X~ycov, "~tac pc 8a[Ftovo~- a]aa
KaKi~’.~’.EOtKEV 8~ Ka’t Tau’I-’L TCl 6v6~ta’ra �’~vat I.tox0qp[as" dv0ptolrtvq~"
¢{)¢qhtOt dTrOO’Tpoqba[..."

"If you are a god, one of those who dwell in the broad heavens", then nothing
that is terrible can be your handiwork. But if you are one of the mortal race,
who dwell on the earth, then Elpenor is lying when he says: "It was an evil
fate sent by the gods that led me astray. These names too look like evasive
euphemisms for human wickedness." ( 13.8.167-179)

Maximus does, however, engage in a somewhat more "scientific" study of

other factors that affect the Demiurge’s relationship with the world in Oration 5: Et

b~ �~xeaOat-Whether One Ought to Pray. Maximus here considers God’s

relationship with the world. Four factors other than the Demiurge play a role in

causality: Providence, Destiny, Fortune/Chance and Science. A demarcation dispute

exists between these factors and it is unclear what distinction Maximus intends

between them. Like Oration 41, this provides another opportunity to absolve the

Demiurge from responsibility for the existence of evil, although in that sermon also

Maximus tends to rely more on moralising assertion than upon reasoned

philosophical argument:

"God does not distribute evils; they are rather the gift of chance coming
blindly from their unreasoning source like the cheery greetings of
drunkards."(5.1.22-25)83

Maximus gives a brief outline of the role played by each of these factors:

"Ka’t pflV Tt~V 6aa o’t ~]v0pc0rrot E~xovrat Tcv~aOat adp[(rt, T~ I-t~v rlrrp6vota ~qbopa~, Td 8~ <~1> �’tltaplz~Vq KaTavaTKd~Ct’ md 8~

pETal3dX~kCL "1~ TI)XTI, Td 8~ O[KOVOIJ_~’[ ~2 T~Xpq. Ka’l, ~2 II~P lTp6vota
0cod ~pTov. ~1 b~ ckp_app~vq dvaT~CqS-,fI 8~ T~XVq dv0po3"nou, ~2 8~
TOxq TOil (16TOII6TOU’ 6taKCK~,’(IpOWTat ~)~ TOI3T£01,’ EKaO’T~ a’L l)~kat TOO
13[ou¯ ~. TO[t, UV ~6XOl_tc0a, -~ ~[5" Trp6votav O’UVT~XC~ 0coil fl El5"
�’tl.tapht~vq5" dvdT~qv ~ e-is" dv0po3Trou Tf:XVrlV fl cl.g TOXrlS. dpopdv."
(5.4.80-87)
"Of all the things which men pray to obtain, some are under the control of
Providence, some are enforced by Destiny, some are at the mercy of fickle
Fortune and some are regulated by Science. Providence is God’s work,
Destiny the work of Necessity, Science the work of man, and Fortune the
work of blind Chance. It is to the supervision of one or other of these four
factors that the raw material of life is allocated. What we pray for must
therefore be attributed either to divine Providence, or to destined Necessity, or
to human science or to the vagaries of Fortune.’’84

~3 Cf. Nm. 30A.
s4 Similar lists exist - [Plut.] Placita 885cd, Sextus Pyrr. H)p 1.237, Stob. Ecl. 1.5. 15-16, i.45, 25-

4"7.16 Meineke, Diog. kaert. 3.96 cf. Trapp, M. B. (1997), 45.
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Here, Maximus adheres to the Platonic opposition to Destiny as the sole factor

in causality, as opposed to the Stoic unification of Providence and destiny and their

denial of the existence of Chance.85 Platonic accounts can be found at [Plut.] De

Fato, Alcin. Didasc. 26 and Apul. De Plat. 1.12. Trapp states "Quite what distinction

Maximus himself intends here and in §§ 4-5 between Providence and Destiny

remains obscure.’’86 However at § 4, Maximus refers to Providence as that exercised

by God on behalf of creation as a whole - so I believe that it represents demiurgic

reason. Since Destiny is explicitly said to be the work of dvdTrq, it must be

Maximus’ equivalent of the Necessity which Plato’s Demiurge has to confront in the

Timaeus. Therefore, I find Trapp’s statement difficult to understand - the real problem

here is not the distinction between providence and destiny, but rather how fortune and

science play a role in the act of creation, along with the two original factors found in

the Timaeus. That all four factors must play a role in creation is clear from the

statement that the raw material (dtt fikat could equally be applied to matter although

the use of the plural creates a certain degree of ambivalence) is allocated to one of the

four. But who or what exactly does the allocating? Another problem exists

concerning the precise nature of e[Ixaptx@vqs" dvdTKrl. How exactly is Necessity

destined? Presumably in the same sense as in Plato’s Timaeus -certain features cannot

of necessity be combined by the Demiurge in the creation of the phenomenal realm

and so in this manner dva’xKq is preordained.

Maximus, like Plato, stresses that the Demiurge, not just in the act of creation,

but even in his theodicy, is bound by Necessity:

"d)d,’ o66~ 6 Zebs" a0T6S’ el)peTo Trap’ ~KetFTIS" dTroTpOIT~V, dX)k’

6&6peTaL’ d~ IJ_OL ~:’~COP 6 T~ I J-Or ~,apTrrlg6Va (~[)kTaTOV dvSpoSv lao~p’
~)IT~) naTp6K~.OLO M(VOLTLdSao &at.t~VaL. T[121. 0E(OI,’ �/)XETGtL 6 Z(lJ~"

0rTep TOO TTaL66S’; Ka’t fl O~TLS" 1300, d; !aot ~7~ 6eLXfI" d3 laOL
&U(rapLCrTOT6K~La."(5.5. 124--130)
"Not even Zeus could fred an escape; he could only lament: "Ah me, that it is
destined that the dearest of men, Sarpedon, must go down under the hands of
Menoetus’ son, Patroclus"(//. 16. 433-4). What god can Zeus pray to for his
son’s life? Thetis too cries out "Ah me, the sorrow, the bitterness in this best of
child-rearing!" (1l. 18.54)

In fact, in the parallel that Maximus uses, Zeus was capable of overruling fate,

but chose not to do so, as the other gods would have disapproved. I think that this is

85 Trapp, M. B. (1997), 45.
86 Ibid.
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deliberate, not an oversight, since introducing this point would vitiate the efficacy of

this allegory - the Demiurge cannot go against the dictates of Necessity. Admittedly,

here Maximus is discussing Providence within the context of its influence over

human lives, rather than any role it may play in world-generation. I note the remark

here, as it is indicative of how Maximus conceptualises the interrelation between

God/the Demiurge and factors which limit his activity.

Maximus goes on to describe Fortune, but in a manner that is particularly

vague and so it is difficult to work out what kind of restriction this could impose upon

the Demiurge:

" ’AD,’ 0685 ~t, TOTS" KCtT~ T~V r0xqv CbKT~6V KCl’[ 1foXY) t-tdX~.ov

~VTCtf)Oa ObK CbKT~OV" ObS~ ydlp dVOi~TO), 8UVdO"V(I, 8taXEKT¢OV, @vOa Ob
BoOXcuFtct o68� Kp[at~" Ob8~ bpl-t/1 atbqbpoJv otKovol.t¢i "rilv dPXflV dXXdt
Kct’t dpop~t Ka’L diXoyot bp@~¢t~’ Kal. ~l.trrXqKTOt 6p~ta’t, Ka’t ~rt0Ul.tt~v
btctSoxct’t. TOtOOTOV ?1 TOXq, diXo)’ov, @l-trrXqKTOV, dTrpo6paTOV, dv’0KOOV
d~tdvTEUTOV Erp[TrOU 81.Kqv IXCTctpp~ov, ,,~¢pt#Ep6IxCVOV, Ka’t o68Ep_t~"
dwx6pcvov Ku~3¢pvr~ TOU T~XVrl~’. Ti. CtV OUV "rtS" �~3~at’ro dCrTCtT~
XpflpaTt KO’t dv6qT~ Kcti_ dtaTa0p~T~ Kal. dp[Kr~;"(5.6. 135-144)
"Nor again can one pray about matters governed by Fortune - still less in this
case than in others. There can be no way of conversing with a mindless despot
in circumstances devoid of planning, judgement and sober instincts, where
authority is exercised instead by rage and impulse, by irrational dispositions
and mad appetites and successive waves of desire. Such is Fortune: irrational,
impulsive, improvidential, deaf and unpredictable, swirling and changing like
the tides of the Euripus and defying the best efforts of helmsmen to steer a
steady course. Given this, what prayer could one make to something so
unstable, mindless, imponderable and savage?"

The description is very loosely modelled on the description of the tyrant at

Resp. 571aff, but it is difficult to read this passage as anything more than an elaborate

literary flourish. It also seems that in a world produced by a rational Demiurge,

admittedly under the constraints of necessity, there is no room for an additional

irrational force. Necessity already accounts for the irrational substratum that persists

in the sublunar realm. The situation becomes even more confusing in the subsequent

passage:

"Aotn-bv 8fl ~.CT~. T’?lV TOXqV h T~XVq. Ka’t T[£" T~KT0~P (b~ETCtt rr~’pt

KciX)kOLr-7 dOdTpOU, "7~t, T~XVqV ~XO3V; ~ T[~’ ~)~tVTqS" 1"rEp]. Kdtk,~OU~’

Xkat,[6o~, l"~t, T~XVqV ~XOW;...~ T[5" (~TaOb£ ~T~f~t cbSatltov{a~, TYqv
clp~’Hlt’ ~XC0V:(5.6. 145-150)
"After Fortune, it remains to speak only of Science. But what carpenter secure
in the possession of his craft, prays to make a good plough? What weaver,
secure in the possession of his craft, prays to make a good clock? What good
man secure in the possession of his virtue, prays for happiness?"
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Trapp states that this passage underlines "the proper provinces of human

enterprise and divine assistance.’’87 What is unclear is how human science can be

regarded as a causal factor (in our lives) comparable to the Demiurge, Necessity and

Fortune. Perhaps Maximus envisages that in some sense humanity is capable of

becoming a co-creator with the Demiurge in a manner akin to the Christian notion of

procreation. However, in the absence of any detailed comment from Maximus, who

breaks his promise, by claiming that it only remains to speak of science and then

failing to expound the topic, it is idle to speculate.

Evidently, here Maximus is dealing with two separate problems- the

limitations imposed upon the Demiurge during the actual process of world-creation,

and the limitions that emerge in relation to his governance of the world in order to

allow room for human free will. Even though it is clear that at Oration 5, Maximus

intends to deal with the latter problem; once he starts to investigate the limits imposed

on the Demiurge by Necessity, he immediately opens up the related question of the

limits to the Demiurge’s powers during world-generation. Since Maximus treats both

issues simultaneously, I have found it more efficient to follow his example. Both

problems were related by the Stoics in their theory that humans should become

artisans of their lives, and I think that this is what Maximus is getting at here.

Maximus seems to be aware that all four factors play a role in demiurgic

causality, but he does not appear to have worked out a coherent system and he avoids

elaborating on the manner of their interaction during the process of creation.

[lpovo’ta, often translated as "providence", is perhaps something more akin to

"forethought", and is possibly intended to play a role similar to ’Evvo’ta in Philo’s

system -an emanation of the transcendental God, which engages in demiurgic activity

and helps to insulate Him from matter. In Oration 5, Maximus again points out that

evils only appear to be so:

" ~v o’b I.t~v "if’IV 8[aXuotv COoper KaXE~’, b 8~ [avpbs" O~SCV Tf/V
aLT[aV Ka’t OIIfXCt EbXO~VO3V T~V I.tCpCOV, (r(O~t 8~ Yb 1Tdv" CQOPTi~fL

"y~.p TaD 6k0U. OLX& Kai. T~V KaT& p~’poff ~Tpovoci b 0cbs’. obS~-
~VTCtFJ0a TO[I/U~’ COKT~01,’, 61ZOLOV ~£" ~[ Ka’t [CtTpbV ~T(L b K(IIJ.12LOV
qSdplJ.aKov ~ O’LT[OI#" TO~)TO ]/ctp �[ p_El/ durTCt, Ka’t gt’~ O[TOUI#TL &~O’Et,

E[ 6~ ~rta~aX~g’, obr~ O[TO~VTt 86xret.".
(5.4.103-9)

"You may call such breakings-up "destruction" but the true doctor knows their
cause; he disregards the prayers of the parts and preserves the whole for his
concern is for creation at large. Although God’s Providence does in fact extend

s7 Trapp, M. B. (1997), 48.
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to particulars as well. But prayer is out of place there too, being like a patient
asking his doctor for food or medicine on his own initiative: if it is efficacious,
the doctor will give it unasked; if it is dangerous, he will withhold it, even
when asked."

Here it is unclear what restrictions Fortune and Necessity could possibly place upon

the Demiurge, since these "breakings-up" are in fact not evil at all and here they are

even attributed to his rrpovo[a.

Oration 13: d p.aVTtKf]5" O~aq~" ~O’TtV Tt ~qb’ T][J.W, "Whether given the

reality of prophecy , there is free will", also investigates the nature of causality,

demiurgic and otherwise, although in fact Maximus concentrates more on the

compatibility of prophecy with human intelligence, rather than with free will. This is

linked with Oration 5, since here also Maximus regards events in the cosmos as

caused by (and therefore predictable by) multiple factors. Maximus expresses some

rather interesting comments on the nature of divine intellect:

"Zb 8~ 0~iOt’ 80K�i CTOt ~’tvt~aKEtV lTdVTa ~’~i~lg’ Ka’l. T~ KaX~. Ka’t TO.
ataxpd, Ka’t Td Tlp_ta Ka’t Td dTtl/a; %�[8ol.tat TGV bqp_dTt0V Ka’t
Cd~)tbg’ [3.� TOO 0E[OU ~X£’t" o’~-~p6v ydp TL TO "ffdVT(1 �[8~vat, Ka’t
dpt0~tov +d~latov Ka’t 0uXdz’rqs" Ft~Tpa, Ka’t ~uvt~vat dT6TrOV X~[3q’ros"
~-~o~t~-vou ~l., AuSo~g’".(13.2.43-47)
"As for divine intellect, do you really believe that it knows everything from
first to last - both the beautiful and the ugly, both the precious and the base? I
am at a loss for words; reverence for the divine overcomes me! It is an
awesome achievement to know everything - the number of the sands, the
measure of the sea- and to be aware of a weird cauldron cooking in Lydia."

Evidently, Maximus is being rather sarcastic here. I think that what underlines

this statement is the Stoicised notion that God or Providence focuses on the entire

cosmos, only considering smaller parts insofar as they contribute to the whole. Yet

here, Maximus appears to contradict his own comments at Oration 11 that divine

intellect thinks all things simultaneously and eternally. It is, however, in keeping with

his conception of the demiurgic vE6~a as responsible for creation- if the Demiurge

actively created or ordered he should have some idea of the number of grains of sand.

It is as if by giving his vcf.,~a he stands back and allows matter to order itself, rather

than adopting a more active role. However, this stance allows Maximus to preserve

the transcendent nature of the deity, even at the expense of downplaying his

demiurgy:

"6e-U.’t~g" Ttt’a ~oXuwpd)’!.tova rl3’CL T6V 0(’bY Ka’l. IT~zp[cpTov Ka’L ~6fl0q,
Ka’t pqS~r TGI.’ ~I’ TOL~" KOKXOL~ d"/EtpO!~TOW 8ta~povTa, d[ &UO~LV

63oXo~I’ T~ ~pOaTUX6VT[ dTTO0(aTT[~’OU(~tV’"(13.3.50-53)
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"What an awfully naive, meddlesome busybody you take God to be- for all the
world like those mountebanks who prophesy to all and sundry for two obols!"

However, this passage is not completely applicable to demiurgy, since it actually

considers whether it is fitting for God to tell the truth when consulted on certain

issues by man.

There then follows a description of demiurgic causality, which is effectively a

summary of the Timaeus:

"dkX’ hyofi rb rr(]v TOt)TO Clp[Iov[(1V TtVd Elvat 6pTdvou I.touatKoO. Ka’t
TeXV’tT’qV p~l: TbV O~OV T~V 8~ 6ppov[av aOTiqv dp~all~vqv 1Tap’
(10TO0, 81.’ d~po5" [ouo’flv Ka’t ’y~5" Ka’t Oa~.dTTTIS" Ka’l. ~’t01) KOI. qbUTC~V,
~ ~Tr(O’O0(Y(1V 12ETd TOOTO ~[5" rrokXdg" Ka’t dvol.tOt6U5" qb0crct5",
O’uvTdTT¢ LV T6V ~V a0Tai~" Tr6X¢IXOV" ~bg KopuqbaLou 6phtov[a,
~I/I"rEo’OUCIa £[~" "ffO~kU~CdV[a.P Xopou, O’uvTdTTcI. T6V ~V aOT~ 06puI3ov.’’

"Imagine instead that this whole universe of ours is a harmony like that of a
musical instrument with God as the craftsman and the harmony itself
beginning from him and spreading through air and earth and sea and animals
and plants, then following in a great disparate mass of natural substances and
bringing an end to the strife that rages among them - just as the notes sung by
the leader of a choir pervading the many voices of the choristers, brings order
to their discord." (13.3.64-71)

The harmony mentioned alludes to the harmonic ratios according to which the soul is

divided in the Timaeus.The notion of a direct descent of the divine is to be found at

Arist. De Mund. 399b15 and 400b8, although Maximus develops it in a Platonic

direction by hinting at creation through ordering.

Maximus then goes on to give his most explicit statement concerning the

mechanics of divine causality:

1TaVTOSa1T~ ~Xty~tO~g’ Ka’t dva(yTpodpo~ 6pTdvc0v" gw [KacrTOV rrpd5"
T6 rrXqcr[ov T~V ~d~pqv wt~tdpfvov, [TepOV ~ ~T~pOU 8taSfX6pevov
q-~V (~’ycoT~v, Ktv¢~ T6 lr~v" Kct’t T6 O@V 6Xov ~Xet T/qV a[T[aV TOt
~pyou, (rUVETFtXOB~dWL 6~ Tt abT~ Ka’t Td tlEpfl." (13.4.71-79)
"As to the nature of this divine craft, I am unable to describe it to you
explicitly, but you will be able to understand its effects from an image of the
kind I shall now give you. You have surely before now seen ships being
hauled up out of the sea and stones of enormous bulk being moved by all sorts
of twistings and rotations of machinery as each component transmits its
impetus to the next and one component receives the movement from another,
the whole machine is set in motion. It is the whole machine that is responsible
for achieving the task, but by means of the collaboration of its individual
parts."

Finally, it appears that Maximus is ready to explain the manner in which the

Demiurge collaborates with Necessity and Fortune in the creation of the cosmos.
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These separate elements are co-responsible with the Demiurge for the creation of the

sublunar realm. This image is similar to that of De Mundo 398bl 1-17, but here

Maximus is straying away from the question that he had previously set out to discuss,

exploring how the Demiurge causes events rather than the manner in which God

foresees them. Unfortunately, as is so frequently the case with Maximus, he appears

to be on the point of providing a detailed account of demiurgic causality, before

dealing with the matter in a superficial manner. The Demiurge is merely a part of the

machine involved in world generation. The image of the machine is similar to

Aristotle’s view of causality in terms of contact between bodies- the efficient cause

has to touch bodies lower down the chain in order to operate on them. This is what is

going on here, although Maximus never elaborates on the sort of twistings or

rotations that he imagines to be necessary for a component to transmit its impetus to

the next.

A more detailed account of how the Demiurge interacts with fate then follows:

"Call the mechanic God, the machines human powers of reasoning and the
mechanic’s technical knowledge the prophetic art which draws us to follow the
guidance of Fate. Or if you need a still clearer image, you could imagine God
as a general, life as a campaign, man as a hoplite, Fate as the watchword,
resources as weapons, misfortunes as enemies, Reason as an ally, Virtue as
victory, wickedness as defeat and prophecy as the skill that can predict future
contingencies on the strength of present resources. A helmsman in command
of his ship, knowing his tackle, watching the sea and keeping note of the
winds, knows what will result. A general in command of his army, knowing
his weaponry, keeping his resources in mind and watching the enemy, knows
what will result."

The Demiurge is also compared to a doctor, who, relying on his art, can

foresee the probable result of an illness. Here again, Necessity or Fate is portrayed as

an external factor, which is not subject to the authority of the Demiurge - but his

knowledge of the art of demiurgy allows him to predict the probable result of the
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dictates of Necessity. Maximus then moves away from the topic of demiurgic

causality to consider whether there is any place for human free will or autonomy,

concluding that it is inextricably bound up with Necessity/Fate (§4), but the regular

operations of Fate make it predictable, even by human intellect (§ 5).

The wording here is particularly ambivalent. Maximus tries to demonstrate

that human free will is ultimately autonomous, but expresses himself in such a way as

to make it appear that it is actually one aspect of an overarching "Stoic" Fate;

although Maximus exhibits a classic Middle Platonic difficulty in trying to combine

universal divine control with human autonomy; exhibited also at Alcin. Didasc. 26

and [Phit.] De Fato 569ff, where use is made of a comparison between Fate and

law.88 Alcinous’ theory, which seems to the basic Platonic one during this period, is as

follows (Didasc. 26.1):

1) All things are within the sphere of Fate, but not all things are fated.

2) Fate has the status of a law, but it does not make specific statements, since

that would result in an infinity of possibilities and results.

3) If all things are fated, what is in our power (r6 ~qb’ fl~ttv) would disappear.

4) The soul is autonomous, but once it makes a specific choice, a particular chain

of causality results, which is brought about by Fate.

This is in accordance with Maximus’ speculations on Fate and human free will

(illustrated by the example which he provides of Laius). However, another Middle

Platonist, Apuleius of Madaura, attempted to work out more specifically the

interaction between fate and the actions of the Demiurge, with a triadic division of

providence (which recalls the three spheres administered by the Moirai in pseudo-

Plutarch). At De. Plat. 1. 12, he distinguishes between a primary providence - that of

the supreme god (Demiurge), a secondary providence entrusted to secondary gods

8~ [Plut.] De Fato 569 D if: "gX¢Sbv last’ obv Ko[ TO[;TO ~)1]~,Oi 6Troi6v Yt TtYYX(il.’Et

E[~cLpJJ_~I.~, "ff~kT1V O0x I] TE KO.TO’ ff{’pOff O0~’ I~ KU0’ ~KUUT(I. ~JO[.a. Tiff O~Jl’ K(2I I~8E KUT’ Ct~

T68� TO E~8o~’ TOO X6Tou; ~(YTL TOIVUV, (~’ (IP TI~" E[Kd(EoI, O~Og" ~) ITOXtT|K()~" V6~/O~’, O~

TrpCoTOV p-~V T6. "ITMZ~OTO, (;l KrJI. Pfl TrdVTa, ~ b~roO~a~to7 TTIDO(YTdTT¢I, ~’ffCLTO. phi; KU06XOU
r& rr6Xet TFpooq~KOI#T(1 ¢[g" bOVCtptV "fffptXa~.[3dvcL. llo’Xtv 8h TOOTt01, ~’KdT(’pOt’ brro~6v T[ ~-O’Vt
OKE’ITT~ UP."

"These explanations explain quite well, I think, the quality of Fate in general, but not yet that of
particular or individual Fate. What then is the status of Fate, considered now under this aspect of the
question? It can be explained by means of a comparison with civic law, which subordinates, if not
everyone, than at least the majority, to its ordinances, and which then embraces universally, as much as
it can, all the affairs which concern the city. It now remains for us to examine in their turn these two
elements to understand their nature."
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(the Young Gods of the Timaeus), and a tertiary Providence, (although he does not

refer to it as such), which is administered by the daimones.89 A similar system can be

found in Pseudo-Plutarch De Fato 572F, Calcidius (ch. 155) and Nemesius (ch. 34

p.287 Matthaei).9°

In general, these theories seem to be part of a Middle Platonic attempt to work

out how demiurgic Providence can enclose Fate which then encloses Free Will and to

place all elements in a coherent system. The comparison with other Middle Platonists

is instructive, since it illustrates the lack of refinements and subtleties inherent in

Maximus’ account, where very little attempt is made to define the four elements of

causality which he identifies in anything approaching a coherent system.

Maximus then quotes Plato’s Laws 709B-C to summarise the Platonic view

concerning the manner in which Fate, Science, Chance and the Demiurge all

contribute to causality:

"tbg" Ocbs" p~v rrdvTa Ka’t t.tCTd 0eob TOxq Ka’t Katpbg T& dvOp~Trtva
KUI3epv030"tV Td ~OtJ_TrdVTa’ ~ll~-p~repov 7~ l-t~V Tp[TOV ~TII. TOI3TOLS"
Trpoo’0(~ t’O.t b~OV ~¢O’0at TflV T~’XlZr/v. Katp~ ’yap XE t tJ-tOVOg"

ouXXal3~aOat KU[3EpVqTtKflV ~ IJ.~, la~’ya ITXCOV~Kq-’qpa #’yco’y’ ~v

0~[qv."(13.7.151-155)
"The all-controlling agent in human affairs is God assisted by the sundry
influences of Chance and Opportunity. A less stern way of putting it is to add
that there must be a third factor to accompany these, science. For instance in a
storm, the steersman may or may not use his science to seize a favourable
opportunity; I should say it would be a great advantage if he did."

From the echo of this text at Plut. Quaest. Conv. 740C, it seems to have been used as

a proof text in Middle Platonic discussions of the topic.91 The oration closes with a

worryingly Stoic comment that humanity confronted by Necessity has the autonomy

of a man in chains who follows his captors of his own free will (a variant of Zeno’s

example of a small dog tied to a cart) and an assertion that nothing that is evil can be

the work of the Demiurge.

An alternative explanation of the functioning of demiurgic causality can be

found in Oration 4: Tit,�~ ~ihtEtt,ov 1T~p~ OCt~V 6t~Xa~OV rrOtqTa’t ~ qbtk6o’oq~ot,

"Which produced the better account of the gods, poets or philosophers?". In the

course of the sermon, Maximus makes allusion to the work of Pherecydes of Syros,

entitled, according to the Souda, ~TrTdhtUXOS" fl 0coyov[a ~ 0EoKpaa[ct. This work

begins with the line "Z6~" l-t~t, Ka’t Xp6vog" ~qactv d~’t Ka’t X0ov[q. X0ov[~ 8~

~9 Dillon, J. M. (1977). 325.

~’ Ibid.. 323.
~1Trapp, M. B. (1997), 122.
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6volta ~)’CV~TO Fq, ~TrctS/] a6T~, Zd~ "yf]v 7~pa~ 8tSoU’ ("Zeus, on the occasion

of his marriage with Chthonie, offered her the earth as a present").92

Fr. B3 elaborates: "ZEus’, I.t~)~ovTa 8qlitouo)’�~v, transformed himself into

Eros and "Tbv K6a~tov ~K TC3V ~VaVT’t~OV ao3vtaT~t~ �[~ b~toXoTiav Ka’t ~tX[av

fl)’Ct)’¢". Chronos creates the various elements, but Zeus, having transformed himself

into Eros (the principle of harmony) creates in this manner the unified world. Zeus is

clearly similar to the Platonic Demiurge, ordering pre-existent and recalcitrant matter.

Chronos, I think, is not pre-cosmic chaos, but rather something akin to the winnowing

motion of the Timaeus, which is responsible for the initial creative impulse.

Further light is shed on this matter by Proclus’ Commentary on the Timaeus

(III 155-156 Diehl): "-rflV ")’dO ’AdppoS[.Trlv napflTaTet 6 8qlJ-LOUpy65".:’.EXEL 8~

Kct’t aOTO5" ~V ~CtUT~ "r/IV TOfi’*’EpO3TO£" a’tT[aV". The Demiurge harmonises the

cosmos through the introduction of the Principle of Love and attraction. Maximus’

allusion to this seems to have largely gone unnoticed by commentators, with the

exception of Puiggali:

"dk,X,d Ku’t TOil ZU~OU TflV "~o[qatv aK6~Ct, Tbv Zqva Ka’L ThV X0ov[qv
KCt’t T6V ~V TOI)TOL£" @pt~TCt Ka’t T~V ’Oc~LOV~03£ "y~VeULV KCt’t TfW O¢(OV

~tdXqV Kct~. T6 8~vBpov KaY. T6V rr~lTXOV’ aK6~t Kal. T6 ’HpaK~.�[TOU,
0¢o’t 0VqTO’t, ~iv0pcorrot dOdvctTOt".(4.4.77-Sl)
"Consider also the poetry of the man from Syros with his Zeus and Chthonie
and their love and the birth of Ophioneus and the battle of the gods and the
tree and the robe.And consider the saying of Heraclitus, "gods mortals, men
immortals."

Here I would prefer to accept the reading of Puiggali "T6V Zf]va Ka’t "r/lv X0OVLflV

Ka’L Tbv ~V TO1)TOL~’ "Epc0Ta" (rather than Trapp’s ~OmTa) "Zeus, Chthonie and the

Eros which is in them". According to this reading Maximus is not recounting a simple

love story, but how the Demiurge and his spouse both transformed themselves into

the principle of harmony at the moment of creation in order to allow this creation to

occur.

Ophioneus is Maximus’ name for Ophion- a name for which there are two

candidates: 1) the first master of the world and the adversary of Chronos and 2) a

giant in conflict with Zeus and who was defeated by him. Wrist’s opinion was that

Maximus confounds the two, while Puiggali feels that Maximus only refers to Ophion

(1). If Ophion (1) is referred to, Maximus is alluding to an additional ordering

92 Fr. BI - Vorsokr. Diels-Kranz.
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principle (the adversary of Chronos) or if (2) is referred to, he is alluding to Necessity

or an evil World-Soul, a disordered principle which is in conflict with the Demiurge.

The 1T~TTXOS" is the Cdpog" which Zeus offers Chthonie as a wedding-present:

"T6TE Zdg" TrOt([ (bdpog’ 11~)’a TC Ka’t Ka~bv Ka[ ~V a~T~ 1TOtK[~k~£t TIllv Ka’t

"f2yqvou 6~paTa" (Fr. B2). As for the tree, it is alluded to by Clement of Alexandria

(Strom. VI 53, 5: b’n6"nTcpo~" 896g Ka’t Tb ~Tr’ abWI, 1TelTOtKtXFt~VOV

Cdpo~’). Diels explains the allusion to the tree by referring to Anaximander’s

representation of the earth. Anaximander compared the earth to the trunk of a tree and

the sky which surrounds it to bark.93 The garment which Zeus offers Chthonie must

therefore be the surface of the earth. Taken together, then, the Demiurge offers

Chthonie (the generative female principle) the earth at the moment of creation, when

both engage in the demiurgic act by simultaneously transforming themselves into the

principle of harmony.

Here we have an allegory of demiurgic causality far removed from Maximus’

usual superficial treatment of this (and practically every other) matter. In the passage

immediately following, Maximus expresses his approval of the use of myth to

expound philosophical truth (although as a sophist he does really have views and just

presents variations on a theme):

’~ITdvTa ~tEOT& a’tvt)’l.t(1Tt~V Ka’l. 17ap6 1TOtqTa~g’Ka~ Trap& qbtkoa6chotg,
uw ~"ytb T?lV npbg’ T6 dxne~ff a[8~ d’yaTT~ [t6~k,kov f~ TflV ~Tappq(Y[av
Troy t’etoT~pt01,. 1]pa’)’#dTcoV Tdp bn" fiv0pt0Tr[Vq5" daOeve[a~ ob
KaOOp(0tl~vtot’ OaO(o~ ~baxqtmv~(yTcpo~ ~ptlqvcb5" b tz60og’...T[ )’dp ~v
dDvko dB htO0ou Xpc[a <i]> >,6"yoff 1TcptaKCTrflS" ~T~pO K6(YlI~, Ka0dTTcp
Td ’tSpOp.aTa o~£ TrcpL~[Ja;~aX, ov ol TC~¢O’TO.’I, Xpuo’bv Ka’t Tr~Tr~.ou£, <Td>

,]-r i     ,,id~oa~lav61,OVT~-S" abTfOV TflV poo&oKtav; (4.5.82-94)
"Allegory is ubiquitous among both poets and philosophers. I admire these
older authors’ reverence for the truth more than I do the outspokenness of the
modems; the most seemly vehicle for topics which our human frailty does not
allow us to see clearly is myth... What else is the point of a myth? It is a
doctrine concealed beneath adornments of a different kind, like the statues that
priests of the mysteries have clothed in gold and silver and robes, so as to
make their appearance the more impressive."

Since this passage is delivered immediately after the allusion to the Zeus and

Chthonie myth, it seems probable that Maximus was aware of the philosophical

insight contained therein, and was prepared to accept it.

’~ Puiggali. J. (1983). 79.
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Unity of The Divine

Maximus, like many educated Greeks of his time, moves away from the

polytheistic tendencies of Greek religion, believing instead that the traditional gods

are merely aspects of the Demiurge (who, for him is presumably the supreme god). At

Oration 2.1, Maximus points out that all gods assist all men, but humanity has been

led to assign spheres of responsibility to individual gods. At § 10, he then describes

the Demiurge:

" ’0 I.t~v Tdtp 0c6s’, b T(~V OIJTWI) l"f(1T~p KO.L 8rlktoupT6g’, {b}
1TpEO’I313TfpOS" ~V fIk[Ob, Trpco’!31)TEpO£ 8~ obpavo6, Kp~[TT03V 8~ Xp6vou
KO.’t Ct[~VOS" Ka’l_ 1Tdo’q£" l~EOl30"q~ (~60"�03g, ~tl,’~VVl~OS" vo[.tO0~TatS~ Ka’L
~.ppqTog (~tovq~ K’a[ d6paTO£ 6(~OctX~tois’".

"For God the Father and Creator of all that exists is greater than the Sun and
the heavens, mightier than time and eternity and the whole flux of nature,
legislators cannot name him, tongues cannot speak him and eyes cannot see
him." (2.10.183-187)

This echoes numerous Platonising descriptions of the divine, owing their inspiration

to Tim. 41a. Apart from the usual commonplace ideas concerning the ineffability of

the divine,94 what is interesting is that the Demiurge is here regarded as greater than

Eternity and the flux of Nature, which would seem to indicate that he is not under any

constraint in the creation of the sensible world, but given the fact that this conflicts

sharply with the opinion which Maximus expresses elsewhere, I think that we must

regard this more as rhetorical flourish than reasoned philosophical argument.

Unity of the divine is also stressed at Oration 39.5. There Maximus claims

that the gods share customs, life and character. All rule, all are of the same age and

are the saviours of mankind. They only have one nature, although they have many

names and it is through ignorance that the gifts which they bestow collectively are

attributed to individual divine names. This concept of the unity of the divine is

essentially Stoic, rather than Platonic, although Maximus tends to develop it in a

Platonising direction.9s

Again, Oration 4 provides a useful comment on the unity of the divine:

"Ta0TO I.t~V Ot TrOtqTa’l. k~youo’tv, TaUTa 8~ Ka[ OL gbtX6aoC~ot

X~youcrtv" ~ ~ivoJv    l~Ta~dXq.~ T& 6v61xaTa, ~bp~O’Et~" TI~IV b~Ot6TFITa Ka’t
")’V0Jpt~tS" Tb 8tl~’)’qhta. Kd)k~L TOY ~V A[a YOUr 1Tp~t~I)TaTOV Ka’t

I "t"

apxt~O~TaTOV, ~ TrdvTa ~TrCTat Ka’t nct0apx¢i" "rflv 8~ "AOqvSv,
~p6vqatv" TbV 8~ ’A~T6XXco, ~Xtov" Tbv 8~ lloact86, TTV¢OFta St& ~’~£
Ka~ 0akdTTqS" [6V, O[KOVOI-tOUV abT~V TfqV crTdatv K0t’t TflV 6p~ov[ClV"
"This is what the poets say and this is what the philosophers say too, simply
change the terminology and you will discover the resemblance and realise

94 Found also at Alcin. Didasc. 10 (164-5) and Apul. De Plat. 15.
9s cE SVFii 1021, Cic. ND 2.63ff.
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what they are discussing. Call Zeus the supreme and venerable Mind, which
all things follow and obey. Call Athena Intelligence, Apollo the Sun and
Poseidon the cosmic breath that pervades land and sea, preserving their
stability and harmony." (4.8.165-172)

Here Maximus portrays the traditional Olympian pantheon as merely aspects and

extensions of the Demiurge and his activity. The reference to all things following and

obeying Zeus again seems to place the Demiurge above the dictates of Necessity.

Maximus has located him in the suprasensible realm, providing contact with the

sublunar realm by means of ~vefip.a. This is an interesting development, as in Stoic

accounts, Poseidon pervades the seas, not both land and sea as here. 96

For Maximus, Trve~pa has become an immanent World-Soul, counterpart of

the Philonic Logos, allowing the Demiurge to interact with the sensible realm.

Maximus further elaborates on the Demiurge’s interaction with the cosmos in

Orations 8 and 9 - n-’L r6 6atltovtbv ZcoKpaTob~" "What was Socrates’ divine sign?",

which points out that daimones are necessary in the hierarchy of entities in order to

prevent the cosmos splitting in two between the suprasensible and sublunar realms.

The daimones are similar to the Young Gods of the Timaeus as assistants of the

Demiurge, although here they seem to be involved more in administration than in the

act of creation:

"Oc65" I.t~voul’~ abTb£ KaTCI Xdopav ’tSpul.t)vo5" o[Kovo~tci TbV ofipavbv

Ka’t T/qV ~1’ oOpavtb Td~tv" ¢[O"t 6’ abT~ ~bOaet~" d0dvaTot 8eOTcpat, ot

Ka~koI)I/EI’OL &a [ ~ovE~’. ~12 [/c0op[a, ’~]~’ Ka[ Ol) pal.,’o u TCTaT~VOL."

(Oration 8.8.lines 180-183)
"God himself, settled and immobile, administers the heavens and maintains
their ordered hierarchy. But he has a race of secondary immortal beings, the
so-called daimones, who have their station between earth and heaven."

This parallels the description of the Demiurge at Oration 11.12, where he is

compared to the Great King sitting motionless, but governing through a hierarchy of

entities, who are compared to courtiers.

At Oration 8.8.lines 186-189, the daimones play a role in demiurgy as a result

of the harmonising effect which they have on the cosmos as a whole:

"i )’&P dv T~ 8t~ ~O’OU rro~Q,~ T6 0vqTbv rrpb~- T6 dOdvaTov
6LET~-tX[O’0q TFIS’ obpal.,[ou ~lT6~etb5" TC KaY. 61J_tX[a5", 6TL l.tfI TflS’
&aLI-I-OI’I-OU TaUTTIS" ~I)O’~¢L05", O~O1~ 6.pBov[aS,’ KaTd T~lY Trpbs" ~:KdT£pOV

au)’y~vckav ~aTaka~oOo-q~ 6�aI~ "rflv dvOpo~lr[vqv dcrO~vcmv "np6~- Tb
Ociov Kd k,ko~’".
"The mortal realm would indeed be separated from the immortal and from any
sight or dealings with the heavens by a great intervening gulf were it not for

~o Chrysippus - ap. Cic. ND I. 40 and Diog. Bab. Fr. 33.
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the harmonising effect of these daimones, who bend and connect human
beings to divine beauty in virtue of their kinship with both."

In Oration 9, Maximus goes on to argue that the existence of daimones is

necessary in providing a link between the Demiurge and man, due to the dependence

of continuity upon shared terms, a concept owing its origin to Arist. Met.

10.1069a5ff, but first applied to the intermediate status of daimones by Xenocrates.

Interestingly, unlike Plutarch, Maximus never uses his daimonology as a

mechanism for resolving the problem of evil. For him, the daimones are the assistants

of the Demiurge in the act of creation and in the administration of the cosmos. Even

in their terrifying aspect (8.8.207), they are beneficial, since they punish the wicked,

although Maximus merely says % ~t~v ~bo[3~96~’" and does not elaborate on this

point. However, Maximus probably avoids making daimones responsible for the

existence of evil, not just because such a notion was unpalatable to him, but because

he had no need for such an explanation, as he attempts to regulate the problem by

means of the Stoic formulation that evils only appear to be such, but in fact occur for

the good of the whole.

Conclusion

Maximus never really elaborates on the causality of the Demiurge - for him

the world is created merely by the vebgct of Zeus. Yet in spite of this his orations are

rich in imagery and insights on this topic, which due to Maximus’ lack of originality

reveal the preoccupations of Middle Platonic speculations concerning creation.

Maximus himself tends to steer clear of attempts to resolve any of these, although at

points he can avoid difficulties experienced by other Platonists, because of his

acceptance of Stoic formulations; which in itself probably indicates that these

concepts had by the second century become common philosophical property.

Maximus does not investigate how the Demiurge actually operates on matter

or his relationship with Necessity and the other causal factors. This is possibly

because such intricacies, which would naturally have a sectarian nature, hold no

interest for him. All that is important for him is that the world was created by a

benevolent Demiurge, who continues to care for it and who is only responsible for

good, not evil. What is important is that God created the world; how is irrelevant.

This point is expressed forcefully at Oration 2.10: "What point is there in my
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continuing to inquire into this topic...I have no objection to such diversity. Let them

only know God, love him and recollect him."
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Chapter 4: Demiurgic causality in Numenius

Introduction

Surveying Numenius of Apamea’s views concerning demiurgic causality is a

task fraught with difficulty, given the fragmentary remains of his work. Numenius

forms a bridge between Philo and the Gnostic and Hermetic traditions, as well as

ranking as an important predecessor of Plotinus, to such an extent that the latter

philosopher was actually accused of plagiarising him. Numenius composed a treatise

On the Unfaithfidness of the Academy to Plato and one On The Good in (at least) 6

books. Many of the fragments have been gleaned from Eusebius’ Praeparatio

Evangelica, with some supplementary material from Calcidius’ Commentary on the

Timaeus, Origen and certain Neoplatonic sources. There is a great difference in the

quality of the fragments which we possess from Eusebius (actual quotations) and

those obtained from other sources (Numenian texts altered by the writer) and one of

the drawbacks of Des Places’ 1973 edition is that it tends to treat both sets of

fragments with an unjustified level of equality. My practice here has been to use the

actual fragments, taken from Eusebius, to build up my case for each sub-topic and

then to turn to the testimonia, using them for evidence that might help to confirm or

deny my theses, but not giving them excessive weight and also noting very clearly the

original source-text.

This discrepancy in the quality of fragments is not the only reason why the

study of Numenius is problematic. Another is the unjustified prejudice with which he

has been viewed on account of his syncretistic tendencies:

"The main fabric of Numenius’ thought is no doubt derived from

Neopythagorean tradition...But because he was, as Macrobius says,

occuliorum curiosior (F39), he welcomed the superstitions of his time,

whatever their origin and thereby contributed to the eventual degradation of
Greek philosophical thought.’’97

A more accurate observation is that of Dillon, which illustrates an alternative

approach to the fragments:

"In Numenius, we have a fascinating figure about whom we know all too little
but who plainly combines in his doctrine various strands; Platonic and
Neopythagorean, Hermetic and Gnostic, Zoroastrian and Jewish. In his
person, the "underworld" of Platonic-influenced theorizing...attains some

1-,. ,98
modicum of philosophical respectaoluty.

97 Dodds, E. R. (1960), 1 l.

98 Dillon, J. M. (1977), 379.
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In the ancient philosophical tradition, there was tension between the Platonic-

Pythagorean perception of the First Principle as Unity (One/Monad) and the

AnaxagorearffAristotelian view of it as an intellect which thought itself. While both

perceptions are not actually mutually incompatible, a tension between these opposing

views can be remarked in Middle Platonism,99 observable in the views of Numenius

(and indeed in his subsequent influence upon Plotinus). While the Platonic supreme

principle is the Good of Republic VI - VII, it is less clear how this principle is

actually responsible for demiurgic causality. Certain Platonic philosophers stripped

away the mythology of the Timaean Demiurge, equating him to the Stoic Logos,

while Numenius adopted the alternative approach of positing the Demiurge as a

second intermediate god between the Supreme Principle and the World-Soul, who

creates the sublunar world from pre-existent Matter. Ioo

Numenius, in many ways, seems to represent an important precursor of

Gnosticism (although it is difficult to prove conclusively in which direction the

influence was travelling), with his sharp distinction between three divine entities, and

explicitly according the Demiurge only second rank. To this extent, he can be

regarded as intermediate between the Timaeus and Gnosticism: for him, the Demiurge

is clearly less than entirely good. The First God remains relatively inert and

transcendent. The continuity of the ontological descent posited by Numenius is

stressed through the familial lineage of Grandfather, Father and Grandson, as well as

the assertion of the sameness of the Second and Third Gods. Numenius prefigures the

ignorant Demiurge of Gnosticism by stressing his divisibility and negligence of the

upper-tending part of his own nature. In this sense too, he is part of the intellectual

current which led to the supposition of decreased unity (and therefore less perfect

entities) as one descends the ontological scale.

A further point of interest is the role of the Third God, who takes on the

functions of the World-Soul, an entity without a very great level of activity in the

Numenian system. Numenius also details very clearly the mechanics of the

interaction between the First Principle and the Demiurge. As a result of the

cooperation he posits between both entities, he is in this regard more reminiscent of

Judaeo-Christian thinkers such as Philo and Origen. However, while they both regard

God as a Demiurge by extension, Numenius stresses that the First God should not be

~Q Dillon, J. M. (1992), 192.
ioo Dillon, J. M. (1992). 195.
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regarded as a Demiurge, though he does appear to be a conduit, ensuring that the

Forms are communicated to the Demiurge. As a. result of the cooperation between

both entities he is an interesting pagan comparison to the model of world-generation

assumed in the Judaeo-Christian tradition.

Numenius also represents an important attempt to reconcile two aspects of the

divine- the immanent and the transcendent. While the First God contemplates the

Intelligibles, there is no suggestion (in the extant fragments) that they are actually his

thoughts. The Second God is not to be completely identified with demiurgic activity,

as he also has a separate "inner life" comprising contemplation of the Forms in this

sense he could be said to "retire", like his counterpart in the Timaeus. While

Numenius follows the Timaeus quite closely in certain respects, explaining demiurgy

in terms of Intellect’s attempt to smooth out the recalcitrance of matter, he extends

the concept, explaining the origin of the Demiurge himself. All this renders all the

more regrettable the fragmentary remains of his work, as he played a central role in

the demiurgic debate.
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agreement, myself also; as far as past time, we have to believe, now that it has
taken flight, that it has fled and is stripped from us so as not to return; while
concerning the future, it is not still, but it promises to be in the state of
arriving at Being. It is not suitable in any case, to think according to a
particular manner what Being is not, or no longer is or will not yet be; since to
state the argument in such a way involves at the very least a great
impossibility, that the same thing at the same time is and is not.
But if this is the case, how could something else be capable of Being, so that
Being itself will not be even according to Being?
Therefore Being is eternal, constantly stable, immutable, identical. One cannot
say that it was born or has died, that it has grown then diminished, and that it
has not yet become greater or lesser. Moreover, without any relationship, even
locally, it will not be moved; because it is not permitted to it to move itself,
neither backwards, nor forwards, nor upwards or downwards; Being never
turns to fight or left, it never moves about its own centre; even though it holds
itself immobile, fixed and rests according to the same mode and the same
manner constantly".

This is a fairly standard Platonic division between the realms of Being and

Becoming. The final section concerning the lack of motion of Being, evokes

Plato’s description of the motion of the cosmos in the Timaeus. Numenius even

goes one step further. He not only denies Being all irrational movement, but also

the only rational movement: rotation around a fixed point. It seems evident here

that Being is not actually described in terms appropriate to a realm; it seems more

akin to an entity. I would contend that Being is in fact equivalent to the

Numenean First God. However, it is only in Fragment 11(20 L. = Eus. Pr. Ev. XI,

17, 11-18, 5) that the investigation of divinity is introduced:

"Tbv ~t~k,kovva 6~ (7uvfl(3~tv OEO0 TT~pL Trp~TOU Ka’L 8~Uq-~pou XPq
rrp6Tcpov 6tCX~Oat ~KCtaTa ~V Td~EL Ka’t ~V EbOq[lo(Y~VB TLV["
K~iWeLTCt, ~Vr(~V 8o¢0 /]Sq �~ #XCLV, T6TE nal. 8e’~ ~TTLXGLO(LP E[TI-E"LV
KOO’lJ.i_wg’, dXXcog" &~" ~tfi, q z~ "ITp~JLaivepov Trpi.v V~t ITpC~Ta TEv~-uOat
6TrTOp~t’w, Onoga6£ 6 Oqeaupb~ T’tTvco0aL ~,~’TETaL. M/1 8fl Trd0tOlJ-CV
T][/£’i5" Ta~)T6t’" 0~6V 6� TrpouKaXEodp~vOL ~aUTOO Tv(okova T~v6p~Evov
T~ X6T~ 6cigar 0~oaupbv d~pOPT{8O)v, dpXCOlzEOa OI~TC05"" EOKT~OV ~L~I-’

I~8q, 8tE’%.~o’OGL 8~ 6(L"
"He who wishes to form an idea regarding the First and Second God must first
of all distinguish all things according to their rank and in good order. Then,
when things appear to him to be in their place; then he can commence
discussing them reasonably. Otherwise, it is useless or for him who risks
discussing these things prematurely, before the First Principles exist, his
treasure, as the proverb goes, simply turns to ashes. Let us ourselves not suffer
from this evil, after having invoked the God in order that he may act as his
own interpreter and reveal by his speech a treasure of thoughts. Let us begin in
the following manner: It is now the time when we must pray, but we must also
draw distinctions."
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The style of this fragment is interesting: Numenius opens his account of

divinity with a prayer to the divinity, just like Timaeus. However, the subsequent

section of this fragment is rather more interesting, as Numenius investigates the

nature of the relationship between the First and Second Gods. From this fragment, it

would seem that he was rather more interested in demiurgic causality than in the

nature of his First Principle, which he glosses over very rapidly. The First God here

seems rather inert; since he is alive he must have motion of some sort but Numenius

seems to be caught in a bind, since to attribute motion to him would be to deny his

stability.

Fr. 8 (= Eus. Pr. Ev.XI, 10, 12-14) elaborates further:

"El ~t~V 6~ T6 61) ~dt’TC%" ~dVT~, d[StOlJ T~ ~O’Tt Ka’t ~TpfTrTOV Ka’L

o08alJ.~g" oOSalJ-~ ~l.oTdlJ_Evov ~ ~:auTol), IJ_~VEt 8~ KaTd T~I. a~)T& Ka’[
I~O’a0TC0S" ~O’TTIKC, TOUTO ~ITOU ~V E[i] T6 ~ ~VO~O’f[ IZCTd X6TOU
Tr~pLXq1TT61~’. E[ 8~ TO O’td~G ~)Ei Ka’L dp~p~Tat 01Tb 1-~" EO00

l~Tal3oX~, aTo&apclcrKct KaY. oOK ’~CrTtV."O0c’V Ob ’rro~h l.tcn~i_a #~ ob
TOUTO ~cLV(IL aoptcrTOV, 86~q, ~i~ 13_6vr3 8o~ao-TbV Kai, ~’ (~’qO’t IlXCiTC0V,

’TtTv6p.cvov KCff 63xok,kOpfvov, 6VTtO~" 8~ o68@rrOT~ 6v’."
"If then Being is absolutely and everywhere eternal, immutable, if in no
manner and in no place it does not issue forth from itself, but stays within the
same parameters and maintains itself completely stable, that it is without
doubt what is graspable by intellection with the help of reason. And if body is
fluid, if it is removed by an immediate change, it runs away and has no stable
existence. In consequence, is it not great folly not to call indeterminate, the
object of opinion only, and which, as Plato says, "comes to be and perishes,
but never really exists?"

Again, Numenius stresses the stability of Being. It cannot issue forth from

itself, which underlines the (limited) role which it is capable of playing in world-

creation; it requires another conduit by which it can inform the sensible world, since

it is confined to certain defined parameters. Being is characterised by eternal identity

in essence (de’t KaTa Tal)T~)V).I01 Numenius’ First God resembles the Pythagorean

Monad, which in multiplication cannot bring about self-change or alter another

number. This situation creates a need for the Second God who can actually engage in

the motion involved in creation.

This Second God is not in any way evil, but as he does not possess the unity

of the First (since he is divisible, though this is a once-off occurence) it is true to say

that he is less good:

t01 O’Meara, D. J. (1976), 120-129.
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"For since it was perfect it had to generate, and not be without offspring when
it was so great a power. But its offspring could not be better than it (this is not
so even here below) but it had to be a lesser image of it, and in the same way
indefinite, but defined by its parent and to speak, given a form.".1°2

Admittedly, this text comes from Plotinus, but since it outlines his response to

a problem similar to that which confronted Numenius, it is valid to cite it here.

Plotinus’ One is not Intellect and does not intentionally generate anything: the

question here is whether this is true of Numenius’ First God. I think not. Since

Numenius’ First Principle has a kind of demiurgic role, in terms of the production of

soul, it is not equivalent to Plotinus’ One. Since it continually contemplates the

Intelligibles, then it can also be regarded as Intellect. Though Plotinus’ One engages

in this activity it can best be regarded as a sort of super-Intellect or beyond Intellect,

while for Numenius this is not actually clear. However, since the Numenian

Demiurge can be regarded also as an Intellect, it would appear that the First God must

contain an intellective element.

It is clear that as a dualist, Numenius did not regard the First God as

responsible for the creation of matter. It must always have been there as part of a

duality of causes. One can compare the explanation of Proclus regarding the

relationship between monad and dyad:

"The One is prior to all opposition, as the Pythagoreans also say. But when
after the first cause/] 6u~" T~SV dpx~v dveqbavq also among these (Ka~ iv
TabTatg’) the monad is superior to the Dyad.’’~°3

Numenius attributes the same doctrine to various Neopythagoreans, as does

Calcidius.~°4 He was certainly opposed to Pythagorean attempts that claimed that the

One retired from its own nature and put on the guise of duality,t°5 It is important to

note this, as Numenius is often classed as a Neopythagorean, but his dualistic views

mean that his version of demiurgic causality owes more to Plato.

The Demiurge and his relationship with the First God

The Numenian First God is not involved in the business of world creation- his

main purpose is to produce the Demiurge (Fr. 11):

~°ZPIotinus Vl,7,3,7ff. trans. Armstrong.
103 Proclus, Commentary on the Timaeus, 1.176.9 Diehl.
~o~ "Sed nonullos Pythagoreos vim sententiae non recte adsecutos putasse dici etiam indeterminatum et

immensam divitatem ad unica singularitate institutam, recendente a natura sua singularitate et in
divitatis habitum migrante".
Calcidius - b2 Timaeum, 324 Waszink.
10~ Rist, J. M. (1965), 337.
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"’O 0E6g’ 6 I.t~V ITptBTO~" ~V E(IUTO0 ~Y ~qTtl; &IT~.ODS’, &ta T6 ~aUTO~

o’uTTtTv6p-~vo5" 8t6Xou Itl~ rrOTC ~vat 8LaipCToS"" 6 0E65" B~VTOt 6
8~l)TEpOg’ Ka’l. Tpi.TOg EO’TtP E~g" C~Ul*¢ep6pevor &~ Trl[ bXq &ud& oi3c~
~VO~t B~V aOTqV, o’X[(¢TaL 8� bTr’ al~Tl]g’, ~ITLOup_qTLK6V ~]Oog" ~XOOO’qg"
Ka’t 15~oO~qg’. T~ our P#I ([Vat rrp6s" TmT voqrmT (~v yap &~ ~Tp6~
~GUT~) 8t{~ TO T1]V ~.]qV ~X~Tr~tV, Tal)Trlg ~ITLp_~XOOIIE’VO~" dlTEp[OTrTOg
~CtUTO0 "y[TV(TCIt. Ka’t CIITT(T0tt TOO a[o’0qTO0 Ka’t Tr~pt4Tr~t dvdT{t T~
’~TL E[S" T6 ’~Stov "~00£" ~rrope~dp_cvo5" %£ iSXqg’."

"The First God, who remains inside himself, is unified, due to the fact that,
entirely concentrated within himself, he is in no way divisible. However, the
Second and Third Gods are in fact one, but coming into contact with matter,
which is the Dyad, even though he unifies it, he is divided by it, since it is of
such a character that it is not without concupiscence and which is fluid. Not
being attached to the intelligible (for in this case he would be concentrated
upon into himself), because he is looking at matter he is preoccupied with it
and he is forgetful of himself; he enters into contact with the sensible and
raises it up to his own proper character, because he has directed his desire
towards matter."

Here it seems that the Demiurge is turned in two directions during the act of

creation, contemplating the Forms, while he transmits the Intelligibles to the sensible

realm. Part of the problem is why exactly the Demiurge should be split in two by the

Dyad - I do not think it is the case that the upper-tending part of the divinity returns

to contemplate the Forms, while the lower part engages in the creation and continual

generation of the sensible world. It is possible that the Third God is merely a lower

aspect of the second. Clearly the Demiurge creates as the result of an act of lust or

orexis, which is not particularly praiseworthy, since it prevents him from

contemplating the Intelligibles and even leads him to become forgetful of his own

nature. This guilty element could be regarded as being expelled from the Second God,

in the same manner that a lower Sophia is expelled from the Pleroma in the Gnostic

systems.

However, I do not feel that it is necessary to posit a lower aspect of the

Second God. The orexis of the Demiurge can be viewed in a more favourable light, as

part of a natural desire to produce, observable also in Plotinus’ One, and which is

presumably the reason why the First God produced the Second God (if that is in fact

what he did). It is quite possible that the First God merely split a pre-existent entity

into the Second and Third Gods, who then share the functions of the Demiurge.

However, this would make it difficult to explain the terminology of Grandfather, Son

and Grandson, relayed by Proclus, and would also deny the evidence of Fr. 12 (which

is reliable, since it comes from Eusebius). The Second God can only produce
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something less perfect than himself (since to replicate himself would be to

accomplish nothing).and so he produces the World-Soul which is less perfect, since it

is further removed from the First God., although the World-Soul is an entity

downplayed by Numenius. In the act of creation, the Demiurge is forced to give

something of himself to matter in order to regulate it and to produce the sensible

world.

This giving of himself to produce the World Soul is the Demiurge’s

mechanism for creating the phenomenal realm. I think that this is the meaning of the

expression that the Demiurge raises matter to his own character, but because he has to

provide his substance to create, he becomes divided by matter. It would also neatly

explain why the Second and Third Gods are in fact one, since they share the same

substance; but the Third God, as World-Soul, has actually become enmattered, and is

in a sense, dragged down by matter, which prevents him from fully contemplating the

Intelligibles, while after the process of creation, presumably the Demiurge is capable

of doing this.

The Second and Third Gods must then be substantially the same, while the

First God is of a different substance (because he does not know how to be divisible,

for if he was, it would compromise his unity, a necessary trait in the Numenian First

Principle).This elucidates why Numenius posited a god whose sole raison d’dtre

seems to be to create another creator-god. In fact, the Second and Third Gods appear

to differ principally in their interaction to the Intelligibles and matter.

This relationship between the First and Second Gods is clarified at Ft. 12 (21L

= Eus. Pr. Ev. XI, 18, 6-10), but not greatly:

"Ka’t 7alp O~TC 8q~ttoupT~v ~ko’rt XpE~v Ybv ITptOTOV Ka’l TOb

6rllJ.tObp’y0~t’To£ 8~ Oco0 XpI~ E~PQL POla.[~�o’0at 1TaT~pa T61~ ITOC~TOV

0~6v."
"’In fact, it is necessary that the First does not create, but it is necessary to
regard the First God as the father of the demiurgic god."

and further on in the same fragment:

"TOI’ B~-I’ ITpF~TOI, 0EOV 6pyOv Gvat ~p~’wv O’O[J_ITdvTc0V Ka’L ~3a(yO,~a,
TOI’ 6qBLoupyLKbv 6~ Oebv flYCla.OVCZV 6t’oOpavo6 [6vTa. AL(] 8@ TOUTOU
Ka’t 6 0"TOX0~’ flp.’[p (:O’TL, KOT~ TOO I,’OU ITCIJ.ITOI.L~I~OU ~p 8tE~j68~ TrOut
TOt~ KO L I’WI’i~O’O.t O’UIJTE TCtTIJ_~-POL ~. B~,~’TrOVTOg" B~v, o~v Karl
~ITEO’TpalJ.I~t’OU Trp6~’ fl~V ~K~O’TOU TOO 0E’OUGUIJ_~aLI,’EL’ ~fl!fl TE KOJL

BLC~O’Kco’OaL TOTe T(~ O’LUlJ.QTC[ KTIbE~)OVTa TOO 0(’OU TOL~’IJKpOI~O~.LO’IJ.OL~"^
p.ETaO’Tp~-~OI’TO~" ~)~ ELS" T~V ~:-aUTOU Trcptc01T~P TOO 0CO0 TO.UT0[ IZ~17

6TTOC~3~VVUC~0at. TbV &~ VOOV (f)v B[OU ~TCtUp6BcVOV c66a[~tovos-."
"The First God remains inactive in the whole process of creation, he is the
King, while the Demiurge-god is the overseer, who circulates in the heavens.
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It is the Demiurge who sends us on our voyage, when Intellect is sent below,
crossing the sphere, to those who are destined to participate in it."

As Whittaker observed "ainsi, lorsque le Dieu regarde et se tourne vers chacun

de nous il arrive qu’alors les corps vivent et sont animds par ses radiations, auxquelles

ils s’unissent; mais si le Dieu retourne & son observatoire, tout s’dteint tandis que

l’intellect poursuit sa vie en jouissant d’une existence bienheureux" 106 I think that

these radiations by which the Second God animates are comparable to the manner in

which he is said to be split by matter.

Fr. 13 (22L = Eus. Pr. Ev. XI, 18, 13-14), though short, outlines a view of

demiurgic causality which has been the source of much difficulty:

[’O Noup~IVLO£" ~TTdKouaov o~ct ~TCp’L TOO 8EUT~pOU Ct[T[OU 0~o;koTE~.]

which relates the First God to the Demiurge. The one who is sows the seeds of
every soul into the things which partake of it, while the Lawgiver plants and
distributes and transplants what has been sown from that source into each one
of US.’’1°7

This notion of sowing again evokes the Timaeus. Much speculation has been

expended on the precise use of the word TctOpT6~’, who is generally felt to be the

proprietor of a garden or or a farmer who directs operations from a distance, while the

dpUTEdt0v is regarded as a labourer who works under his direction,l°s The head-

gardener sows a single seed of each type of plant, while the gardener distributes the

seeds and cultivates them individually. All souls come from the First God, who

produces one mass of soul-stuff, while the Second God, the Demiurge, distributes the

seeds, implants them in individual human bodies and transfers impure souls into a

new human body for reincarnation, m9

Part of the reason behind this speculation is the supposed textual corruption of

the fragment. The phrase "’0 p_~v TC d)v" is interpreted variously as a biblism or

Hebraism, which is felt to be out of place in Numenius. Scott reads % p~v [T~tp iv]

106 Whittaker, J. - God Time Being = Symbolae Osloensesfasc. Suppl. 23, 1971, p 27 n. 2
m7 Trans. Dillon, J., The Middle Platonists, p.368 with modifications by Andron
m8 Cf. for example W. Scott, Hermetica ,p. 79 n.5 or Festugi~re.

109 Des Places, E. (1973), 109.
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arr#plla rrdcrq~ @ux~" orr~[pEt ~[~" T& ~tETaXaTxdvovTa [ ab-~g] Xp~I~OT(I

a6prral~Ta.["The First God sows one seed (or one sowing) of all soul (or life) to serve

for all things that together partake of soul."] This avoids the problem ofb d~v, but is

not convincing palaeographically, and as Andron points out, posits a change for two

passages instead of just one, as in other approaches.11° Dillon’s response is "I read

with hesitation, georgon, for the ge on of the MSS. [...] I agree that Numenius is

probably not using ho on here in the Philonic sense of He Who Is".

Andron favours this reading over all other proposals for changing the text, but

prefers that the text should remain in its original state. He contends that to read 6

7coJpTgov damages the balance, since he does not find any obvious relationship

between a lawgiver and a farmer.TM He interprets this fragment to refer to two

different kinds of occupation, and the rapport or logos between them. For him there is

no problem with the phrase 6 div to refer to 6 1TO0~TOg’ 0~Og’, and 6 vobto0&rrlg to

refer to the Second, since he views the first as pure existent and the second as the

Demiurge is obviously an ordering force. Andron further states that The One Who Is

is not a particularly problematic phrase, citing two passages of Philo which help to

elucidate our fragment:

" ’ 0 #~t’ VO{t’UV T~L’ CUTOUpT~V IJ.~TtO-VO£" KaY. q-~lv T~XVTIV

~auTQ Td ~1, la~-p~-t dpUTd dp_a Trallp_up[a KaOdITcp l<XqlJ.aT[(~a~’ ~K" tJ.t~g’
dl~’O[3~kCIO’Tdl.’OI’TCI ~)[~’q~’ bSf b Kbagog. ’ErrEtSfl Tdp TflV obq[av
dTa.KrOl’ Kai OUTKCXUlJ-~vqv "~
~K ~UTX’(J(~w~ ~E[~" 6tdKpLO’LV ~Tojv b KOO’JJ.OTi-Xdo’Tq~’ JJ.opdpo0v l~p~aTO,
Tflt’ p~l’ Kai 138t0p ~lT’t TO l.t~crov ~pp[~’OV, T~. 8~ ~po~ Ka’t IFuprs"
&~t,&pa "rrp@ TflV ~t~TdpO’tOV Ch)¢’[XK~-V 6.’rro TOO p.~crou Xd~pav, TbV 8~-
a[0~ptol, ~t, KI3K~.~, T61TOV o3XUpObTO Tt~l~ ~’I~TOU 5pov T~ Ka’t
~ukaKTqptol’ arT6~’ Tt0E[g’."(De Plantatione 2-3)
"It is the Lord of all things that is the greatest of planters and most perfect
Master of his art. It is this world that is a plant containing in itself the
particular plants all at once in their myriads, like shoots springing from a
single root. For when the Framer of the world, finding all that existed
confused and disordered of itself, began to give it form by bringing it out of
disorder into order, out of confusion into distinction of parts, he caused earth
and water to occupy the position of roots at its centre: the trees that are air and
fire, He drew up from the centre to the space on high: the encircling region of
ether He firmly established, and set it to be at once a boundary and guard of
all that is within". 112

,,0 Andron, C. I., 6~
*i, Andron. C. I., 7.

~: Trans. G. I-t. Whitaker. Philo lrorks - Loeb Classical Library Vol. III (London-Cambridge 1929-
1962L
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Here the First Principle is explicitly defined as a qSUTOUpT65". The same is true

of the following fragment from De Agricultura 1-5:

"Most men, not knowing the nature of things necessarily go wrong also in
giving them names (...). Would not anyone who answers questions offhand
think that husbandry (yEtopyiu) and working in the soil (Yflg" ~9Yaa[a) were
the same things, but are ideas utterly at variance with each other and mutually
repugnant? For a man is guaranteed to be no unprofessional but a skilled
worker by his very name which he has gained from the science of husbandry,
the science whose title he bears."

This term 3,empy6~" is not to be found in the Timaeus (although the image of

cultivation as part of the process of creation already exists there), but is used of

divinities during the imperial age.u3 Philo draws a distinction between the farmer and

the labourer, which results from his attempt to combine the Book of Genesis with the

Timaeus. Numenius is influenced by this Philonic distinction, but brings it into

sharper focus by positing two separate Gods. For Andron, 6 oSv or Being is the name

of the First God, just as the Second God is called the Demiurge, taken from Exodus

3.14.TM From the evidence of Fr. 42 (Iamblichus, Ile9~ ~uXfl~’ ap. Stob. Anth. I.

49.67), it would appear that the First God is indeed the seed of all souls, since

Numenius regarded the soul as identical with its principles:

""EvtoOLV IJ_~V ObV Ka’t TabT6TqTO. dgtdKptTOV T~S" Ouxfl9 Trpbff Tds"

~-au-rfl~ dpxd~ rrpeo[3eOetv (pa~vevat Novpa]vtos"."
"Numenius appears to maintain that there is unification and identity without
distinction of the soul with its principles."

Towards the end of the same passage of Iamblichus comes some further support for

the opinion that the soul is an emanation from the First God:

us In this context, one might cite the cult of ZEO~" yetopT6~’. This element can further be traced in

popular Stoicism: "Deus ad homines venit immo quod est proprius in homines venit; nulla sine deo
mens bona est. semina in corporibus humanis divina dispersa sunt, quae si bonus cultor excipit similia
origini prodeant et paria iis, ex quibus orta sunt, surgunt;" etc. Seneca Ep. 73.16. Andron, C.I., 13 n. 31
n4 Andron, C. I., 20.
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"aOl~¢UaU, 8~ KaO’ ~T~pav ObO’[aP O1_ 1TpEO’~OTEpOI. &aa~,~’oum Kal.
dvaXOact litV ~KdVOt, O’UIJTG~EL 8~c OUTOL "rrpoa~:oi.Kaat" Ka’t Ob p~v
O.btop[o’T~ O’UVa~T~, d[ 8~ 8k~pto’lz@Vq, Xp~PTCIL."

"But the ancients maintain that the soul is united while remaining distinct as
substance. Numenius compares it to a dissolution, but the Ancients to an
ordering, and the former treat it as a union without individuation, the latter as
one with individuation." (Finamore-Dillon ed. §50, p. 72 -3).

Part of the problem with using this fragment is that it may not refer to the creation of

soul, but rather to the rewards given to good souls after their death, since this is the

subject-matter of the text proceeding, Fr. 42.1~5 In any case, Fr. 42 comes from

Iamblichus and as such, it provides us only with very weak evidence for Numenius’

thought. ~ ~ 6

The Platonist Alcinous cites an alternative means of constructing soul~ 17:

"Declaring that there exists an intelligible essence which is indivisible and
another which is divisible about bodies he (i.e. the Demiurge) constructed
from these a single essence, explaining that thus it can grasp in thought each
of the aforesaid two essences; and seeing that sameness and difference occur
both on the level of the intelligible and of divisible things, he put the soul
together out of all these things. For either like is known by like, as is the view
of the Pythagoreans, or unlike by unlike, as is held by Heraclitus, the
philosopher of nature."
This passage outlines two means of soul construction - one suggested by the

Pythagoreans and the other by Heraclitus. As a Pythagorean, one would expect

Numenius to subscribe to the doctrine that like is known by like. This would suggest

that the soul and the First God share some properties. Here the Demiurge is regarded

as responsible for the construction of soul, which is not necessarily a contradiction of

Fr.13 - there too the Demiurge distributes soul, even though he does not actually

create it. Here also, the Demiurge is not said to produce either essence, he merely

mixes them like a bartender making a cocktail.

Numenius then goes on to expound the view that even if the Demiurge has to

provide some of his own substance to initiate creation and even if he is split by

matter, he is not weakened by this process (Fr. 14 (23L) = Eus. Pr. Ev. XI, 18, 15-19).

"’OIT60"a &~ 800~t’Ta ht~r~t(rt Trpb~ Tbv kahtf3dvovTa dITCX06VTG ~K TOO

666LOKOTOg (E~Tt <(~E> 0cpaTr~ict, Xp~ILCtTCt, !#6lJ_tCrlJ.a KotXoI.,, ~Tr[OTIBOV)
TaUTi I.t~t’ OUl’ ~O’TL OVqTd Ka[ dvOpo31rtl~a, T~t fit 0([6

~O’TLV 6LCI
~T(1800~t,Ta ~P0(VS’ ~K~iOL TETCVqt~va ~:vOcv TC obK

dnEX~IXu0E
~:dKci0t "y~’v61_tcva Tbv tl~-v d~taTo-~ Tbv 8’ ObK ~13XO.~,~ K’a’t rrpoo-cdVrla�1T~pi ~t’ ~[O’TO.TO dVal~V~a~zt. "EO’TL 6~ TO’TO Tb KO.X.bv XPfllXa

~1_~ Iamblichus, De. Anima (ed. & trans. Finamore, J.F. & Dillon, J. M., E.J. Brill, Leiden, 2002), 73

§50 p.72-3.
116 Ibid.

~" Didaskalikos XIV.
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EntaThlS.q h KaX~, {lg ~VUTO tl~v b ~,a13oSv, obK drroXc[~T~’raL 8’ abThg

"O llfl TbP ~Tp6TcpOV d(bEL~.aTo dk~,’ ~ TFI£ ~P abT~ bXrlg’ npbs" T6
~KC[VOF 1TOp ~a¢O~-[crrlff. TOLOgTOV Tb XPf111d (C)’TI. Tb T~ff ~ITt(~TiZlllqff,
"q 8o0Eioa Ka’L Xqdp0([o’u ITapalJ.~v-ct la~U T~ 6(SC0K6TL, O’I~IJEO’TL ~)~ T~
Xa!361,’TI. h a6-~, TOOTOV 8~ Tb U’I~TLOP, t~ ~P~, ObS~p ~O’TLV

dvOpt~ITLVOP, d),ak’6Tt ~tS" T¢ Kai. obcr[a, fi ~XOUCrct Tf]V ~TRO’T/~t.trlV f]
abTfI ~O’TL vapd TO" T~ 8eSc0K6TL Oe~ KU’L Trapd T~ ~-[~q~6Tt ~’I~O’L Ka’L
o’O[. ALb Ka’t b RXdTtop T~V (ro~b[av §1to ]]polJ_qO~t0g" ~,0e-~v ~[g"

dvOptbTroug" IaCT6 qSavoTdTou Ttvbg" Trupbg" ~rI "
"All that which, as a gift., passes to the recipient, coming from the giver (for
examples slaves, wealth, precious metals or money) all these goods then are
mortal and human; divine gifts on the contrary are those which transmitted
from above, here below, have not departed from above: arriving here they
profit the recipient without leaving the giver: and indeed they bestow the
additional profit of the recollection. Well, this great treasure is knowledge,
from which the recipient can benefit without the giver being impoverished. It
is in the same manner that one can see a lamp lit by another and kindling a
light of which it has not deprived the source; its wick has merely been lit by
this fire. It is the same with the treasure of knowledge: given and received, it
remains with the giver, while passing equally to the recipient. The reason for
this strange fact is not in any way human, it is that the essence in continual
possession of knowledge is identical with the God who supplied it, as it is
with you and me who have received it. That is why also Plato said that
knowledge came to men by the agency of Prometheus along with the most
brilliant fire."
This idea of a lamp transmitting its flame without being diminished probably

goes back to Posidonius.u8 The idea that the Demiurge illuminates us by the

transmission of knowledge is noteworthy - I think that for Numenius it emphasises

the notion that the basic principle of creation is number, which is transmitted by the

self-contemplating intellect to the Demiurge. It is possible for humanity to possess the

number-principle (possibly soul) in a manner that is identical with the God who

supplied it, because the Numenian Demiurge is only the creator of Becoming, not the

creator of true Being. In this way the difference between the Demiurge and the First

God is more than just one of an intellect at rest and one in motion - they must be

substantially different, since it is not possible that the creator of Being can exist in the

same sense as created Being. Clearly the Second and Third Gods are in fact one, but

soul must be of a different order, since it is supposed to come from the First God. In

this case, the Numenian Demiurge also takes over the role of the Young Gods of the

Timaeus. This is hardly surprising given the tendency of philosophers after Plato to

claim to be going further back than him in attempting to find the First Principle.

us Witt, R. E. (1931), 200 n. 8.
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"Such are the lives of the First and Second Gods. The First God remains
stable, the second remains in motion, while the First God occupies himself
with intelligibles, the Second occupies himself with intelligibles and sensibles.
And do not be surprised if I have spoken in: this manner; because you will
hear something that is even more surprising. Corresponding to the inherent
movement of the Second God, I declare that the inherent stability of the First
God is an innate movement from which proceeds the order of the world and
its eternal stability, and from which salvation spreads out over all beings."
Here the Second God seems to play a role akin to God’s Logos in the Philonic

and Christian traditions, going into those parts of the cosmos where it would be

beneath God’s dignity to go.

It is worth considering this inherent motion at rest of the First God. Since he is

a living being he needs to have a motion of some sort. This is provided by his

contemplation of the Intelligibles. At the same time, the First God here appears to

play a role in demiurgic causality, beyond merely spawning the Demiurge. He is

responsible for world- order and its stability. Des Places interpreted the situation as

follows: the First God appears to contemplate the intelligibles with the assistance of

the Second, so that the Second God also corresponds to intellect and states that the

Second creates in his turn using the Third God, so that the Third God also

corresponds to an intellect which uses discursive intelligence,ll9 I think it is

justifiable to cast an eye on Plotinus at this point - the Neoplatonist was heavily

influenced by Numenius and there are certain issues concerning Numenius that he can

help to illuminate. As Dillon points out, the Platonist concept of "the First God as

intellect was under strain when Plotinus came to examine it".12°

The First God is required to think himself. As Plotinus remarks during the

latter part of Ennead V 3 (chs. 10-17), self-intellection requires duality; a subjective,

thinking element and an objective, thought element, which comprises the unity and

simplicity of the Monad. This difficulty is illustrated by Nicomachus’ highly-strained

11~ Des Places, E.( 1973), 109.
i_’0 Dillon, J. (1992), 195.
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definition oftheFirstPrincipleas"vofig �"[TCt KaY. dpaev6OqXw Ka’t Oeb7 Ka’t fi~.rI

8~ rrtog’".TM Numenius is, of course, a dualist and so the situation is not as

problematic for him as for monists. But this duality may be observed in his attempt to

regard the stability of the First God as an inherent motion. Numenius’ First God is

clearly an intellect, although one can see here the beginning of a move to regard

intellection as the domain of the second principle - the Demiurge is specifically

identified by Numenius here as an intellect. The influence of this can be seen in

Plotinus, as he claims that the One is superior to Intellect.

The nature of the "inner life" of the First God is of vital importance for

understanding demiurgic causality. Since he is the ultimate source of life, he cannot

be regarded as inert (a problem faced also by Plotinus) and I think that Numenius is

attempting to deal with this by postulating some kind of motion, even one that

appears to all intensive purposes to be non-existent. The exact nature of the First God

also has important implications: if his nature transcends that of the Demiurge to such

an extent, how exactly does the Second God interact with him.

In Fr. 15, the First God seems akin to the Demiurge of the Timaeus in

permitting the Young Gods to exist forever - the stability of the Demiurge’s creation

is guaranteed by the First God and not by the Demiurge himself. At this point,

another passage of Plotinus might prove enlightening:

"The object of (Intellect’s) intellection remains by itself and is not deficient,
like that which it sees and thinks. I call that which thinks deficient as
compared with the Intelligible, but it is not like something senseless; all things
belong to it and are in it and with it. It is completely able to discern itself
(pante diakritikon heautou); it has life in itself and all things in itself and its
cognition of itself takes place by a kind of immediate self-consciousness
(hoionei synaisthesei) in everlasting rest and in a manner of thinking different
from the thinking of Intellect (Enn. V 4.2, trans. Armstrong, slightly adapted
by Dillon).122

Here the One seems like a sort of living "table of contents" of creation, a self-

conscious blueprint which the Demiurge can follow. Applying this to our original

fragment, it seems that the Numenian First God comprises this all-encompassing

element. He might not be involved in the practicalities of demiurgy, but he appears to

regulate things in the same manner that the chairman of a board of directors might

regulate a multinational. He has some limited role in creation, since it is from him

t21 Ap. Phot. Bibl. 187 143 A. quoted by Rist (1965), 337.
122 Dillon, J. (1992), 196.
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that CYwTqpia spreads to all beings, but I am unclear as to what exactly Numenius

means by this (although it is perhaps just a basic presentation in existence). It is

difficult to see how exactly the First God can be responsible for universal salvation,

even though he seems to generate the soul-principle, although perhaps this is merely

an allusion to the fact that he prevents cosmic collapse. If this inherent stability is

really an "innate movement, perhaps it is even possible to postulate that the First God

is involved in a sort of continual creation: by constantly remaining stable, he prevents

the destruction of the world.

At Fr. 16 (25L = Eus. Pr. Ev. XI, 22, 3-5), there seems to be something of a

demarcation dispute between Numenius’ triad of principles:

"El &’ ~OTt [t~V VOqV6V ~] OOg[a Ka’t ~] [8~a, Va(Y’Vq~ 8’dO~tO~.O’yf]Oq
Trp¢o’136Te’pov Ka’t a’[TtOV E’[vat 6 vo~, aOT6~ ObTO£ p_6voff ¢~pCTat t~V
T6 dTaO6v. Ka’t 7~t9 E[ 6 p~v 8q#toupy6~" 0~o~" ~O’TL "y~’V~O’E¢.0~, dpK~’L

TO dya0bv obe[a~ ~tvat dpx~l. ’Avdko’yov 8~ TOOT~ ~1_~1,’ b 8qlatoup’y6~"
O~og’, d3v abToO ptgtqT~g’, rr]~ 8~ ObO’tq ~] T~V¢crtg¯ <fl> �[Kt~v abT~ff
~O’TL Ka’l_ [Ii0]]]~C[. E’~vr~p 8~ 6 8qpL9upTbff 6 q-fig’ TCV~O’ECoff EO’TLV

-�
dya0o~, q nov ~O’T76 Ka’L b TqS" o6o[a5" 8q,,Ftoupybs" aOTodyaOov

O’61J.0UTOV T~ O60"tg.    Tdp 8¢6Te-pos" 8LTTbg’ C0V aOTOITOL¢i T~V TC
i6~av ~aUTO~J Ka’L TbV ~(6aFOV, 8Tll~tOUpy6~’ ~,V, @TTCtTa 06"c0prlTtK6ff
6X~’. ~ b k),~ XoT t O’lJ.~-I~COv &"~]p.c~V 6vOpaTa TE o’o’dpd0v TFpaTtJ.dT~v
T~-~apa ~aT~o TafgTa" 6 F~V TrptoTO~" 0e’6~’ aOTodTaOov. 6 6~ TOUTOU

I-ttFqTfl~" bqptoupT65" aT(tOos"’ fl 8’OOO’[a p[a I.t~v rl TOO TTpt~TOU, ~T~’pa.

b’T] TOO beUT~OOU" ~g" ~[pqlj.a 6 KdXos~ K6(~O£’, K~Ka.XX031TLO’Ij_~pO~’
t-t~-TOUO-iq TOO KaXo0."

"And if essence and the Idea are on the level of the Intelligible and if Intellect
has been recognised as prior and superior as their cause, it is only Intellect
which is revealed as being the Good. In effect, if the Demiurge is the god of
Becoming, it suffices for the Good to be of Being. The first principle, the
demiurgic god bears the same relation to him, being his imitator, as Becoming
does to Being. Well, if indeed the Demiurge of Becoming is good, without
doubt also the Demiurge of Being will be the Good itself, as connatural to
Being; because the Second, who is double, produces from himself his own
idea and the universe, as a Demiurge, after which he devotes himself entirely
to contemplation. In order to conclude our reasoning, let us posit four names
corresponding to four entities: a) The First God, the Good itself, b) his
imitator, the Demiurge, who is good, c) the essence, one of the First, another
of the Second; d) the copy of all this, the beautiful universe, embellished by its
participation in the Good."

These four entities are divided up amongst three gods: Good itself, the

Demiurge and the world or World-Soul. The double ode[ct shared by the First and

Second Gods does not seem to add a new reality to either.~z3 These four seem to be

composed of two gods and two ousiai, but it is an odd way of calculating. Kr~imer

~z3 Des Places, E. (19,.), 109.-,~
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points out that since the Demiurge can be confounded with the good World-Soul, ~24

the Second and Third Gods only count as one (Ft. 11,1, 4), which leaves us with only

two divinities: an ultimate reality and a creative entity. However, I feel that all four

entities can best be understood in terms of demiurgic causality - there are two causal

principles, since, as has been stated before, the First God also plays a limited role in

creation and the result is the Third God.

It is difficult to explain the third entity - the double ob~[ct. I think that

Numenius wishes to point out that the Second God is in some way consubstantial

with the First, just as has previously been illustrated, the Second and Third are

substantially the same. This would be necessary if the Demiurge also has to deal with

the intelligibles. The Demiurge is referred to as the imitator of the First God - he

imitates him, not only in his contemplation of the intelligibles but also in his need to

create. Numenius also tries to assign some kind of creative role to the First God,

referring to him as "the Demiurge of essence". Numenius here regards the Good, not

as a Form which contains all the other Forms, but rather playing a role similar to that

played by the Second God in the realm of Becoming. The First God is the Demiurge

of the realm of Being, although it is unclear here whether he is contemplating the

Intelligibles or whether the Intelligibles only exist because he contemplates them.

Dodds’ position was that the First God is all contemplation; and I think that

this contemplation must be equivalent to the "inner life" of the First God. I also agree

with his contention that the Second only creates as a first step, after which he returns

to contemplation, in which he serves as a model for the philosopher (Rep. VI, 496d,

498 b-c, 501a-c). ~rretra may not necessarily imply temporal succession; Des Places

claims that the Demiurge engages in a first creative movement, by which he creates

his own idea and the idea of the world, and then undergoes a conversion by which he

turns away from matter towards the first vo~.125 I fail to understand how the

Demiurge creates his own idea when surely that is generated by the First God, unless

this is related to the concept Plotinus picks up on, of the self-generation of lower

hypostases through reversion on the higher. Secondly, I am unhappy with the

phrasing - the idea that the Second God undergoes a conversion seems to imply that

creation is the result of some kind of moral fall", and that the Numenian Demiurge is

L24 Des Places, E. (1973), 109.
125 Ibid.
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similar to his ignorant or fundamentally flawed Gnostic counterpart, which is clearly

not the case here.

Fr. 17 (26L = Eus. Pr. Ev. XI, 18, 22-23) boldly attempts to use the Timaeus

to justify the existence of an intellect superior to the Demiurge:

"’E~et&~ ~Seu 6 llXdrt0v rrctpd robs" dv0p03rrot~" rbv II~v 8qlztoupy6v
"WyVtOO’K6p_evOV I-t6VOV, T6V #~VTOL ~-p03TOV POOP, 60"TLS" KCtX([TCtL

’ � LTTEIYCII3TOOV 1TQPTQ1TQO’LlY d~VOO1)HCVOV 1TElp’ 0.UTOL~’, 8LCI. TOOT00UTW~’

d~a~Ep ~iv TtS" O~)Tt0 ~,~yot’"~ ~iv0p0~TrOt, 6V Ton’d~eTC ~p-�~5" VOOV ObK
~C~Tt Trp~TOg. dk~,’ [TCp09 Trp6 TOOTOU VO0S" npca~6-rEpo9 Ka’t
0¢t6TCpOg."
"Since Plato knew that amongst men only the Demiurge is known, while the
First intellect, that which bears the name of Being in itself, remains
completely unknown, for this reason he spoke as he did, "Men, the one whom
you conjecture to be Intellect is not the First, there is before him another
intellect, anterior and more divine."

Numenius here alludes to Timaeus 28C, which he interprets to include two

gods, the "father" and the "creator" being different. Plutarch draws a similar

distinction at Quaest. Plat. II and it is seen subsequently in Neoplatonism. Plutarch

distinguishes between the activity of a builder or weaver, whose product is separated

from him and that of a parent, where a principle emanating from the parent inhabits

the child (1001A), "for not even of the placenta, says Chrysippus, is he who provided

seed called father, though it is a product of the seed" (1000F). As god sows from

himself into matter, he can be regarded as both "father and maker". Incidently, this

position is mentioned and rejected by Proclus In Platonis Timaeum I p. 319, 15-20

[Diehl]. Plutarch, however, justifies his position by pointing out that Plato regards the

Demiurge as producer of both the body and soul of the universe- the former is

composed from matter (1001B), while soul, as a partaker in intelligence, reason and

concord, is both a work, but also a part of god, as it is produced not just by him, but

from him.

The identification of the First God and Being comes from the Xenocratic

tradition.~26 Despite the slightly negative portrayal of the Demiurge here, there is no

question that creation is evil in any way; it is just that he is inferior to the First God.

That said, here it is possible to observe echoes of the Gnostic current in the reference

to a superior god who remains unknown.

~2~, Kr~mer, H., 109.
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Fr. 18 (27L = Eus. Pr. Ev. XI, 18, 24) provides an interesting description of the

manner in which the Demiurge creates:

"KuI3EpVfITrlg‘ ~v TrOU ~V p~(~ Tr~kdTct qbopodl.t~vog‘ bvr~p Tn]Sak[ow
D~[~uTog‘ TO~g‘ o’(a~t 8t[eovEt TflV vabv ~dpE~6pevog‘, 61.tllaTa ~)’QI~TO0
Ka’t VObg‘ EbOb TOU a[e~po5‘ (YUVV#TaTat Trp6~ T& IJ_~-TdpO’t0t Ka’t f]

6865" al)T~ ~ivto 8L’ol)pavo0 ~ilretcrt, l"r~k~OVTt KdT(o Kam~t T~V 0d~k(1TT(1W
ObTeO Ka’t b 8"ql.ttoupTbg‘ T~V i)~,qv, TOf) W~TC 8ta~:po0aat p~TC
drrovrka~/xOfqvca ctbT#qv, dpl~ov[g auvSqcrdl.tCvos‘ abTbg‘ ix~v ~Tr~p Ta6T’qg‘
’[&puTat, O~OV bTr~p vetbg‘ ~n’t 0aXdtTTqg‘ [T~g" i)~.qg’]" rfqv dppov[av
8"tO6vet, TC~g‘ ’tS~ag‘ o’taK[~toV, ~3~.~rret T¢ dVTt TOO obpavo0 �[5‘ T6V
dVt0 0�by rrpocra~y6~t~vov abTou Tdt 6plmTa ~cql~dvct T¢ Tb tI~V
KptTtKbv d~T6 Trig‘ 0¢t0p[ag‘, T6 &’ bppqTtKbv drrb Trig‘ ~b~cr~tog‘."
"A helmsman, I suppose, who travels on the open sea, perched above the
helm, directs the ship with the tiller, but his eyes, like his spirit, are directed
up towards the ether, towards the celestial regions, and his route comes from
above, across the sky, while he sails across the sea; in a similar manner, the
Demiurge, who knits together links of harmony around matter, for fear lest it
break its fastenings, and will be cast adrift, remains himself adjusting it, just as
if in a ship upon the sea, he regulates harmony in it by governing it in
accordance with the Forms, but looking at the Good above in the heavens
which attracts his eyes and if he receives his judgement from this
contemplation, he retains his impulse to act from desire."

Here the Demiurge creates by harmonising matter in accordance with the

Forms, but it appears that he is only aware of what these Forms are as a result of his

contemplation of the First God, who transmits this information to him. The First

God’s role in demiurgic causality seems to be that of creating or transmitting a

coherent scheme for organising matter to the Demiurge, who then proceeds to carry

out, if not his instructions, then at least his intentions. Clearly, the idea of a

subsequent "conversion" to philosophy on the part of the Demiurge propounded by

certain commentators is out of place- he is "philosophising" even at the moment of

creation. Also, one cannot speak of a "conversion" here; unlike the Gnostic

Demiurge, the Numenian Second God is not only aware of the existence of a superior,

but actually collaborates with it.

Fr. 20 (29L = Eus. Pr. Ev. 22, 9-10) elaborates further on the nature of the
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8q~Loup’yrs" d,’T~p ~(~TL lIETObO’i.Oc TOO "rrp03TOU d’yaOob dTa06~’, <dTa0oO>
[8~a ~iv ~’iq 6 Trp~STOS" vo0s’, ~V abTodTaOov."
"Plato expounded these doctrines in diverse ways on many occasions,
particularly in the Timaeus, he qualified the Demiurge as good in the current
sense of the word: "He was good"; whereas in the Republic, he called Good
"the Idea of the Good", implying that the Good is the idea of the Demiurge,
who appeared good to us on account of his participation in the First God, the
Unique. Indeed, in the same way that men are said to be modelled on the Idea
of Man, cattle by the Idea of Cow, horses by the Idea of Horse, in the same
way, it is reasonable to suppose that if the Demiurge is good by participation
in the First Good, then the First Intellect would be the Idea of <the Good>,
being the Good itself.

Here the creative role of the Demiurge is once again placed in context. If he is

"good" it is only as a result of his interaction with the First God. Even though he may

be the creator, the creative role of the First God is stressed - the Demiurge is an

instantiation of the Form of the First God.

At Fr. 21 (Test. 24 L fr. 36= Proclus, In Timaeum I, 303, 27-304), Numenius

outlines the hierarchy of his three gods:

"Nou~t~t, Lo~" ~t~, "y~lp Tp¢’[5" dVUlXVfq(ra~ 0Eob5" 1TaT~pa t.t~v KaX~ TbV

ITp03TOV, rrotqTfW 8~ TrY 8¢6TEpOV, 170[TllJ.a 8~" T~)V Tp[TOI,’" 6 "y~p

KrO’~tO’~ KO.T’ (]I)T()V 6 Tp[TO~" ~CrT’t 0�6S" ~O’TE 6 KCIT’ aUTrV

8q!atoupTr~’ 6tTTr~’, 6 T¢ Trpt~TO~" 0�~)~’ Ka’t 6 8¢t3T,EpOS’, T~) ~,E
8ql..ttoupTor~tct’ot’ 6 Tp[TO~’. "AI.I_¢II~OI~ Tap OI3T~ X~Tetv "FI dJ~ E’KE-tMO~"
XET~t TrpOO’TpcaTcpDt~l#, 1Td’n’1TOV, ~"/TOVOV, dlT6"yOVOV.’O 8~ T(IUTCt ~k~TC01y
rrp~Tov ~, o6n 6p0~o5" TdTa06v ouvapt01.t¢i TO~(r8� TO~5" Ct[T[Ot5"" 06
"ydtp rr~q~uK¢l, ~K¢iI’O O’u¢~u’gvuo’0a[ TtO’LV O1)8� 8CuT’paY ~XCtVg~XXou
Td~u,."
"Numenius proclaims that there are three gods and calls the first "Father", the
second "creator" and the third "creation", because the world for him is the
Third God; while the Demiurge is double, the First God and the Second, and
the created world is the Third God. It is much better, in effect, to express it in
this way, rather than to speak like him in a melodramatic style of
"Grandfather", "Father" and "Grandson".But he who says this first of all is not
correct in numbering the Good with these causes: for it is not in its nature to
be linked to anything nor to hold a rank second to anything else."

The hierarchy here is not that of Fragment 11 (20L), where the First God does

not play a role in creation, while the Second and Third can be regarded as the same

entity. Here the Demiurge is listed as comprising the First and Second Gods, while

the Third plays no role in either creation or in the subsequent regulation of matter.

Des Places points out that the equivalence God-Father is admitted implicitly by
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Numenius, in contradiction to the Timaeus 28e3; where rrOLqT?l~" precedes "ffaT~p127,

while Numenius relegates the role of nOtqT?/~" to second place. However, this

fragment comes from Proclus, In Timaeum I, 303, 27-304 and is therefore not of the

same value as Fragment 11, which is verbatim (from Eusebius) and therefore has

precedence. One must assume that Proclus has here deliberately or otherwise

distorted the Dreig6tterlehre of Numenius.

Matter
In considering Numenius’ doctrine of demiurgic causality, it is necessary also

to investigate his conception of matter. For Numenius, matter is not created by the

divine triad and it is involved in some sort of opposition to it, although the nature of

this opposition remains to be seen. Fortunately, in this regard, we possess some

fragments quoted by Eusebius on this subject, but further information may also be

obtained from Calcidius’ Commentary on the Timaeus, which used Numenius as a

source, although a difficulty here is that even though Calcidus refers to his

predecessors, he does not tend to acknowledge his sources and we cannot always

conclude definitive use of a specific text.128

At Fr. 4a (13L 0 Eus. Pr. Ev. XV, 17, 3-8), Numenius denies the stability of
matter:

.... Da’r~ KCtX6S- b X6yo~ dpqKq ed~’, eL ~(YTLV ~i.lTetpo~’ f] ~)~,q,

O6pLCrTOVCLVOL"     oh’r@" EL 6~ d6pt~TOS’, ~iXoyos’" EL 8~ dXoyos’,
(~TV(0UTO5". "A"/VCOUTOV 6~ ’)’� OUGC.lV (lbT~V dV(I~/KC~OV ¢tVet dTO.KTOV,
(o~ TeTa)’p~va yvoJaOf]vm TTdvu 6~TOU0eV dV drl Ibg’&m" T6 6~
6TO.KTOIY 013X ~O’TqqKEF. 6 TL 8E ]J.~ [O’TqKev, O6X (Jr e’(.q 6V. TOOTO 8~
~V 6Trcp qlXLV abTOl.£ CblJ-OXOTrlO’dllc0(l ~’v TO~£" ~p_TrpoO0cV, T(IUT’L

1"FdVTa (yuv~vexOf]vat T~ 6VTL d0~I/LO’TOV Etvat.

"And so the argument clearly states that if matter is infinite, it is indeterminate
if indeterminate, irrational; and if irrational, unknowable. Now if it is
unknowable, it is necessarily without order, because that which has order is
evidently easy to know, however, that which is disordered is not stable and
that which is not stable cannot be existent. Well, we have now arrived at the
point, given what preceded, to agree amongst ourselves: to apply these
attributes to being is not right"

Numenius here characterises matter as in a state of flux and uses the

recalcitrance traditionally associated with it, at least from a Platonic perspective, to

deny a connection with Being. In the same fragment, Numenius goes on to describe

the interaction of the Demiurge upon matter:

12~ Des Places, E. (1973), 113.
12s Van Winden, J. C. M. (1959), 13.
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"-OgKouv +qlzi T/lV bXqv ObTC OOTflV O~)T~ Th a61mTa &vat 6v.
-T[ OUr STI; q ~XOIIEw 1Tclp~l. TOOTa ~.XXo Tt EY ~ ~00"EL ~ TCOV

8Xwv;
-Nai. TOf~TO ob8~v C[~�~V TrOtK[Xov ~1 "r68E ~Tpo3"rov lily ~V h~v

a~TOt~" ~.Ba TTEtpaOE[q#Ev 8taXET6IJ-CVOt’ ETrELSfl T~. O’u~aTd ~O’Tt

dp(~L T~OvqK6Ta Ka’t V~’Kp~I Kal. ~cqbopqp~va Ka’t oh8’ ~v "ra0T~

ll~VOVTa &p’ obxt ToO Ka0~OVTO@ aOTO~S" ~8ct;
- [IavTb¢ p.hXXov.
- Ei p.~ TOXOt 86 TOOTOU, ~pa p_¢[VeL¢V dr;

- IIavT6S" ~VTOV.
-T[ obv ~aTt T6 KaTaaxf]aov; E[ lily 871 Ka’t TOOTO ¢[q aCo~a, A’to~

gco-n:lpo~" 8oKc’t dv IXOt 8cqOf]vat aOTb ~apaku6#Evov Ka’t
o’KtSvci#cvov" El IX~VTOL xP’q abT6 dm]XXdx0at T~5" T~V mol~dT~0V
lTd0q~’, ’(V(1 KdK~cI-12OL~" K~EKUKT]JJ.CVO~ Trip ~)0040dl~ d~/1)l~¢tP 81)VY]TO.I.

KQ’L KC[T~X~, EpO’[. ]l~12 01]) 8OK~"t di~k,~O TL ~’tV(1L ~ ]I6VOV ’~� TO

da~lxctTov" Ct~T~ 7hp 8~ ¢6o’¢10v Traa~v IX6Vq [O"l-qK~ Kak ~O’TtV
dpap~a Ka’t oOS~v CYt0tXaTtK’~. ObT~ 7OOV 7(TVCTaL O~T¢ ab~Tat
OI)T¢ K[Vqqtl) KtY(tT(lt h~.X.qv o68¢kt[o-y, Nat 6L~I TCI(,’Ta. Ka~kCO5"

8[KatoP ~dt,q "vp~cr~¢Ooat TO dat~]~aTov".

- "I affirm then that matter, neither by itself, nor in the form of bodies, is not
existent.

- What? Have we besides that anything else in universal nature?
- Yes, there is nothing complicated in saying that, if we first examine the

matter in dialogue with ourselves in the following manner, that since
bodies by nature are dead, without life, in perpetual movement, incapable
of remaining in the same place, should there not also be a principle to
maintain them?

- Absolutely.
- Deprived of which they cannot remain in their position?
- Exactly.
- What will it be then which maintains them? If it is also body, it will have

need, so it seems to me, of Zeus the Saviour, being subject to dissolution
and to disintegration; well if this salvational power escapes from the
passivity of bodies, in order that it may be able to separate corruption from
these mixtures and to maintain them, it will not, it appears to me anything
else but incorporeal, because amongst diverse substances only those which
contain the incorporeal remain fixed and stable. In any case, it will not
become, nor will it move with any other movement, and that is why it
appears correct to place in the first rank the incorporeals".

Here Numenius explicitly attributes motion in matter to a recalcitrant

principle, which renders bodies incapable of remaining in a fixed position. The

Second God is clearly involved in continual creation in time, rather than a once-off

event, since deprived of the principle that he injects into matter it will no longer retain

its position. This raises the question - what is the nature of this principle? I think that

it is quite possibly soul (which itself is a principle of number). Just like the Demiurge

in numerous metaphysical systems, including Plato’s own, the Second God orders,

rather than creates, although the situation here is rather more complicated, since the
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Second God orders pre-existent matter using a principle which he himself has not

created. This makes him an instrument of the First God in the creation of the world,

rather than an autonomous Demiurge.

Fr. 4b (Test 29L = Nemesius, llEp~ qbO(rct0~" dv0p~rrou, 2, 8-14) continues in
much the same vein: ~29.

"rd adopaTa ~ O[Ke[q d#baet TpeTrTd ~VTa Ka]. O’KEScICrTd Kal. 8L6~,OU

Ei.5" dilretpov TIrI.lqT~ laqSevbg ~v abTo~S" 0.]J.eTO.[3)kf]TOI) {JTrO),.eLTIOIJ_~VOU
8([T(IL TOO O-uv~XOPTOg’ KO.’t ouvdTovTO£ K(fi. ~O’lT6p O’UO’dP[77OlYTO5" KO.’t

O’U7KpaTO0VTO£" CtUTa 5ricO 0uxflv X~7otzev. EL TO[VUV a~51act ~CITLV I~I

~UXI~ O’LOV&~TrOTC, e[ Ka’L XEITTOI.tep~’O’TaTOV, T[ aTd;ktV ~O-T’LV T()

cruv~xov ~Keivq; @Se[X0q 7dp 1T(]V a~51.ta 8([crOat TOg cruF~XOFTOg Ka’t
oOTt05" �[£ ~hTetpov, ~USg (W KaTaVTfq(rO3peV rig" dCrCol_taTOV".
"Just as by their nature bodies are changeable, susceptible to disintegration
and totally divisible to infinity, without anything immutable, it is necessary
that there exists something to maintain them, to reassemble them, to contract
them, in order to give them cohesion; it is that which we call soul. Well, if
soul is any kind of body, never mind how rarefied, what is there to maintain it
in its turn? Because we have shown that all bodies need something to maintain
them and it will require it to infinity, just until the point that we encounter the
incorporeal."

Here Numenius explicitly states that soul is responsible for holding together

matter and providing it with cohesion, although he is less clear about the second

principle, which maintains matter in its turn. I think that it is not beyond the bounds

of possibility to propose that the principle supporting soul is the Second God, who

implants it in the Cosmos. The rest of the fragment goes on to explore where this

movement comes from:

"El ~v o~)v ¢a’t h 813v0t~tt5" a0Tq DXq T[g" �O’TLV TOLg" abTO~5" -~dXtv
Xp~(yo~at X67ots"" e[ 8~ obx OXq dXX’ ~vvXov (~TepOV 8’ ~O’Ti T6
gvuXov rrapd T/IV 0Xqv" Tb 789 peT~XOV 0Xq~" ~vuXov X~TeTat),.. T[
TROT’ dip’ ~aT’tV T6 geT~XOV TflS" 0Xq~’; Trdvepov bXq Ka’t abT6 ~ diuXov;
el. !a&v o~v 0Xq, rr~Sg #vuXov Ka’t obx OXq; e[ 8&- obx bXq, ~t)Xov dlpa"
e[ 8~ dii)Xov, ob u051aa’ rr0v 7dtp crfStta ~vuXov. El. 8~ X~7otev 6TL rd
udot.taTa rptxq~ 8taaTard ~O’TtV, Kcd. rl ~uxfl 8~ St’ 6Xou &0<ouaa TOO
O%l.taTO5" mptx~ 8mo’ruT~ ~O’TtV" Ka’t 8tdt TOOTO TRdvrto5" Ka’t oc~a,
~poOtzev 6Tt TROy ~t~v a(o~a TptX~ 8tacrTaT6v, Ob 1TOY 8~ T6 TpLX~
8ta(YTaT6v aC~ta."
"If this faculty is matter, I return to the same arguments; if it is not matter, but
material (the material differs from matter, because what one calls material is
that which participates in matter), what is it then which participates in matter?
Is it matter itself or the immaterial? If it is matter, how is it materiel without
being matter? And if it is not matter, it is therefore immaterial; it is not a body;
because all body is material. And if bodies have three dimensions also and for

~9 The passage actually comes from Nemesius, 1Jepl 4)6ueo~" dv0pvra3rrOU, 2, 8-14, but I think that it

can be regarded as quite reliable since it is supported by Fr. 4 a which comes from Eusebius.
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this reason soul is also a body, we reply that if all body has three dimensions,
it does not follow that all that has three dimensions is a body".
Numenius regards soul as the basis of movement; though read in conjunction

with the opening section of Fr. 4b, this must mean that soul is only the cause of all

orderly motion, since as has previously been illustrated, matter is regarded as subject

to an irrational motion which does not partake of Being. Numenius has a problem

here: how can he explain the relation of an incorporeal upon a corporeal. He is forced

to concede that it is three-dimensional, which allows it to permeate the "host-body",

but this argument allows him to deny attributing corporeality to matter.

When Numenius is forced to concede that soul is tridimensional, he claims "it

is not such by itself, but K(2T(I crug[3ef3qKds’, that is because of the body in which it is:

T~ ~uXfI Ka0’ ~aUTiqV gt~V TrpdaeaTt rb d&doTaTOV’ KaTd aulal3El3rlKb~’ 8~ r~

~P ~1 ~O’TL &taO’TaT/) 6VTt (YUV0C0)p~iTat Ka[ a6T]] Tp[XTI 8tao’TaT~.130

Numenius is caught between the tendency to make matter corporeal and the opposing

tendency to make soul corporeal.TM This same problem is evident in Calcidius, who

uses Numenius as his main source here. Calcidius, in a similar position, believes that

matter is inpetibilis, but believes that one may state "silva patibilis est’. 132Plotinus

radically breaks with this in his statement i)Xq d~raO~" EO’TI.. It is clear that

Calcidius is inspired by Numenius here. For Chrysippus matter was indifferent due to

its lack of quality: "oh -/dp 1~ 7’ i)Xq vb KaKbv ~ ~aUTfl~ rrap~axqKcV~TrOtO~

Tdp ~CrTt Ka’t rrd(ra~" ~krus" 8~Xe’TUL 6tadpop~5" b’lT6 TOO KtVOOVTOS"

abT~t,...#aX~’433 Van Winden raises the possibility that Numenius reacts against

these words.134

This hypothesis is rendered more credible by what I view as a distinction

between essence and matter present in Numenius, which must come from Stoic

sources. Essence for the Stoics was ’fundamentum operis" - "that out of which

something is made" while matter was "the means by which the Maker operates".135 I

think that we can see the influence of this distinction upon Numenius in his attempts

to posit a second principle supporting soul which also works upon matter. In this

context, it is worth citing Calcidius In Timaeum 293:

~30 Nemesius, Hcp~ 6~vcw¢ dl,0pt~rrou, p. 69, Matth; Leemans, test. 29.
1~1 Van Winden, J. (1959), 160.
13., Cp. Ad. Par.309, 148.
133 Plut. De Comm. Notit. 10765 C-D.
,3~ keemans adds : "’ Materiam fontem esse malorum iam veteres Pythagorei adserunt (Dox. Gr. 302),

quibus consentiunt omnes Platonici et Pythagorici recentiores".
~3~ Van Winden, J. (1959), 97.
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"Thus, according to the Stoa, the body of the world is limited, is one, is a
whole and is an essence: a whole, because it does not lack a single part; one,
because its parts are inseparable and together form a coherent whole; an
essence because it is the primary matter of all bodies (through the primary
matter, they say, all penetrating reason passes as seed passes through the
genitals and this reason in their opinion is the Creator himself), a coherent
body without quality, entirely passive and variable: such, according to them, is
matter or essence".

This passage is interesting for the light that it sheds upon Stoic demiurgic

causality, but it can help us to better understand the fragments of Numenius. Clearly,

he is opposed to this view.136 Matter carmot be without quality in his dualistic system.

However, the Stoic speculation on essence has left its mark, even on the limited

fragments that we possess. The penetration of the Demiurge into matter uses a sexual

metaphor and this also cannot be Numenius’ view.~37 For Numenius, matter is not

generated - he distinguishes between two states- one ordered and the other

unarranged, and states that this unarranged state is aequaeva deo. This secondary

matter (chaos) of the Timaeus is actually something concrete.

In Timaeum 296 contradicts somewhat this image we have constructed of

Numenian matter:

"Thus Pythagoras also thinks, Numenius says, that matter is fluid and without
qualities, in his opinion it is not what is according to the Stoics something
intermediate between good and evil, which they call "indifferent", but on the
contrary absolutely harmful. For to him, as to Plato, God is the principle and
cause of all good, matter of all evil. However, that which proceeds from form
and matter is indifferent: so not matter but the world, being a mixture of the
goodness of form and the badness of matter, is indifferent. Not without reason
do the old theologians think it to have been generated out of Providence and
Necessity"

Numenius’ view that Pythagoras would regard matter as without qualities

appears problematic in light of his view that it is also evil; this reminds one of

Plotinus’ attempts to reconcile both aspects of matter. Numenius breaks away from

the Platonic supposition that the world is good, regarding it as merely indifferent. The

Demiurge in the process of creation orders by allowing form to become enmattered,

136 Calcidius goes on to say " Numenius ex Pythagorae magisterio Stoicorum hoc de initiis dogma

refellens...", but as Van Winden successfully demonstrates (p.103-104) Calcidius is dependent upon
Numenius for these sections on Aristotle and the Stoics, a dependence betrayed by Calcidius’
statement "ut in Timaeo loquitur Plato" (327,3), which stands out in a commentary on the Timaeus,
and indicates that Calcidius is here either following closely or merely translating Numenius.
137 Numenius uses the image of seed in an agricultural and not a sexual sense; c.f. Fr. 13.
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but he cannot neutralise completely its inherent evil. Matter is improved as a result of

this mixture:

"So, according to Plato the world received its good things from the
munificence of God as a father; evil clung to it through the evilness of matter,
its mother. And thus, we understand why the Stoics vainly put the blame on a
certain perversity, when they say that things happen by virtue of the stars.
Now the stars are bodies and of all bodies matter is the foster-mother, so that
also the unhappy confusion caused by the movement of the stars seems to
originate from matter, in which there is much instability, blind impetuosity,
change and arbitrary recklessness.

Therefore, if God has improved matter, as Plato says in the Timaeus,
and ordered it from a state of being tossed about in great confusion, it is
evident that this confused instability of matter was the result of some chance
and unlucky fate and not of the beneficial plans of providence. That is why,
according to Pythagoras, the soul of matter is not devoid of substances (a non-
entity) as most people thought, and why it resists providence, always ready to
thwart its plans through the power of its perversity.

Now Providence is the work and activity of God, whereas blind and
casual arbitrariness comes from matter. Hence it is clear that, according to
Pythagoras, the mass of the universe comes from a cooperation between God
and matter or between Providence and Chance; and further that, after matter
had received its adornment, it became the mother of corporeal and generated
gods: Its condition is good to a high degree, though not entirely, since the
evilness inherent in its nature could not be removed throughout".

Numenius regarded stars as consisting of matter, so he was not particularly

open to this attempt to blame evil on malevolent astral influence, since it is (for him)

ultimately caused by the inherent badness of matter.~38 The Demiurge creates order

out of disorder, but there must exist a second principle which is the cause of

disorderly motion. As Calcidius remarks "anima silvae neque sine ulla substantia

est". This malitia for Numenius is more than mere disorder; rather it is due to a

"volition" existing in matter of its SOUl.139

"So, by his miraculous power, God adorned matter and in every way corrected
its faults, without however destroying them entirely, thus preventing complete
destruction of the nature of matter. Yet he did not allow them to grow and
expand far and wide, but preserving its nature, capable of changing from a
troublesome to a favourable state, he totally changed its condition, adorning
and decorating it by joining order with disorder, measure with
measurelessness and adornment with ugliness. Finally, Numenius says- and
rightly so- that things which have come into being without defects are found
nowhere, in neither the actions of man nor nature, in neither the bodies of
animals nor trees, plants or fruit, not in the air nor in water, not even in the

t3s Van Winden, J (1959). 115.
13~ Van Winden. J. (1959), 117 uses the term "will", although I am rather uncomfortable with using

this word, since it denotes a concept that did not really exist in Greek philosophy.
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firmament , since everywhere something of a lower order is as a kind of
contamination, mixed up with Providence. And when, then, he wants to show
and, as it were, bring to light an image of naked matter, he says that first all
bodies, which in the womb of matter exchange and cause alteration, should be
taken away one by one. Secondly we should contemplate in our mind that
which has been made void by this removal: this he calls matter or necessity.
From this and from God, in his opinion, the structure of the world came into
being, God acting with persuasion, necessity obeying Him. This is what
Pythagoras asserts about the principles of things." (Calcidius, In Timaeum
299).

Here the God attempts to improve matter during the process of creation in

order to make it as good as possible, but defects remain, through no fault of the

Demiurge, but rather in spite of his best efforts. The image of demiurgic causality

ascribed to Numenius here is similar to that of the Timaeus - Reason moulding

Necessity as far as is possible through the use of persuasion. However, while Plato

posits recalcitrant, pre-existent matter, to my knowledge, he never equates it with

Necessity. Numenius posits animated matter, which is more than an Aristotelian

81)VCtl-l_t~’.140 To apprehend matter it is necessary to "think away all bodies".

Numenius clearly envisages the essence of matter as non-corporeal. In reference to

pre-cosmic chaos, he states that the bodies of matter are continually changing from

[one form] to another in the womb of the silva. This would mean that matter is now

being identified with the Receptacle; a modification observable also in Plutarch, but

there the situation is somewhat different, as he regards Receptacle-matter as either

passive or inclining towards the good. Numenius has blurred the distinctions between

the space in which creation occurs and the substance out of which it occurs. Why?

Perhaps it is under the influence of the Stoic distinction between matter and essence,

although here again Plato’s association of"spatial" terms (such as ~K~taTe~ov) makes

such an interpretation justifiable.

Clearly for Numenius, the principle opposed to the Demiurge in the sensible

world is more than just matter- there is an echo of the maleficient soul in precosmic

matter posited by Plutarch. The Demiurge appears to produce, not be adding anything

to matter, but by removing its recalcitrance. Even if Calcidius is not a completely

reliable source for Numenius, we can follow his statement here since it agrees with

fragments we possess from Eusebius, such as Fr. 4b and Fr. 49. In any case, Calcidius

140 Van Winden, J. (1959), 117.
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at this point does not try to mask the fact that Numenius stresses recalcitrance, while

he, due to his attempt to free matter from evil, focuses more on its pliability. 141

Matter is also linked to Numenius’ daemonology, as illustrated by Fr. 37
(Test. 59L = Proclus, In Timaeum, I, 76, 30-77, 23 Diehl):
"Some explain [the fable of Atlantis] as representing the opposition between
the two parties of daemons, a better and a worse, one superior in numbers, the
other in power, one victorious, the other defeated: this was Origen’s theory.
Others speak of an opposition of souls, the fairer ones who are nurslings of
Athena against others who are attached to generation, and who belong to the
god who oversees generation. The champion of this doctrine is Numenius.
Others combine the opinions of Origen and Numenius to produce a conflict
between the souls and the daemons, the daemons causing a downward motion,
while the souls are led aloft... According to these men, where the theologians
(0~oX6TOL) spoke of Osiris and Typhon or Dionysus and the Titans, Plato
referred through reverence to the Athenians and the inhabitants of Atlantis.
And [the proponent of this theory] says that before they enter solid bodies the
souls are engaged in a war with material daemons, whom he locates in the
west...This opinion is held by the philosopher Porphyry, whom one would not
expect to contradict the tradition received from Numenius." (Proclus, In Tim.
1.76.30 -77.23 Diehl).

This fragment illustrates the manner in which the Osiris/Isis allegory of

Plutarch and the lost work of Numenius which acted as the prototype for Porphyry’s

Cave of the Nymphs, both expound the same philosophical element: world-creation

results from a conflict between the forces of order and disorder. The nursling of

Athena is Odysseus, who is protected by her against Poseidon, the god of generation.

Poseidon is not actually mentioned here, but clearly the plot of the Odyssey is the

basis for this allegory. The sea is frequently used as an image of the generated

universe in Numenius (e.g. Frs. 2 and 18), and Plato refers to Poseidon as the patron

god of Atlantis (Critias 113c).142

If Poseidon is meant to be the god of generation here it is difficult to see how

he could represent the same entity as the Demiurge in spite of his title. Athena is

evidently intellect, and as such must be identifiable with the First God. In this case,

Poseidon cannot be the Second God, since he works in collaboration with the First,

not in opposition to him. I do not see how he can even be identified with the Third

God; he must rather represent an irrational World-Soul like Seth-Typhon; the

counter-motion ascribed by Numenius to matter. Numenius probably borrowed this

image from Pherecydes of Samos:

I.~1 M Timaeum 301.

142 Edwards, M. J. (1990). 258.
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"Pherecydes, he [Celsus] says, composed a myth of two embattled armies, one
led by Cronus, the other by Ophioneus...they agreed that whichever should
sink down to the Ocean (Ogrnos) would be defeated, while those who
overcame and expelled them should possess heaven. He [Celsus] finds the
same significance in those mysteries which describe the warfare of the Giants
and the Titans against the Gods and in the Egyptian myths about Typhon,
Horus and Osiris. (Origen, Contra Celsum VI. 42= Vol. II. P.III. 13
Koetschau= Phercydes Fr. B4 DK).

This acts as further evidence strengthening the interpretation of Fr. 37 as an

excursus on demiurgic causality in terms of the ordering of disorder. Celsus also

interprets the allegory in this manner:

"Such, he [Celsus] says is the meaning of the peplos of Athene which is
beheld by all spectators at the Panathenaic procession. For what it depicts,
says he, is the victory of the stainless and motherless daemon over the
audacity of the Giants". (Origen, Contra Celsum VI. 42= p. 112.30
Koetschau=Pherecydes Fr. B5 DK).

Celsus attributes this allegory to Pherecydes:

"Interpreting Homer’s words, [Celsus] says that Zeus’ words to Hera [Iliad 1.
590-1 and 15.18-24] are those of god to matter, signifying obscurely that he
took it in an inchoate and turbulent state and gave it beauty and bound it with
chains, banishing such of the indwelling daemons as were insolent by the road
hither. He says that this was Pherecydes’ interpretation of Homer when he
said: "Below this region is that of Tartarus...where Zeus casts such of the
gods as are insolent.’’143

Here we are dealing with a model of demiurgic causality to which Numenius

owes a certain debt, since he borrowed material for his image of the cave of the

nymphs.144 The Cave itself represents matter or the generated world, which is seen as

home to evil forces, while the road hither is the descent of the soul to the sensible

world. This reveals a negative view of the created world also observable in

Numenius.145 Porphyry’s interpretation of the Cave of the Nymphs can probably be

regarded as the same as that of Numenius, since Celsus is never mentioned by

Platonists as an original philosopher and since Porphyry admits that some of his

knowledge of Pherecydes comes from Numenius. It is probable that Numenius is

143 Contra Celsum V1.42=p. 112.20ff. Koetschau = Pherecydes Fr. B5 DK.
144 "Pherecydes of Syros speaks of cavities, depths, caves openings and gates, and through these hints

symbolically at the birth and return of souls" (p.77.18 Nauck = Pherecydes Fr.B6 DK.). This fragment
appears in Porphyry’s Cave of the Nymphs.
145 For example at Fr. 35.10 Des Places.
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responsible for the interpretation of this allegory as a metaphor for the descent of the

soul and the creation of the sensible world.146

Fr. 39 (=Proclus, hi Tirnaeum, II, 153, 17-25) goes on to explain the nature of

soul:

"T~v 8~ rrp6 ?l~COv o’t g~v gaO~paTtKfiv 1TOmDVTeS" Thv ob(x[av "r~
q~uxfs’ ~" tl~crqv T~V Te ~bU0"tK~V Kal. T~V b’rrep~uC~v, o’t tl~v dpt0pbv
af-rflv e[rr6~,vcs" ~K Ilovd8os" Tr0t0~o’tv, ~ dg~zp[O’TOU, KaY. TflS"
dop[CrT0U 8udbos’, diS" y-eptg’rflS’, o’t 8’ ~’ y~0JlleTptKflv §zr6crTaOtV
obcrav ~K aqllciou Ka’t 8taaTdaeoa~, TOil p_~V dtlEpofis", "r~s" 8~
y_¢pto"n~’" Kca’t T~’ p_~V ~poT~pa£ e[O’[ 86~qs" o~ Trept ’Ap[cxzav8pov Ka’t
Nou]J.171~to1/ KC~’L (l~Ot lT~£’t0"TOt T~V ~qyqTt0V, TI~’ 8~" 8euT~paS"

ZEu~po~’."
"Amongst our predecessors, some make the essence of soul a mathematical
entity, as an intermediary between physical realities and suprasensible
realities; and this number they say to be that of the monad, in so far as it is
indivisible, and of the indefinite dyad, in so far as it is divisible; since they
saw in it a geometric entity, formed from limit and form, one indivisible, the
other indivisible; of the first opinion are Aristander, Numenius and a host of
other commentators; of the second opinion is Severus."

Des Places notes that the indivisible monad is God, the indefinite dyad is

matter]47 There is nothing particularly unusual about regarding soul as a number

principle. Numenius, according to the testimony of Proclus at any rate, views it also

as a principle intermediate between the suprasensible and sublunar worlds. Again the

stress here is on the geometric nature of soul. Just as Plutarch stresses the fact that the

Demiurge continually engages in geometry, Numenius seems to regard ordering

matter as some form of mathematical activity. However, it would appear that Proclus

has distorted somewhat Numenius’ actual theory. He cannot have regarded soul or

even the soul-principle as a mixture between matter and the Monad, since soul is

explicitly said to come from the First God. I think that Proclus, for whatever reason,

glosses over the fact that Numenius posited a lower, irrational soul, which can be said

to come from matter (this is the principle which imparts a motion to matter), but

clearly even if the Numenian higher soul can be said to act as an intermediary

between the two realms (which is probably true since it emanates from the First God

and is implanted in matter by the Demiurge), it is wrong to regard it as merely a

mixture of matter and of the First Principle.

146 Edwards, M. J. (1990). 262.
14- Des Places, E. (1973). 121.
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gleaned from Fr. 41 (Test 33.L=Iamblichus, Ilco[

32):

Some further details concerning the nature of this incorporeal essence may be

~uxfl~, ap. Stob. Anthol. I, 49,

.... 10t 8h ~                                            ’ ’our ~lT’t TIlV KaO’ abTilv dao3tiarov obcr~av eTraVtoJtlcv,
8taKp(vouvrEg Ka’t ~-Tr’ abTf15, ~v Td~et Tdg" 1Tep’t ~uXf15‘ "rrd(ra~" 66~as’.
E[at 8i~ rtt’e~" d[ TrClcTav T~V rotaOTqV obai.av bl.tOtopep~ Ka’t "r?lV
abT~v Ka’t play drrodpa(vovTat, dos, Ka’t ~v bT~ODV abT~5" Ft~pet �~vat
Td ~.Ct" O’(TtVES, Ka’L EV ~ Ft~pt(rTr~ ~OXB~ Tbv voqTbv K6apov na’t
0EoO5" KUt 8all.tovas, Ka’t TdTa0bv Ka’t ndvTa Td Trpc(r~OT¢pa ~v abe,
~vtSpboucrt KCfi #t, treaty dJ(ral3TtO5‘ TTdvTa �’[vat dTrodpa[VOVTClt, O[K¢[0JS"
~VTOt KaTd T~V ObTCOV oh(liar ~v ~Kd~TTOL5". Ka’t TaOTI]5, "Vq~ 86~q~
dvap.dpt~q-r~rtu~ Ft~v ~(rTt Noup_~vtog’, oO rrdvTq 8~ bpoXo],ovil~vtos‘
IIXtoTivo~" daTdTco~ 8’ ~v abT~ ~p~Tat ’At.t~Xtos," Hopqb~3pto5" 8’
~VSotd(et Trcp’t abTfqv, rff] lily 8tavera;t~vto~ ab’rf15, d~LaTdMevo5-, Trr~
8~ crUVaKOXOU0~v a0r~, tb5" rrapaSo0¢[aq, (lvtoOev. KaT~t 8~ TafYrqv voO
KC.l’t 06toy K(l’t T(OP Kp~LTTdVtOV "yeVCOV 068~V ~] ~uXf) 8t~V~qVOX¢ K~tTd

~,� T~V 6Xqv ....OUO’LOI,’.

"So let us now turn to the incorporeal essence itself, distinguishing for it also,
in order, all the opinions concerning the soul. Certain philosophers declare this
essence, in its totality, homogenous, identical and of such a sort that in any
one of its parts can be found the totality; these individuals go so far as to place
in the soul the intelligible world, the gods, the daemons, the Good and all the
superior species, and declare that all is the same in all things, even though, for
each thing, the world appropriates the essence accordingly. Of this opinion
was Numenius incontestably, Plotinus with reservations, Amelius held it
without stability; Porphyry hesitated on this subject: sometimes he rejected it
explicitly; sometimes he supported it as an ancient tradition. And so,
according to this opinion, the soul, at least in its essence, does not differ at all
from intellect, from the gods, from the superior species."

Interestingly, this fragment attempts to find a location for the divinities in the

soul of the intelligible world. The fragment comes from Iamblichus’ llep’~ Ouxfl~’.

and appears to contradict the fragment taken from Proclus quoted above, which

alleges that Numenius regarded soul as a mixture between Monad and Dyad.

According to Fr. 41, soul is equivalent to Intellect, which in Numenian terms would

make it identical to the First God. However, it is stressed several times in the

fragment that what we are discussing is not necessarily soul, but rather its essence.

While Fragments 39 and 41 may not illuminate the issue of deminrgic causality

considerably, taken together they can be useful for cautioning one not to place

excessive credence on fragments which do not come from Eusebius, since they (may)

have been distorted.
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Proclus offers another interesting comment on the mixture of divinity with

matter: 148

"HEp’t b~ dlKdt’Twl’ T~V KaTEUOUV6VTtOV T~V "y~V¢(YLV O~03V X~)’t~t-LEP

tbS" O’~TC 7//t, ot[,a[at’ ~XOUO’tv ~ ~,krj auggcgtTg~vqv, Ka0drrcp dpaa~v
ok drrb rfl~" )STod~’...oi3T¢ TilV ~t~v oba[av ~XOUatV dl-tt)’l] rrpbs" -r?W
~Xrlv Trig’ 8~ 6uPdl.tetS" Ka’t TdS" ~vcp)’¢[ag dvap.cgtTIx~va¢ rrpb~ abq-@,
tb~" o’t rrCp’L Nov~tqVLOV X~Touatv."
"Of all the gods who manage the sublunar world, let us say that their essence
is not mixed with matter, as the Stoics say, nor that they have an essence
without mixture with matter; but powers and activities which are mixed with
it, as Numenius says"
This fragment indicates that Numenius did not view either the Demiurge or

the Third God as being enmattered, although their activities are mixed with it; a clear

indication that Numenius did not envisage the need for additional hypostases or an

equivalent of Philo’s Logos-Cutter in order to insulate the deities that were engaged

in sublunar activity from matter; probably because his First Principle is already

separated from matter by the two lower gods (Ft. 46 (Test. 27b) ).

Des Places also provides some more information on the manner in which the

sensible world is inlbnncd by the Forms: "If, on the other hand, as Amelius writes

and before him Numenius, there is also participation among the intelligibles, one

should also find among them images".149 This would mean that all bodies are

composed from matter and dadgaTov.15° although the idea that the sublunar world

has a participation in the intelligible realm is rather commonplace and this fragment

does not infonn us fulther concerning the exact nature or manner of this

participation.The otfly other fragment of interest concerning matter is Fr. 51 (Test

28L): "Numenius thought that all the elements are mixed and that no one of them is

in a pure state")51 Clearly, the Demiurge must then create (or order) the world by

mixing the various eletnents in due proportion. In any case, in the Platonic system,

the world is constructed from a mixture of elements, since unlike its Aristotelian

counterpart, there is no rooln for the primacy of any one element.
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Conclusion

Numenius, a Neopythagoreanising Platonist, attempted to combine elements

from the great world religions with which he was familiar. In doing so, as far as can

be observed from the surviving fragments, he creates an original account of

demiurgic causality, while still claiming a Platonic provenance. He cites the Second

Platonic Letter (312E) as evidence that the concept of three gods was actually the

doctrine of Socrates and that Plato was the only one of his pupils astute enough to

follow it. Valentinus and Justin Martyr both used this Epistle to advocate a similar

view, but it is unclear who first devised this manoeuvre}52

Evil enters Numenius’ system not through any fault of the Demiurge, but due

to an opposed evil principle. However, it does seem that Numenius believed in the

existence of superlunary evil. Just as the Hermetists argue that the rational soul

acquires accretions during its passage through the planetary sphere (e.g. Corp. Herm.

I, 25f), Numenius argues that evil enters the soul "drr6 T~V ~to0cv

~rpoad~uogevtov". Calcidius states that Numenius located evil in the heavens, which

Proclus regarded as an absurd opinion. It is unHellenic to believe in superlunary evil

and it has been suggested that this may stem from Iranian influence where the sun and

moon are the only beneficent planets.153 However, such a problem can be resolved by

considering Numenius’ view of demiurgic causality. The superlunary evil he posits

arises not due to the intention of the Demiurge as in the Gnostic systems, but rather as

a result of matter, which he viewed as composing the stars.

In any case, such astral speculations lower Numenius’ standing in Dodds’

eyes:IS4 Yet leading Neoplatonic philosophers are not in the habit of plagiarising from

charlatans. Numenius propounded two postulates which became fundamental to

Neoplatonism, both of which are linked to his view of demiurgic causality. Firstly,

the notion that by participation in the intelligible world each thing possesses all

things, though modified by its special characteristics, as expressed by Proclus’

Elements of Theology, prop. 103 or Plotinus’ "~ ~XEI- 8’ ~V ~KaO’TCO ~XXo,

~#d~atvcL 6~ Ka’t rrdVTa" (V8 [31] 4, 10). This argument was used by later

Platonists to bridge gaps in their system.

152Frede, M. (1987), 1056.
J53Dodds, E. R. (1960), 54.
154Dodds, E. R. (1960), 1 I (quoted above, p.73)
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The second postulate was that of "undiminished giving", whereby the

transmission of divine goods does not impoverish the giver, just as fire transmits light

without being diminished:

"TCt 6(" 0~if/ ~O’Ttl’ Oia p_ET~.800~I,’Ta, ~kl)O~lJSf ~K~LOL !/E’yCVllp.eva,
~vO~v&E obK d~chqhuOc".[l=23]

Plotinus uses the example of communicated knowledge (IV 9 [8] 5, 4-9). It is this

Numenian postulate which prevents Neoplatonism becoming pantheism and ensures

that Numenius’ status as a philosopher is much greater than that with which Dodds

credits him.
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Chapter 5- Philo

Introduction

Much scholarly debate has raged over the issue of Philo’s philosophical

allegiances, if any. It is a matter ofuunost concern as it can shed considerable light on

his account of creation and his adoption of the myth of the Demiurge to delineate

what is effectively a Judeo-Christian form of creation. Philo can be referred to as a

Middle Platonist with a great leap of the imagination by which one can speak of

Californian champagne. In the technical sense of the word, of course, it is incorrect.

Philo did not belong to a Middle Platonist institution or even owe his primary

allegiance to Plato. It seems that he regarded the d(pcat~ to which he belonged as that

of Mosaic philosophy (even if he does not express it in these terms with the frequency

of Josephus). To assert, as Radice does155, that Philo was the leading light in a

Hellenistic-Jewish variant of Platonism, which subsequently merged with its

mainstream cotmterpart, with Philo first positing the notion of the Forms as the

thoughts of God and therefore the more philosophically important component of

Middle Platonism, is surely to go too far.

Philo can be considered a Platonizing expositor, even if one has difficulties

with considering him as a Platonist. De Opificio Mundi can be read together with

Plutarch’s De Iside et Osiride as realisations that the truths of Platonic philosophy

could be found in other traditions. To paraphrase Sterling, if Moses offered a

definitive statement concerning creation, this does not mean to say that it was an

exclusive one.156 It must be noted that Philo is operating within a different framework

and with a different set of considerations in mind than the other Middle Platonists

with which we are familiar. He does not seek to convert his readers to Platonism;

rather he is using the structures of Greek philosophy to expound sacred Scripture.

As would naturally be expected, Philo forms an important link between

Origen and the Platonic tradition. He is an important contributor to the concept of the

hypostasis, and therefore an important exemplar of the trend of increasing separation

between the First Principle and the demiurgic one. His greatest contribution could

possibly be the notion of the Ideas as God’s thoughts (though this is vehemently

disputed). In any case, he does write extensively concerning the noetic cosmos. In this

t s5 Radice, R (1989), passim.
156 Sterling, G. (1993), 103.
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postulation of the Logos as a divine creational aid, he prefigures Origen’s system,

without its Christian modifications.

An important question to address regarding Philo is whether he can be

regarded as working within the framework of the demiurgic concept, rather than just

expounding Genesis in language that by this stage had become common currency.

After all, while Philo may compare God to an architect, Gen. 2:4bff refers to God as a

potter or builder. One response is to discern the obvious legacy of the Timaeus in

Philo’s account. The Logos is clearly the counterpart of the Young Gods in its role as

a mediating entity (although when described allegorically as a sword, it also parallels

the Demiurge’s mixing-bowl in the original Timaeus "myth", and in its assistance in

God’s continual governance of the cosmos, it fulfils the function of the World-Soul).

The beautiful model of the Timaeus finds its counterpart in Philo’s speculations on

the noetic realm (though here a Jewish parallel may also exist). While "creation" may

take the Judaeo-Christian form of production by an omnipotent divine being, it is

evidently an ordering process, like demiurgy, evinced by the continual division of the

Logos. Furthermore, it seems unlikely that an exegete of Platonic leanings should

remain completely uninfluenced by the Timaeus.

This does, howcver, underline the importance of paying attention to the

influences under which Philo operated in order to understand the history of ideas of

the period. There are a number of indisputable facts: Philo is one of our major sources

for Middle Platonism, whcther we choose to classify him amongst them or not. Given

his role in supplying a philosophical interpretation of Genesis, this means that he

investigated thoroughly the nature of demiurgic causality, though he tends to obscure

this with what can be ten’ned "creation". In this respect, he could be hailed, as he

sometimes is, as a proto-Gnostic.

Although certain modern scholars have cast doubt on whether Philo was a

"Middle Platonist" (due in part to the emergence of a more nuanced understanding of

what this might mean), in antiquity his zeal for Plato was well-attested. Eusebius

claims that he surpassed his contemporaries in his enthusiasm for "~:av& H),aTGpa

Kal HvOaydOav d)’t~)’/~".157 Jerome cites the proverb "~ HXa’rC~v qbtXcov[~t

qbtXt~v w),aTtot,[~et" .~S~One of the first modem scholars to recognise the debt that

Philo owed to Plato rather than just the Judaeo-Christian tradition, Johannes Albertus

~5" Runia. D. T. (1986), 27. tti,t Eccl. 2.4.2.
lss De. l’ir. lnl. Quoted at Runia, D. T. (1986), 28.
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Fabricius, wrote in his important 1693 study Exercitatio de Platon&mo Philon&

ludaei with reference to Philo’s views on the Kocrtlb~- VOqTrff at Conf. 172:

"Qui Platonis legerit Timaeum, idem quoque minime dubitabit, hoc loco a
Philone Platonicium referri spirarique doctrinam.Ipse Philo in libro de mundo
incorruptibili Platonis verba, ne quis dubitet, in mediam affert."
"Whoever reads Plato’s Timaeus will not doubt that here Philo goes back to
and refers to Platonic doctrine. Philo himself in the book concerning the
incorruptible world, lest any one doubt it, uses the words of Plato."

To a very great extent Philo can be regarded as a bridge between the various

traditions surveyed in this study. In his doctrine of the Logos as an intermediary

creative entity, which effectively allowed him to jettison the more Platonic scheme

involving a World-Soul, he can be viewed as a forerunner of Origen. He also

certainly owes a great deal to the Stoicising Platonism of figures such as Antiochus of

Ascalon and Eudorus of Alexandria. Stoic, Aristotelian and Neopythagorean

terminology is acquired as a means of modernising Plato, as was common in Middle

Platonism. As H. DOrrie puts it, Philo inherited his "savoir s’exprimer" from the

Stoics, which helps in part to account for the Stoic elements found particularly in his

exposition of the Logos-Cutter.159

Philo has also been regarded by some scholars (notably Jonas and Harvey) as

a Gnostic, although, at the Messina colloquium, Jonas pointed out that one cannot

regard Gnosticism in terms of a factory conveyor-belt. 160 The reason for regarding

Philo as the Cro-Maguon Man of Gnosticism is that by linking Biblical exegesis with

Platonism, he created the intellectual conditions responsible for the rise of (Christian)

Gnosticism. This is a fallacious assumption for a number of reasons. Firstly, the

assistant demiurges of Opif. are not in opposition to the supreme God. Secondly,

Philo uses the refrain of Genesis "and God saw that it was good" to refer to the

created world.161 Philo also refers to the cosmos as the younger Son of God (Spec.

1:96)162 and at Deus 31 f. refers to the intelligible realm as God’s older son.

The Middle Platonist tradition, because it advocated studying a Plato

dimidiatus, a few of the more celebrated dialogues in full and selections from lesser

known works, rather than surveying the Platonic corpus in its entirety, gave a
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disproportionate amount of influence to the Timaeus. In fact most of the First

Principles were drawn from this dialogue alone. David Runia’s work Philo of

Alexandria and the Timaeus of Plato reflects the many correspondences between the

Philonic corpus and this particular dialogue. The Timaeus and the Phaedrus were the

dialogues most often utilised by Philo. However, in the entire corpus Philonicum,

Philo only quotes, paraphrases or refers directly to the Timaeus twenty times, twelve

in the philosophical treatises and seven in the exegetical group.J63 It might appear that

these occurrences are relatively infrequent, but Philo quotes the Timaeus more often

than the rest of Plato’s other dialogues combined.

Rather than adopt Runia’s method, which has been to analyse the

correspondences between the Timaeus and the works of Philo and then synthesize the

results, an undertaking which is clearly beyond the scope of this study, I wish to

concentrate on the works most relevant for analysing Philo’s views on the generation

and (in)destructibility of the cosmos: De Opificio Mundi and De Aeternitate Mundi.

In any case Runia’s research has found that De Opificio Mundi contains the greatest

use of the Timaeus (lbllowed by the Allegorical Commentary).

Usage of the Timaeus is not uniform. Apart from use made of the travels of

Solon and the Atlantis myth (17A-27D), which is irrelevant to the matter in hand,

Philo draws mainly upon Yimaeus’ introductory speech (27D, 29D) and the section

outlining the works of reason. In addition, Philo draws upon Plato’s doctrines

concerning man’s psychology (69A-72D) and the T4XOS" of Man (89D-92C). Even

within these areas usage is not uniform. The most important sections are those

outlining fundamental philosophical principles (27D-29D), the creation-myth (29E-

31B), time (37C-38B), the Demiurge’s address to the "young gods" (41A-D), the

creation of human reason (41B-44C) and the theory of vision (47A-E).164

The Forms

The "orthodox" Platonic doctrine of three principles, a Demiurge, the Forms

and matter, was largely replaced by the Middle Platonic period by two principles: the

Demiurge or God, and matter. This could always be reconciled with Plato by

claiming that the Forms were the thoughts of God. Philo adopts the latter position. He

never refers to the Forlns as ungenerated.~65 The noetic realm is contained in the

163Runia, D. T. (1986), 367. x~ hich also contains a complete list of these occurrences.
164

Runia, D. T. (1986), "~-~
16sWolfson, H. A: (196S I. 2~.1S.
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Logos, which undergoes two phases. As the noetic realm, it exists eternally. As a

physical instantiation, it becomes immanent in the world, but both of these phases

occur simultaneously.

One issue dominating recent Platonic scholarship concerns the extent of

Philo’s contribution to the Middle Platonic theory of the Forms. According to

Wolfson, he is the first to apply the term K6cr~to~ VO’qTb~ ("intelligible world") to the

ensemble of the Fornas.L66 The notion of a "noetic cosmos" may have been inspired

by the opening of Republic X, where Socrates adraws a distinction between three

types of bed: a particular bed constructed by a carpenter, the image of a bed produced

by a painter and the idea of the bed, produced by God. Plato had previously used the

expression 1,’oqsbs" TdYros" ("intelligible place" Republic 504D, 517B) or

~repoupdvtos" Tdrro~ ("supercelestial place") at Phaedrus 247C, to refer to the place

of the Forms. Wolfson sees Philo as altering these terms to refer to a noetic cosmos

which does not exist eternally in the mind of God, but which only comes into being

when He decides to create.167 1 would not be as prepared as Wolfson to regard Philo

as father of the term Kdal.tos- voqTbg. I think in any case that there is a distinction in

Philo between an eternally existing Logos and the noetic realm which it contains,

which emerges simultaneously when God turns to demiurgy. (This is apparent from

the famous image of the architect designing a city in Opif.; see my discussion below.

The envisaged city is only created when the architect considers what he wished to

construct; it does not exist otherwise.) What Philo may have contributed may be the

notion that the Kd(Y~tOS" voq’r6~" could only exist spatially, an idea he discredits in the

example from Opif. given above. Indeed at Opif. 4, 17, Philo attacks the notion that

"all which exists" "must be in some place (-rtv’t "r6rrg) and filling some space",168

clearly a break with T#naeus 52B-C.

This apparent limitation, that the noetic realm is the cosmos when God turns

to create, actually enhances the Platonic living being which is a constant construct,

but it is rather the "idea of ideas".169 A text from Arius Didymus proves illuminating

in this regard:

"As the particular archetypes so to speak precede the bodies which are
perceived by sense, so the Idea which includes in itself all ideas, being the

166Ibid. 227.
167Ibid. 228.
1681bid. 240.
169 Opif. 25
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most beautiful and most perfect, exists as model for this cosmos, for it (the
cosmos) has been made similar to that idea by the Demiurge and produced in
accordance with Providence out of the whole material.’’17°

This passage is adapted by Alcinous at Did. 12.1, where he claims that God creates

the cosmos by looking towards the idea of one.171 This notion of the Forms as the

contents of the divine mind may owe something to the Jewish tradition, where God is

said to have used the Torah as a model.172 This is instructive, since if God constructs

the cosmos according to the Forms which are his thoughts, it leaves open the

possibility that God has created according to (from our perspective) His own whims.

However, since in reality, the world is constructed on rational principles to allow it to

attain the greatest degree of excellence of which it is capable, it is not that far

removed from the production of the Platonic Demiurge.

It is true to state that the term ~:6cxp_os" VOqT65" occurs in Philo for the first

time in extant Greek literature. However, terms which express a similar concept are

used elsewhere. Timaeus Locius § 30 mentions 6 [6avtK6g" K6gp.og" ("the ideal

cosmos"), a phrase used also by A~tius at Ps.-Plutarch Plac. 1.7 and 2.6)73

Unfortunately, none of this proves that Philo could not have invented the doctrine.

Plato himself, at times, comes close to expressing doctrines which could be viewed as

having given rise to such a belief. At Republic 508C, he refers to "noetic place", in

the Phaedrus myth and at 247C1-2 to "things outside the cosmos".TM

Radice goes lkuther; for him Philo was the catalyst of the doctrine that the

Forms are the thoughts of God. Clearly, the concept was not originally Plato’s, since

in the Emaeus, the Demiurge is subordinate to the Forms, whereas for Philo, God

produces the blueprint according to which he wishes to create the world. For Radice,

Philo considers God as the "foundational" creator; that is the creator of the "positive

foundations" of the world.17s This is because He only creates true being (the physical

instantiation of the Fonns) and not the negative components (matter and evil) which

i~0 Eusebius, Praep. Ev. 1ii.23.6
,71 Runia, D. (2001), 151
~72 This notion comes across m the exegesis of Rabbi Hoshai’a of Caesarea, a friend of Origen: "The

Torah declares: "I am the x~ orking tool of the Holy One, blessed be He." In human practice, when a
mortal king builds a palace he builds it not with his own skill but with the skill of an architect. The
architect moreover does not build it out of his head, but employs plans and diagrams to know how to
arrange the chambers and the \x icket doors. Thus God consulted the Torah, and created the world while
the Torah declares "in the beginning God created (1:1) "beginning" referring to the Torah..."(trans.
Freedman & Simon 1951 I.
~73 Timaeus Locrus is generally dated to the mid-third century B.C.E., while A~tius (50-100 C.E.) was

slightly later than Philo.
i-4 Runia, D (2001) 136.

~’~ Radice, R. (1991). 12-
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are non-existent and therefore could not be created. This is a break with the "semi-

creationalism" of Plato (what I refer to as true demiurgy; ordering matter in

conformity with the Fomas.)

I agree that this distinction can be drawn regarded the function of the

Demiurge in Plato and Philo. However, as Radice himself admits, attributing the

origin of the doctrine that the Forms are the thoughts of God to Philo would create

three main problems.~76 Firstly, Philo adopts this theory as part of his allegorical

reading of the Bible, and no trace of this Biblical exegesis can be observed in

Platonism subsequently. Secondly, it would imply that Philo was capable of exerting

significant influence upon the subsequent Platonic tradition. Indeed, Radice even

envisages a situation in which two co-existing Platonic traditions, the mainstream

Greek one and a Hellenist-Jewish variant, merge after Philo, thereby explaining the

means by which this Philonic theory could enter the mainstream tradition.177 The

third difficulty lies in Philonic interpretation; many scholars would view Philo as

incapable of inventing a theory of this significance.

Radice adopts three responses. Philo never indicates a source for this doctrine

in Opif This is hardly reliable evidence, though, since he frequently avoids

attributing specific doctrines even to Plato. Secondly, and more cogently, Opif.

presents a more original account of creation than De aet. mundi (a dual exegesis of

the Bible and the Timaeus) and so can be seen as closer to Philo’s own beliefs, while

De aet. mundi presents a more traditional Greek account. Additionally De Natura

Mundi from Timaeus Locrus, which is regarded as a standard exegesis of the Timaeus

at this period, is close to De aet. mundi and never claims that the Forms are the

thoughts of God. Furthermore, the first philosopher after Philo to discuss this theory

is Seneca, who considers Philo’s discussion.178

I do not feel, however, that the evidence is sufficient to postulate both that

Philo was the first to use the term ~:&rpo~" voq’r6~ and that he invented (as opposed

to developed) the notion of the Forms as God’s thoughts. Given his position close to

the beginnings of Middle Platonism, we must be careful not to foist originality upon

Philo in our enthusiasm to fill in the gaps. That said, however, Philo probably

displays originality in his utilisation of the Logos of God and in his location of the

176 Radice, R. (1991), 129.
177 Ibid. 130.
J78 Radice, R. (1991), 132.
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noetic realm in this Logos. The Logos-Cutter is, in all probability, a Philonic

contribution, given the tact, that in the absence of these notions in his philosophical

predecessors, such concepts could easily have commended themselves to him from

Scripture.

The Logos and the Logos Cutter

The image of the Logos as a tool is one of the predominant images presented

by Philo in order to cast light on its functioning in the creation of the world.

Additionally, the Logos can also be presented as a mediating entity.179 A more

obscure example has been noted by Dillon and does not seem to have received the

attention which it deserves- the equation of the Logos with Ganymede. is0 Initially,

this appears rather bizan-e Hermes normally represents the Stoic -Platonic Logos in

later Platonism]8t Philo usually prefers to use Athena, given the nature if her birth

(sprung from the head of Zeus), as at Leg. All. 1.15 or Op. 100.182 Obviously,

Ganymede is not alluded to by name, though we could hardly expect Philo to do that,

and indeed he avoids mentioning Athena by name in his equation of her with the

Logos. On closer reflection, the equation of Ganymede need not appear so strange. As

the wine-pourer (oh,.X6.~) of Zeus, he represents the flow of God’s (ordering) grace

to the rest of creation, precisely one of the activities carried out by the Logos. Dillon

cites two passages in which this image is used: Quod Deus 155-58 and Spee. Leg. I.

303.

"G~’ 8’ 6 0cG" &avi_¢~t Ka’t ~vop_13pei Ta~ dTa0cav m-r,/ds" dvoJOev, ~-K
XdK-Kou TTh’~,tt~q, Ka’~ [3paxc[as- [l(a’l.] KaYd Tflg" ),,t~d6cG" dva¢l]TOfJpev,
~)OVTO£ fltaiv drcTrtax~mco£ obpavog T~V P~K-TapOg K-a’l. dg~poa[ag T~V

I].elJ.UOeUIJ_(-uuJ1, dlt~[vlo TpO(~ClV;"...

"oOK- at, o1’1’ ~K XdKK-OU rr[ot, ~, 6[6c00"at 6 0e6g" Td~’ dKpdToug"
pe0O(JImTOg rrdecG- TOT~ law &[O TtVOS" brr’qpeTODVTOS" T~SV dTT~X~ov,
~)V’ Oi].’OXO~~i’ ]~i~ic00"C, TOTE 6E K-al. 8L’E(1UTOD, ~I-I]8~PCI TOO 6186VTOg"

K’CI’t TO1) Xaltl3dr~VTOg" !_tCTCI{O TLOc[~’."

179 "To his Logos, his chief messenger, highest in age and honour, the Father of all has given the

special prerogative, to stand on the border and separate the creature from the creator. This same Logos
both pleads with the immortal as suppliant for afflicted mortality and acts as ambassador of the ruler to
the subject. He glories m thi~ prerogative and proudly describes it in these words : "And I stood
be~’een the Lord and .xou" IDeut. 5.5) - that is, neither uncreated as God, nor created as you, but
midway between the t~o extremes, a surety to both sides: to the parent pledging the creature that it
should never altogether rebel against the rein and choose disorder rather than order; to the child,
warranting his hopes that fi~e merciful God will never forget his ownwork." Heres 205 (trans. Colson).
~80 Dillon, J. (1979)
lsl Dillon points out that for Philo, Hermes is merely the planet Mercury, as for example at Dec. 54.

Dillon (1979), 38
i~-" Ibid.
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"Are we, upon whom God pours down like snow or rain, from above, the
founts of his blessings, going to drink from a cistern, and seek out fiddling
springs as of water from beneath the earth, when the heavens unceasingly rain
down upon us a food superior to the nectar and ambrosia of the myths...."
(Quod Deus 155)
"He is not, then going to drink from a cistern, to whom God has granted
unmixed draughts of intoxication, either from the hand of one of his servants
among the angels, whom he has designated to be his wine-pourer, or even
from his own hand, without the mediation of anyone between the donor and
receiver." (Q,od Deus 158)

This image of God raining down his blessings upon mankind is instructive of

Philo’s view of the Logos. In the first place, it would appear that Philo is equating the

Logos with an angel when he refers to one of the angels functioning as the

winepourer of God. However, at Heres 205, Philo refers to the Logos as the chief

messenger (dpxdTycko~’). Philo elsewhere regards the Logos as an angel.183 He is

also the ~vioxo~" (charioteer) or ~rroxo~" (mount) of the powers (Fug. et Inv. 16)184

and their father and guide.185 At Conf., the Logos is said to be the oldest of the angels.

In the second instance, he contemplates the possibility that God dispenses benefits

directly upon created matter without any mediation, without coming down in favour

of one of his models of divine Providence. What is going on here?

The notion that benefits (as well as evils) are dispensed by angels, rather than

by God directly, is found elsewhere in the Philonic corpus, as well as the

understanding that God is capable of intervening directly upon the material world -

He has no need of any entities to insulate Him from the phenomenal realm. In any

case, it seems strange that Philo should attempt to portray the relationship between

God and his Logos in (covert) homoerotic terms. Dillon notes the lack of surviving

testimony to this allegory elsewhere, although he notes the possibility that it was

conceived some time previously and so was more acceptable at the stage Philo came

to use it.186 A further indication of speculation in this regard is the identification of

Ganymede with the Water-Carrier by Hellenistic times; leading one to believe that it

187 In this context, Dillon mentionswas beginning to be regarded as a cosmic power.

the demiurgic imagery of the Avestan tradition, in which Haoma, a spirit who

183De Cherub. 3 & 35, Mut. Nora. 87, Fug. 5, Quod deus 182.
184Billings, T. H. (1919), 45.
185Somn. 2. 185ff.
186Dillon, J. (1979), 39.
187Homiliae Clementis 5.17, Ampelius 2.11, ps.-Erathosthenes, Catast. 26, 30, as mentioned by Dillon

(1979), 39.
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inhabits alcohol, is responsible for the blessings of humanity. This is similar to the

second equation of the Logos as Ganymede at Spec. Leg. I. 303, as the fountain from

which God pours forth the virtues.

This reveals the complex nature of Philo’s conception of the Logos. It is more

than a mere tool or knife used by God during creation. It is a mediating entity, which

functions as a co-Creator and plays an active role in the universe after genesis,

although it does not compromise God’s unity and never, to my mind, seems

independent enough to be regarded as a hypostasis. However, the conceptions of the

Logos as a knife and as the wine-pourer of God can be regarded as related. As wine-

pourer, the Logos is responsible for conveying divine benefits upon mankind; as

cutter, it provides the greatest of benefits in terms of the ordering division of the

created realm. The idea of the Logos as a continual outpouring from God evokes the

Plotinian notion of a creative flow from the One. Furthermore, it underpins the role

which it plays in a continual creation. Philo uses the term Logos to refer to vo0~,

quite possibly because he wished to draw a distinction between the divine Intellect

and the human mind. In this sense, it can be regarded as containing the Forms. It is

also referred to as the oldest and the most generic of created things (Leg. All. III, 61,

175), as well as "the first-born son of God" (Agr. 12, 51). This seems to have paved

the way for the later identification of the divine Logos with Christ in subsequent

Christian thinking. Furthering the notion that Philo’s concept of the Demiurge can

resemble a melting-pot of various philosophical genres, he even refers to the Logos in

rather Numenian terms as a "second God, secundus deus’’lSs. Additionally, the Logos

can resemble a proto-Gnostic Demiurge in so far as "it is called a god by those with

imperfect knowledge of the real god.’’189

This positing of the Logos does not undermine the unity of the Godhead,

which remains indivisible for Philo:

"b Trip 0co0 ,\6"yog" (ptk~pqi.j_og" Ka’t ~tOVC0TtK6S" ~V 6XX~ y(0,~ Y(.OP

~’¢Tov6Ttov ~;a’t (pOapq~o~t~vosv obx’t ~up61.t~-poff, dXX’ �]uto qbOtT~V
ff[Oto’lJ-I~l’O~" (~E’L I,:Ct’L ~I)’L 6wa86g" �~tvat p6v~ i~Ep~M-vrlKt6g," ~T~LGTOL ].tEV
o~v a’t 800 (b0(YCLS’, ~ T¢ ~v ~v 1-o0 XoTLcGXo0 Ka’t fl b~9 ~p(~" TOO
O¢[oo X6"yOt!, ~’:IITI’TOt 8~- O~O’at p_up{a 6~a "r~p.VOU(~LV."
"For the Word, or Reason of God is a lover of the wild and solitary, never
mixing with the medley of things that have come into being only to perish, but
its wonted resort is ever above and its study is to wait on One and One only.
So then the two natures, the reasoning power within us and the divine reason

Is,~ Qu. In Gen. I1, 6.2

18~ Leg. All. IIl, 73,207 of. Som~l. I. 39, 229-230; 41,238-239.
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above us, are indivisible, yet indivisible as they are, they divide other things
without number." (Heres 234)

This is reiterated at Heres 236, where Philo indicates that not only is the

Father indivisible, but that this characteristic is possessed by the Logos also.19° It is

particularly interesting that Philo should attempt to preserve this sort of "unity in the

second degree", since it indicates that the Logos is not based on the Platonic dyad.

(Indeed, it is a masculine entity and has more in common with the World-Soul.) One

of the advantages in nunlerous metaphysical systems for postulating secondary gods

is that it allows postulation of further hypostases, but Philo, as a monotheist, is very

keen on preserving a united godhead, even as regards secondary divine entities. In

spite of Philo’s claim that the Logos is a secundus deus, it very clearly is not, in the

original Numenian sense of the term. Numenius’ Second God is divided by matter,

whereas although the Philonic Logos is the sole cause of the division of matter, Philo

is at pains to point out that it is not divided by it.

On two occasions, Philo refers to the Logos as an instrument used by God in

the creation of the world. At Leg. All. III, 31, 96, we are told that God "used it like an

instrument when He was making the world (~KOaktovro(ct)" and "when He was

fashioning the world (~KOag6V),daTEt), He used it as an instrument , so that the

arrangement of all the things He was completing might be faultless". On three

occasions, the role of the Logos as an instrument is implied. It is that "through which

(8[ o~) the world was produced (~6qp-tovp’yE~TO) at Sacr. 3,8, Spec. I, 16, 81) or that

"by which" God made the world at Immut. 12, 57.191 This is similar to the role played

by Wisdom during creation. In The Wisdom of Solomon, the author treats Wisdom as

equivalent to the Logos of God, although he refers to it as "God’s daughter". Wisdom

is equally "that through which (St’~s’) the world came into existence’’192 or "was

190 "TOt)TO ~: O’Up~(lll’(-t bt(t V~]12 wpbg" TbU WOtqY~t’ Ka’t TIO.T,~Oa Tt~V ~Xt~p ~p~petav" "rb

yap 0ELOV (~[J_ty,k~" dK[>C/TOt,. (~IAEpEOT(ITOP 0TrdpxoP O~’FFO.t, TL V~ K60"l.t~ "#’)’O’aEl, Ct’~TtO|,
[J.i.~¢O~g’, Kpdo(t~g’, btcttp~c~co;C, TrOkUlaCp((c(g"" (.~O’TE E[K6TWg" KO[ T0. 0[LOL~O0(~I.’TO., I-’Ot)~ TE" ~ ~I;
Y]~Zu K(3.’i. b D’Fr~p 17~6~’, (I~EpEI£ Kn.’L O.T~II]TOL O’ITdpxoI.’TE£ 6LclLpE~P KCI’L ~SLOICp[I~’ELV ~KOaTO
TC~V 6VTCOV ~pp0gt~W,~" bUt,(]C~OVTC~t."
"This is the result of its likeness to the Father and Maker of all. For the Godhead is without mixture or
infusion of parts and yet has become to the whole world the cause of mixture, infusion, division and
multiplicity of parts. And thus it will be natural that these two which are in the likeness of God, the
mind within us and the mind above us, should subsist without parts or severance and yet be strong and

potent to distinguish everything that is."
19t Wolfson, H. A. (1968), 266.
192 Fug. 20, 109.
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brought to completion".~"3 Wisdom additionally is the title given to what seems to be

the Philonic equivalent of the Receptacle at Ebr. 8, 31, where it is called the "mother

and nurse (rt0flvq) of the all".

The Logos functions in the typical role of a divine mediator, insulating God

from the disorder (in Philo’s case, evil might be a little too strong) inherent in matter:

"~ ~K¢[Vqg ydp Trdt, T’ ~T~VVllaEV b OEbff, ObK ~dpaTr’l-61.tcvoff abv6~"
ob Tdp {1~’ @d~LLg’ dTre[pou Kat tre~upl~VtlS" [~Xqs" CaOctv. Tbl;
¢b8u[l~ova Ka’t ~taKdptov -- dkkd T~g" dat0~tdTotg" 8uvd~tcc~tv, ~v
@TUp.OV 6vobta a’t [S&tL, ~aTeXpfiaaTo rrpbs" T6 T~VOFF ~KXa~TOV "r?lv
fipgt6TTOUaav kai3~iv ~top~pfiv.
"When out of that [shapeless and qualityless matter] God produced all things,
He did so without touching it himself, since it was not lawful for His nature,
happy and blessed as it was, to touch indefinite and confused matter; but
instead He made full use of the incorporeal powers, well denoted by the name
of Forms, to enable each genus to take its appropriate shape". (Spec. I. 329,
trans. Wolfson).

This mode o1 creation is echoed when God calls upon his powers to aid Him

in the forming of Man. These incorporeal powers which allow matter to take a shape

do not themselves become enmattered (unlike the Man of the Poimandres: see below

p.207). Although it may not be lawful for God to act directly upon matter, this does

not prevent Him fi-om dispensing benefits directly to mortals (Leg. All. III, 178).

These incorporeal powers which assist in creation would seem to reflect the influence

of the Stoic doctrine of efficient causes rather than the Platonic theory of Forms.

The image of the Logos as a cutter might well have suggested itself to Philo

from the flaming sword of the Cherubim at Gen. 3: 24, once Philo had equated this

with the Logos.~4 Among the Nag Hammadi texts, according to The Testimony of

Truth 9.3, it is the Word (logos) which separates us from the error of the angels,

where it is associated xx itla the incarnate Son of Man)95 In The Teaching of Silvanus,

the Logos is also regarded as a cutting-agent and an identification with the incarnate

Christ is made explicit.~’~6 The Gospel of Truth compares the Logos to a drawn

193
Deter. 16, 54.

194This is suggested by H arl M. (1966) - Quis rerum divinarum keres sit (PM 15).
195"But the saw is the Word of the Son of Man which separates us from the error of the angels. But no
one knows the God of the truth except the man alone, this one who will forsake all the things of the
world since he has renounced Ihe whole place having grasped the fringe of his garment". 0rans. Birger
Pearson, as furnished b)lIa) 11973), 18.)
tg~ "Knock on yourself filat the Word (Logos) may open for you. For he is the Ruler of Faith and the

Sharp Sword, having beck, me all for everyone because he wishes to have mercy oneveryone." 0tans.
Peel & Zancle, Hay (19-31, 19.)
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sword.197 However, just as in The Teaching of Silvanus, this cutting-action has a

soteriological, rather than a demiurgic significance, evoking the Johannine

conception of Incarnation, with the Word condemning some and saving others. The

three Nag Hammadi texts quoted above date from the second century A.D.

This portrayal of the Logos as a saw or sword may either be influenced in

some way (directly or indirectly) by Philo, or indicate a current in Judaeo-Christian

philosophical thought, which Philo himself adopted As Hay claims, it seems likely

that the conception of the Logos in a cosmological sense originated with Philo,

although he may have drawn upon the Jewish tradition’s view of the divine word as a

sword used for protection of the faithful and punishment of the wicked.198 The Logos-

cutter can be viewed as a Jewish response within the current of Greek philosophy,

which attempted to explain the imposition of order upon a disordered universe using

figures such as Henaaes or Osiris as a personification of divine wisdom. As a divine

mediator, the Logos appears at Poimandres 10 -11 and at Plutarch’s De 1side et

Osiride (53 - 54, 372E 373C). Eudorus (of Alexandria) may also have expressed

the combination of the monad and dyad as the thought or k63,o~" of a supreme One.199

Tobin suggests that the Logos in Philo may reflect an element from the early stages of

Alexandrian Middle Platonism, ignored by subsequent thinkers.2°°

A useful source for Philo’s doctrine of the Logos-Tomeus is his commentary

Quis Rerum Divinarltm Heres ("Who is the Heir of Divine Things?"), an exegesis of

Gen. XV. 2-18, concerning Abraham’s sacrifice of the heifer, ram and birds.

Although the concept of the Logos-Cutter is only fully developed in Heres, at Fug.

194-196 it is mentioned as a Divider. In an interesting philosophical insight, Philo

portrays Yahweh as the inventor of Platonic diairesis by which he differentiates the

various levels of the created realm. At Heres 132, Philo refers to Abraham’s division

of his sacrifice as symbolic of the Logos’ division of our consciousness into rational

and irrational soul, true and false speech and cognitive and non-cognitive

impressions. We note in passing that Philo has no qualms here with adopting a

twofold division of the soul, despite the more Platonic tripartite division, in favour of

197 ,,...for this is the judgment that came forth from Heaven, having judged everyone, being a drawn

sword of two edges cutting this way and that, when came into the midst the Word who is in the heart of
those who speak it, it was not mere sound, but it became a soma."(trans. Grobel)
198 Hay, D (1973), 19.
199 Tobin, T. H. (1993), 149.
500 Ibid.
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Stoic tendencies. At tleres 133, Philo signals the link between diairesis and

demiurgy:

"rro~.~v b~ Kai dva’yKa~tov 6vTa XO),OV TbV wept. Tf]~ E[~ ~aa TOI-t~S"

Ka’[ vrEp’t ~l’Ctt’Vt0T~rt01Y, O1)TE wapf]~o~tEv O~TC prlKUVOOl-tev, dkX’ c~S"
~aTtV ~tT~/L’OI’T(-g’, dpKea0rlo61xE0a p6votS" TO~5" Katp[ot5". Ka0drrep
7dp hPoSt’ Tilt’ ~uxilv KO’C T~ ~t~kq II~aa 8tEikEv b TeXV[Tq~, Oi~YCOS"
Ka’t -Tqv Ta(~ 7rm’vb~ oba[av, flv[Ka TbV K60"pOV ~Srlp.to6pTEt."

"The subject of division into equal parts and of opposites is a wide one and
discussion of it is essential. We will neither omit nor protract it, but abridge it
as far as possible and content ourselves with the vital points only. Just as the
great Artificer divided our soul and limbs in the middle, so too when he
wrought the world, did he deal with the being of all that is."

This notion of the Logos engaged in division is central to Philo’s notion of world-

creation. It is hardly surprising that it is the Logos which is engaged in this sort of

activity, as the human mind, which Philo also describes as a Logos, is occupied with

much the same function on a smaller scale, when it is engaged in diaresis.TM Heres

134 continues this concept of a creative division on the part of the Logos, based

around the four main elements.

"ka~Cov TLtp o l"Tflv /]p~aTo 8tatpc~v 1~8~’ ~O0 Yb ~pt~wov ~TrO[Ct

TTI’(]I_tOTO, V~, V¢ [3apb Ka’t KOOq~OV, Tb TraxuP.~p~ dTrb TOO
X¢ITTOtlE pO f#~ OtaKp[voW" E~O’ ~KdTepOV "lTdktv Brat p([, Tb lily
XCTrTOpCpc# Ci~ 4~pa Ka’t TrOp, vb 8~ lTaxupep@g" ¢[g’ 158top na’t ~,fiv, ~i
Ka’t O’TOtXC[O CI[ O’0rlT(~ O[O’0TITO~ K60"~OU I~(~av¢’l. 0~ p_~ ~,[oug’
1TpOKaT~ ~dkc TU."

"This He took and began to divide as follows. First He made two sections,
heavy and light, thus distinguishing the element of dense from that of rare
particles. Then again He divides each of these two, the rare into air and fire,
the dense into water and land, and these four he laid down as first foundations
to be the sensible elements of the sensible world."

The first task of the Logos-Cutter is division based on the elements. The activity of

the Logos here parallels very closely the ordering through differentiation engaged in

by the Demiurge of the Timaeus.2°2 It is interesting that in spite of a certain adoption

of Stoic elements, a great deal of Philo’s exposition of the Logos-Cutter is expressed

201 This parallel is made more explicit at Heres 235 " ~5 T¢ Trip O¢~og" X6"/O~" T6 ~V T~ (~0Oet

8tCX¢ ~¢al 8t¢l,et~tc ~-(lI’VO ;ST( ¢][J.(VpOS" POl)9, ~TT’ (]lJ rrdpakd]3q, VO1]TtOg" "~9dTPaTd TE K(l’k

o’t3paTa �1¢ dT~¢tpct~itq" ii~C~i,a 6tcttp(~ p~p~ Kai T~pV(OV Obb~TrOT¢ kflyct."
"The divine Word separated and apportioned all that is in nature. Our mind deals with all the things
material and immaterial \x hich the mental process brings within its grasp, divides them into an infinity
of infinities and nexer cc,:~cs t,~ cleave them."
202 This notion is dexelc~ped ~tt Heres 135 : ’"TdXtt, ~ T6 3nob KaY. Kobc~ov Ka0’ ~zc’po.g" ~Tept,¢V

i~#.a~T, vb p~~’ no(’d,ov tic ~c’Xp6v v¢ Kn[ 0~pp6t,- ~TT~(b’r]ptac 6~ Vb p~v d)uXpbv d~pa, T6
6~ 0~ppbv ~bbo’¢t --[~,-. ,:. ( 3ape. �i~" L’)’pov T¢ ab Ka’t ~q96v" ~KdXccr¢ 8~ Tb II~’V ~rlp~v

Tilt’, Tb ~ [r’yl~r i.~’,,~r-

"Again He made a second di~ i~ion of heavy and light on different principles. He divided the light into
cold and hot, giving to the cold the name of air and to the naturally hot the name of fire. The heavy He
divided into wet and dr5 a~d IIe called the dry land and the wet "water".
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in terms generic to all the schools. Certainly Stoic, however, is the division of fire

into two kinds at § 136; the useful variety and what amounts to the Stoic pyr

technikon, set aside to preserve the heavens.2°3

At Heres 140, Philo makes it quite clear that God is the true Demiurge and the

Logos is merely the means or tool by which He creates, rather than some kind of

independently operating agent.

"O1)Tt%" b 0~t)~" dKovqadFLevo~ TbV TOII~(1 T~V (YUp_ITdVT~V a0TOO X6yov
8t~pCt TI]I’ T~ dillOpqbOV K(1L ~ITOLOV TCOV 8~kC0V OI~(Y[(][V K(I’I. TCI ~

CtOTqS" OTrOKpt0~t’TCl T~TTOpO. TOO K60"IXOU (rTOLX¢~a KG[ T& dr& TOOTt0V
TTa3’~-VTO CS~a TC ab Ka[ q~UTd."
"Thus God sharpened the edge of His all-cutting Word, and divided universal
being, which before was without form or quality, and the four elements of the
world which were formed by segregation from it, and the animals and plants
which were fiamed with them as materials."

The Being which God divides here is ousia or the Stoic conception of matter,

although God here is envisaged as ordering, rather than creating. The continual

division of matter by the Logos can be viewed as Philo’s version of the continual

geometry engaged in by the Demiurge at Quaest. Conviv. 1002E, stressed at Heres

235 (quoted above), where the Logos is said to never cease to cleave matter. The

passage describes the Logos as dividing matter into an infinity of infinities; for Philo,

there was no such thing as an atom in the philosophical sense- it was always possible,

even if only for the Logos, to subdivide matter eternally. The o66{~ro’rc here, I would

suggest, could be taken as "at no point" as well as "never"; the Logos never ceases to

divide matter in the temporal sense, but equally in its continual care for the

phenomenal realm, it is capable of infinite division, or at least to a point beyond that

which can be comprehended by the human mind.

This notion of the Logos as a tool is echoed in a similar passage at {}167:

"these tables too were cut by the Divine Legislator and by Him only." This notion of

cutting suggests that the thought of God can be equated with the TObtEi~’. The passage

helps to reinforce the notion of the Logos-cutter as an instrument of the Demiurge,

since the identification of a legislator with a Demiurge is an old one, as both can be

regarded as imposing order upon disorder. Although Philo’s image of the Logos-

Cutter appears to be a unique contribution, Heres 146 reveals how much he owes to

the Demiurge of the Timaeus:

"TOOTCOV 1TpOU1TOTUIT0]0~VTC0V [8~ 1"F~5" I1~O’(1 6tE~kt0V ’1~O’(1 6t¢i~kC K(1Td

1Tdaa5" TO/S" [(YdTqTOS" [6~a5" ~V T~, TOO 1TarTS)5" o6pavo6 "ycv~c~¢t.

201 Cf. SVF 1. 120.
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dptgtJ-~ I-t~t’ ~t"’ ’[oa Td ~ap~a TOiS" KOOqbOI.g ~TCp.VC, 56’O 8UO’[, ’yflv
Ka’t. 0bwp. m~4 j3c}pog" ~XOVTa, TOil" 61)O’Ct KO0d#OtS" ~.~pt KOI "n-up[, Kal
"rrdXu, ~l, ~l’i Tb tJ_~v ~flp6TaTOV T~ ~Y)’poTdT(p, TflV ~aTt, Tb 6E"
L~uXp6TaTOI, Tcij 0EptIoTdT~, 1TOp]. a~pa, Tbl; a(JTbV 6~ Tpbrrov Kai.
O’K6TO%" ~)uJ T’t Ka’t fll4~:pav I.’UK T’L KO’I. XE t tJ.0]Vl_ e~ po$" Ka’I. ~apt
IZET6"rrcopov Ke’t (.~cm TO1JTLOP O’U~’)/�’Pl]."

"in the light of this preliminary sketch observe how God in "dividing in the

middle" actually did divide equally according to all forms of equality, when
he created the universe. First, as to equality of number, he made the light parts

equal in number to the heavy parts, earth and water, which are heavy being
two, and fire and air, which are naturally light being two also. Again by this

division we have one and one in the driest and the wettest, that is earth and
water, and in the coldest and the hottest, that is air and fire. In the same way,
we have one and one in darkness and light, in day and night, in winter and
summer, in spring and autumn, and in the other examples of the same nature.

This activity is similar to the separating action of the Receptacle (under the guidance

of the Demiurge). The stress on division based on equality (i.e. rational principles)

echoes the mixing together of the Same and the Different - Philo points to the

rationality visible in thc cosmos, as evidence that it must have been created by a

rational principle.

This is echoed in the description of the equitable construction of the heavens

at Heres 147:

"l-t¢~’~0ct b’ "to(~ ~t, obpav~ p~v TObg" wapaXXflXOUg KOKXOUg, TO~" Te
[~qpCptt,069, ~q4t’bv Ka’t ttCTOTrwptv6v. Ka’l. TOby’ TpOlTtKOOg’. 0¢ptv6v
T(" Ka’t X~tlJc~Jtl’,)t’ ~"t yl~g" 6~ ~va£, 8fJo I.t~v [c~aff d~k~l]~katg’, a’[
TTpbg T0i9 T;,(),\,itg E[O-’L KaT~’~U"yFL~VaL KaY. 8L~. TOOT’ doI.KqTOt, ~60 BET~.ff tl¢0opiot’,7 TOOTC~V Te KOI. 1-fig" 8LaK~KauN~-!.’Tlg’ ~.~" ~t’ ~OKpao’[av

~CIO"I_V O].KCtCTOCtL, T]]I’ pCl~ ]Tp()~" TOL~" rOT[OLd’, T~I~ 8� vrpbg TOig
13opdots~ Kctlt4rql’."

"For equality of the magnitude, he gave us the parallel circles in heaven, those
of the equinox in spring and autumn, and those of the solstice in summer and
winter, while on earth there are the zones two of which are equal to each

other, namely those which adjoin the poles, frigid and therefore uninhabited,
and two which are bordered by the last named and torrid zone, these two
habitable, as we are told, because of their temperate climate, one of them on

the south side and the other on the north."

The description here is very similar to the construction of the heavens and the

insertion of the World-SouI at Timaeus 35. Although Philo dispenses with the World-

Soul, which becomes largely replaced by the Logos, he is prepared to adopt the

imagery of the rimae1~s tbr his own purposes.TM Dillon suggests that Philo may be
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using a Stoic handbook in delineating his concept of the Logos. In this context, he

cites the presentation of Antiochus of Ascalon in Cicero’s Academica Posteriora,

where mention is made of an infinite "cutting" and "dividing" of matter.2°5 However,

Cicero does not go into details of how this division contributes to the organisation of

matter, or indeed any details at all.

"Ta0Ta 8’ O6K d~6 oKorrofi 8tSdoKou~tv, dXX’ ~yv(.ooav ~Tt ~] TOO

Oeofi T~XVq, Ka0’ ~l’ ~Sq[J_tOlbpTEL T~I (Yf[J.~ClFTO, ObTe ~Td.TaO’LV O~T~
~lvecrtv 6eXoit~rq. i/~voucra 6~ ll abT~ KaTd "C~V ~V blTepBoXa~
dKp6TrlTa TeX¢[co~ ~Kaarov TtSV 6VTO~V 8eSqlxtO6pTqKe- rrfimv dpt0txo~’
K(J.[. T[dO’Ct[£ TCL[~" "Jmp~)~" TEXCt6TrlTO [8~atg Karaxpqeala~:vou TOg
~TerrOtqK6TOS" ."
"This pronouncement of theirs is not wide of the mark. Judge that the master
art of God by which He wrought all things is one that admits of no
heightening or lowering of intensity but always remains the same and that
through its transcendent excellence it has wrought in perfection each theory
that is, every number and every form that tends to perfectness being used to
the full by the Maker." (Heres 156)
Just like his Platonic predecessor, the Philonic Demiurge constructs the world

based on significant numbers, which reveals the perfection of the cosmos. It is this

that allows Philo to explain in philosophical terms creation in six/seven days -

obviously there is no reason why an omnipotent deity should require a week to create

the cosmos, since he would be capable, as Philo asserts, of creating it simultaneously-

however, the importance of six and seven underline the perfection of what was

created. This perfection of the created world is evoked by the menorah.2°6 This

importance of six and seven is stressed subsequently at Heres 215.2°7

At Heres 157, it is evident the cosmos as a whole is good:

" ’KaTd Trip T6V ~ttKpbV Kal, KaT& "l’6V g~Tav,’ d@ c~qcrt Mt~uofl~’,
~KpLw "yE:Vvo~v Ka’t axqtxar[~cov [KaaTa, Ix~IT~- 8L’ dqbdvftav i)),qs"
b~E~k031~ TL TOO TEXVtKOU tlqTe 6tdt Xaprrp6Tqra rrpocr0e[£."

"They tell us, too, that our four constituents, dry, wet, cold and hot, have been mixed and harmonized
by proportional equality and that we are nothing more than a compound of the four factors mixed on
this principle."
205 "infinite secari atque dividi", up. Cicero, Acad. Post. 27.
206 Heres 225: "~’~LTetot’ o~.,t, ~ouXq0e’t~" dOXfT1)TrOU TQS" KaT’ obpavbv a~baipaff ~?rrTa~)¢T’yob~"

It[pqlm Trap’ ~piv b v(Xt’[Tq~ 7¢v~aOat "adyKaXov #pyov 1TpOO~TU~�, T~V Xuxv[av,
8qlitoup-,/qOflvat. b~b(OCTCtt b~ Ka’L ~1 ~Tpb~ ~JuX~lV dlac~pfta abTq~’"
"So the Craftsman, wishing that we should possess a copy of the archetypal celestial sphere with its
seven lights, commanded this splendid work, the candlestick, to be wrought. We have shown too, its
resemblance to the soul".
207 "Tdt 7dp Xeydla~l,a btxoTOO@.aTa Tpto3V ~’q~OW ~3[xa 6tatp~-0~vrow #~ ~7~VeTO, �~K035’

[~6OIIOV TbV moht~a (ll’ut k(3Tov, ~)tClOT(~OI’Ta Yd~" Tplagug, It~Uov abr?)v lf~pug~t,ov."
"What are called the half-pieces of the three animals when they are divided into two made six
altogether and thus the Severer the Word, who separates the two sets of three and stationed himself in

their midst, was the seventh." Cf. Heres 219.
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"For He judged equally about the little and the great", to use Moses’ words
(Deut. 1.17) ~hen He generated and shaped each thing, nor was He led by the
insignificance of the material to diminish, or by its splendor to increase, the art
which He applied". (Heres 157)
There can be no question of the recalcitrance of matter as an explanation of

the existence of evil in the created realm: God, like the Platonic Demiurge, made the

best kind of world possible, but unlike him, was in no way limited by the materials

which He used. The prejudicial Platonic view of matter does come across at Heres

158, although not as a limitation on God’s bounty. Rather, matter is not responsible

for the beauty of the cosmos, which must be attributed to the superior science of the

Demiurge.2°8 At Heres 159, Philo indicates that in spite of what humans might think

there is no dichotomy between an inferior or superior part of creation:

"T[I.ttOV ~)’O~’O~t’ T~V ~t’ b~kClLg’ Trapd Oe~" 8tb q-tiff abTfW [ZETa&oK�
1T~at T~Xt,q~" ~. ’io’ou. vrctpb Ka’L ~v ’tcpa~s" ~,padpa~s" X~’yCTCtt" �’[8�v b
0�b9 Td "FFdI’TQ ;~C7CI ~l"rO[qCfCV, Ka~ [~Ob KaXd X[av", T(~ 8~ TOO al~TO0
YoyXdlVOl:TCt ~TT, Ct[t’OU (Gett. i. 31)Trap& TO ~TTatVOOVTt TrdVZtO£ ~aT’tV
[q6TtpU."

"But with God no kind of material is held in honour and therefore he
bestowed upon them all the same art and in equal measure. And so in the holy
Scriptures we read, "God saw all things which He had made and behold, they
were very good" (Gen.i.3) and things which receive the same praise must be
of equal honour in the eyes of the praiser."
This passage seems to indicate the existence of different types of matter. But

Philo perhaps uses b,\q to refer to material in general, rather than "matter’in the

technical sense. I think float Philo is influenced here by the Genesis account, in which

man is created from a lnixture of materials, such as mud and pneuma. The account

echoes Plotinus’ comment at Emr 3.2.11.6 that a craftsman could not make an animal

only with eyes, even if these are its finest feature. The beauty of the cosmos lies in its

instantiation of all possibilities, and even though some of these possibilities may

appear better than others, God has applied the same skill in making everything.

This point is picked up at De Prov. 59 when Philo states that the creation of

reptiles has not come into being by a direct act of Providence ("Kay& rro6votcw"), but

as an attendant circumstance ("~:av’ ~rra~oXo(~qatv") Philo adopts the favored

208
Heres 158: "&v¢i ~:m i._~ot "-Gt’ Y£Xl’tT~l., £iO’L 66Kt#Ot, ~ff dV l"rapaXd~tootv b;ka£" �[T~

"ffOkUV~k(t~" �~t�1’ eL7¢ kti CLVCX~(YVOTO_L 6q~tLOUp’yCLV ~’O£)kOtX3"tl: ~TratP(~y(~£". ~rI ~ TtW£" KaY.

VgOG~L)kOKQ~kOU~’,’;(.7 7(: ; : VCt[g’ ~-f.,T£X(O’T~90.L£- oboiat£" T~"XVtK~TE-pa Tt~V ~V Ta’[ff
T~OXL’T~X~O’tI’ ~lp’)’(iCTCtt’V,:, : L’,\q0~-I’V(g vpocr0~Kq TO0 ~’lTtC/Tq~tOVtKO0 Tb KaTd T~P U~kqV

~t’~Ot’ ~TTOA’tOtZJ(JO.t."

"For all craftsmen of repute. ~ hatever materials they use, whether they be costly or of the cheapest,
wish so to use them that their x~ork shall he worthy of praise. In fact, people have been known to
produce a higher class ~,f ~,rk ~ith the cheaper than the more costly substances: their feeling for
beauty was enhanced and b~ ~dditional science they wished to compensate for inferiority of material."
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response of the Christians in explaining why God has created wild animals (they

encourage bravery) at De Prov. 56-58. Philo’s response is more systematic, however.

Worms and lice cannot be blamed on the Demiurge, but occur for scientific reasons

(putrefaction in food and perspiration).2°9 Just as Plato asserts that only what is good

can be attributed to God, Providence is only responsible for that which is created "out

of its proper substance by a seminal and primary process of nature" ("~ o[~�[ag"

~)X.q~’ Kavdl qbOO’Ll’ O’rre-ppaxtK~lV Kal_ rrporlTOUlX~vqv ~XCt y~vcc~tv"). Philo also

adopts the Stoic approach that apparent evils, upon closer inspection, turn out to be

beneficial, when he points out the utility of many venomous animals in medicinal

processes at De Prov. 60f.

The Logos goes on to allocate various portions to humanity at Heres 180:

"~rrtO~laCOv t’~ laqv Ka’t doq]latOv d~oTrcp VOtltO’tldTt0V    O~Tt0g’ Ka’t
ITpaylJ_dTtm’ 6t’TWV ~V ~ ~60"eL 1TOX,~(gV 6 d6paTog’ TOlIEbg¯ ob 6oK([

aot 8tckch’ ,~aVT’ �[~" Lto[pag" ’~cmg’ Kal, T~ lily ~[~ql.tU Ka’t &6Kt~a
T~ ITaLSELCI~" ~pEIO’Tl~, T~ 8� dl.IO.0a[l,’Ol,’TL Ta dTOITEOTa Kal. O_O’q~CI

~TpOC~V([I~UL :"
"Further, nature abounds in things which bear some shape or stamp and others
which do not, even as it is with coins and you may note how the indivisible
severer divides them all into equal parts and awards those that are approved by
their stamp to the lover of instruction, but those that have no stamp or mark to

’~the man of l~norance.

Once again Philo can be regarded as a proto-Gnostic here, in his view of a

Demiurge who distributes two different qualities of goods to two different classes of

humanity. I think that Philo is drawing a very Platonic distinction. The image of the

stamp is similar to his use of the seal at Opif, and refers to those elements of the

phenomenal realm which are made after the image of the Logos (in Platonic terms, an

instantiation of a Form). Therefore it seems that the Logos distributes to men of

ignorance that which is purely material.

Philo seems to have a Stoicized reading of the Timaeus in mind at Heres 187-

188, where he refers to the Logos as a bond holding together creation, though he uses

the terms K6X),a and &calib~’, rather than the more Stoic ~{t~’:

"laOV&~¯ 6~ O~)T~ rrpoO’0~Kqv ObTE ~dpa[p~atv 6~xEaOat TF~4)UKEV CLKtbV
of Jaa TOg t~6vou TTkfipou~ 0EO~. XagVa Tap Td "y~ ~Aa ~ ~aUT~V, eL
6~ ITOU KQL qTUKI~0J0([I], X6)’q~ a+[T’y~Tat O~[~. K6X),a l’b_p Ka’t 6¢crp_bg"
Oi~TOff 1TCh~Ta Ti~Ig’ obui.a~ ~KITCTT~.~Ipt0K~ff" b &’ ~"[pag’ Ka’t aUVU~Pflva~
~-Ka(~TQ TrXflpqg’ abT6g’ ~CtUTO6 KUp’t~g" ~O’TLI,’, 06 (~E-TI0(:[~" ~TE-pou T6

vrapa.TraV."

~o9 De Prov. 59.
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"And a unit admits neither of addition nor subtraction, being the image of God
who is alone in His unity and has fullness. Other things are in themselves
without coherence and if they be condensed, it is because they are held tight
by the divine \Vord, which is a glue and bond, filling up all things with His
being. He who Iiistens and weaves together each separate thing is in literal
truth full of his own self, and needs nothing else at all.

This echoes the portrayal of the Logos at De Plantatione 7-10, as a bond

holding together opposites. There is an interesting parallel in the pseudo-Aristotelian

De mundo, where Nature is regarded as responsible for the harmony of opposites. As

in Philo, Heraclitus is regarded as the originator of this concept. Although no exact

parallel of the Philonic kogos-Cutter (in a demiurgic sense) prior to Philo can be

found, Heraclitus does mention a spiritual principle bounded by fire which he calls

logos (the origin of the Stoic doctrine), and which contributes to world-order by

combining opposites rather like Philo’s Logos at Heres 199:

"T?lV 8~- vcK,.u~l, ~-pt.t~-Xfl aOvOc(~’tv Y~" Ka[ Kp~.otv Tb "rrpEo’~OTaTOV Ka).
TEXCL6TCITtJI’ ~p)’~)l’ CITLOL’ W~" d~kl]0t~g" E~I/ClL cruI.J.~[311KE, TbV K6CY]J_OI~, 61,’
8[a O’U~[3(’),\()P _~,~.I 0UI~LC}.[J_ClTOg" O’tCTaL 8£’L1) EbXapLCYT¢’LlJ T~ ITEITOLqK6TL
’l~pa X0"yqj I~t~ l’ 1~1 I~Upq~tK~ T~ XI,’~, KaTOaKEua~OCL~a O’OvO~ O’LS"
~KOutII-CITCIL, (’tK)’t? 6E 6 0~’[q (TO(~[O_ 6ql, ttoupTqOei.g" K60"IJ_Og" d’rra£"
dluaqb~prlTat T’p~u’L KCI’L b~-L~.L1J/I~" ~)XOKaUTOOIIe-pO£’."

"And the mixtm-e thus harmoniously compounded proves to be that most
venerable and perfect work, a work in very truth holy, even the world, which
he holds under the symbol of the incense offering, gives thanks to its Maker,
so that while m outward speech it is the compound formed by the perfumer’s
art which is burnt as incense, in real fact it is the whole world, wrought by
divine wisdom, which in/’act is offered and consumed morning and evening in
the sacrificial Ille?’

This image of a cosmic mixture produced by the Demiurge could easily be inspired

by Plato. However, Philo stresses that this mixture is harmonious, which is clearly not

the case in the Tim,wz~.~, compounded as it is of the passive and the recalcitrant

(Sameness and Difference). Indeed, at Heres 214 and Quaest. Gen. III 5, Philo points

out that Heraclitus" cosmology shares similarities with that of Moses. In the Hermetic

tradition there is also a Logos-Cutter of sorts; Poimandres, who produces the cosmos

through differentiation, and Hermes who is a combined Truth and Logos figure.

Philo’s mention of l{eraclitus does not indicate that he was father of a doctrine

involving the kogos-Cutter. One can only conclude that the Logos-Cutter is an

original contribution of Philo’s or he acquired it from a Hellenistic Jewish source.
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The division of the Logos-cutter should not be viewed as a crude creational

mechanism. As Radice has shown, the Logos engages in a very complex process.21°

1) It engages in actual division (Heres 133 - 140). 2) It engages in a secondary,

equalising division (Heres 141 - 200). 3) Mediation (Heres 201- 206) is followed by

4) the placing of the divided components (Heres 207 -229) and finally 5) the non-

division of noetic reality (Heres 230 -236). This creation is part of a whole sequence

of the ordered and proportional construction of subordinate structures. For example,

the heavy cosmic substance becomes separated into earth (dry) and water (wet), while

the light forms air (cold) and fire (hot). Earth is divided into continents and islands,

while water is drinkable and undrinkable. This reveals not just a continual division of

cosmic substance, but a logical division that itself is responsible for cosmic

structure.211

In this sense, the Logos is a mediator, not just between the First Principle and

the rest of creation, but an equaliser in terms of size (§§ 147 -150; night and day, the

equinoxes, both poles etc.) as well as in terms of proportion (§§ 152f; between the

four elements in the cosmos or between the four constituent factors (dry, wet, cold

and hot) in Man).This can, naturally, be viewed as a development of the notion of

creation as a transition from disorder to order expressed at Tim. 30A (cf. Her. 133)

and unity based upon the harmony of proportions reflected at Tim. 31 A - 32 A. To a

great extent this notion of division is also echoed at Sophist 253 D-E.212

This structured approach to creation by division is a metaphysical necessity in

Philo’s scheme. Although Philo does not recognise an atom, in the sense of a particle

which cannot be further divided, he does recognise the absurdity of an infinite

210 Radice, R. (1989), 67.
211 Radice, R. (1989), 70 presents a schema detailing the symmetrical structure inherent in this division

by the Logos.
2B2’~E:Tb Kurd "#t,q otatpcio’0at Kal. p’~T~ rafivbv ~]~0~ ~TEpOV fiTfia~aO~t I~r¢ ~rfpov

l~yl~oaoOaL 6V TabTbl, llL;’~t, O0 TflS" btukEKTtKf]~ dpTlaOlX~v ~rrtO’Tqllrl~’ Ctvat;

@EAI: Na[, c~fiao~v.
---~E: ObKobP 5 7� TOUTO ovvaTbs~ 6phv li[at, [b~av 8t6. iTO~’,,k~v, ~,bg ~KdaTou KCtp_~I,OU
Xcop[~", TrdVTa bLaTCTOI,~t’IIV [KUl.’0~)~" 5tatO0dl.’~Tat, Ka[ ]J.ia!., o.~ 5t’ 5ktov Ixokhc~lJ ~-1.~ ~-l,l
ouVqpl.t~vrlv, Ka[ ~ok,\r’l~" Xi,pi~" TTdPT/~. ~tmpto’~’VUq’ TOUTO b’ EO’TtP, ~ T~" KOLVOJVf~V ~KaOTCl

bOvaTat Ka[ 57Tq, pfi, bLa~;pil’¢tV KaTh 7~VO~" ~.TrLaTaaOot."
Stranger : "Shall we not say that the division of things by classes and the avoidance of the belief that
the same class is another, or another the same, belongs to the science of dialectic ?

Theat: Yes, we shall.
Stranger: Than he who is abte to do this has a clear perception of one form or idea extending entirely
through many individuals each of which lies apart, and of many forms differing from one another but
undivided in one greater form, and again of one form evolving by the union of many wholes, and of
the many forms entirely apart and separate. This is the knowledge and ability to distinguish by classes

how individual things can or cannot be associated with one another."(Loeb Translation)
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division on the part of the Loges. For this reason intellects and noetic reality are not

divided by the Loges.:1:’ Philo finds Biblical justification for this approach in the

comment on Abraham’s sacrifice at Gen. 15. 10: "but the birds he did not divide". I

think that this is what Philo means when he states that the Loges "never ceases to

divide, for when it has gone through all sensible objects down to the atoms and what

are called indivisibles, it begins from them again to divide those things contemplated

by reason into inexpressible and indescribable parts." (Heres 26). By things

contemplated by reason, Philo is not referring to the noetic realm, rather sub-atomic

particles which although they may not be humanly divisible can still be reduced by

the Loges

This system of creation is complemented by agricultural imagery at De

Plantatione.2~4 This is drawn from the notion of God as a cultivator at Republic X

597C -D8. The cosmos can be considered like a living creature or farm which

requires continual tending on the part of God. However, that this image is not a model

for an alternative type of creation, but only an alternative explanation of creation is

illustrated by the fact that this creation is still fundamentally one of transition from

order to disorder (�{~ vd&v ~{ dva{{aS-, Plant. 3). If the earth is composed of the

heavier elements (water and earth) at the centre, and the lighter ones (water and fire)

at the exterior, this leads to the question of how these elements do not neutralise one

another through their close proximity.2~s This is the effect of the mediating presence

of the Loges.21~’

De Opificio Mundi

The De Op(ficio Mundi is Philo’s most detailed account of creation.

Essentially, this treatise can be viewed as attempting to rewrite the Timaeus in terms

of the cosmology of Genesis (or vice-versa). Philo attempts to show how the original

great cosmological account was compiled by Moses, superior to that of the

philosophers, not only on account of its antiquity, but also because it was based upon
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divine revelation. Runia suggests that the philosophical (as opposed to thematic)

influence of the Timaeus is weaker than that of other dialogues (such as the Republic,

the Symposium and the Phaedrus).217 This is evident from the system expounded here

which does not envisage any role for the Platonic World-Soul. Part of this eclipse of

the Timaeus may stem froth Philo’s aversion to the use of myth when discussing God,

which he shares with other Hellenistic-Jewish writers.218 Philo is also opposed to

what he regards as a Chaldaean view of the cosmos (cosmos-worship), which was

also to be found in other Platonists such as Numenius.219

The main problem Philo faces is trying to reconcile temporal creatio ex nihilo

with Greek philosophy which could not countenance such a position. He resolves this

by putting forward a det’ence akin to that initially advanced by Speusippus and

Xenocrates, that God generated (from eternity) the intelligible archetypes22° , which

are the contents of His Intellect (Logos), which are then projected onto matter. This is

atemporal "for we must think of God as doing all things simultaneously".TM The

sequence is a logical one, with heaven listed first because it ranks first in degree of

excellence. Philo claims that on the first day the K6crgog" voq-r6g" was created. Being

allotted an entire day merely to create the intelligible world helps to stress a degree of

separation from the visible cosmos (it seems that this is the underlying reason behind

the semantic debate concerning the first day and day one). To a great extent, Philo is

absolved from the necessity of presenting the mechanism of God’s creative activity;

merely His Will suffices (which cannot be understood by Man). However, this does

not prevent Philo from providing a detailed analysis in order to render this creative

activity comprehensible to the faithful.

It is no coincidence, however, that God should be said to have created in six

days. (Incidentally, there is scope for debate here: did God create the world in six

days (Hebrew text of Genesis) or finish creating on the seventh (Septuagint)?

2t7 Runia, D. (1991), 33.

21SSpec. I. 28-31 where Philo rejects the gods whom the makers of myth have deceived people with.
Cf. Aristobulus frg. 2, 110.2), Josephus Ant. I, 14.
219 "[XaXba~ot "/&p] Tilt’ bfJ~JTiql: OOO’[.OV ~O’~[tI, UVOV T~g" dopdToo K(/’t VOqTf)g’ Ob XaI36t,v¢£

~vvotav 6XXd ml]v ~l, ~KC[t’Ot9 Td~tv 6tCpEUVt6pCVOt...KaT& ThV T~V ofipa’t,(tot, ’vpb5" -ra
~rr[ycta CYUt.tTrdOCLCtV TOW ~:6~lJOt’ abTbV bTr~ka~3ov ~’[tvat 0¢6t,, OOK ~Oa3’Cu; "Tbv 3’¢l’611Et’Ot’
~ot.totdJoavT¢~ T~ rr~’CJtqKfVt."

"They (the Chaldaeans) glorified visible existence and had no conception of what was invisible and
intelligible, but in exploring the order in numbers...and the sympathy between heaven and earth, they
supposed that the cosmos itself was god, thereby unlawfully likening what has come into existence to
the one who made it." (Abr. 691
220 Dillon, J. M. (2003), 10.
221 Opif §13.
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.... E~ (~ hli~pC~L# bq~toupyq0~vo.[ ~qO’t T6V K6aI~OV, OOK ~TrEtSfi
1"rpoo’SE’[Tu xp6r~w p-flKOUS" 6 ITOL0~V -- ~l.,tO. y&p TrdVTa 8p6.v �[K6S"
OE6V, 0~) ~pOO’TC(TTOI2TO. !.16VOV O,~k~ K(I’L 8LO.VOO0~EVOV- ~’ E’ITELS"I]
T~" yt~’ul1&’~.~t~" ~&~t Td~ct0S’. T6~jC[ 8~ 6pL01-t6S" OI.~CELOV, dpL01J-C~V 8~,
(~O0"COJ~" I’()~0l~, *)’(I~’I.’qTIKCt~TGTO~" 6 ~’" (Opif* 13 )
"He says that the cosmos was fashioned in six days, not because the maker
was in need of a length of time -for God surely did everything at the same
time, not only in giving commands but also in his thinking-, but because
things that come into existence required order. Number is inherent in order,
and by the laws of nature the most generative of numbers is the six."(trans.
Runia)

Moses’ indication that the cosmos was created in six days underpins the

rational structure which underlies it. Philo draws upon Pythagorean numerology to

illustrate that it is the first perfect number, since it is the product of its factors (I x 2 x

3 = 6), as well as their sum (1 + 2 + 3=6). It is also the sum of its half, its third and its

sixth (3 + 2 + 1 = 6).222 it is a combination of the odd (3 was considered the first odd

number) and the even (2), as well as of male (3) and female (2).In this way 6

indicates the bountilhl nature of the cosmos, since the male and the female are

necessary for its perpetuation. The fact that the world was created in six days

indicates its perfection and that it consists of all possibilities. Just as Plato does, Philo

views the cosmos as a wondrous production emanating from God’s goodness.223 In

passing, it is worth noting that the Judaic cosmogony is the only one in the ancient

world which envisaged creation as taking place in seven days. In this context, it is

possible that comments such as that expressed at Theol. Arith. 50.8-10: "Because the

perfection of the cosmos falls under the six, the excellence of the demiurgic god is

rightly thought to be hexadic", or indeed the Pseudo-Iamblichean tradition concerning

the six may owe something to Philo.

Philo’s argument against the creation in six days is weak. Just as an

omnipotent God could easily create the world instantly, it is equally possible to

envisage a situation in which He might wish to create the world in six days, as an

indication of the rationality pervading the cosmos. Unfortunately, Philo here is

subjecting his onmipotent Demiurge to human reason.

::: Op(/7 13.
223 "o’~Eipct p.~v oil’ ,~c-o; -o 6~ 2.¢rt’ql~a T’L [6tOY. b ~’O’IX,Etp¢. 6¢0pE’[TCtL" yCVV~ y6p 6

" God sows, but ~hat is engendered is God’s gift ; for GOd engenders nolhing for Himself, since he is
in need of nothing, but exer)thing for the one who needs to receive it." Cher. 44 (cf. Leg. 3.14; Post.
4:)
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It seems that Philo imposes a further restriction upon his divine creator when

considering his work-processes:

"rrpoXa~tbv Trip b Oe6g’, ~iTC 0c6~’, Bye p[i.trll.ta KaXbv ObK dry rrOTe
T~I)OtT¢ S[Xct KCl)kO1) rrapaSe[),imTOff, obS~ Tt T~V a[cr0qro3v
dvvrra[TtOV, 6 [1/I rrP65" dPX~VUrrov Kal. voqTiW [8~(l!Y dV(LKOV[(Y0r],
!]OUXq0�[5" V(’)l’ bpavbv K6alXOV TOUTOI,’~L 8ql.ttoupTfiaat’ ITpOe~eTl~ITOU Vbl.’
VOqT6V, ~l’Cl, Xpt~I~VO5" do’tolldTt9 Ka’t 0COELSCO’T~T~ ITapaSE[~IJ_aTt’ T61,’
O’C01/CtTtK()I’ C’~Tr~p~/dO’qTa.t, Trpco-BuT~pOU VE03T~OOV drr~tK6vtolaa’ TOO’(II)T(I

TrCpt~Ot’Ta oia0qTa 7~vq 6aaTrcp ~v ~Kc[v~ voqv6." (Opif 16)
"For God, because he is God, understood in advance that a beautiful copy
would not come into existence apart from a beautiful model and that none of
the objects of sense-perception would be without fault, unless it was modelled
on the archetypal and intelligent idea. Therefore, when he had decided to
construct the visible cosmos, he first marked out the intelligible cosmos, so
that he could use it as an incorporeal and most god-like paradigm and so
produce the corporeal cosmos, a younger likeness of an older model, which
would contain as many sense-perceptible kinds as there were intelligible kinds
in the other one."(trans.Runia)

Even though it is a central tenet of Platonic philosophy that a noetic realm

exists, Philo here regards it as something which his all-powerful creator cannot do

without.224 Of course, the Demiurge’s dependence upon the noetic realm (as a model

for the production of the world) is a feature commonly found within Platonism. It is

noteworthy that Philo, as a Jewish philosopher, adopts this notion, since such a model

is not found in Genesis (though the Torah in the rabbinic tradition is sometimes

portrayed as God’s model). This illustrates that we really are discussing demiurgy

here, as opposed to merely parallel speculations regarding the origin of the world.

Furthermore, Philo does break away from the imagery frequently found in Platonism

which assigns a specific location (supra- and sublunar) to each of the two realms.

This leads Philo to introduce his famous comparison of the Demiurge with a king

founding a city at OpiJ. 17. Once the king has decided upon construction, the architect

mentally draws up the plans. The means by which he replicates this mental

conception in the material realm echoes what the Demiurge accomplishes.225 The
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Logos, then, conutm~ the noetic realm, as the mind of the Demiurge, but it is not true

to state that it hz~s a ph>~ical place,z:~ This is the world of Forms as God is actually

engaged in creation, bu~ as Philo considers God as continually engaging in the

process of creation, no fine distinction need be made concerning this point.227

Philo blurs the distinction between the king and the architect. This may be an

attempt to preserve God’s transcendence. Another reason may be that he did not wish

to open speculation concerning an ontological chain of demiurgic intermediaries. It

indicates that the function of Demiurge does not exhaust God’s being -it is only one

of his roles. Philo d~ew a distinction between God as 0Eds" and as Kbpto~. Secondly,

Philo presents the architect as elwisaging the future city mentally, when in point of

fact he would use wriucn plans- however, this would not suit Philo’s contention that

the noetic realm does not occupy physical space. Philo’s Demiurge is upwardly-

mobile with this promotion to architect, perhaps in response to sniping comments
228

passed by other i~hilosophical groups.

The reason Ibr ct-cation is God’s beneficence. The explanation for the

apparently uneven distribution of goods is that God confers them in proportion to the
¯ . 229

capacity of the rccq~cnt. Even Moses was rebuffed: "You shall see what is behind

me but my facc vou shall not see" (Ex. 33: 18-23). To know the oO(r[a of God would

place Man on a par with God.

"d~k~’ Ili, 7rp~l-T Tb tJ-~’y¢O0£ E bcpye T~’i T~I,’ ~OUTO9 XOptTt~V-

arreptTp(~)ot Tdt)(/UT(/L 3’� Ka’t firf)kEl~TI]mOL-, rrpo~" Trig T~V
E1)e’p’yeTot’l~ru~l’ OUl~dl~ct~" 06 T~p c~£ ~dpVKEV b OE6~" co Troth’iv,

ObTtO~ K(li T(’l )’l.l’6[A.fl’OY e~) rrdaxctv. ~rre’t rob I-t~v a[ 8uvdtxet~
brrep[3d,k,\m,(yt. T,’~ &’, do-0~V~o’r~pov 6V rl d~O’Te 6~ao0at T6 It~3’e00£
aOT03V, dr~i~Ter �[ lafl 8telaeTp~lo’ClTO (rTaOIxqadlxevo£ ebapl.t6arm~"

~KdaT~ TO ~-m!3d,\;\ov".

Opif. 18 "Then taking up Ihe imprints of each object in his own soul like in wax, he carries around the
intelligible city as an inu~ge na his head. Summoning up the representations by means of his innate
power of memory and engrax ilag their features even more distinctly on his mind, be begins as a good
builder, to construct the tit3 out of stone and timber, looking at the model and ensuring that the
corporeal objects correspond to each of the incorporeal Ideas."(trans. Runia).
2:60pif. 20.
.,27 Op~f24: "T61, ruq.ol’ K.~,sllOt, oL’b~’l’ d~O elvat ~ 0cob X6Tov ~8q KOO’tlOrrOtO0VTO~’" OtJ~

Tdlp ~ t’orlrl~ rrd,\t.7 ~7cp.l’ ":-[ ~-OTtt, ’~ b TOU dpXtT~KTOVOff XOTUJII6ff ~8q TI~V [VOqT~IV]
rrd),tv KT[~’~’iV ~)torooL’itct’ol’.

" the intelligible cosmos is nothing else than the Logos of God as he is actually engaged in making the
cosmos¯ For the intelligible city is nothing else than the reasoning of the architect as he is actually
engaged in the planning of the loundation of the city."(trans.Runia)
:-,8 For example the Epicurean at ,VD 19 mockingly states "What power of mental vision allowed your

master Plato to enx isage the x ast and elaborate architectural process adopted by God in constructing
the world? What method of engineeritag was employed? What iron tools and levers and cranes? ....
(trans. LCL modifiedl
::~ Op(l? 23.
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"But he does not confer his blessings in proportion to the size of his own
powers of beneficence -for these are indeed without limit and infinitely great-
but rather in proportion to the capacities of those who receive them. The fact
is that what comes into existence is unable to accommodate these benefits to
the extent that God is able to confer them, since God’s powers are
overwhelming, whereas the recipient is too weak to sustain the size of them
and would collapse, were it not that he, measuring them accordingly,
dispensed with fine tuning to each thing its allotted portion." (Opif. 23, trans.
Runia)
This is similar to the situation regarding matter, which has to partake of God’s

goodness in order to sustain the weight of creation. Philo uses Plato’s argument that

the cosmos can only be beautiful if the Demiurge follows an immutable model. There

is an important distinction, however, between Philo’s "noetic cosmos" and Plato’s

Forms. Plato’s model seems only to consist of genera and species (but not the totality

of creation, which appears to be the case with Philo). Although the question of the

Forms has already been dealt with above, here I wish to revisit the relationship

between the ideal world and the Demiurge. It is clear, given the image of the

architect, that Philo’s Demiurge is actually involved in the design of the cosmos,

though it is unclear whether this is the case with the Demiurge in the Timaeus (most

probably not, since the model is pre-existent).The image of the seal imprinting itself

upon matter as upon wax introduced at § 16 reinforces the image of matter as a

passive recipient of the Forms, rather than as a principle in its own right.

The theme of the inexhaustibility of God suggests that Philo envisaged divine

infinitude. This is clearly not the case with the limited but well-intentioned Demiurge

of the Timaeus or the god of Aristotle. Divine infinitude first emerges in developed

form in Gregory of Nyssa, who was heavily influenced by Philo. This is related to the

"overdose of being" which also comes across when Moses wishes to see God at Spec.

1.43-44.230 There are few parallels in Greek philosophy outside of Philo; a possible

similarity can be drawn with Alcinous Did. 9.1.231

The Mechanism of Creation

Philo reserves the right to interpret the Biblical account of creation in a non-

literal fashion. "Beginning" does not have a temporal sense. His views at Optf. 26 are

230 "I graciously bestow what is in accordance with the recipient. For not everything that I can give is

within humankind’s power to accept. Hence I extend to the person worthy of grace all that he is
capable of receiving. But the understanding of me (i.e. the essence) neither the nature of the human
being nor the entire heaven or cosmos is able to sustain."
231 "The idea is considered in relation to God as his thinking; in relation to us as the primary object of

thought, in relation to matter as the measure in relation to the sense-perceptible cosmos as the model,
and in relation to itself as the essence."
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compatible with both creatio simultanea and creatio aeterna. 232 In favour of creatio

simultanea, one can poim to §§7-12 which makes much better sense in terms of a

simultaneous temporal beginning of the cosmos and of time itself. Secondly, at Aet.

14, Philo is opposed to a non-literal interpretive tradition of the Timaeus. As Radice

comments, this type of creation is a necessary postulate in order to remove

anthropomorphism fiom the inaage of God, as well as quashing the possibility of an

idle Demiurge.233 The whole reason for claiming that the world is actually created is

largely to stress its complete dependence upon God (rather than determining a

particular point of time at which it came to be).TM Temporal creation would be

unacceptable to Philo, since it would go against the immutability of God’s nature, so

Philo resorts to the Platonic notion of the simultaneous commencement of time and

the cosmos. God might continually have a demiurgic role to fulfil, but creation is also

simultaneous "for we must think of God as doing all things simultaneously.’’235

The creation which God engages in throughout Opif. evokes the division of

the Logos-cutter delineated in Heres. The primary division is between heaven and

earth, followed by air and void and then water, spirit and light.236 A subsequent

division between light and darkness produces day and night.237 Light and darkness

appear to be physically confined to particular regions of the cosmos. By void here,

Philo implies (following Plato and Aristotle) that the cosmos occupies all available

physical space.=3s Philo opposes the Stoic notion of extra-cosmic void (to

accommodate for fluctuations in the size of the cosmos) at Her. 228, though not at

Prov. 2.55f The seven items listed in the initial creation include the four elements

2S"Opif. 26: "Oqal b’tb~" "’~v dPXq, ~,nohlaEv 60eb~ "rbv obpavbv Ka[ ThV l’fqv," "rflv dpxhv
rrapahatl~dvtot’, o~’x ti~; o~ol,’-cL~ vtv~’, vf/t, wa’rd xpbvov" Xp6vo~ "ydtp obK ~v "~pb K60~tou,
d~k~’ 1~ O’~1’ OUTt~J "~(’)’Ot’Cl’ I’7 ~fT’ ObT6P" ~lTfi "ydp 8tdOTrl}J_a TI~" TOO K60"~OU Ktln~O’~~"
fO’Ttl’ b Xp&’os’, r, pOT~’t,ct O~ TOE: K~’OUlX~’t’OU K~.Vq(rtg Ot~K dv T~VOLTO, dXX’ dva’yKaiov aOr~lV

bO’T~’~K}I.’ ~ ~C~ O’Lq’[(YTU~5()(tL, CI’t’U’~KU’tOV dpa Kfl"t Tbv Xpovov ~ [a~XtKa K6a~tov "ye3,ov~vat
I.’ftbTepOl.’ ~KciPou’ "T~;(O’~L, TCOOt, ~’ drrodct[veaOat moklz6v d~tk6ao~ov."

"When he says that in the beginning God made the heaven and the earth, he does not take the (term)
beginning, as some people think, in a temporal sense. For there was no time before the cosmos, but
rather it either came into existence with the cosmos or after it. When we consider that time is the
extension of the cosmos’ movement, and that there could not be any movement earlier than the thing
that moves but must necessarily be established either later or at the same time, then we must
necessarily conclude that time too is either the same age as the cosmos or younger than it. To venture
to affirm that it is older is unphilosophical."
z~3 Radice, R. (1989), 116.
z34 Runia, D. (1993), 134.

~.s50p{[~ 13 "’~pct )’d.p 7-U1’7(1 b~)(tI’ ~-ik’(3~ 0f61.’, O1) 1TpOOTdTTOVTC[ laOlYOV d~o KOL
8t a t ,oo 0~t ~" t,o~.,".

".so Opif. 29.
:3" Opif. 33.
.’38 Cf. Plant. 6-8, QE 2.6s.
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(heaven = fire). Void is the Platonic receptacle; Philo clarifies that it is created by

God, unlike Plato who leaves this point vague. Since the Forms and the void into

which these Forms are instantiated are both created by God, matter must also be a

product of God. I note at this point that Philo does not actually explicitly identify the

Receptacle with the void.

God then crcates the firmament, a situation which proves problematic for

Philo since he is unable to reconcile his Hellenised cosmology with the Mosaic

version. At Heres 283, Philo discusses the material which forms the heavens.

"T~ IJ.~l’ Gt,J[tOTLK~I TagVa, Tb &~ voEp6v na~ obpdvtov Trig ~uxfi~
"y~vo5" n-pb~ raiO~pa Tbv KaOapdOTaTOV (O~ rraT~pa ddpi~Tat. Tr~I.tlTTI"1
"ydp, ~S" c) Tt?~t’ dlpXCl~mv ~k6To5"’ ~O’TL0 TLS" oba’La KUK~.O~OpT/TLKI~I T~V

TCTTCIpWI’ K(IT(’t T~) Kpc"tTTOlY 8ta¢~pou~Ta, ~ flg dL mc dO’T~p65" Ka’t 6
crOt.trra5" o(,pav~’~g ~8o~� "yETcvfqa0ctt, ~5" KaT’ dK6kouOov 0~T~OV Ka’t q-~v
dv0po~rr[vqv +uX/)t, dTT60"lTaO’lJ_a.’’239

These all belong to the body, but the soul whose nature is intellectual and
celestial will depart to fred a father in aether, the purest of the substances. For
we may suppose that, as the men of old declared, there is a fifth substance,
moving in a circle, differing by its superior quality from the four. Out of this
they thought the stars and the whole of heaven had been made and deduced as
a natural consequence that the human soul also was a fragment thereof."

Origen claimed that at the end of the world human souls would become aether; his

position appears to be a more refined version of the one that Philo expresses here.

Philo adopts the Aaistotelian fifth element and asserts that it is the substance of which

the heavens are composed. More interesting is his assertion that the soul is a fragment

of heaven; this is a rather weaker form of the Gnostic view that the soul was a trapped

fragment of the godhead.

At Opif 36, Philo rtms into difficulties in trying to make the Mosaic account

compatible with a hellenised cosmology:

"’O t.t~v obv c~ JOJlmTOS" K60"~Og’ ~Sq rr~pag" �[Xcv i.6pu0~’ts- ~-v T{~? 0E’iL0

;’,.6T~, 6 b’a’tcYOqTb7 rrp6~ Trctpd&etTpa TO1)TOU ~T¢),¢tO’yOVf~TO. Ka’L
TrptoTOV al)r!~0 TWt~ t.l£p(ov, ~) 8fl K(ll, TrC/.PTCOV clptaTOV, ~TrO(.~t Tbv

: ( ’      ~1)o6pavbv 6 oqpt 3upTos", ~T6pC%" O’TEp~0~I.I.a ~TpOaq’I6peuc~cv ~Te
aEOll(1TtKbP f)I;TCU Tb Tap O’(~IJ.a COCTEt aTCpE6v, 6TLIT~p Ka’L TpLXIel

~L(10"T(IT61J ""

"Now that thc incorporeal cosmos had been completed and established in the
divine Logos, the sense-perceptible cosmos began to be formed as a perfect
offspring, with the incorporeal serving as model. As first of its parts, which
indeed was also the very best of all, the creator proceeded to make the heaven
which he concctly named firmament, inasmuch as it is a bodily object; for the

239 d’rr6~rwaapa appears to be a Stoic term, occurring in Zeno ix3), Chrysippus and Epictetus, although

it also occurs in Plutarch and Philo seven times iT. L. G.).
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body is by nature solid, because it is extended in three directions." (trans.
Runia)

Philo cannot fit waters above and below the firmament into a hellenised version and

so simply ignores this aspect of the Biblical account. There is no place for

supracosmic waters, since this region is already occupied by the heavenly bodies.

However, Philo mentions water subsequently, portraying it as a sort of cosmic "glue".

This is the nearest that Philo gets to positing moisture that lies beneath the cosmos.

"TF]~" TOO "yXuK~O~" VOV[.6Og’ ~vaTroXet¢0E[oqg e[g’ 8talJ-Ol,q~lP- KbXXa Tdp

T[g’ ~GTt!.’ 1] [zC~CTprlpO,,q TkUK(~a VOTI.S" T~V 6L¢O’T1]K6TC0P- Ka’t OIT~p
TO~ pfl VGPVd,’TaCYtt, deavavOei~av abTflV ~iTOVOV Ka’t O’TEtpav
T~v~6OaL, KCJ’L fSTTW9 cfa I.tf]Tllp lt~] p_dvov Odrepov E~8Og’ Tpo~I]5"

[3p~Smv, dkk’ ~dTcpov cb~’ ~iv ~KT6VOt£ [3pt~cr[v T~" KaY. W60"tV,
vap~x~".".

The moisture of the sweet water was left behind in it for the sake of
preservation for the sweet moisture when measured out acts as a kind of
glue for binding together opposed elements - both so that the earth would not
be completely parched and so become childless and sterile, and so that like a
mother it would offer not just one kind of nourishment, namely food, but
would furnish, as if to its offspring, both food and drink." (Opif 38)

The Demiurge creates by apportioning everything in due measure. Philo’s

description of the sweet water here, which has been separated from its salty

counterpart and which goes on to form the sea, echoes this division of water into

sweet and salty elsewhere (e.g. at Her. 36 or Somn. 1.1.18). The notion of the

moisture retained by earth as a binding element was common in Greek philosophy

e.g. Aristotle Meteor.4.4, 382b (citing Empedocles) or Plotinus Enn. 2.1.6. It is,

however, missing from Genesis. Philo draws upon Greek philosophy as a means of

"modemising" the Mosaic account. A similar parallel can be found at Quod Deus 35,

where cohesion (~ts-) is only one mechanism by which God holds together the

world.24° At Opi[~ 131, this moisture is vital for holding the earth together in the

preliminary stages of creation, but becomes supplemented by the "unificatory spirit".

24°"TrOt’ "ydp o’t%tdvt,~l’ 7(I IlCV ~I.’CbfiO’OTO ~�’t, Td 8~ (~IJO’EI., TO. ~" Onx% Td 8~ koTt~’]~
Oux~,. kiO~v #~v o[,t’ ¢o’t ~,%t,~t,, ~i b/1 Trig" aupeGag dTr~o~aa’rat, 5~apbv KpO.TO-L6TaTOP

~tl’ ~-[pyd~-TO- fq be- ~cycl ~,t’e[’l~Ct dPaaTp~dpov ~p’ ~atrr6" ~.PXETaL l.l.~V Trip dwb Tff~v
is~acov ~"rrl. Td w~pGTO -eLl’~aOm. ~agam, b~. ~pag ~l"rtqb~t,e[ag dvaKdw~T~t ~dktv, dXptg ~v
~Tr[ TbP alJTbP ddpil’(qvot TO~OI’ dqS’ O{) TO 1Tp(TJTO’V ~p!~fi0q.’’

"Among the various kinds of bodies the Creator has bound some by means of cohesion, others by a
principle of growth (plosis), others by soul, and others yet by rational soul. Thus, in stones and timber
that has been detached from its organic growth, he made cohesion a truly powerful bond. The latter is a
spirit returning to itself: tbr it begins to extend itself from the centre of its body to its boundaries and
when it has reached the t,utermost surface it bends back on its course till it arrives at the very place
from which it first set out." (trans. Runia).
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This could be the Logos, since Philo refers to it as "the glue and the bond" (Heres

188) or the "unbreakable bond of the universe" (De Plant. 9).

Another interesting passage is to be found at Opif 43, describing the creation

of plants and animals. God creates these merely by ordering it. Philo, in keeping with

the Genesis account, posits the creation of animals prior to that of Man, rather than

viewing it as a secondary creation to provide Man with what is necessary for survival.

This later forces hiin to j ustify the location of the creation of Man in his account.

"6 till: 81] TIpoo’T0.TTEL ~ "y~ T(10Va T¢vvfqaat" h 8q’, ?Scr~rcp ~K
1TO~O0 KUO~OOof.,O-Ct KelP. o~Siwouoa, TiKTCt rrdacts- 8~ Tds" 8~vSp~v, ~Tt

8~ KapTrt~l’ a~L!OI]TOU~" [8~a~. (~’ OU tlrPo!# ~Oal,’ O’t KapTro’t TpOdpa’l

~’ots’, dk,X& Kfft Trapaa~<~ua’t Trpb£ T~V T~V 6~Ot~V dc[ "y~wotv, Ta~
O’TrEplJ-aTLKd~ o/)cT[aS~ Tr~pLEXOVT~, ~P Cl~’ (]3TIXOL Kal. d~avEi~ o~
k6Tot TtSV (~X~ol, ~io-[, 8"~kot Kal. dpawpo’t "ytv6tl~voL KatptSv 7r~pt68ots’."

"He thus gives orders to the earth to generate all these things. The earth, like a
woman who has been pregnant for a long time and is now in travail, gives
birth to every kind of sown plant, every kind of tree, and also countless kinds
of fruit. But the fl-uit was not only ready to serve as food for living beings. It
was also equipped for the perpetual genesis of what is similar in kind
containing as it does spermatic substances in which the distinct and invisible
patterns of the entire organisms are found. These patterns become distinct and
visible as the cycles of the season proceed."
The earth appears to be like a machine which can just keep functioning once it

ahs been installed without too much direct intervention by God. The spermatikoi

logoi mentioned by Philo are a Stoic innovation. They regarded the seed as containing

the generic pattern necessary for the continued reproduction of the organism,

although it could not bc seen and had to be logically inferred. Philo mentions this

theory elsewhere at Leg. All. 55 and De Animalibus, 20 & 96.

Philo invests a great deal of energy in attempting to expound the level

of rational design which underpins the created world. The creation of heaven on the

fourth day has considerable metaphysical significance, especially since it can be

equated with the nature of the solid (Opif. 49). It is this order which reveals the

beauty inherent in creation. The importance of four in the Greek philosophical

tradition is illustrated by the comment of Alexander of Aphrodisias (Comm. Met. 38.

10-16) that 8t~aLoo0vq (usually "justice", but here probably "fairness") could be

found in numbers, and was the first number equal to the multiplication of itself.TM

Therefore, four can be identified with equality (as it was by the Pythagoreans) and by

extension, indicating the fair distribution God engaged in during creation. Philo

241Runia, D. (1991), 194.
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mentions the mathematical properties of the four at Opif 51, and although he does not

explicitly identity it with 8tKatOO’t3t"q, the tradition seems to have been too well

known for him not to have been conscious of it when he introduced it in this context.

At §89-128, this numerical symbolism is expanded further, when Philo begins to

discourse on the merits of the number seven. At § 97, he comments that it represents

the right-angled triangle that is the dpx~ ("starting-point") of the (Timaean) universe.

The significance of the number seven is underpinned by the fact that it "neither begets

nor is begotten" (§ 100). Philo means that seven is a prime number which is incapable

of generating any philosophically important number.

There are seven zones of heaven (§ 112). The "Apwros’, the most important

constellation for navigation, is composed of seven stars (§114). Like six, seven

contains the universe because it is composed of three (irregularity) and four (disorder)

(§97). There are seven parts of the visible body and seven viscera (§ 118). There are

seven parts of the head and seven entrances and exits from the body (§119 - an

allusion to Timaeus 75D). This is somewhat expedient, though, since the mouth is the

source of three - entrance for food and drink and the exit for words. Following the

Timaeus, there are seven motions. The Latin word for seven, septem, is etymologised

by Philo as a derivation o(’crcpv(~ (reverend) and crE[3aop.6g" (reverence).

I think that x~hat may be going on here is a combination of Philo’s attempt to

illustrate rational design in the cosmos, in Platonic style, but also the importance of

the number seven i~ Jewish culture. Plato glimpsed the truth in assessing numerical

importance, but Philo utilises Judaic "wisdom-figures" in addition to Plato’s

Pythagorean ones. Seven is important because it symbolises the Logos of God.242 As

Runia notes, although Philo introduces the -c6rrog" of the rational order of creation,

this remains subordinate to the theme of God’s beneficence.243 For example, at Opif

53, he introduces the Timaean motif of the creation of the heavenly bodies in order to

encourage mankind to engage in the study of philosophy.

On day five. Philo alters the Biblical version of the creation of land animals,

ignoring the division into two days. He prefers to allocate day six to the creation of

the cosmos in its entirety, rather than to completion of the creation of land-animals. It

is not immediately apparent what would remain for God to create on day six, since

everything by this stage would appear to have already approached completion. Runia

:4." Dillon, J. M. (1977), 160
z~3 Runia, D. (1991), 19~).
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regards Philo’s anthropocentric emphasis as responsible for this alteration, since it

allows him to set the human creation apart from that of other land-animals.TM It is

worth noting that Philo regards animals as having been designed to fit the

environment in which they live and the first generation enters the world at the period

of reproductive nmturity.

His creational sequence has a different structure to Plato’s, which is one of

continual ontological descent (Young Gods, humans, creatures of the sky, land and

finally sea). Philo is very vague concerning the actual beings created on the fifth and

sixth days. At QG 1.19. he responds to the difficulty concerning the double creation

of days five and six. He is unwilling to commit himself (his response begins with

"perhaps"), but proposes that during the preceding six days, only incorporeal, generic

images CtScat) of animals were created, and on the final day, the sensible likeness is

produced.

The Creation of Man

At Heres 231, Philo considers the archetype of Man:

.... ~o~q~�" ydp ~qcrtv % 0e65‘ TrY ~iv0pc0~ov" o6x’[ e[K6va 0cog, dXXd
"K(1T’£IKOI’Q". (~O’TE TrY KG0’ ~KCtO’TOV ~]p.(OV, VO])V, 65’ 8~] KupL0~5’ KCt’L

Trpbs" dXq0ctav dlv0ptoTros" £O’TL, Tp[TOVCLV~L         T1)TTOlY dTF6 TOO

1T¢ITOLTIK:6TOS’, Tbt’ 6~ k~ov "vapdSctTI-ta p_~v TOI)TOU, dTrCLK6VL~p_G 8~

~Kc[vou."
"For God, he says, made man not "the image of God" but "after the image"
(Gen. i. 27). And thus the mind in each of us, which in the true and full sense
is the "man" is an expression at third hand from the Maker, while between
them is the Reason which serves as model for our reason, but itself is the
effigy or presentiment of God."

Man as he is physically created is inferior to the blueprint from which he has

been made. As Philo states at Opif 69, the similarity which Man shares with God is

not one of the body, since God should not be envisaged as adopting a physical form.

Rather, it is the mind or intellect which is the image referred to. It is unclear what sort

of creation Philo regards as taking place; whether Man is created in one fell swoop, or

whether only the intellect is created in this stage and then it is inserted from outside

(similar to the insertion of the soul into the heavenly bodies posited by Origen). This

double creation would parallel that posited by Philo in the case of animals. I think

244 Runia, D. (1991), 21 I.
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that the difficulty hcre rctlects Philo’s source text, with the double account of creation

at Gen 1:26-27 and again at 2:7.

At Opif 72, Philo considers why God did not make man alone. The problem is

introduced by the Septuagint passage "Let us make Man" ("rrot~ac61.tEv

dv0pc0rrbv").245 Evidently, God does not actually require help to create man, after He

has already single-handedly constructed the entire cosmos. Philo solves this problem

by pointing out that there are three categories of created beings (§73): plants and

animals which partake neither of goodness or evil, other creatures, such as the

heavenly beings, which are good only, and humanity, which possesses a mixed

nature.On account of this, it is not completely appropriate that God should make man.

This differs fiom the creation of man in the Timaeus. There the Demiurge

does not produce man single-handedly because otherwise he would be immortal, not

because he is capable or" being immoral. Secondly, the Platonic Demiurge profits

from the opportunity to announce his retirement (Tim. 42 E5-6). God, on the other

hand, calls upon unnamed assistants, but does not sub-contract the task. Plato’s

Demiurge is only responsible tbr the rational soul, while the irrational soul and the

body are produced by the Young Gods: in Philo there is no clear division of labour.

Indeed, God could conceivably play a role in the creation of the human body.

Winston, however, argues that God is not responsible for anything corporeal.246

Yet God (through the agency of his Logos) still creates the mortal genera of

the fifth and sixth days and he is responsible for the human body at Gen. 2.7. If it is

not beneath God’s dignily to create animals then there is no reason why He might not

create the human body. (Philo’s statement concerning morality appears

unsatisfactory, since God can claim complete credit for a lower order of life, but only

partial praise for a higher one, although this is a highly "speciesist" argument). Philo

does not go into graphic detail of which body part was created by which entity, as can

be found in certain Gnostic texts; however, from the context, I feel that it would not

be forcing the issue to conclude that the element in man which is capable of engaging

in evil activities cannot be the product of God. The assistants of the Tirnaeus are the

planetary gods: in Philo they are unnamed. There is no reason for assuming that Philo

.’.4s ,, ’Anopqa(t¢ o’dr :L~" ,,i~: &’b ~ov, oD, Ti bfl~TOT~- Tfll,, CtU0pC61TOU k6’POU T~l,,¢O-t~ ObX

~w~ 6q~tot, pTt~ KCU~C~’-Cr T~)’.’C~ (~t’c(q]~cw, dkX’ djcravc’L TrXcloo’tv’",
"’It would not be off the mark to ta~se the difficulty as to why only in the case of the human being he
attributed his coming into existence not to a single creator as in the case of the other creatures but as if
to a plurality."
.’4~ Cf. Spec. I. 329.
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is following Plato here. I think it more likely that Philo envisages the angels as

helpers, in keeping with rabbinic teaching.247

This part of Philo’s account of the creation of man has encouraged many

scholars to read proto-Gnostic tendencies into Philo’s work. For example, Fossum

thought that attributing a portion of the creation of the human body to angels

indicates that they are a source of evil.248 It is true that the human co-created by God

and the angels is inferior to the man envisaged by God himself, but it is important to

note that this is a part of the divine plan, not the result of some sort of conspiracy on

the part of the angels. Untbrtunately, God’s reason (the provision of a scapegoat

when humans engage in morally-incorrect choices) does not seem to be particularly

praiseworthy.249 At Opif 134, Philo outlines the creation of earthly man:

"MErit 6~ vafJro. ~bqo’tp bTt "’~’n-kaoEv 6 0EOg" vbv ~v0poJ~ov XOOV
Xa~v drrb Tfl~ yfq~, Ka’t ~ve¢Ocrqacv E’tg Tb wp6cro~rrov O.bTO0 ~’o’q~’

~tofqg" (Gen. ii. 7). ~vapTEaTaTa Ka~ St& TOOTOU rrap[oq-qcrtv 6Tt
8taqSop& 1TCtl~l.tC’y~Of~’ ~6~t TOO Ve VUV "ffXO, O’OCVTO~’ CtvOpoJ’ffOD KO.’I_ TOU

Kard q’~t’ CiKOt’a 06-00 "yUyOPOTOg" rrp6ro-pov" 6 I.t~v T~tp 8LO.’i’r~.aO’0E~.ff
cti~0rlTbg 118~ po-T~XtOV ~Ot6TqTO~ ~K cr~31.taTOg" Kct’t ~uXflg cruv~crTt~S’,
dl~/p 1~ Tut’~l ~0cr6-[ @IZTIT6~’. 6 8~" KaT~t TI~Iv 6-[K6VCt [8~Ct Tt~’ 1~ "y~vo~

fi o’¢paT’LS" VOQTOS’, 6crt~p_aTO~’, O~T’~I.ppo-v oi3rc I~XU, 6dpOapmo£ ¢Ooct."

"After this he says that God moulded the human being taking clay from the
earth and he inbreathed onto his face the breath of life. By means of this text
too he shows us in the clearest fashion that there is a vast difference between
the human being who has been moulded now and the one who previously
came into being after the image of God. For the human being who has been
moulded as sense-perceptible object already participates in quality, consists of
body and soul, is either man or woman and is by nature immortal. The human
being after the image is a kind of idea or genus or seal, is perceived by the
intellect, incorporeal neither male nor female, and is immortal by nature."
(Opif 134, trans. Runia)

God is portrayed as the one actually doing the moulding, while no mention is

made of the extent of the angelic contribution. The distinction here is not between a

rational and irrational component in man, but rather between the archetype and the

prototype. At Cod7 179, Philo avoids interpreting this collaboration in terms of the

2~7 I note in passing, however, the association of the angels with the planets.
~48 Runia, D. (1991), 238
249 Opif 75 :""tvo TOI3" I~v (ttzf~Tt~k~TfTOL~’ ~OUXaL~ T~" K(/~ rrpd~¢o’tv dv0p~t3wou KaVOp00~vvO£

~rrt’yOci~rlTat O~bff ?~ ~dt,’-~ol’ fiyfFtd~v, TaTg" b’ ~pa~.~T[atff ~T~pot T~V 077~]~6tot’" ~8~t ’ydp

CiVO.[TtOV ~Ivat Kabob V()l, i-(tv~pa TOTS" ~KT6votff KdKOV &’ ~IKaK[a Kai al Kav~t K(/K[Ct|,

~v~p3,~tctt ."
"...whenever the human being acts rightly in decisions and actions that are beyond reproach, these can
be assigned to God’s account as umversal Director, whereas in the case of their opposites they can be
auributed to others who are subordinate to him. After all, it must be the case that the Father is
blameless of evil in his offspring and both wickedness and wicked activities are certainly something
evil."
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production of parts of thc soul, although at Fug. 69, he regards God as responsible for

creating the rational part, while the powers make the part which is subordinate

(presumably irrational). Col!F 171-174 also mentions three possible collaborators

with God; his powers, the heavenly bodies or the angels.

Philo lists four possible explanations for mankind’s late creation. The first is

that all the necessities of life might already be available (Opif 76-78). Secondly, an

ethical lesson is provided, since when he is in a state of innocence, there is an

abundance of food. It is only once he falls from this state that he has to engage in

agriculture (Opif 79-81). The third reason is that creation is framed by the

construction of heaxen and of the human being, who can be viewed as a miniature

heaven. The final reason is that Man is the king of creation and his sudden appearance

at the final moment might overawe the beasts. For Philo, the entire cosmos has been

created principally tbr the benefit of humanity (for example, he even suggests that the

heavenly bodies were created earlier than mankind, so that they would be available

for mankind to contemplate when it was created). In this respect, he resembles

Origen; even thot~gh they accept the Hellenic superiority of the heavenly beings.

(Philo refers to the heavenly gods as God’s gKTovot, although here he is only

following Plato’s lead at Timaeus 41A - 42D), they both regard the heavenly bodies

as being created primarily in order to serve humanity.

At Opif 89 -128. Philo digresses into an excursus on the hebdomad, provided

with this opportunity by his account of the seventh day of creation. In fact, here again

Philo digresses fi-om the Biblical account. God does not create the world in seven

days, but in six (and rests on the seventh, Gen.2:2-3), a situation ignored by Philo,

(though not at Leg.:lll. I. 5-7, 16).2s° Instead, Philo posits the peculiar notion of the

birthday of the cosmos, which is inspired by Gen. 2:3 (God blesses the cosmos) and
¯ 25which may be unique to hun. The Hebrew Bible differs with the LXX, since at

Gen. 2.2, it indicates that God only finished creating on the seventh day. As Runia

notes, the Samaritan Pentateuch, Jubilees 2:16, Vetus Latina and the Peshitta have the

same reading as L*\. z~-~ This passage is parallel to the Demiurge’s retirement at

Tint. 42E when he appears to abdicate responsibility to the "Young Gods". At Leg. 1.

.’50 Runia, D. (1991 I. 25-.
:sl The concept ofa sexen da\ week x~as unique to Judaism at this period and was only officially

instituted by the Emperor Cop, stantine in 321 A.D., though the 3~d century writer Censorinus composed

a text concerning time entitled "’On the birthday."
:-q Runia, D. (1991 i. 26-
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5-7, Philo comments that Moses doesn’t use ~TravcmTO (middle voice) which would

imply divine activity, but KaT~rravcrev ~, @~avo (active voice) "He caused to rest

those (creatures) which He had begun".253 ". The seventh day was given as a day of

rest by God to His creatures, not something that he required himself. Philo is

influenced by the Aristotelian view that God can engage in endless activity and

complete his tasks effortlessly. It is this ceaseless but effortless ~v~pT~ta that is

God’s rest. Philo believes that God’s creatorship does not exhaust His being but is

continuous.

At Opif 135. there is no mention of the anonymous collaborators assisting in

the creation of the soul:

"TOO 8’ (lio-01]TO~’, KCt~ ~IT]. IJ.~pOUg’ dv0po3wou T/W KaTacrKeUflV CrOV0¢TOV
ctt,at qbqo’tr ~K TC ~Et~8OUS" obc~[ag" Ka’t rrvEOpaTO~ 0e[OV" 7~Tevfvr0at

Tdp T~) pit’ O%~a, XOOV TOO TeXPiTOU ~.a~)VTO~ Ka’t I-top~,fqv
dv09torr[vqv ~ re)TOO 8tctTrkd~ctVTOg’, 721v 8~ ~uxflv drr’ od&¢vdg"
3’eVqTO0 T6 vapdlTaV, dXX’ ~K TO~ TraTpd~ Ka’t "~)’q-t6VOS" T~SV rrdvTtoV"
b "Y&P ~vc~t3crqcrcv, o68~v ~v ~TepOV ~] rwe0tm 0e~OV, drr6 TfiS"
paKap’taff ea’t ~66a[ixovo5- ~dcTeco5- ~Ke[vq5" dTTOLK[av T/IV ~v0dSe
CrTetkdl_tet,ot, ~-1T’ c~(bcke[q TOO ’y~vov5’ ~IX~V, ’iv’ e[ KO’I. 0VqTdV ~O’TI.
KaTd T~I’ 6paTfiV I_te-p[Sa, KaTI~ "/O[’V T~V d6paTov dOavaT[~qTCtt.
"He says that the sense-perceptible and individual human being has a structure
which is composed of earthly substance and divine spirit, for the body came
into being when the Craftsman took clay and moulded a human shape out of
it, whereas the soul obtained its origin from nothing which has come into
existence at all, but from the Father and Director of all things. What he
breathed in was nothing else than the divine spirit, which has emigrated here
from that blessed and flourishing nature for the assistance of our kind, in order
that, even if it is mortal with regard to its visible part, at least with regard to its
invisible part it would be immortalised. (trans. Runia)

Here again Philo is vague concerning the details of distribution of labour

between God and his powers in the creation of the soul. Philo also breaks with Plato’s

account here, since it is evident that he plays a role in the creation of the human body,

unlike the Demiurge of the Timaeus.

Philo posits a dual creation- rather like the situation he envisages with the

universe as a whole; hardly surprising given his Platonic conviction that Man is a

miniature cosmos. This "double creation" had a long career in the Platonic

"underworld".254 For example, the Hermetic Poimandres (12-15) recounts the

creation first of Essential Man, before that of ordinary man. There are five main

253 Trans. Runia, D. T. (1986), 257.
254 Dillon, J. M. (1977), 176.
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differences bemeen the hulnan created at this point and the one created earlier. One is

created after the image of God (Gen. 1:27), the other is moulded (Gen. 2.7). The

archetypal human is an object of thought while the other is an object of sense-

perception. The first evidently is an archetype is one of the Forms, while the second is

an instantiation of the Form. The archetypal human is without sexual differentiation;

obviously this is not the case for its younger counterpart. The archetype is immortal,

while the later human, as a compound of body and soul, has only been allotted a

certain lifespan.255 Whatever significance this set of contrasts may have meant to

Philo, he does not elaborate.

Another difficuhy with interpreting this passage is identifying how many

humans Philo envisages here. Some scholars posit a distinction between a

"plasmatic" human at 134 and a "pneumatic" one at 135. For example, Baer posited

three separate entities: generic heavenly man (the man after the image), generic

earthly man (the lnan moulded at 134) and the first empirical man (emerges at 135).

Radice identifies only txxo figures; "plasmatic" man who is the sense-perceptible

counterpart of the heavenly archetype and "pneumatic" man, who is the

individualisation of the generic Fore1. Philo addresses this issue at QG 4, where he

draws a distinction between sense-perceptible ("moulded") man and incorporeal man,

made after the linage and a copy of the original seal, which he identifies with the

Logos.

Another point of interest is the rrvefilaa which God is said to have inbreathed

at 135. Interestingly, Philo refers to it as TrwfiFta, a more scientific term, rather than

rrVOfl. In Stoicism, it was the active divine principle which played a role in the

structuring of matter and for Aristotle, it was a substance which allowed the soul to

act upon the body. It really is not a technical Platonic term at all (when it is used in

Platonic circles, it is usually as a result of external influence). Origen picked up on

this distinction at Horn. Ge~. I. 13, where he claims that the human made after the

:-~ This comes out in the comcxt of man’s composite nature at Heres 282: "Ka0d’~ep ")’6.9 6vd~taTa
Kal ~)q~.aza Ka’t vd ,kdyov I~q~q =dt,va (Jvu~-arqKE ll(~v T(SV vfls" 3’paFtgaTtKfl~" O’TOtX(’[(~IV’

dvaXbeTaL 8~ ~d2tt, �[~ ~JXaTCt ~KCiVC(, Tbv aOrbv Tp6r~OV fKaaTOS" ~IJ_C~V ctuTKpt0e[g ~K
TWI’ TETTdp(01’ KCd ~((I’CLGUIld~’O~" 0r~’ cKd(JTq~ obo[ag ptKpd lldpta, KCle’ d~ptoll~vas"
TFEpI(~OU~" KC1L~I’ 6KT{I’dt ?,~ OCil’£’tOl’, E"[ ~ffI’ TI {qD()V 6[q, d’ITO&t&OU~’ "yl~, £-[ 6~ TO b’~pdl2,
[~)(2T[, �[ ~)~ dJt,,kp,Jl’, d@t, el o’ il’fJcpliot,, 1TUp[.."
"Just as nouns and verbs and all parts of speech which are composed of the "elements" in the
grammatical sense are finally resolved into the same, so too each of us is composed of the four
mundane elements, borrox~ hag small fragments from the substance of each, and this debt he repays
when the appointed time-c3cles are completed, rendering the dry in him to earth, the wet to water, the
cold to air, and the x~ arm to l]re.’"
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image is not corporeal, since the shape of the body does not contain the image of

God, and the human is described as moulded, not made.

It seems that the soul enters Man as a result of this inbreathing. However, at

De. Gig. 6-18, it seems that in the case of subsequent generations, souls (which he

identifies with the angels of Moses and the daimones of the philosophers) can chose

to either remain in heaven, become sanctified and assist God in his governing of men,

or to descend. Of these, the philosophers finally learn to release themselves from

bodily concerns.25~

This original human being was superior to subsequent generations.257 Philo

supplies three reasons: 1) materialistic - since the earth had just been newly separated

from the sea, the material used to create man was the purest possible. 2) teleological

(Opif. 137): God would not have taken the first piece of earth that came to hand, but

would have located the best part "taking from pure matter the purest and utmost

refined part which was especially suited for the construction.’’258 3) theological (138);

Philo regards this reason as being the most important. God constructed the first man

with the most perfect proportions, so that everything should form a symmetrical and

harmonious whole. The soul is also excellent, since it is modelled on the divine

Logos (Opif 139). Subsequent generations are inferior, not in the Gnostic sense of

having become conupted by the Archons, but rather because a copy of a copy will

always be inferior.

In this context, it is useful to cite an important Philonic text: QG 2.62:

"For nothing mortal can be modelled on the highest Father of the universe, but
only on the Second God, who is his Logos. For it was necessary that the
rational stamp in the human soul be imprinted by the divine Logos, since the
God who is anterior to the Logos is superior to all rational natures. It is not
permitted for any created being to be assimilated to God beyond the Logos
who is established in a most excellent and exceptional form."

Here Philo mentions a Second God, which seems to be similar to the

Numenian Second God, since the First God in both cases remains absolutely

256 This certainly has connotations of a fall: "~KetVat 8’ ~3crrrep rig" "70TaFt6P T6 ot~lla KaTa~fiO’ctt

ITOT~ I~V [rrl6 Oppllou b(t’flT ]tfJoTdTrlg" fip~oO’0~iO’Ot KCIT¢IT60qO’OV, "For~ 8~ ITpb~" TflV (~opdt,

dVTLO’XE~t, buvrl0ciac~t T6 IS~t, 1Tpt0TOP dpEt~al,TO, C~[Ta 60Ep ~ptlqOCt|’, ~K~iO’~ Tffl~ktl)

dv~’rr’r~av."
"The others, after descending into the body as into a river at times are ceased and drawn down as by

the suction of a most violent whirlpool at times again through their ability to resist the current they at
first swim up, then soar aloft to the place from whence they came." (De. Gig,. 13).
2s7 0pif 136.
z58 Trans. Runia.
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transcendent. Furthermore, the Second God Philo mentions here seems to have a

demiurgic function, since it is the creator of the rational element in the human soul. It

is quite rare in Philo to find an explicit declaration of which particular component of

humankind was created by which power, but it seems that the rational part of the soul

must have been created by a power, rather than the Father. However this still cannot

mean that the Logos is the unnamed collaborator to whom God says "let us make

man", since it is only by lneans of the Logos that the Father actually creates.

Therefore, this imprinting by the Logos needs to be understood in terms of instrument

rather than of agent.

Philo proceeds to describe the creation of women. Following the Mosaic

account leads to a more logical sequence than that of the Timaeus, since both sexes

are present in the first generation. At Opif. 151, Philo points out that man would have

resembled God more closely, if it had not been for the subsequent "moulding" of

woman. At Op~/. 152, Philo, using the imagery of Aristophanes Symposium 191A-

193, adopts a more balanced stance, recognising the value of procreation for the

perpetuation of the species.2.v)

Philo diflbrs fiom most of the other traditions studied, which tend to view

mankind as capable of lixing an immoral life without the help of women as must have

been the case with some lnembers of the first generation of Plato’s Timaeus. Woman

is not responsible for the fall of souls in Origen, although the fall of Man in the

Poimandres or the error of Sophia in the Gnostic tradition would seem to be caused

by female error. The female responsibility for the fall of Man in Philo appears

disproportionate in view of the Mosaic account he is following, where it is the serpent

who is the cause of all the trouble (§ 157).For Philo, the serpent represents pleasure:

he is sunk prone on his belly, consumes earth with his food and by nature he destroys

those whom he has bitten.

The creation of woman is based on Gen 2:21 -25, but from this point on, Philo

strays away froln the biblical account of creation. In fact, he engages in an excursus

2-’;9"~p(uS" 8’ EWt’)’CI’dlACI’C~g ~:(;.007"Cp ~l’~)g ~OU 8tTTd TlJ.lllJ.aWa Btt’a’r’qK6Ta auvaTa3,d3v ~’tg
"toOThy dpp.6"rT~--oL. ";-6~uv &’tc~puodlz~t,o9 ~KOT~pO? r%" ~pbg 0dTcpOV tcotvtov[a~ �[g T~IV
TOO Z)I.LOiOU "y(~I’¢LTLI’" ~) C.C ~(~’)0~ OL’TOC Kfli rl]b’ T(~JV at~htdTcoV ~bov~v ~T~vvqoE~.,, ~Tt~

~oTEP d6tKqp.dTt,,l’ r:oi WCtpCtl’O~]pCiTtot’ dpx1], bE" ~v UTroXXd.TTOPTC{L TbV OVI~Tbl) Ka’t

KaKO~,ai~tol,a ~{ot, (~V7" dtdCLl’CLT*IL’ KfJt (00C/i~OL’O~’?’

"The love that ensues brings together the tsxo separate halves of a single living being, as it were, and
joins them into unity, thereb,, establishing in both a desire for union with the other in order to produce
a being similar to thenaselx es. But this desire also gave rise to bodily pleasure, which is the starting-
point of wicked and law-b~eaking deeds, and on its account they exchange the life of immortality and
v,’ell-being for the life of mortalit> and misfortune."
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upon the moral decline of mankind. Interestingly, he makes no attempt to explain the

creation of Woman from Adam’s rib (he never actually mentions Adam by name in

Opif), although he allegorises the serpent. However, at QG 27, he provides an

exegesis of Gen. ii. 21 Philo believes that the creation of Woman from the side of

Man is an indication that she is inferior in age and in honour to him. He also views it

as a sign that Man is bound to protect Woman since she is a necessary part of him,

but that she is bound to serve him as a whole.

Philo’s main problem regarding the creation of Woman appears to be that

once she is created, Man can no longer imitate God’s solitary existence.26° This

appears to be an exaggerated reading of the importance of unicity in relation to the

cosmos and its model meutioned by Plato at Timaeus 30C - 3 lB.

At Opif 165, Philo allegorises Eve’s temptation:

"Tds" 8~ )’oq-rc(ag" Ka’t drrdvas" a0-r~" ~lSovfl T~ p~v dvSpt o0 TOkl-tO
rrpooqb~p~tt,, w~ ~ ~/uVatK’l. Ka’l, ~t~t TCtl)q-’qff ~KEtV~, "ffdvu vpoo’q~u~g"

Ka’L �00u(36,k~0~’"
"Pleasure does not venture to bring her wiles to bear on the man, but on the

woman, and by her means on him".
He propounds this view because he regards mind as corresponding to man and the

senses to woman (§ 165), and it is the senses which are first to succumb to pleasure.

Philo regards this schema as applying to all of humanity; in the context of his moral

allegory, Adam and Eve represent respectively archetypal male and female

characteristics. He views soul, as a female element, as being influenced to a greater

extent by the physical that the male element (mind). In concluding his account, Philo

compares demiurgy to a political system, attacking polytheism, since he views it as a

form of divine ochlocracy.-~61 At Opif 171, he argues that since God would only

create something like himself, He must have only created one cosmos. Clearly, in

light of Philo’s comnaents concerning the creation of Man, this would seem to be a

particularly weak argument, since despite the similarity between Man and God, God

still created multiple humans. In keeping with the Timaeus, Philo argues that God’s

beneficence is adequate guarantee that he would never allow the cosmos to be

destroyed.

Reproduction occurs at Tim. 91a-d, but Philo does not deal with this aspect

subsequent to the creation of Man at Opif Parents are the mortal counterparts of the

"Young Gods" of Tim. 41C, E4 and 42D4. They imitate God by creating something

260 Opif 143 -144.

261 Opif 171.
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new. Like the "Young Gods", they receive the immortal part "from outside" (Opif 6,

Her. 184) and only "’min~ic God in framing life" (~v To ¢~owkaaTE~tv Decal. 120).

The Demiurge’s speech is equated to God’s exhortation on reproduction at Gen. 1.

11-13, 20-23, 28-30. Parents as @dpav¢i~ 0c6t (Decal. 120) are accessory causes,

while God is the true cause.

Matter

The question of matter in Philo is an interesting one, given his move from the

three principles: God, Forms and matter of the Timaeus, to subsuming the Forms

under the First Principle. This would seem to pave the way for a dualistic philosophy,

but matter for Philo cannot be regarded as a principle in its own right.262 Philo is not

influenced solely by Platonism. Op~ §8-9 is important in terms of illustrating Philo’s

debt to the Stoa. He also uses Stoic terminology, even referring to T6 rraOqTdV, but

the passive element lacks causality.263 He tends to use terms which emphasise its

passivity: dipop+¢)~" (shapeless)264, though at the same time mentioning its disorder; it

is dvE[SEos" (formless) at Mut. 23, 135, and daxqltdTtaTo~ (figureless) at Somn. II,

6, 45.265

There is also opposition between the active cause (roils’) and 13MI- they are not

complementary. At 01;ill 22 in the account of creation, obcr[ct is described as "Tporr-?lv

8~ Ka’l. I.t~vai3~l,X, flV #0~-XCTO TflV ([~" TdvavT[a Ka’t rd ~XTtava. The

Receptacle is not a "realm of pre-cosmic chaos" but rather the "space" in which

creation happens. Matter is neither an Aristotelian substrate nor the Stoic passive

principle. It is defined negatively through the use of alpha-privatives (~iTmCl-os’,

dlrrotos’, di@uxo~’). It lacks the positive characteristics of the Platonic Receptacle (obx

(qcrux[av diyot, ~,kqp+tc,kuJ~’). Philo also characterises matter as di~uxo~, in contrast

to the Middle Platonist tradition which based its view on Timaeus 30A.266 Philonic

:62 Cf. Opif 8: "Mu~t.,a~’,,,~at,t,~ 61~, [JTt dvct’/Katdrar6v ~OTLI,’ ~1.’ TO~5" obat T6 la~V dvat

6pacrT~ptov a~VtOt’ V() bC =C/()IqT(~I’ K(/t ~rt ’Tb ~t~V gpaarl~ptov b Tt~V ~X~V vObff ~OTtP

f[~KpLI,~O’TGTO~" K(~i C) KI)C/t~#)I’~(7T(JTOf, Kpe[TTUJV fi dp~T~I Ka[ KpfiTT~t, I] ~ITtO’TI~JJ_TI Ka’L

Kp~iTTLOI’ I] at)TO T~) Cl]’Cti)Ot’ l?(It (tt.’Tb TO K(lk6t’, TO &~ IT(Ie~IT(~I~ l~uXOP Ka[ dK[IO]TOV ~

~ab’TOD...."

"Moses...understood that it ~ as most essential that among the things that exist there be an active cause
and a passive object, and that the former is the mind of the universe, supremely pure and undefiled,
superior to excellence and superior to knoMedge and even superior to the Good itself, whereas the
passive object was ~x ithout its oxen source of life and movement...?" (trans. Runia).
263 Opi£ 8-9.
-’64 Her. 27, 140, Spcc. I. 619.32~.
.’6s Wolfson, H. A. f1968). 309.

-’~ Runia, D. T. (1956), 143.
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matter lacks disorderly motion, although it does contain potentiality, an Aristotelian

feature. (Suval.t~vq ndvTct 7[vca0at). At Opif. § 8-9, Moses recognises that reality

consists both of T6 6pc((TTI]ptov Ct~TtOV (Nous) and T6 naO~ToV. Philo adopts the

Timaean account, but he is not in favour of the Stoic two-aspect theory, since this

would place God and matter on the same level.267

One problem here is whether Philo regarded God as creating matter. Wolfson

points out that void (Kev6v §29) and empty space ("KeViqV Xo3pdv §32)are not

identical for Philo.2~’s The Receptacle in which creation takes place is also not

identical to the matter "out of which" creation takes place. Philo followed the Stoa in

regarding space not as an aspect of matter but of place and body.269

Philo doesn’t explicitly say that God made the world out of nothing; since this

would be a new concept to both Greek philosophy and Jewish thought, one might be

forgiven for expecting him to. I think that the idea would, in any case, be repugnant to

Philo. If God is the source of order, he would hardly create matter that is disorderly

and then order it.-~7° It would also imply that God is responsible for evil, previously

explained by the recalcitrance of matter. Philo emphasises the material (~ 6u) aspect

of the Timaean Receptacle, without really accounting for the spatial (~v ~) aspect,

and that seems to he responsible for some of the difficulty in the interpretation. At

Somn. 1:76, the implication is that matter is created (%6 p6vov 8qp-toupTo~" dXX~t

Kct’t wrtaT~’"), but this is contradicted by other passages (Opif 9, QG 1:55, Somn.

2:45, Spec. Leg. 1:329)

God, according to Philo, is superior to the human craftsman as He was capable

of calculating the precise quantity of matter required for creation.

"]]ep’u 8~ vof) TrOC700 "r~5" o6(Y[aS", e[ 8fi T~yovev 6vve.)~, ~K~VO
~kEKT~OP. CO-ToxdGaTO rrpb5" "r~v TO0 K6alXOU "),~veaw 6 Oebg’
al~TapK~-O’TdTqg" i)Xrl~" ~" t/lIT’ ~VSEOL I/ri0’ bTrcp~d~ot. Ka[ T~tp dTOTrOV
’t t

TII7 TO~" IJ.~V FFATCt IJ.~pog’ T£XIA.TO.Lg’, 6Tr6Te TL 8qI-tLOUpTO~V, Ka’t

IJ_di~.tO’Ta TGV I:OXUTE;kCOV, T() ~V ~)~.at£ CI.’~TapKEg’ OTa0lkl](Yao0at, T()V &’
dpL0tlob~ ~;c~’u [l~Tpa Ka’L T(]S" ~V "rO6TOtS" [a6"rqTas" dvcupqK6Ta tlfl

* ) -(bpovTi(TaL TOU LKatOU. X~CO 8T] ~¢Td Trappqc~ta5" 6Tt OUT’ ~kdTTOV(1S"

ObT~ rrX~ovu~- oOa[a~ ~SeL T6 K6ap.0), Trp6~ KaTaaKeuflv, ~rre’t OOK ~iV
~T~WTO T#XCtoC, Oh&’ ~V rrSot TO~5" p.~p¢O’tV 6k6Kkqpo~’" cu 6~

fe&rl~Loup~ql~W~c, ~K Te~.e[a~" o6(r[ag" drrcTO,~a0q" nava6dOou 3~dp TfiV
T~XVqV t6t.~t, vOtV ~{p~a(yOa[ TLVOg" KOTaO’KEUfI5", T~V ’LKOV~]V [BEiV

[~Xqv."

2~7 Runia, D. T. (1986), 144.
z~s Runia, D. T. (1986), 288.
~9 Illustrated by Fug. 75, Som.. 1.62, SVF 2.503-505.
270 Runia, D. T. (1986), 289.
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"As to tile quamity of tile substance, assuming that it was really created, what
we have to say is this. God estimated for the creation of the world just
sufficient matter that there should be neither deficiency or excess. For it would
be monstrous to suppose that while particular craftsmen when framing
something, especially anything costly, estimate what material is just sufficient,
he who invented numbers, measures and equality in them had no thought for
what was adequate. I will say indeed with all confidence that the world needed
neither less nor more substance for its construction, since otherwise it would
not have been made perfect nor complete in all its parts, whereas actually it
was made excellently out of a perfect substance. For it is a characteristic of a
complete master of his art to see before he begins any constructive work that
he has sufficient material." (Prov. I, 625-626, trans. Colson)
This draws upon Plato’s assertion that all matter was used up in the act of

creation, although unlike Plato, it implies that God created matter at an earlier stage.

This raises a number of interesting points. Firstly, Philo is responding to Alexander’s

question that if God created the workt, why did He use a given quantity of matter and

only four elements. According to Colson, Philo is here conceding that God may not

have created matter for the purposes of argument, but that this would not prevent it

from being ruled oi ordered by divine Providence.TM (This would of course differ

from the approach of Origen who regards matter as unsuitable to be ordered by divine

Providence if it has not been created by divine wisdom).What is difficult to

understand here is Philo’s assumption that matter may be really created. It seems that

he should be conceding the opposite - that matter has not been really created. Since

this position could be one he adopts merely for the purposes of argument, one can not

cite this text as evidence of Philo’s belief in a matter created by God.

The term that Philo uses lbr matter here is ob~J[a, rather than i)Xrl. Zeller views

this as indicative that Philo has adopted a more Stoic view of matter, regarding it as

identical to body.::-’ This does not really help matters, since Plato did believe in a

material substratum; it is just that he did not use the term o6(rta to refer to matter. For

Plato, phenomena cling to o£,zrtc~, rather than that they are composed of oba[ct. I do

not think anything serious can be read in Philo’s adoption of this term.

De Aeternitate Mundi

One must proceed with caution when using De Aeternitate Mundi as a core

text for analysing some of Philo’s views. There has been some dispute as to its

’q Colson, F.H. ( 1941 ). 454.
:’: Zeller, Phil. Dcr Gricch \c,l. IIIt 1919-1923), part II, 387.
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authenticity. It is not mentioned in Eusebius’ list, although it has always been

included in the corpus Philonicum. It expresses viewpoints that would prove

problematic if attributcd to Philo. He is usually hostile to the view that the world is

uncreated and indestructible: a thesis that this work appears to propound. It contains

other curiosities, breaking away from Philo’s usual practice of citing the doctrines of

Greek philosophers anonymously; here it mentions them by name. The second half of

the Aet. contradicts Philo’s belief in God’s creation of the cosmos The treatise also

appears incomplete or at least to require a sequel.

The scholar Bcmays (1863, 1876, 1882) viewed the work as unPhilonic, while

Cumont (1891) asserted that linguistically the treatise was unmistakably Philonic".273

He concluded that the ,-tet. was a Jugendschrift, while Bousset (1915) claimed that it

was a Schuliiberli~Jer,ng.ZT~The treatise may in fact have other parallels. De

Plantatione, an adaption of a Greek philosophical treatise, dealing with the

drunkenness of Noah at Gen. 9: 20-21, has a similar structure. It consists of an

introduction recounting the main opinions held on the issue, a section containing

arguments in favour of the proposition and the third section arguing against the

proposition. Another parallel is rrcp’t TO0 rr6TCpOV 158t0p ~] rtOp XpqO’LI-103TCpCt"

from the corpus of Plutarch’s Moralia, which contains this structure also.

Runia argues that De Aeternitate Mundi, like these other two work, is a

O~atg/quaestio infinita.275 What makes Aet. difficult is that it discusses the merits of

three 86~ctL, not two (§7). The cosmos is either dT~vqq-os" and Clqb00tioro~’, l’¢vqT6~"

and d~0apT6~’, or l, erqTr~" and 680apTo~’.The first 86~c1 is propounded by

Democritus and Epicurus and by the Stoics (§8-9). For Philo, the Stoic doctrine is on

a higher level than that of the mechanistic atomists. They at least regard God as the

creator of the cosmos. Their ekpyrosis is followed by rebirth, which indicated belief

in Divine Providence, although Philo does not suggest that God is responsible for

ekpyrosis.

At § 83-84, Philo, like Boethus of Sidon, asks what God is doing during the

period ofekpyrosis, when it is the Stoics themselves who claim that he is in perpetual

activity. Philo regards e/~pyrosis as illogical. If the universe is resolved into fire,

nothing will remain r-ore which to reconstruct the universe (§85-88). Earlier Stoics

273 Runia, D. T. (1981), 107.
274 Ibid. 108.
27s Ibid. 1 16.
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may have regarded God as the fire destroying the universe at ekpyrosis, but for Philo

this would be blasphemous. E/<pvrosis is contrary to belief in equality of reciprocation

of the elements (§107 112).:-~’

For Philo, Aristotle is superior to the Stoics since he appreciated the order of

the cosmos. In advocating the second proposal, that the cosmos is T~VqTOS" Ka’t

fiqb0apTOS’, Philo draws heavily upon Tim. 41a7-b6. Plato reached a higher level of

truth than Aristotle, since he recognised that the cosmos is not autonomous, but was

created due to God’s goodness. Plato also recognised that the cosmos is not eternal in

an absolute sense, but it gains its eternity from God’s [3oOkqat~’. At § 14, Philo

expresses his preference for the literal interpretation of the Timaeus. § 17 even goes

so far as to assert that Hesiod is the father of Plato’s doctrine. This is not because

Philo wishes to denigrate Plato; rather, in antiquity, the older a belief, the more
277reputable it was.

At § 19, Philo ascends to the highest level by dealing with the views of

Moses. This introduces the row6� of the "theft of the philosophers", a common

Jewish apologetic device. The doctrine that the cosmos is TeVqTbff Ka’t

fi60agTOS" ultimately came fiom Moses and this in turn ensures its accuracy. This also

helps to explain why it appears that part of the 0~crtg" is missing. Philo, instead of

developing two b(,¢uL as is standard in a 0~at~’, expounds three, refuting the first

with the second and the second with the third.278

Philo makes the debt he owes to the Timaeus clear at the outset of Act. He

invokes God in a manner reminiscent of Timaeus 27C, where Timaeus invokes the

gods before speaking on such a great matter as whether the cosmos is created or

uncreated. At § 25 Philo quotes Timaeus 32C and § 38 quotes Timaeus 33C

concerning the autarchy of the earth. But not all of Philo’s use of the Timaeus is to be

commended. His version at § 74 of the description of the intestinal tract at Tim. 73 A

is particularly untZwtunate. His use of the myth of periodic destructions of human

populations described at Laws IIl 676 and Timaeus 22A at Act. 146-150 is merely

superficial, although this may be composed under the influence of Stoic ekpyrosis and

the Jewish die,v irae. Overall, De Aeternitate Mundi reveals more abour the

z~6 Colson & Whitaker 11941). I31.

2": Runia, D. T. (19~1),127.
:-s Runia, D. T. (19~11. 13~.
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intellectual environment in which Philo was working than it does about his own

conception of the Demiurgc.

Conclusion

Philo’s vision of the Demiurge is undoubtedly a complex one, leading him to

adopt nuanced or highly qualified positions on a number of issues. His independence

of mind (to a large extent due to his Jewish background, which would render some of

the assumptions of Greek philosophy unpalatable to him) has led to difficulties in

attempting to classify him. On the creation of the world his view is in general terms

that of Genesis, though a Genesis illuminated more by the Demiurge of Plato’s

Timaeus and the questions of Middle Platonism than those of Jewish wisdom.

This is illustrated by his investigation into the origin of the world. He

mentions three possibilities: the Aristotelian position (the world is uncreated and

indestructible)=79, the Stoic (the world is created and destructible, but this world is

only one of a series)-’s~ and the Platonic one (created and not destructible).TM The

Aristotelian notion of uncreatedness is rejected (what does it leave for God to do?),28a

although Philo only challenges the grounds for Aristotelian cosmic indestructibility (a

corollary of its uncreatedness),z83 Philo rejects the Stoic position (Aet. 5.20 - 9, 51)

in favour of the Platonic one (Ibid. 5. 19).

Although Philo tbllows the Biblical account of creation he draws heavily upon

demiurgic imagery. He most frequently refers to God as 8qptoupTdg’, TeXVtri]~,

rrotqr’@, Koc~lao~Xd~Tq~’, or uses a compound with -rrXdc~cTto. God is frequently

portrayed as engaged in demiurgic activity: he divides (Her. 133ff), shapes and

sculpts (Her. 156, Prov. 2.48-50) and builds (Cher. 126).284 Philo upgrades the

demiurgic imagery by portraying God as an architect. This is related to his social

upgrading of the term ~ql~LOuoyds’, referring to its meaning as a magistrate in certain

Greek states (Sonm. 2. 187). More importantly, this alteration of God from craftsman

to architect is related to the difference between the Philonic and Platonic conceptions

of the Demiurge. Since [’or Philo, the Forms are the thoughts of God, He designs the

pattern that he brings to creation, rather than following independently-existing Forms,

279,4eL 3,7, 10-12; @i/; 2-7, C,J!I2 23, 114 ; Somn. lI, 43,283.
2so Aet. 3, 8-9.
281Aet. 4, 13-16.
282 Opif 2, 7 -14.
283 Wolfson, H. A. (196~), 295.
284 Runia, D. T. (1986), 421.
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like the Platonic Demiurge. However, although Philo refers to God as both a

Demiurge and a Creator (�victrola’), this does not seem to necessarily imply that God

created matter, rather that He created the noetic realm.

However, the notion of a Demiurge is only one model of creation and Philo

regards others as compatible. This is chiefly due to his notion that his exegesis or

indeed any particular exegesis cannot do justice to the richness of Scripture or explain

it fully. God is also a planter (bvvot,’p’/G’. Conf. 38, 196). Indeed, so important is this

model of creation in Philo that Radice in Platonismo e Creationismo devotes a whole

chapter to it. This agricultural creation is related to the creation of plants and trees in

the De Opificio Mundi. The5’ are created at the period of sexual maturity, not just that

everything might be ready in advance of the coming of Man, but more importantly as

a visible symbol that all fertility is attributable to God as primary cause. The

biological image of creation is also drawn upon. God is the Parent (Tcvvqq’-(l~, Spec.

Leg. II 32, 98), Father (,Tc~-rl~p. Op!fi 24, 74) and also Cause (ct~vtoS’, Somn. I, II, 67)

This paternal notion enters Philo fionr Scripture (Deut. 32.6, "rran-?lp &rroi-qcr4 crc",

18 T6V Tevv(](Jcn’Td ~5�, Gen. 2:8 "~0Teucrev 6 0e6ff", but also Timaeus 25).

God’s intercourse with Sophia (His Wisdom and daughter, rather than the youngest

aeon) produces His younger son; the visible cosmos.285

The co-existence of these various creational mechanisms is complementary;

there is no contradiction between a demiurgic God and one who is actually the parent

of what He creates. Indeed, Wolfson notes that one cannot draw a distinction between

Philo’s use of the terlns "Creator" or "Craftsman", pointing out that certain medieval

Jewish philosophers see no contradiction between the Biblical account of creation and

a pre-existent, uncreated naatter.2s~ This makes a definitive statement on Philo’s views

on a creatio ex nihilo difficult. Still, it would seem that Philo does envisage God as a

"creator" rather than a Demiurge, since He does create the noetic realm, rather than

merely using a pre-existent model.

Finally, the concept of the Logos-cutter is Philo’s major contribution to

metaphysical speculations concerning creation. The Logos that Philo envisages

appears to incorporate numerous functions, from being a tool used by God to produce

the world to His cup-bearer (figuratively speaking). These multitudinous functions

might seem at first glance to indicate the lack of a coherent concept. However, this

.’85 Runia, D. T. ( 19861.4__. Thl.~ allegory is lbund at Ebr. 30.
:~6 Wolfson, H. A. ( 196bl, 3�~2
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can be viewed as a direct corollary, both of the multiple models of creational and

demiurgic activity to be found in Philo, as well as the breadth of functions attributed

to the Logos by Scripture, where it is viewed as a mechanism for creating or

governing the world t~s well as facilitating prophecy. This allowed Philo to use it in

order to refer to the demiurgic mind, rather than using the term "vo~’". Philo

possesses an elaborate concept of demiurgy, in spite of, or perhaps because of, being

a Platonising expositor rather than a Platonist, given his self-appointed mission to do

justice to the richness of scriptural thought. It is this very complexity which not only

makes it difficult to categorise him in terms of philosophical allegiance, but coupled

with his chronological position at the advent of Middle Platonism, can make him

appear as the prototype of a few different intellectual traditions.
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Chapter 6: Hermetism

Introduction

The most striking appropriation of Hermetism from the Platonic tradition is

the equation of Notes with the demiurgic entity. As with Gnosticism, it is an

interesting tradition to study, due to its reliance upon an alternative creational myth,

which at points takes on a character of its own. While the main Hermetic texts do not

appropriate specific passages or episodes of the Timaeus, as is the case with, for

example, Philo or Plutarch, they do borrow the synthesised mass of Platonising

interpretations of the dialogue. The Nous of the Poimandres produces a second

demiurgic Nous, which owes more to Numenius than to Plato. This secondary Nous

generates the world on behalf of the First Nous. The Governors are associated with

the planetary gods of the Timaeus. Like Gnosticism, Hermetism has a heritage which

lies outside the realm of Greek philosophy, and this explains why the

correspondences between this tradition and the Platonic one are not as strong as in

other branches which drew inspiration from the Timaeus. However, in the rest of the

Poimandres myth, the Dcmiurge appears largely redundant. Though he does produce

the world, the focus is on the descent of Man, in order to explain how the high point

of world-generation (the creation of mankind or more specifically the entrapment of

that part of the godhead which goes on to become the human soul).

Of particular interest regarding Hermetism is the manner in which various

features of the dcmiurgic myth could be incorporated. There is a considerable

difference in perspective between the Hermetic myths and philosophical

interpretations. Firstly, it is devoid of the notion of a Demiurge who is continually

active in the sense of continually ordering matter to prevent some kind of cosmic

collapse. World-generation occurs as the result of an error leading to division within

the godhead, resulting in a less desirable state within the supralunar realm and

Hermetism envisages, indeed aspires to, a return to this state. Unlike the

philosophical traditions, the interaction of immaterial entities upon material ones does

not require explanation, and in tinct the position they occupy within the myth can

provide an impetus, which alters their metaphysical function. Examples include the

redundant Demiurge or the position of Logos between the lighter and heavier

elements in the Poimandres (although this could also be interpreted in terms of

mediation). Again, Logos is redundant due to the existence of the Second Nous.
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Hermetism welcomes Platonic elements into a structure developed out of the

Egyptian religious tradition. Hermetism, rather than developing the metaphysical

aspect of the demiurgic concept, marshals the entities of philosophical discussions on

the topic and uses them to people its myths. Hermetism welcomes such familiar

features, as the concept that the cosmos is the Son of God (CH IV.8), who aids God

in world-generation (Ctl X. 1.9), the role of Necessity in the Asclepius, or envisaging

demiurgy as the differentiation of unordered nature. What makes it particularly

noteworthy is that it is the only tradition here analysed that posits a Demiurge, who is

largely irrelevant to its structure (the Gnostic Deminrge at least occupies a central

position in the myth of Sophia), and testifies to how pervasive the concept was at this

period with regard to speculations on the origin of the cosmos.

The revelations of Hermes Trismegistus to his son Tat form part of the same

intellectual current from which Gnosticism emanates. The fourteen treatises of the

Corpus Hermeticum were attributed by the Greeks to the god Hermes. They were

rediscovered in Western Europe when the manuscript containing them was brought to

Florence in 1460 by Leonardo of Pistoia. Cosimo de Medici ordered Marsilio Ficino

to suspend his project on the dialogues of Plato to translate them and it was via this

translation that these texts became the basis of the speculations in astrology and

alchemy that were at the core of Renaissance Hermeticism, a fact which reduced

scholarly interest ila Hermetism until recently by stripping it of intellectual

respectability.

The influence of Hemletism was weakened in 1614 by the discovery of the

Genevan Calvinist Casaubon that the Corpus Hermeticum should be dated after the

beginning of the Christian era, thus denuding it of the lustre of its perceived antiquity.

The Nag Hammadi corpus offered a better Coptic version of sections of the Hermetic

Asclepius.287 This has led to a realisation that certain Hermetic doctrines could be

significantly older than the corpus in which they are contained. For example, the view

that the world emanates as an overflow from God could be an ancient Egyptian

one.288 The "Throne Mysticism" of esoteric Judaism is another case in point; the

seven initiated palaces of Heaven behold the "Kabod" (The glory of God in the guise

287 Salaman etal. (1999), 12.
288 Ibid.
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of Man).2s9 In addition, Jexxish mysticism contains numerous speculations about

Adam Qadmon (archetypal Man). In this light, Casaubon’s views become less cogent.

Hermetism differs fiom Gnosticism in the use to which salvational knowledge

can be put. It is possible tbr God to be revealed to the Hermetist through

contemplation during life rather than for this "knowledge" to be only of real benefit

after death, as is the case with Gnosticism. Rather than stressing that the nature of

man is alien to the world, the Hennetist expresses his oneness with God, which tends

to lead to a less severe anti-cosmic stance than is found in Gnosticism. Finally,

Hermetism is not an elaborate metaphysical system, but a mechanism for achieving

spiritual progress, which is rather sparse on technical metaphysical elements.

Gnosticism, or at least certain systems thereof, had certain quasi-philosophical

pretensions and this explains the greater emphasis on theoretical speculations.

The ttermetica have traditionally been divided into two classes: the

philosophical Hermetica and the "popular", or perhaps more correctly, the technical

Hermetica. Althougla I am not in principle in favour of drawing such a sharp

distinction between the two, as has been done by the earlier scholars working in this

area, such as Festugibre, nevertheless only the philosophical texts need concern us

here. As Fowdcn has shown, since the Hermetic texts cater for initiates at different

levels of spiritual growth, attempts to categorize various sections of the corpus are

doomed to fail. Yet l\)r the puq3oses of analyzing demiurgic causality in the Hermetic

tradition, it is, I feel, justifiable to adopt the stance of Scott concerning the technical

Hermetica:

"another class of documents...conceming astrology, magic, alchemy and
kindred forms of pseudo-science...[which] differ fundamentally [from the
theoretical treatises]...The txso classes of writers agreed in ascribing what
they wrote to Hermes. but in nothing else...They were of different mental
caliber...We are therefore justified in...ignoring the masses of rubbish which
fall under [this]...head". (Scott I 1)

The Poimandres

Of particular interest for understanding the issue of demiurgic causality is the

Poimandres; actually only the first tract of the Corpus Hermeticum, although when

the Corpus was rediscovered in Western Europe, Marsilio Ficino was mistakenly led

to believe that the title refened to the entire corpus. This is perfectly understandable.

:so Ibid.
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Poimandres not only plays a pivotal role in the first Hermetic treatise, but is referred

to implicitly in the eleventh and is mentioned twice (by name) in CH. XIII. As

Kingsley notes, it appears that the figure of Poimandres was much better known in

antiquity than emerges fiOln the surviving remnants of Hermetic literature.29° It is

important to bear ill mind that Hermetism is not "serious philosophy", but a spiritual

conviction, which contains philosophical elements. In the Poimandres, then, we have

an example of revelation literature, in which Poimandres, the creator of the world,

reveals the truth concerning the structure of the universe to Hermes; rather than a

heavyweight metaphysical analysis.

The role of Poimandres as a key, not merely to understanding the tract, but

also other elements or" the Hermetic corpus is evinced by the concentrated efforts, not

only during antiquity, but also in more recent scholarship, to discover the etymology

of the name. In the thirteenth treatise, nous is portrayed in the role of a shepherd

(poimainein), while Zosimus provides an etymology, revealing Poimandres to be the

rrot~tflV (shepherd) of men (dvSpcs’).TM However, an accusative Poimenandra would

imply a nominative Poimenfiner and following the normal evolution of Greek

etymology, we need Poimandros, Poim~nor or PoimenanOr. It is clear, then, that the

Greek etymologies of the name are folk- or secondary etymologies, and to understand

the name Poimandres we need to look for an Egyptian origin.292

"P" is the masculine singular definite article which has been constructed using

the name of a divinity. Res is probably a Greek transcription of Re.293 It is proposed

that Poimandres is actually a corruption of P-eime n-r4 - "The intelligence of Re".

Parallels for a shift in Coptic "ei" to Greek "oi" exist and the genitive nter~ could

easily have been altered to -ndres in Greek. This would make Poimandres a

philosophical abstraction. When he identifies himself: "I am Poimandres, the

intelligence of the supreme authority", his title explains his name. In this text he

parallels Pi-nous nte-piot, "the intelligence of the father" found in the Gospel of Truth

or T-Pronoia n-t-autheJ~teia, "the foreknowledge of the Supreme" found in the

Apocryphon of John.2’;4 It is usually considered a Greek trait to personify abstract

philosophical ideas, but there are also Egyptian parallels, such as Sia "Intelligence"

290 Kingsley, P. (1993), 1.
291 M. Berthelot and C. E. Rue lle, Collection des anciens alchimistes grecs, Paris, 1887 - 88, ii. P.245,

6-7 = Zosimo di Panopo/i, Visconi e risvegli, ed. A. Tonelli, Milan, 1988, pp. 120.28 - 122.2
292 Kingsley, P (1993), 3.
293 Kingsley, P. (1993), 4.
294 Kingsley, P. (1993), 5.
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and Hu "Word". These two figures can in a sense be viewed as responsible for

demiurgic causality m the Poimandres, where Nous and Logos are responsible for the

creation of the world. During the Graeco-Roman period, Sia was often equated with

Thoth, who is usually identified with Hermes Trismegistus, or else viewed as the

initial revealer of Ifennetisln, while Hermes was its translator into Greek. One of

Thoth’s titles was ’ib nRa, "the heart of Re", which made him the First Principle’s

creative Intelligence. Poimandres must be another title of Sia or Thoth cast in the

same role as a creative Intelligence. The etymology of the name is important in terms

of understanding who exactly Poimandres is, which can help to clarify certain strange

elements which make no sense in tenns of the Greek philosophical tradition, as will

become apparent later on.

Initially, one is struck by the differences between the Poimandres and other

Gnostic/Hermetic texts. The Demiurge may be separate from the supreme principle,

but there is no indication that he is in any way opposed to it. Indeed, the division of

the godhead, which can be seen as a fall, since it makes the godhead less perfect, can

be blamed on the supreme principle itself, since it seems to be partially responsible

for it. It is also difficult to be sure how radically dualist one should consider the

treatise. It is not entirely clear whether matter is the product of the First Principle,

which of necessity would be less radically dualist than treatises which posit pre-

existent matter. However, in tile Poimandres matter is actually real, as opposed to the

Gospel of Truth where it is only real as long as one deems it real, which is a more

dualistic stance. In the Poimandres, the material world is only inferior to the

immaterial one; it is not actually described as evil. It could be argued that creation in

the Poiman&es actuaRy thlfils a positive role, allowing the improvement of the

godhead, as each of the parts of divinity trapped in the material world finally return to

compose a more united godhead. However, it could equally be argued that with the

restoration of the godhead, we return to the stage before creation; and therefore

creation, in fact, accomplishes nothing.

The Poimamhcs is rich in material which helps to elucidate the nature of

demiurgic causality’, especially tile cosmological section of the treatise (4-11).

Poimandres first of all identifies himself:

"r6 �~q" &:dry>. ~6q. &ydJ NoG’, 6 a6s" 0~6~, 6 rrp6 4)6a¢~S" 6Tpds"
rr]~" & crK4_~,t.~" 6o.t’dcq¢ ,’0 8~ ~K Nob~" ~COTctvbg’ X6To5- u’t65" 0�o~."
(CH.I 6.15)
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"I am the light you saw, mind, your god," He said, "who existed before the
watery nature that appeared out of darkness. The shining reason-principle
(emanation) ffOln Intellect id the ’Son of God’ ." 295

This primordial light gives way to darkness, and has often been interpreted in dualist

terms as can be observed by the subsequent comment on §4: "dTa [3&l, ~ abvWd~uvdp0tos- ~:~’rr~tlT:CVO’ dj~~ dKdaut qk0v~ rrup6~’" ("Then he uttered a cry of

appeal, without articulation, such as I would compare to a voice of fire"). Festugidre

regards this as the mark of opposition between a brutal elemental character, as

evinced by the cry, and the sanctity of Logos, which he regards as speech denoting

Reason. This cry, rather than denoting opposition, may in fact be a sign of some sort

of attachment bet~vecn Light and Darkness; existing in the dramatic time before the

opening of the treatise, as this creation myth commences in medias res. This

attachment could explain why the Light becomes involved in the material realm;

perhaps creating the world by ordering matter as some kind of compassionate

response.

However, these passages make very little sense in terms of Greek philosophy,

and should, I feel, be read in terms of the Egyptian religious tradition. There is no

strife between light and darkness; in fact the light turns into darkness and the fire

(again a form of light) arises out of the darkness. This can be explained in terms of

the Egyptian notion of cosmology paralleling the daily appearance of the sun, where

darkness is not just the opposite of light, but also its primeval form. Since God is

equated with the light and light is everything, God and the world are one: God is not

actually a transcendent deity.296

"TOUTO E’[17GJl’ 1),\kdyq ~ L&4g, Ka’t eb0&0S" TrdvTd kOt ~VOLKTO IbOWl’~,
Ka’l. 6pG 0~at’ d6pLO’TOV, qbt~g’ 8~ 1TdVTa TeTo,’qlJ_4Va, E~58t6v T¢ Ka’t
’tXap6v, ~:cl’t ~]pO~0ql, [8o~v. Ka’t liCT’ 6MTov (YKdTos" KaT(0(~¢p~5" ~V, ~V
t.t{pet T~Tct,lli±&’IJt’, qSo3cp6v TE ~(a’t aTUyV6V, aKOXt&S’, ~(TITEtpati~VOV,
tuff <~et> c~kdo-ak tic" ¢~tTa li~Ta~a~611cvov T6 CYK6TOS" ek5" {#Tp0v
TLVa qbOatt’, d~JdTt,~" TCTapCtTit~vqv Ka’t KaTFV6V dnoStSoDcrav, tb5" fin6

’ ~’LTEITTUpO;, Km rtt’~ qXov d~TOrO, oOaav fiveKXd},rlTOV ~’odSrl" 13oh ~{
abq-fl~ d~vt’dP0o~s~ ~{e~T(tl~T~rO, &~" etKda~t ~bcov~ Trup6~,[5] ~K 8~

6paCYTLK6V be ~.lla, ~a’t b d~p ~-kudppb$ ~v ~IKO;koOOrl~ T~ TWeOIIaTL,
dva~a[vol~TO£ C~I)TOt) IJ.~XpL TOO TTup6s" drr6 T’qg" Ka’t i56aTOff, t~S" &OK~V
Kp~ao’0at c:t’JT&’ dTF’ aOTO0 Tq 6~ Ka’t bBtop ~p~v¢ Ka0’ ~aUT&
(~Ui.tl.t~t.tt’Yl~t,a, (,’~" p~ 0~(opeia0at <T~V yflO> dlT6 TOD Ud(1TOS"’

KtvOdileVU L~ iiv 6ta T6V ~Trtqbcp6BcVOV TW~UImTtK6V ~,6TOV ~[ff
dKoflv’."

295 All translation in this chapter are taken from Copenhaver, B. (1992).
296 Segal, R. A. (1986), 24.
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"[4] Saying this, he changed his appearance, and in an instant everything was
immediately opened to me. I saw an endless vision in which everything
became light - clear and joyful - and in seeing the vision I came to love it.
After a little while, darkness arose separately and descended - fearful and
gloomy - coiling sinuousl} so that it looked to me like a <snake>. The
darkness changed into something of a watery nature, indescribably agitated
and smoking like a fire: it produced an unspeakable wailing roar. Then an
inarticulate cry like the voice of fire came forth from it. [5] But from the
light...a holy word mounted upon the <watery> nature, and untempered fire
leaped from the watery nature to the height above. The fire was nimble and
piercing and active as well, and because the air was light it followed after
spirit and rose up to the fire away from earth and water so that it seemed
suspended from the fire. Earth and water stayed behind, mixed with one
another, so that <em-th> could not be distinguished from water, but they were
stirred to hear by the spiritual word that moved upon them.
The Light is the First Principle which then gives way to Darkness, the

irrational, disorderly element, matter. I do not think that matter is created by the

Light, since it arises separately. There is no indication that is actually arises out of the

Light. Darkness nmst therefore have existed prior to its appearance. The plaintive cry

indicates a prior attachment of darkness to the Light and the agitation it experiences

seems to be a kind of primordial chaos. A dualism is set up through the opposing

states of Light and Darkness, or the nature it becomes. Light is serene (e58to~’) and

happy (iXapds-), while Darkness is dqbdTt0g" rEraOaTg~!,’Ol~ and eTuTvdv. Light

produces the hypostasis, Logos, by means of which it orders matter in order to

produce the elements. It appears to be a compassionate response on the part of the

light to the agitation experienced by Darkness. Logos enables Nature to release fire

and air, though it is unclear whether Logos acts as a mate or a midwife. In any case,

their birth is equivalent to their differentiation from unordered Nature and so Logos is

the mechanism of God’s creation. In this sense it is equivalent to Philo’s Logos-

cutter. However, the author of the Poimandres did not need to postulate such an entity

in order to insulate God from matter, since he later postulates the existence of a

separate Demiurge. It seems that he adopts the terminology and personified

abstractions of Greek philosophy, in order to adapt them to his mythological

framework, but without actually understanding the reason for their introduction in the

first place.

Fire and air, the lighter elements, attempt to reach the Light, and even though

they fail in their attempt, they ascend above the Logos. This appears like a precursor

to the entrapment of Man. The I_ogos is produced out of the Light and by the Light

alone, while fire and air are produced out of Nature and so the Logos should occupy a
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position closer to God than they do. Logos can be viewed as mating with Nature, just

as subsequently Man does. kogos is in a sense entrapped in matter, since even though

fire and air form the suprahmar realm, this is still a material realm. Earth and Water,

as the heavier elements, sink to form the sublunar realm.297 This leaves Logos as a

separative element between the supra- and sublunar worlds.

Earth and \Valer, for the moment, however, remain undifferentiated, their

intermingling is only ended later (§l l). In terms of Stoic cosmology, which shares

numerous parallels \\ith the creation account of the Poimandres, this is

incomprehensible, but the same situation occurs in Gen. 1. The separation of Word

from God by Fire and Air is strange in the context of §6: "This is what you must

know: that in you which sees and hears is the word of the Lord, but your mind is God

the Father; they arc not divided from one another, for their union is life". Here Word

and Mind are portrayed as united, but perhaps this refers to the union within the

individual. Yet, since man is the microcosm of the universe, if Word and Mind are

united within him, they should also be united in the overall metaphysical scheme,

which is clearly not the case.

CH 1.7 presents the role of fire during creation:

6~, 0Etop~5 ~v T~ vo~. ~OU T6 qbt~$" ~V 8UVd[l¢O’tV
~Sv, ~a’t K6op_ov drrcpt6ptaTOV y¢~cvq~t~vov, Ka’t

Tc’) 1709 8uvdp_~t IIETi.aT’(I,, Kal. o’Tdotv ~yXqK~Vat

"But when he raised his head, I saw in my mind the light of powers beyond
number and a boundless cosmos that had come to be. The fire, encompassed
by great power and subdued, kept its place fixed."
The countless powers in the light must be the Forms. The relationship

between the Forms and the Fire is unclear. It is also unclear what exactly the great

297 A similar creation myth is mentioned by Copenhaver, B. (1992), 97-8 which he finds in the first

part of PGM XIII ("Eighth Book of Moses"): "When the god laughed, 7 gods were born (who
encompass the cosmos...). When he laughed first, Ph6s-Aug~ [Light-Radiance] appeared and
irradiated everything and became god over the cosmos and fire.... Then he laughed a second time. All
was water. Earth, heating the sound, cried out and heaved, and the water came to be divided into three
parts. A god appeared; he ~as given charge of the abyss [of primal waters], for without him moisture
neither increases nor diminishes. And his name is ESCHAKLEO....When he wanted to laugh a third
time, Nous or Phrenes [Mind or Wits] appeared holding a heart, because of the sharpness of the god.
He was called Hermes; he ~ as called SEMESILAM. The god laughed the fourth time, and Genna
]Generative Power] appeared, controlling Spora [Procreation]...He laughed the fifth time and was
gloomy as he laughed and Moira [Fate] appeared...But Hermes contested with her.... And she was the
first to receive the sceptre or lhe world....He laughed the sixth time and was much gladdened, and
Kairos ]Time] appeared holding a scepter, indicating kingship, and he gave over the sceptre to the first-
created god, [Ph6s]....When the god laughed a seventh time, Psyche ]Soul] came into being, and he
wept while laughing. On seeing Psyche, he hissed, and the earth heaved and gave birth to the Pythian
serpent who foreknew all things..."
Lines 161-205 (Betz., pp. 176-~;).
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power which subdues the fire is. Tile Demiurge is subsequently presented as lord over

the fire and so he is one candidate. Unfortunately, he does not exist at this stage. As

elsewhere in the Pohmmdres, the interaction of an immaterial entity upon a material

one is not properly explained.

CH 1.8 has an interesting passage on the question ofcreatio ex nihilo:

"TCI O~)l’, ~’)’L,J ~/Tl±L, O-T()LXetU "I~5" qS1)O’etOS" rr60Ev ~IT~O’TII;- 1Td~kLV
~K([VO~" w,p~’)5" 7c~)Ta.’EK ~3(,U)’,QS", O~o0. ~ITL5" Xa~oOaa TbV A63’ov Kat
[8oOaa Tbt’ KCIX(’~t, KdO-~OV ~IIL~O’aTO Koo-porrotq0ELaa 8tdt TO3V ~auT~g’
O’TOLXE[0JI’ k;’a’t )’~lq’qllc)’rcul’ ~l)XtOly".

" ’The elements of nature - whence have they arisen?’, I asked. And he
answered: ’From the counsel of god, which, having taken in the word and
having seen the beautififl cosmos, imitated it, having become a cosmos
through its own elements and its progeny of souls’.".

Here, it seems to be implied that the Demiurge does not produce the archetype of the

sensible world, but it does seem that he actually creates the elements (though he may

accomplish this merely by ordering pre-existent matter, like the Demiurge of the

Nmaeus), since it is claimed that they arise from the desire of God. The question here

is whether [3ov*Q can be regarded as an hypostasis of God. It may actually have the

force of"Will". In any case, it is clearly a female creative principle, perhaps part of

the Sophia figure in Philonic temps It may be another term for Nature, which is also

female.29s Like Nature, Will receives the Word of God. However, it is not clear that

Nature actually arose out of God, while the Will must have. The Will and the Word

cannot be identical: aside fl-om the fact that Word is masculine and Will is feminine,

they are described as mating with each other. Will must be an entity that already

exists, rather than an tmmentioned entity which arises along with Word, and so this

leaves Nature as the onl~ suitable candidate.

The highest principle then proceeds to produce a second demiurgic Nous,

rather like the system [otlnd in Numenius:

"6 8~ No[’¢ 6 0cdS" dppcrd0qXu~ d;v ~’c0/l KCt’k qbffN’ brrdpxcov, drrcK~qac
XdTt9 ~’TCF,{,~’ S~,f,r 6111J.tovp’yGv’ 6~" 0e65" TOO rrup6~" Ka’t rmebV.aTO~" toy,

~8q~ttot, p)’q~c (~L(~Lh-NTCL~ Ttl’aS" ~rrya, ~v KOK~kOL~" TI’COL~XOPTO.~’ TbV
a[(Y0qTbr ~.~aht:,l,. ~:C£L ~ 6Lc)iK’qat~ U6TEW ~’tgapla~vq KaX~TCtL."(CH.I.9)
"The mind who is god, being androgyne and existing as life and light, by
speaking gave birth to a second mind, a craftsman, who, as god of fire and
spirit, crafted seven governors: they encompass the sensible world in circles,
and their government is called/’ate".

2~8 Segal, R. (19861, 3(I
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Here we have a standard Gnostic explanation for the role played by Destiny in

the governance of the world, as the creation of the governors. The term rl &o[arlat~"

TOO a6crt.tou is a standard Stoic expression for the "government" of the world. It is

the Demiurge who produces the planets ("governors/heavenly gods"), although it is

not explicitly stated who creates the sensible world. I think that we must assume that

it is the Demiurge, since the Governors only seem to encircle or take control of what

was already there. In any case, the situation is clarified further on in the text:

~ITll611CTEP (-uOu~ (b7 Tt~)l’ KOTUX~p~v (~’rotxe[t~v [TOg 0Co0] b "rod
A61’os" d~: T() I(C~0(ApL)I’ mi]9 (~I)O’EC0~’ 8qpLoOpTqpa aa~ flV60q "r~
8qpLOUpTt~ Nt~ (6t~o6atos~ Tap fly), aal. KUTeX~[qb0rI [’r6] 8XoTa "rd
aaTt0(bcpl] TI]5" ¢6acwg (YTotx~ia, ~FCWm~     {)Xqv g6vqv. 6 &~
8qptot’pT~)¢ No[’£ C~{.,t’ Tt,) AdT(9, 6 Trcpt[aXCOV TOOS" aOaXous" aa’t 8LVCOV

’po[¢qo ~(~Tp~Je Td ~CIUTO1) &ltttoupT~ImTa Kn’L e’[a(T¢ (TTp~ea0at 8"if’
dpx~£ dopicrTou ci~" dTr~pm,TOV T~XO£" ~pxcTnt Tdp, o~ XfiTct" fi 8~
TO1)Tt0P ncpt(bopd, ~:aOcb~~ fl0~Xqcrcv 6 Nots" ~a T~V KaTtO~Ep(SV

O’TOtXE[L0I’ ~{’~Q l]l’(~’K( (JXO~(I (o6 TaP &T~XE TblY A67ov), drip 6~
1TETEIA’(~ I’~II’E’)’K~, KU’L m6 [~&up l’l]a’rd" 8taKex6pt(Y’rat 8~ dlT" dkXl~ktov
T~ 7q Ka’t mb [,6wp, aa0cb~ flO~kqaev b No%’, aak <q 7q> ~flveyncv
d’rr’ al)Tq:7 ~t e’[X{ ~t,)a TeTpdrro&a <aa’t> ~’plTeTd, 0qpta ~Tpta Kal.

i~p.~pa." (CH 1.10-11)

"[10] From the elements [ ] that weigh downwards, the word of god leapt
straight up to the pure craftwork of nature and united with the craftsman-mind
(for the Word was of the same substance). The weighty elements of nature
were left behind, bereft of reason, so as to be mere matter. [l 1]The craftsman-
mind, together with the word, encompassing the circles and whirling them
about with a rush, turned his craftworks about, letting them turn from an
endless beginning to a limitless end, for it starts where it stops. Revolving as
mind wished them to, the circles brought forth from the weighty elements
living things without reason (for they no longer kept the word with them); and
the air brought forth winged things; the water things that swim. Earth and
water had been separated from one another as mind wished, and <earth>
brought forth from herself the living things that she held within, four-footed
beasts <and> crawling things, wild animals and tame".

According to this, the First Nous remains the sovereign cause of creation (cf.§

12 rrap48wn~ vd ~auvob wall,To bqlltoupTflga’ra), even though he acts via his son,

the Nous Demiurge.2v’~ This is seen in the constant emphasis on everything occurring

according to the desire of mind. The Word seems to be another hypostasis of the First

mind, which is closely associated with the Demiurge. The collaboration between

Word and the Demiurge in creation is perhaps to be explained as a remnant of the role

played in creation by Sia (Intelligence of the First Principle) and Hu (Word of the

299 Nook & Festugi6re, (1983), 21 n. 33.
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First Principle) rather than in Greek metaphysical terms. It seems that the author may

have perhaps had enough knowledge of Greek philosophy to posit a divine Logos to

separate his First Principle from matter, but then goes on to posit a second demiurgic

Nous which renders this principle redundant.

I think that the Poimandres is attempting to integrate two rival cosmological

traditions and that is the reason for two separate demiurgic figures. Since the

Demiurge is described as ~vcpo~" vo0s’, he functions as the mind of the material

world, much as God acts as the mind of the immaterial one. The Demiurge is more of

an independent entity than the Word, which is really just a tool of God. Unlike Word,

although the Demiurge descends, he does not sink below the realm of fire. The

manner in which Word leaps out of earth to unite with him echoes the manner in

which fire and air escaped from Nature. It also implies that Word was trapped in

matter and needed to be rescued. Such a reading would at least have the benefit of

providing a good reason for the creation of the Demiurge; though it is still unclear

how an instrument of God could become entrapped. Yet it seems that the Demiurge

arises to create the material world out of the elements released by Word, and Word

utilises this opportunity to escape, rather than that the Demiurge was created in order

to release the Word. The Demiurge also appears morally better than Man since he

never sinks into the material world. The evilness of his creation cannot be reconciled

with his presentation here. He never appears as evil or even ignorant in the

Poimandres. If he is merely following God’s orders, then the evilness of the material

world has to be blamed on God, rather than on him. By setting the planets in rotation,

the Demiurge impels Earth and Water to separate and bring forth living beings. This

mode of creation is only indirect.

"6 6~ TdrTuar 1TO.Trip d) NOU£’, l;;V ~C0~ Ka’l. q~£" dTreKOqCrev"AvOgoJTrov
abv~ ’[aol., o~., ~lpdcr0q ~" ~,iOU T6KOU" 1TCpLKa)t~.I]$" 7dp, TflV TO0
1TaTpb£ �[K6’,’a ~XuJr" 6l’Tl0g’ 7dp Ka’l. 6 eE’C3g" l~pdo’01*I T@I£ [Slag

pOp¢i]~’, ,’Tap~bo~Ke TO. ~-aUTO[.’ ,rrdvTa 6ql.tOtUpTT]t.l.aTa. Ka’l. i,raTaVO-(laaff
6~" TflV To0 ,.Sql.tLoup7o0 KTIC~LV ~V V~ "rrup[, f13ouk’~0q Kal. abTog"
8qtJ_toupTc~r KCt’L o’uv~Xujp¢lOq 8Tr6 TOO "rraTp6ff 7~v6pEvog. ~v
8qptoOpTt~;~ crqbct[pg, ~0Jv ,-H]u Tr(]o’av ~ouo’i, av, KaTCV6qa¢ TOg
d6e~.(bo0 va bl]llLOUpyflP.CTa" ~,l. 6~ ~lpdaOq~av Otbmofi, ~KaO’TOff 6~
pET~6{bou T~’ i_0[ag" Td~{ug" KGi KaTalIG@CDv T~P TOOT(DIP OUO’[CII) KO,’L
i.tcTaka#,~Tor Tflg’ C~0TGr (bt,o-cuJ~" ~13ouk~0q dvappQ~aL Tflv lTept(~pEtav
TUft’ K/’Fktur. Ka’t Tb KpdTug" TOO ~TrL KELII~VOI~ ~Tr’t TOO Trupbg"
KaTarol-]o-a r"
" [12] Mind, the father of all. who is life and light, gave birth to a man like
himself whom he loved as his own child. The man was most fair: he had the
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father’s image; and God who was really in love with his own form, bestowed
on him all his craftworks."
[13] "And after the man had observed what the Demiurge had created with the
father’s help, he also wished to make some craftwork, and the father agreed to
this. Entering the Demiurge’s sphere, where he was to have all authority, the
man observed his brother’s craftworks; the governors loved the man, and each
gave a share of his own order. Learning well their essence and sharing in their
nature, the man wished to break through the circumference of the circles to
observe the role of the one given power over the fire."
Perhaps surprisingly, the highest principle is here identified as Nous (in

Gnosticism, Nous is nommlly only the highest aeon). Outside the Poimandres the

only other parallel, to my knowledge, is the Naasseneen v61-to~ ~lv 3’EvLKbg" TOO

1TClI’T6~" ~) "ffpt0T(~T~q<~ l’~t’Lq.3°° However, there are stronger connections within

Greek philosophy. Anaxagoras posited Nous as the highest God: ~:a’t 6era 3’~ @uXflV

rrdvTo~V voOff KpaTCi. Plato expresses the

aug4~tovo0crtv ot ao4~o’t, the" vo~" &rTt

The identification is also found in Middle

Platonism (cf. Alcinous X2 and Numenius f. 17 des Places). The tendency is also

observable in the Church Fathers. Clement of Alexandria at Strom. 4.25 (317.11

St~thlin) states: HXdvwv vbv T~V [SetBv 0e~oprlTtKbv 0c6v ~v dv0poS"~oL~"

~c~ecr0ai dpqcfi" t’o(,~" b~ Xd~pa [8&0v, vows" 8~ b 0e6s’.

This passage is problematic, since unlike in other systems which posit a fall

which occurs within the godhead itself, such as Valentinianism, where a lower entity

is responsible, here the First Nous is responsible for the fall as the result of an act of

narcissism. God l:alls in love with Man, because he sees in man the reflection of his

own beauty. God has to create Man, since if he was created by the Demiurge, he

could only be his equal, not better than him. Word and the Demiurge are both

subordinate to God. The Demiurge is another Mind. However, Man is God’s equal

(’tcro~ § 12). Even though God brings forth (d~oKu&o) both the Demiurge and Man, it

is only Man who bears the image of his father and whom God loves as his son. Since

God is perfect, it is acceptable for him to love Man, although the sense here is sexual

(~pdco §12). What is wrong is that in his love of Man, God forgets that Man is only a

part of God, not a separate entity, and it is this that allows God to grant Man

permission to separate from the godhead, which necessarily results in a less perfect

order than that which existed before.

3oo Hipp. Ref V 10 ; 102, 23 W.
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Man here is clearly the ancestor of archetypal man. If the Demiurge has

already created the material world, it is unclear what remains for Man to create.

Furthermore, there seems to be an element of rivalry in Man’s desire to create in

order to emulate the Demiurge. It seems rather as if he is to oversee his brother, since

he was to have all authority in the craftsman’s sphere. It is not apparent why God

should hand over creation to Man and dispossess the Demiurge from a philosophical

perspective; this can only be explained, I think, as a result of God’s love for Man.

Another problem concerns the gifts of the Governors. Normally, in the

Gnostic tradition this is negative; the mechanism by which the Governors trap Man.

But that is quite clearly not the case here. The Governors act out of love and since

they are the creations of the Demiurge, I think that they must do this with his consent.

This problem is linked to why God lets Man create in the first place. If Man is

ensnared by the machinations of the Governors, then the First Principle cannot be

held completely responsible tbr the fall of Man From § 13, it seems that the error may

not have been Man’s initial descent, but his second descent into the realm of fire,

which I inteqwet to lnean the sublmmr realm, since he does not do this with the

permission of the First Principle, and it seems to be motivated by nothing other than

idle curiosity. In trying to trace the point at which the error that involved creation, or

the creation of Man at any rate. occurred, it is useful to turn to the eschatological

section of the l"oimamhes:

"Ka’t O[~TUj~" 6t)lla~ ,kotrrbl, dh,co 8td[ Tl~g ~plaov[a~", Ka[ ~ ITp~T13, ~’C~VlJ
8180.)Ot, T/:II’ OO{/]TI.K/~Il’ ~’I,’Ep~’I.C[1,~ Kai T~V tleLO)TCK~II,~, KCI.’I. T’F] 8eUT~pO.,
rflV p-qXm@’ T~t’ KaKtSv, 86Xov dvel~p’yqTov, Ka’l. ~ Tp[TI2J qq~lv
�ITt0UlJ-qTtK/’lt’ dw, drqt’ dt,et’~p)’qTOV, Ka’t ~ TcTdpT13, TIllu dpxovTtK~lV
rrpoCm’[m, CJ,q’XeOI’~KTqTOV. Kai ~ IT~II1TTrI T6 0pdcTos" T6 dv6crtov Ka’[
Ti7S" T~),\~lll< TI~I’ rrp(ITr~-TCtaU, KaY. ~ @KTTI’ TdS" d4~optids" Tas" KaKaS"
TOg TTJ\OI£1TO U C{I’~ I’~ I)TI:ITOU~"’ KO.’L ~ ~ IB861JLT1, ~£{6VII:I" T6 ~vESpEgov

"[25] Thence the human being rushes up through the cosmic framework, at the
first zone smTendering the energy of increase and decrease; at the second evil
machination, a device now inactive; at the third the illusion of longing, now
inactive: at the fourth the ruler’s arrogance, now freed of excess; at the fifth
unholy presumption and daring recklessness; at the sixth the evil impulses that
come from wealth: now inactive; and at the seventh zone the deceit that lies in
ambush."
The shedding of the "gi/is" of the Governors as the soul ascends towards

salvation, as ~xell as the description of what the "gifts" actually are indicates that they

are evil. This contrasts with §13 describing the bestowal of the gifts. If Man’s fall

began with his descent into the sublunar realm, than to be saved he only needs to
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return to the suprahmar reahn; he does not need to shed the gifts of the Governors.

The fact that he does indicates that these played a role in his fall.

"KG’[ TOTE ")’t~tl’(,j(~Ctb~ 613"6 TLOP T1]g" (lp[J_OI¢[C[£" 4vepTrllJ_dTt0v "y[VETat

~Trt TIll’ ~.t’))’OOC~TtKl’]l, qbOO’Lp Trip [6[0,I~ 6OvcqJ_tV ~XU3V, Ka’t UI~VCL (~Ov
rot9 Ot,O-t V~’)l’ qaT~pa’ au’Yxa[pouo-t 8~ oi. "rrap6vz~g" ~ TO1)TOU
napouaig. kU’t b~toLLoO¢’t~ TOng O’UvOgO’t 8KOOEL KC(]. TLI-’L~I/ 8UVdJJ_~EVWI/

bn’~p V~lV (q’bOaTtk’llV (#Oatv dptOVfl To flSd.q bl~VOUa6V vbv ec6v" Ka’t
TbTE Td~t dI’~pXOL’TC(I 1Tpb~" Tbp TraT4pau Ka’l. aOTO~. EL£" 8Ul/dl.tCLg’

~auTob£ nUpUbL6C’~aO-L, ’ .....Nat 8uvcthtEtff ’y~-VOl.tEvot Ev {)co3 Tt3,vovq-ak,
TOUTO (GT TO Q’)’(t0Ol,’ T~~kO£" TOTS" TM030"L’L., Eo’XrIKOO’L, 0e-030~’L,’QL.

"[26] And then, stripped of the effects of the cosmic framework, the human
enters the region of the ogdoad, he has his own proper power, and along with
the blessed he hymns the Father. Those present there rejoice together in his
presence, and having become like his companions, he also hears certain
powers that exist beyond the ogdoadic region and hymn God with sweet
voice. They rise up to the Father in order and surrendered themselves to the
powers, and having become powers, they enter into God. This is the final
good for those who have received knowledge: to be divinised."

The First Principle is transcendent, since he is located beyond the ogdoadic

region. The return of the human soul to the godhead is the restoration of Man to his

rightful place in the cosnaic scheme. Certain scholars, such as Segal, have been

tempted to see in this a denial of the validity of creation, since it marks a return to the

position before creation. But surely, the material world would continue to exist - it is

just that humanity would no longer possess a material form. All that would be undone

would be the fall of Man, which was not foreseen or intended by the First Principle.

This indicates that the descent of Man in order to create was a mistake, and along

with the fact that he casts off the gifts of the Governors in order to return to God,

reveals that his fall occurred with his desire to create, not with his entry into the

sublunar region.

This is in keeping with the treatise’s denunciation of the material world, since

it means that Man’s desire to create (not just the jealousy that motivates this desire) is

evil. Segal goes a step further, claiming that Man’s fall may in fact begin with his

separation from God,;’j that is to say with his birth, in which case the First Principle

is actually culpable on two accounts: for the creation of Man, which seems to be

utterly pointless in terms of demiurgic causality and motivated by nothing other than

narcissism, and secondly, for consenting to man’s desire to create. Perhaps this

301 Segal, R. (1986), 37.
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scheme was meant to be along the lines of the Numenian one, with the First Principle

handing over all of creation to Man, in order to retire and contemplate the

Intelligibles. Hox~cver. there is no evidence for this in the text, and there is no reason

why God should hand over creation to Man, rather than to the Demiurge. It seems,

then, that no justification can be found for the creation of Man.

"Ka’t 8 "Av0pc,J~o~" Tog’ T05t’ OVq’C&V K6ap.ou Ka’t TOSV dX67t0v ~’~tov
~XWV TrdO’m’ ~ouo-[cn, bth T~g ~plzov[ag" Trap~Ku0~v, dvappf]~aff T6
KOTO5", Ka’t gbCt~E Ti] KOVm~¢p([ C~00"EL TihlY KCl~.lhlY TOO 0~’OU ]J_opqbfiV,
6V [f)OT_,CTCt d~:~Sp~OT(,l’ Kd,\,\O5’ <Ka’t> TrO.oav ~v~pTctav ~v ~aUTW

~XOVTa TGV bt{z,t~qvc~p{,~l’ T/It’ TC p_o,gqb/lV ,TOO 0COO ~lactS!ctoev ~pt0Tt,
t~k~" (1TE ?fig KG,\X{.O-T/lg" ttOp0~’]~" TOO Av0pcoTrou TO dSO~’ eV T~ USa.TL

iSOUO’a ~:a’t T0 ~KiOO-tJ.Ct ~-17t Tllg 711g. b 8~ [8~V l"~V opo[av al~Tl~,
p_oprfiv ~l’ ct0Vll OVC~aV ~l’ To, J i)rctvt, ~qbtkqaE Ka’t fi[3oukfl0q CtbT~
OI.K¢~V" /Jlm 6~ Vq~ 3ou,\~l ~T~WTO ~v~pT~ta, Ka’t ~,’IGIO’� "r~v ~iXoTov
[.topq~v" ]) 6~ ¢OO’L~ ,\a)oF.,o-a V~)v ~ptrp_ePOP "rreptewkdKq 6),q Ka’t
~l.t[_’yqo’m,. ~pGt~t,ot TOp ]’~cyav. "

[14] "Having all authority over the cosmos of mortals and unreasoning
animals, the Man broke through the vault and stooped to look through the
cosmic framework, thus displaying to lower nature the fair form of God.
Nature smiled for love \nhcn she saw him whose fairness brings no surfeit
<and> who holds in himself all the energy of the governors and the form of
God, for in the water she saw the shape of man’s fairest form and upon the
earth its shadow. \Vhcn the Man saw in the water a form like himself as it was
in nature, he loved it and wished to inhabit it; wish and action came in the
same moment, and he inhabited the unreasoning form. Nature took hold of her
beloved, hugged him all about and embraced him, for they were lovers".

Nature’s loxe is understandable- she is drawn to a superior entity, as Man is

the final emanation of the supreme principle, who resembles it in form. It seems that

what we have here is some attempt by the inferior world to order itself in response to

what is above. This union between man and Nature symbolises the descent of the

most perfect creature of the First God into matter.

However, Man’s love is less noble than that of q56at~-. He initially falls in

love not with Nature. but with his own reflection. In this sense, he parallels the Father

of All, Nous, who t:alls in love with Man, as the reflection of his own image. In the

Poimandres, this marriage of Man with Matter can be viewed in cosmological terms;

explaining the manner in which the human form became enmattered; although here it

is through no fauh of the Demiurge’s. In later accounts of the myth, focus tends to be

more on anthropological aspects: explaining the dual nature of humanity (immortal

and mortal elements~. This was possibly borrowed from Persian speculation.
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Bousset3°2 records a poem of the Emperor Julian concerning the Attis myth.3°3

Here a similar situation is observable. Attis lusts after the Nymph and sinks into

matter as a result of this love. This sets into motion the creation of the world. The

divine Mother is angry at this and Attis has to abandon the Nymph and return to her.

This parallels the Poimamh’es in its postulation of a return of the divine part of Man

to the godhead, aud can be interpreted as the desire of Primeval Man to escape from

Matter. Again, this postulates an anthropological interpretation, even though the myth

also has a cosmological role, explaining as it does the events that set world-creation

in motion.TM

The actual mating of Man with Nature is problematic. Nature is attracted to

Man, not just because of his beauty, but also because of his power (~v~pT¢Lct § 14).

Segal claims that Man sees Nature himself, not his projection of himself onto her.

Upon the sight, he then spontaneously projects this image onto her, which then

becomes enmattered in Nature. Segal regards this as the moment of Man’s

entrapment.3°5 However, I think that Man sees a projection of himself (his reflection

in the water) and falls in love with it. Once he formulates this desire, he becomes

spontaneously embedded in Nature, since his wish and action are simultaneous.

This descent into Nature is motivated by Man’s sexuality. However, Man’s

initial descent is motivated by his desire for power; to either emulate or replace his

brother, the Demiurge. Man is the "Son of God" and Nature is female. Since the

result of this union is archetypal Man, who is androgynous, Man must surely be an

androgyne. This means that he should not really experience sexual desire (in the sense

of the "desire for the missing half" illustrated by Aristophanes’ speech in the

Symposium). In any case, as an immaterial entity, he should be asexual (unless sexual

desire is interpreted as soem sort of spiritual lust; Sophia’s desire to know the Father
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in the Valentinian myth has strong sexual overtones). Furthermore, it is not clear how

he could appease the sexual desire of a material entity or actually mate with her.

The gifts of the Governors’ (subordinate Archons headed by the Demiurge,

each of whon resides within a planetary sphere) cannot, I think, be responsible here.

There is no indication that they implant sexual desire in Man, and in fact he falls in

love with the image of his material self. Nature is not responsible for what seems to

be a pre-existent sexual desire in Man, though there is no indication how it came to be

there. In any case, if Nature is guilty of having tempted man, it is equally clear that

Man is only too happy to be tempted (~po]btevot Trip i]aav). I think that Nature is the

means by which Man brings to fulfilment his own narcissistic desires, a repetition in

some sense of the role that Man plays for the First Principle. The mating of Man with

Nature creates more philosophical difficulties than it solves. Ironically, it means that

the highest point of creation, humanity, was not actually envisaged either by the

Demiurge or by the First Principle. I think that the whole episode can best be

explained in tel-ms of the mythic fiamework of the Poimandres, where Man has a

complete persona and is more than just an abstract philosophical entity,

The Mechanics Of Demiurgy

At CH I. 17, we are provided with a description of the manner in which the

elements interact during the creation of the world:

°’El’&’cv~ oi,v. G; &!,qv. rt;’Jt’ E-TrY(1 TOOT0,JV 1~1 ’]/~PffO’I.S" TO{.OJSE Tp6rr¢o’

0qXu~:f’l TC~p <TI/> i~l1’ h:c~t b&op bX~UTtKOP" Tb 8~ ~K rrupbg rr4rretpov.

rrpb~" To fftOo~ VIJ[, ’AI’+ODu),’7ou. b 8~ "Av0p0Jrrog" ~K ~’tofig" Ka’t qkoTbg"
~T¢I’{TO Ctg ~t~Xl:lt’ KC(L 1’i0{,l’, ~K bt~’V {OJ’~$" ~uX~I,’, &K 8~ CtOTbg VOPV,
Ka]. ~l.te-tl’el’ O{~,VeJ Vr~ "Tall’Tel TO~ a[O’01]TO~ K’60"tlOV [.t~Xpt 1TEpL6801)
T4XOUS" <Ken’t> rJpXt~, yet&t,."

"As I said, then, the birth of the seven was as follows. <Earth> was the
female. Water did the fertilizing. Fire was the maturing force. Nature took
spirit from the ether and brought forth bodies in the shape of the Man. From
life and light the man became soul and mind; from life came soul, from light
came mind, and all things in the cosmos of the senses remained thus until a
cycle ended <and> the sensible appearances of things began to be."

It is confusing that Nature needs to take spirit from the ether, when she already has an

immaterial element in the form of emnattered Man. In most Gnostic texts, the body of

man is the creation either of the Demiurge or the Archons/Governors (identified with

the planetary godsk but here the human body is the product of Nature. This concept

ofpneuma seems like a combination of Arist. De motu animalium and De caelo (if
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one regards pneuma and aether as equivalent or aether as the source ofpneuma). The

Demiurge of the Poimamhcs plays a relatively unimportant role in the creation myth.

Once he has produced the Governors, he retires into a passive obscurity.

CH I 18 outlines the mechanism of creation by division adopted by the

supreme god:

"rfl~" rrcpt66~m z~cn,\~qptoFt~t,q~, ~ku0rl b rrdvTcOV crl3vdc~lj.o~- ~K ~ovk~ff
0coO. 1rdt’TU TOp ~o~o, dppe-vo0Fike-u’ 6vvu, 5tCXOETO ~il.tCl V~ dvOpt61T~

KCd. ~T~I.,CTO T~ It~l, dppel, tKh ~V l.t~pct, r6. 8k 0FIXuK6. bpo[w~’, b 8~-
O~b~ cb0b¢ �[,7�~, ~T[~ X6T~. Ab~dvcaOc ~v ab~crct, Kut rrXqOOv¢oOc
41’ U~k~0fft ~(l’VfJ Th KT[O’p(/TCl KaY. 8rlpLOUp’y~lJ.aT(1 KaY. &PaTvoJpto’dTto

<0> ~l’l’(.)I’~ C(II’T~’)I’ dr’TOt d0dl.,Ctvov, Ka’l. TbV ct~rLOl~ VO[~ 0Ctl~dVOU

~pt0TCl, KO’L ~OI’TCI T~/OPTO."    ".

"When the cycle X~r~S completed, the bond among all things was sundered by
the counsel of God. All living things, which had been androgyne, were
sundered into two pacts -humans along with them- and part of them became
male, part likewise female. But God immediately spoke a holy speech:
"Increase and multiply in multitude, all you creatures and craftworks, and let
him <who> is mindful recognize that he is immortal, that desire is the cause of
death, and let him recognize all that exists:’".

There is no reason why the First Principle should suddenly introduce the division of

the sexes at this point. Humans are already in existence as a result of the fall of Man,

and there seems to be no reason why the First Principle should split them. All living

beings, according to this, were originally androgynous. In the case of Man, this is

easily explained as the result of the fall of his archetypal ancestor, but why should this

be the case with other IMng beings. If it was the case, as the result of the design of

the Demiurge, there seems to be no point in changing it at this stage. In the Gnostic

and Hermetic traditions, reproduction is often presented as a source of evil and it is

unclear why the First Principle should be the one to divide the androgynes, and

advocate sexual reproduction. Equally strange is the fact that just after doing this, he

then delivers a tirade against it. I think that it is likely that it is only sexual intercourse

among humans that is actually condemned. In any case the idea of a primordial

androgynous ancestor is not uncommon. It occurs in the Gnostic creation myth

mentioned in the RC/iftatioH of Hippolytus in the context of his discussion of the

Nassenes: "For man is androgyne, they say...Attis was castrated...and has passed

over to the eternal substance above, where there is neither male nor female but a new

creation, a new man, who is androgyne".(5.7.14-15). The same notion can also be

found in biblical texts.3°¢’ Under the influence of Gen. 1:27, Philo thought that

306 CF. Gal. 3.28, 6.15 ; E#h. 2: 15, 4:24.
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lr~ptoOat.{);, d’yctO()t,, (a &’c a~a1~(~ag T6 ~K "rrXdvtl£" ~pmTO£ (~l~a,
om-os" it~t’ct &’ TO) ~<6T~L ~TXaVd#evo~, a[~0qT~$ ~Td(~x~ov Td TOO
OavdTou"

"After God said this, providence, through fate and through the cosmic
framework, caused acts of intercourse and set in train acts of birth; and all
things ~ere muhiplied according to kind. The one who recognized himself
attained the chosen good, but the one who loved the body that came from the
error of desire goes on in darkness, errant, suffering sensibly the effects of
death".

Here, as in the :lsclt7)ius, it is apparent that Providence and Fate are only instruments

of the supreme god, not independent entities existing outside his control. Providence

only acts after God has spoken. The allusion to fate and the cosmic framework echoes

again the Asch_7~ius: the Demiurge or higher powers influence the world through the

revolution of the stars.

It is difficult to understand the explanation of demiurgic causality presented in

the Poimandres in terms of Greek philosophy. God appears to be both omnipotent

and omniscient. I le wilflllly creates a world, which he then decides to oppose. The

Poimandres never explains or resolves this paradox. To a certain extent, creation is

presented as a,/dil accomp/i, ltowever, as Segal points out, once the Poimandres is

read in ternls or" myth, it becomes possible to find a solution. The god of the

Poimandres may be omnipotent and omniscient, but he is still capable of acting

contrary to his knowledge, as in myth even the chief god may act under the influence

of emotion. The Poimambes does not attempt to conceal this paradox, but neither

does the author seem to perceive the need to resolve it. As Jonas notes: "The Plotinian

descensus of Being, in some respects an analogy to the Gnostic one, proceeds through

the autonomous movement of impersonal concept by an internal necessity that is its

own justification. The Gnostic descensus cannot do without the contingency of

subjective affect and xxiI1.’’3°7 In the Poimandres, we have a perfect example of the

flaws which Plotinus perceived in Gnosticism, not merely their radical dualism, but

also the emphasis on revelatory assertion rather than rational argumentation.

3°" Jonas, H. (196"1. 193.
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The myth of tile Poimandres is so problematic in philosophical terms as an

explanation of demiurgic causality that there are those who prefer to read it in

psychological tenns. Jtmg regarded Gnosticism as the predecessor of alchemy. Just as

alchemy sought to turn a base metal into gold, Gnosticism sought to liberate the soul

from the baseness of matter, lie mistakenly equated the Demiurge with Anthropos:

"The primordial figure of the quatemity coalesces for the Gnostics with the
figure of the Dcmiurge or Anthropos. He is, as it were, the victim of his own
creative act, Ibr, when he descended into Physis, he was caught in her
embrace. The image of the anima mundi or Original Man latent in the dark of
matter expresses the presence of a transconscious centre, which because of its
quaternary character and its roundness, must be regarded as a symbol of
wholeness". (Jung, Gnostic Symbols of the Self, 197-8.9)

For Jung, the Poima,,hus explains not creation, but the development of man’s psyche

-the inter-relation of the immaterial godhead and unordered matter represents the

emergence of the ego out of the consciousness. As he comments: "Gnosticism long

ago projected this state of affairs into the heavens in the form of a metaphysical

drama: ego-consciousness appearing as the vain Demiurge, who fancies himself the

sole creator of the world and the self as the highest unknowable God, whose

emanation the Demiurge is." (121). Jung radically alters the meaning of the

Poimandres because he reads it in psychological, rather than metaphysical terms.

Whatever the merits of Jung’s theory, it does show that the Poimandres lends itself

more easily to being read in terms other than metaphysical and should be treated more

as a myth than as "serious" philosophy.

Other Texts

CH II attempts to discover whether God is an essence or not. At CH II.6, the

author denies that God exists as a spatial area (Tdrro~’), but rather as a form of energy

(~v~pTeta), which is responsible for motion in the cosmos, although he himself

remains motionless. At § 12, this point is reiterated, but it appears that the Receptacle

of the Timaeus has somehow become equated with Aristotle’s Unmoved Mover:

"Y61l    ~ ’ ~"OUV Tr)Ti,(Jb’ TI’)I,, ~’1~ ~ KL!,’E"tTUL T() "IT~V, T[, �’~rrOl-tev;...Nobs" 6Xoc
~ 6),ou ~m,T()b @TTept~xo~v, ~Xc00epo~" et61aaTo~" ~mvr6g, drrXav~s’,
dvaq51~S’, ClOTi)5" ~V ~aUT£? ~O’T~S" Xt0pqTtKbs" TgV 1TdvTo~V Ka’t aO~T~pto~’
T~IJ ....Ob’ToJIJ .

"So what have we said of the place in which the universe is moved?"...Mind
as a whole wholly enclosing itself, free of all body, unerring, unaffected,
untouched, at rest in itself, capable of containing all things and preserving all
that exists".
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In the l tcrmctic texts -6v, o¢ has three separate functions. It is 1) the space

occupied by a body, 2) as the divine Logos with which God fills the 6Xov 8t’6Xtov

with incorporeal poxvers and 3) God, as that which contains all things and which is

his own place (c~b76~" &Yrt Xt,3~)c~ &WTO0. KEXt0pq~:d~S" ~aOT6V).3°s This Intellect

T6rro~- is a god, but he is not the First God. This shift from passive Receptacle to an

independent divine entib, is as interesting as it is unnecessary. It does, however, help

to explain the interaction between the supreme transcendent God, and the cosmos. It

is evident that the First God does not occupy a place in this world, and that He is

above all Intellect, as well as all essence (§5).

The same idea can be lbund at CH V. 10 where there is no space around God

because He embraces evewthing: "o0 T6rro~" ~aT’t rre9~ a4". Parallels to this can be

found in Phil. Leg. Alle. I 44, Arnob. Adv. noet. I 3: prima enim tu causa es, locus

return ac spatium)ff~; At XI l g, there is the comment that if all things are contained in

God, they are not contained in the same manner as in a spatial area. Finally, as

Festugi6re points out, in the Eve’. ex Theod. 34, 37, 38 ss, T6VO~" is used as a name for

God.

At CH III we have an account of creation which parallels that of the

Poimandres; the light elements separate themselves from the others by rising, and the

heavy ones sink down, and all tiffs division is accomplished by fire. However, here

creation is perlbnned by a number of subordinate Demiurges:

"dvf]K¢ b~- ~KGGTo~" 0~b~" bt~t q~g’ [6[a£ 8uvdgt~tog’ Tb "ffOOO’TaX0~V

abmt-,o, kUl ~T~t’CVo Oqpia,, TcTpdTroOa Ka’t ~’pTI’ET6 KCt’t ~vuOpa Ka’t
~Tql’6 KC[t W0~OG O’~up~t ~vo-zropo£ KaY. X6pTO~’ KaJ. dv0ot~ TraVTb~
Xk6q. Tb o~:~pl]c~ Tqg" ra,ktTycvea[aff ~p l"~-aUTO~’ ~orrcpl.toX6Toov]’."
"Through his own power, each god sent forth what was assigned to him. And
the beasts came to be- four-footed, crawling, water-dwelling, winged- and
every germiuating seed and grass and every flowering plant;"(§3)
At CH IV. 1. we have a thrther discussion of the manner of creation:

"’ErrctU] vbv ~Tdv-ra K6cqmv ~rrOL~aEv b 6qlltoupT6~, ob xepa’tv 6Xk6
k6T£O, ti~o-vc Ol’,V~u~ ~’zvO,\d.lJ. Bm,� (o7 TOG rrap6vrog’ Ka’t dE’t 6VTOg" Ka].
TrdvTG i-okllGo.t’TO£ Ka’t ~t,bff IA.6VOU, ~ 6~ abTO9 OEX~O’E-L
8q#tovpy]iOm’TO~" T& ~’3~’7C~" TOUTO Tdp ~O’TL TO a~l~a ~Ke[vou, oOx
~.ITT6I’, ()t.’b~ (li;aT()l’, 01)b~ IZ~’TOqT6V, Ob~ 6taO’Ta.T6~’, Ob~- ~;kX~ TLV’L
O%t~aTt ()IZOLOr" O{)T~ Tap "fl0p ~O’TIA~ O~TE bSC0p OOTE ~p O’~T~
1TV£OIJ.Ct, (t,k,~& ;TCJ.I"-O 011-’ CAI)TO0, hTaOb£ Thp t~v, <oO> t-t6v~ ’~O.UT~
TOUTO 6vaO~h,c~t ~O~,\qa¢ ~OL TIlV TfiV Kocrgf/crat."

30s Nook & FestugiL’re. ( 19~3 ). 39 n. 14.
~09 Ibid.
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"Since the craflsnlan made the whole cosmos by reasoned speech, not by
hand, you should conceive of him at present, as always existing, as having
made all things, as the one and only and as having crafted by his own will the
things that are. For this is his body, neither tangible nor visible nor measurable
nor dimensional nor like any other body; it is not fire nor water nor air nor
spirit, yet all things come from it. Because he is good, it was <not> for himself
alone that he wished to make this offering and to adorn the earth."
Here cosmos and Demiurge are closly identified. The Demiurge’s body is not

the visible cosmos (as it is not sense-perceptible), but it is the source of the physical

world. The cosmos can be said to be the body of the Demiurge in so far as he is the

Reason pervading the universe. As the Demiurge’s body is immaterial (illustrated by

the comment that it ix not one of the elements) all things only come from his body in

so far as he transmits thc powers of the suprasensible world to the sublunar realm and

orders matter. The stress on the fact that God does not create like a craftsman is

noteworthy, since it echoes the comments of Plutarch that the Demiurge creates not

like a man, but through the use of mathematical principles. It seems here that the

Demiurge merely has to command and matter obeys him. This is stated again at CH

V.4, where Hermes acknowledges that matter is deficient but nevertheless it obeys the

Creator.

Imperfection in the world occurs when bodies are no longer able to contain the

monad (CH IV. 11).Tiffs same idea occurs throughout the corpus. At CH VI.2, there is

no place in that which has come to be for the Good. The world is not good since it is

in motion, but it is not bad since it is immortal. At CH VI.3 the world is only good in

relative terms; absolute goodness in the material realm is impossible. This same idea

is also expressed at Ctt X. 10: even if the world is beautiful, it is not good since it is

constructed from matter, although the point is contradicted by CH XI. 3 "~pTov 8~

TO~ a[6vos" b K~’f~ilog, l/cv6~t~vo5" O[~OTC, Ka’t d~’t l’tv6pcvo5" bTrb TO~

ahSvo5"".

CH VIII & IX

CH VIII presents the Stoic idea that there is no such thing as absolute death,

merely the dissolution of elements. §3 outlines God’s reason for creation: He wanted

to adorn the beings lower down on the ontological scale with every quality. The

treatise then points out that God made the world in the form of a sphere which is

immortal. The only point worthy of note is the manner in which God constructs the

world modelled on the intelligible archetypes:
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"rrk4ov 6~. 76~r ibctur Td vo’ta b ~aT~p ~TKaTaawE[pag T~ odpa~pq

t;~rrcp &, &’vp~? Kc~rdK,kctc~c."

"Further, the father implanted in the sphere the qualities of forms, shutting

them up as iu a cave". (§3)

This comment is made against the background of the usual platitudes

concerning the disorder of matter and its retention of this quality even after

creation.The re~’erence appears to indicate that the images of the Forms become

enmattered against their will, but this line is probably a sophisticated literary allusion.

It recalls not only Plato’ myth of the Republic (514-17), but also looks forward to

Porphyry’s exegesis of Octrssey 13.102-12, On the Cave of the Nymphs, where the

darkness of the cave represents tire unstable state of matter.3m In Mithraism the cave

also represented the world,s~j

Corpus Hermeticum IX shares numerous parallels with CH VIII. It interrelates

the three terms: Man (§ 1-2), World (§6-8) and God (§9) in the same manner. God is

the father of the world, just as the world is the father (surely mother would be more

appropriate) of the beings which it contains.312 The treatise also refutes the notion that

God is unthinking and without thought (§3-6) since being all things and in all things,

He is necessarily intellective. §3 outlines the influence of God on individuals:

"6 "ydp l’{l[,g K(!(I. TiCh’TC~ Td VO~#O.Ta, d’ya0d p4v, 6Tar bTrb TOO 0�o0
T(~ O-T[~pll(/T(/ Xdl}/[} &,m’r{a 8~, 6TaP bTr6 TtVOS" Tt~V 8aqxovk0v,
p-qB¢,’O9 I~(’txm¢ ToO K6{71J.ot, ~:¢vo9 6VTOS" 6a[p.ovo£ I"T~ bnb TOb 0Eob
Tf¢(~TLC.TII~I’(,J OO[IIOL,LI- (;CTTL~" 0TrELO’EX0(ZIV ~O’TrELO~ T~S" [6[a~" ~taE’p’}’E[aS"

T6 O’TT#pIJ.C~, KC~’[ ~k0/10-Cl, b VO[JS" T6 cyTrap~v, p.otxc[a£, dp6vous",
rraTpoTt qT( c~-, ’~� poo-v,\iag, do¢13~[as-, dTx6va£, KaTd Kpq~v~ov
KaTadpopds". Ka’t dikka vd~’Ta 6oa 8ati~6vtov ~pTa".

"Mind conceives every mental product: both the good, when mind receives

seeds from God, as well as the contrary kind, when the seeds come from some
demonic being. [Unless it is illuminated by god,} no part of the cosmos is
without a demon that steals into the mind to sow the seed of its own energy,

and what has been sown mind conceives- adulteries, murders, assaults on
one’s l:ather, acts of sacrilege and irreverence, suicides by hanging or falling
from a c]ift: and all other such works of demons".
Here Mind is clearly not the First Principle, as in the Poimandres. The

positing of evil daemons helps to protect God from responsibility for the existence of

evil. The author then adopts the Socratic stance that God is the cause only of a few

things i.e. of the Good:

"TO9 l’dp @o~_’ Td ~7.~ptm.7o. 6k[Ta, l~eydkct 8~ ~a’t ~aXd ~a’t dTaOd."

"Few seeds come from God, but they are potent and beautiful and good".

3~0 Porphyry is only building on pre~ ~ou~ exegeses, such as that of Cronius.
311 Copenhaver, B. 119921, 149.

31:Nock & Festugicre. A. J. 119’531. t)2.
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CH IX believes firmly in the goodness of the cosmos, and therefore in the

goodness of the Demiurge:

"T~t, "y&p K~l~ial, ~-l,0dSc 8c~v o[Kc~v dlTOV ~v T~ ~aUT~S" Xcop~w
ouo’av" Xtop[ol, yc~t~ ctt~T~lS- fl Y’q, o0X b K6CrpOS’, ~S" ~vtO[ 1TOTe ipoOo’t
13 Xa o-qbq tl o [,l, T � ,.7 "’

"As I have said. vice must dwell here below since this is its native land. The
earth is its native land, not the cosmos, as some will blasphemously
claim."(§4)

It is only the sublunar rc,,,ion which is evil. § 5 then provides an account of demiurgic

causality, which attempts to account for the presence of evil, despite the goodness of

the Demiurge:

"b t.t~v y~p 0~b~, ,rr6vTWV 8qptonpy6~, 8qptoupy~v TrdvTct rrotE~ p&-v

8tdqbopa. fl ")’~p KOO-Ft[Kh (~op6t Tt:)il3OUaa T~.£" )’E:ViO’Et£ Troths" rrote~,

ydp b ~:6al-to£, t,~ ’Ao-KXqtrL~, a’~O’0qO’tV [8tap KC0. V6q(YLV ~X~L, obK

Ol-I-O[.at’ q-I) 0.l’Ot)W~,(~_g, OOg~ (05’ I"roLKi~.I]V, O.X~,C05" 8~ KO.’L Kp~[TTCO KO.’t
8rrXouaT~-pcu,."
"God, craftsman of all things, makes all things like himself in crafting them,
but these things that begin as good come to differ in their use of energy. The
motion of the cosmos, as it grinds away, produces generation of different
kinds: some it soils with vice, others it cleanses with the good. For the cosmos
has its own sensation and understanding, Asclepius, not like the human, not
diverse, but far stronger and simpler."
This account echoes that of the Timaeus, God, being good, fashions

everything for the best, hut it is Necessity which is responsible for evil. Here it is the

cosmos which is responsible for evil; I think that the irrational movement of the

cosmos is intended here, rather than malign astral influence which affects the human

soul through sympathy by placing it in various envelopes as it descends.

§6 states that all matter is used in creation and presents a closed system in

which the matter that the cosmos contains is continually reused:

"~ ")’dp a[aOq~yc~ ~:a’L v6qaL~ TOO K60"pou tt[a iaT’L Tb rrdvTa TrOL¢~V
Ka’t �[~ ~cm~ql, 6~O~TOL~V, 6pyavov T~ TO~ OCO~ ~ouXQc~¢co~, Ka’~
6v’rcos" 6p’fCmO.~kq(~V, ’LVO rrdvTa ~Tap’ ~auT~, dlTb TOO 0~oO Xapc~v, Td
CY1TIpFLaTCl bU,\(JTTbJl~ iV ~aUT~ rrdvTcl rrOLq~ ~v~pyc~£’, Ka’~ 6taXO~v
lrdvTa C~VGt’~,,L, V.dL bt& TOUTO XU0~VTa ~O’ITep dTa065" ¢0Jfi5" T~0Jpy65"

pteTCI,3OX~I 6vcJ~’~o~O’tV abT~ c~cp6p_~vo~ Trap~xq,.<ObK> ~TL b It?l
(oJOyOV~’L, (b~p/~l±Cvo9 be rrdvTa ~C001TOLC~ KCl’L bltog T61TOS" ~aT’t Ka’t

8qt-t toupybs" ~’~fl~’-"
(§6)"The sole sensation and understanding in the cosmos is to make all things
and unmake them into itself again, an instrument of God’s will. In reality, God
made the instrument to make all things actively in itself, taking under its
protection the seeds it has received from God. In dissolving all things, the
cosmos renews them, and when things have been dissolved in this way, the
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cosmos (like lira’s good farmer) offers them renewal through the same process
of change that moves the cosmos. There is <nothing> that is not a product of
cosmic fecundity. Ill moving, it makes all things live, and it is at once the
location and the craftsman of life".
After God has set everything ill order, the cosmos is capable of functioning on

its own to maintain the life contained within it as a sort of second Demiurge. Just as

in the Poimandres, cosmic motion was the means by which the Demiurge created, so

here too it is the naechanism by which the cosmos ensures the preservation of life;

engaging in a so~ of continual temporal creation, as it were, through its motion.

§7 reiterates this point:

"Td 6C o%btaTa 877(3 i’lXq~, ~l, 8ta~op~’ Td ~t~v 7dp ~O’TtV ~q Tqg’, Td

O0V0CTa. Kc£t T6 I~l’ Fd.,\,\ov, Th 6~ 6TrOXOOC~TepCU p_fi~kOV p_~V, Th
[3agOTCpC~, ~TTOV 6~-, T& KOU~6Tcpa" Tb 6~ TdXog" aOTo0 q-rl,ff dpo~)dg’
-~v v, utKt,\[av --cTJt, m>tt~)v 7ergo-crop ~pTd~¢Tat" vv&l Tap ov~a
TrUKVOTfiT/1 lTpOT~il’~t Tfi "rrot& TO~ff otdlJ.ao’t ~Td ~-vb£ vXqp~6~taYog

"All bodies come from matter, but in different ways: some come from earth,
some from water, some from air and some from fire. All are composite bodies,
some of them more strongly so, and some are simpler. The more strongly
composite are the heavier bodies; those less so are the lighter. The rapid
motion of the cosmos produces diversity in causing generations of different
kinds. When the cosmos breathes most frequently, it offers qualities to bodies,
and their plenitude is one filing only- life".

Here the motion of the COSlnOS is seen as producing various kinds of bodies

from different combinations of tile elements. I think that God transmits the Forms to

the cosmos, which is only responsible for producing the individuals. This is the

generation of different kinds that it is responsible for. This would agree with §6. The

cosmos does not create the type, but by its revolutions it modifies each type to

produce new individuals, and by this process ensures that each kind is preserved,

since it is continually replenished.

’"tramp ~, oL, t, ~’~ ecb~ .o[, K6~lzou, b 6~ K6O~o~ T~V ~V V~ K60"~t~"

Ka’~ 6 t~h’ ~6~1~o~ u’tb~ vo9 0~o9, T~ 8~ ~V V~ ~6~t~ b~6 TOO
K6crpou Kct’t �[K6voJ£ ~:6C~l-tOg" K~KXqTat" KOCrB¢’~ 7hp Td 1TdI,’Ta
lTOtKtX{g TI]C ")’(r~crceG" I,:a’t T~.~ dStaX~:{lrT~ Trig’ (co~£ Ka’t dKolTtdo’T~

T~; 4t’¢p")’CifJ; Ka’t TLU i-dX~-t T~g" dldd~Kqg, Ka’l. @ O’UO’TdO’EL TdId
UTOtXffibA’ KC(’L TI~] Td~ffL. TC~.’ "yLVOtJ_~-VOaV" 6 a0T6~                            OUl,"~ K6ql-tOg Ka’l.

"Thus, God is father of the cosmos, but the cosmos is father of the things in
the cosmos: the cosmos is the son of God, and all things in the cosmos are
made by tile cosmos. It ~s r~ghtly called "cosmos" or "arrangement", for it
arranges all things in the diversity of generation, in the ceaselessness of life, in
the tirelessness of acti~ it). in the rapidity of necessity, in the associability of
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the elements, and in the order of things that come to be. That it should be
called an "arrangement", then, is necessary and fitting"
This seglnent delineates further the role played by God and the cosmos. The

cosmos, it is clailncd, is the son of God. The fact that stress is laid on it as an

arrangement seems to indicate that God formed it by organising pre-existent matter,

rather than actually creating it. Just as in the Poimandres, the Demiurge and the Word

separate the First Principle from matter; here the cosmos acts as an instrument of God

in the subsequent creation of living beings.

This text seems to do no more than reproduce Platonic platitudes, but it is

precisely this fact which renders it noteworthy. Unlike most Gnostic or Hermetic

texts, there is no separation here between the First Principle and the Demiurge. Were

it not for the fact that this text was attributed to Hermes Trismegistus, one would have

difficulty claiming that it belongs to the same tradition as the Poimandres. Even CH

VIII, with which Ct! IX shares so many correspondences, draws a distinction

between a first and second god. Though the second god is clearly the cosmos it is

stressed that man’s relationship with the First God is of a far superior order.

CH X

CH X.3 investigates the nature of God’s participation in creation:

"O.[TtOg’ bC ~9 i-CJT(IO T~I~ TC-KVOJV K(I~ TF1S" 01"ropO.s" na]. Trig" TpO(~flg’,

TflV 6p~Ll’ ,\a3~bv TOO dTa0oO 8L& TOO fIk[OU" Tb T6p d~’a06v @OTL Tb
ITOLqTLKOI/" TOIJTO (~ OIJ 8UUCITbV ~T~O;~o’Oat d)k),~ TLI."L ~I O6V~

~KC[V~, TO~ l~Lrl6~t’ bL~V ~k(lJJ_J~dvovTL, ITdPTa 8~ 0~.O1;Tt ~l.,at".

"The Father, receiving the appetite for the Good, by way of the sun, causes the
begetting and rearing of his children, for the Good is the principle of making.
But the Good can come to be in none other than him alone who receives
nothing, but wills all things to be".
Even though this is expressed in terms of human procreation, it is in fact

relevant to demiurgic causality, since it restates the doctrine found at CH 1.11; the

First Nous remains the supreme cause of creation, even if he creates through his son,

the Nous Demiurge. In this context, I prefer Festugi6re’s translation ofd’ga06v &r’rt

T6 rrotrl’l’tK6V "le Bien... le principle efficient", which stresses the demiurgic role of

the First Principle.

{}3 also expresses the Aristotelian notion of a motor that is engaged in

continual noetic activity, in order to ensure continuous, eternal motion in the world

(Met.A 6):
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"oh 7hp 4p&, t~ TdT. v, ott)OvTat" 6 Thp TTOtt~v ~k,kttrt]5" 40"Tt rrok,~
Xp6VqJ, &’ k’ ~3T~ F4V m)tci. 6T4 8~ ob troteL ~al ttOt6TqTO~" KaY.
~ZOUOTqTO~’ ";c~T~- 1~41’ 7&P WO~d Ka’t rFotd. 6T~ 8~ T6 4VaVT[a" 6 84
0�6S" ~;cu 7uTilp ~U~ TO dTc~0bv T~ ¢’~vat Td trdvTa."
"I will not say "they are made", Tat, for much of the time one who makes is
wanting both in quality and quantity in that sometimes he makes and
sometimes not; now he makes this kind and this many, now the opposite. But
God the Father is the Good in that he <wills> all things to be."

This indicates the existence of continuous, temporal creation, in order to ensure the

preservation of the material realm. In fact, the One manages the universe like a

statesman, managing it tlnough the use of Intellect:

"KCt’t O[,Vq l) TO[’ ,-rCtYVL)g ~,tO{KqO’tS", 1]pTrll-tEVq ~K T~" TOO ~Vbg’

gbOa~0JS" ~o.’u bt~KOt,O-O 6L’ ~t’,715’ TOO POD." (CHX.23)
"And tiffs is the government of the universe, dependent from the nature of the
one and spreading through the one mind"
At CH XI.2 God creates with the assistance of another agent:

b 0cbS" att,~l’o wote~" { cltuJt’ 6~ TbV K6apov, b K60"~og’ 8~ Xp6vov, b
Xp6vo¢ b~- 7&,�(~tv."
"God makes eternity; eternity makes the cosmos; the cosmos makes time; time
makes becoming".
Eternity is described as a power of god (SOva~.t~" 8~- ToO 0~o~ §3) and

Eternity is not only its creator, but also the guarantor of survival, because Eternity is

imperishable. Eternity here retains the same signification as philosophical Eternity, as

the immaterial model fi-om which COslnic time was formed. However, it has been

transformed into a hypostasis of God, which functions as a co-creator. It is a kind of

Hermetic hybrid between divine wisdom and the World-Soul, since it is Eternity

which sets the world in order by introducing immortality and duration (T?W

dOavacfim, Kc/t btuttot’i]v §3) to matter. Eternity, however, is not an independent

agent, but is completely dependent upon God (§4). Using Providence, Necessity, and

Nature, Eternity is able to prese~we the world. God and his energy (~ 8~ ~v493,eta

0co0 §5) are responsible for the actions of eternity, and so there is no question, as in

the Timaeus or the Poima~Mres, of Necessity or of Nature acting as independent

entities which thxvart God’s plan. The moon also seems to function as an agent in the

ordering of matter: (crc,\l~vqv b~ ~Kc/t, wv rrp68popov "ffdvr(ov 6pTavov q-FI5"

OOcrecog T/]I’ KdVt,0 ~’,\1]~’ tleTCaBcJ,k,\ot.,o-av r~ T~v k{o’qv, "Coursing ahead of

them all is the moon. nature’s instrunaent, transforming the matter below, §7). The

moon must just act in the same way as the cosmic spheres elsewhere in the Corpus

Hermeticum, as the mechanism by which the higher powers are able to regulate lower

beings.
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CH XI.9 continues the line of argumentation that these entities are responsible

to God, by arguing against the dualism of various Gnostic sects:

"EbStadpOp~m, Tc’Lfl ~ca’t rroXXt~v O~CX~V T~aV KLV~](JEO3V KCl’t T~V GO3IIdTcoV
O0X 6[/OitO|’, tttds‘ ~ KaT0. rrdvTtOV T~X’0TTITOff TETa’,/gl_~VrlS,’ dSOvctTOV

860 ~ vrkciot,¢ TrOtl)Tdff E~vat" 11[a Tflp ~Tr’t woXXff~v o6 TqpE~Tat
Valets‘" ~XoC b~_ T015‘ woXXo~5" "~ap~¢Tat TO6 KOE[TTOVO5‘."
"Since motions arc lnany and diverse and bodies are dissimilar, while one
speed has been ordained for all of them, there cannot be two makers or more
than two. If there are many, one order cannot be kept. The consequence of
plurality is envy of the better."
The text adopts a classic Aristotelian formulation against the existence of

multiple demiurgoi: if there is one order, there can only be one creator, established at

Arist. Met. A 10.31~(though naturally this applies to coordinate, rather than

subordinate demiurgoi). The text argues against the possibility of a Demiurge of

immortal entities and a Demiurge of mortal ones; a position which in fact runs

counter to that adopted by the Timaeus. Since matter is one and soul is one, the

treatise cannot envisage the possibility of two creators. The One God is the sole

creator of soul and all living beings provided with it (CH XI. 11). In fact, giving life to

all living things and providing them with movement takes the place of motion and life

for God (§17).

CH XII. 14 adopts the same position. The entire succession of entities

sometimes seen as exercising an influence on causality independent of the Demiurge

are placed fLrmly under his control. Necessity, Providence and Nature are the

instruments of the organisation of matter. God energises matter by permeating it

(§22-23). This viewpoint may actually be a positive reading of the Poimandres myth.,

where Man is, after all, a pal-t of the godhead.

The same notion can be found at CHXIV.6:

"�[ TO[I’I)I’ OOC~ d, lloXdTqTaL Td 6VTa, T6 TC Ttv6~tCvov Ka’t T6 ~oto(~v,

~v    ~GTt    ~-~1    ~t@O’¢t,    Yb    [.t~V wpoqToO~cvov,    T~) 8~
~v6~vov.-;po~3),OOl~eVov ~v 6 wo~oJv 0E6~’, ~vr6gEvov 8~ T~) Ttv6gcvov,
6notov ~’6L, ~."
"Thus, if one agrees that there are two entities; what comes to be and what
makes it, they are one in their unification, the one antecedent and the other a
consequent. The antecedent is the god who makes; the consequent is what
comes to be, whatever it may be".

313 Cf. also Cic. Nat. Door. II. 1, 16, 90, Phil. Deprovid. 11, 40.
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KQt () i91~WO~" 7ti) CTtgI~LCLTL. ~XX’ ObTC" [()l,’ 6 XcI-XKoupTo~" ~TrO[qO’EV, O~TE

TbV b0~v dt 7~H’I~CraVT~, O~’~TE "HIV KaK[av 6 0C6S’. fl 85 "r~s"
yev~crct,~ ~-r, tStallovi1 ~a0d~cp ~av0civ 1TOt~ Kai~ 8td TOgTO ~rro[q~e

"There is nothing shameful or evil about the maker himself; such conditions
are incidental consequences of generation, like corrosion on bronze or dirt on
the body. The bronzesmith did not make the dirt; nor did god make evil. But
the persistence of generation makes evil bloom like a sore, which is why god
has made change, to repurify generation."
The Denfiurge combats evil by eternal temporal creation in order to maintain

the status quo. It is as if matter is continually attempting to break its bonds and the

Demiurge has to continually order it. This passage also counters the belief of some

Gnostics that extending divine unity into creative diversity would taint the supreme

god, leading to the standard Gnostic postulation o/the Demiurge.

At CH XVI. 18, the Denfiurge resurfaces, where he is identified with the sun:

"816 rraz~p tz~, zrdvz(~ov ~’) 0~69, 8qp_Loupy~)g" 8~ 6 ~XLos", 6 8~ K6Ola_OS"
8p’yal;OV T~" CSqlZtottp’~[C~B’."
"Therefore, the father of all is God; their Craftsman is the sun; and the cosmos
is the instrument of craftsmanship."

However, the text is explicit in stating that it is God who provides the sun with his

craftsmanship, by providing him with the Good. (§ 17).

Asclepius

The Ascl~Tm~s is the Latin translation of the Greek treatise Logos teleios

(Perfect Discourse). Lydus and Lactantius both reproduce passages from it in

Greek.3~ The terminus ante quem for the Greek text, then, is the early fourth century,

but a Latin version of the sermo perfectus corresponding to our version of Asclepius

can first be found in Augustine’s City o/ God (413-426). Due to the number of early

references to this text, which come from North African Christians, the Latin version

may have been produced in North Africa. In any case, the treatise covers a great

many topics, leading some scholars to suggest that the Asclepius is a synthesis of

other works.

At §2 -3 the text outlines the composition of the world from the four elements:

"From the heavens all things conae into earth and water and air. Only the fire
that moves upward is lifegiving; what moves down is subservient to it. But
whatever descends from on high is a breeder; what diffuses upward is a
feeder. Earth, who alone stands still in herself, is the receptacle of all and the

3 =~ Copenhaver, B. (I 9921. 214 - Di~ ine hz ~titutes 2.14.6 ; 4.6.4 ; 7.18.4 (cf. Asclep. 28,8,26) ; De

mens. 4.7.149 (cf..tsc,’~;. 19, 39.2~!.
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renewer of all the kinds that she takes in. Therefore, this is the whole- as you
remember, because it is all and consists of all. Soul and matter embraced by
nature are so stirred by the varied multiform quality of all images, that, in the
discontinuity of their qualities, the forms are known to be infinite, yet they are
united to seem to be t’rom one. [3] The elements by which the whole of matter
has been formed, then, are four: fire, water, earth, air. One matter, one soul
and one god." (trans. Copenhaver).
This passage alludes to differences in the nature of various elements, though

these are not enumerated in any kind of scientific manner. Most interesting of all is

the reference to only one god; the Asclepius exhibits monotheistic tendencies; even

though it does ret’cr to numerous gods; as elsewhere in the Hermetic corpus, these

seem to be understood as merely instantiations of the supreme god.

At Asclepius § ~. the author outlines the manner of creation:

"When the master and shaper of all things, whom rightly we call God, made a
second next after himself, who can be seen and sensed, it seemed beautiful to
him, since it was entirely full of the goodness of everything, and he loved it as
the progeny of his own divinity. Then so great and good was he that he wanted
there to be aHother to admire the one he had made from himself and
straightaway he made Man, imitator of his reason and attentiveness.
This passage outlines a different method of creation from that contained in the

Poimandres. The first god is evidently the Demiurge, since he is the shaper of all

things and the text goes on to state that God’s goodness is the reason for his creation.

The Second God seems to adopt somewhat the role of Man in the Poimandres; God

falls in love with him as a reflection of his own beauty. In any case, this passage was

misread by Christian interpreters such as Lactantius, who cites it as evidence that

Hermes Trismegistus was aware that the supreme God had a son.315 The Second God

here is obviously the cosmos, as is explicitly stated at § 10. Scott viewed this passage

as modelled on Tim. 29E-31B, 37C, 92C and it is easy to observe numerous

correspondences between both texts, particularly the emphasis given to the concept of

Plenitude.

The passage then goes on to outline the manner in which God made man:

"After he <had made> Man ousTodes and noticed that he could not take care
of everything unless he was covered over with a material wrapping; god
covered him with a bodily dwelling and commanded that all humans be like
this, mingli~lg and combining the two natures into one in their just
proportions. Thus God shapes mankind from the nature of soul and of body,
from the eternal and the mortal, in other words so that the living beings so
shaped can prove adequate to both its beginnings, wondering at heavenly
beings and worslaipping them, tending earthly beings and governing them."

315 Lactantius cites l?om Logos te/eios - Divine Institutes 4.6.4 - Copenhaver, B. (1992), 222.
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Again here, it is the First Principle who functions as the Demiurge. The

description of the mingling of two substances of a separate order recalls Plato’s

account of the blending of soul substance out of Sameness and Difference in the

Timaeus. The Asclepius seems to take a more positive stance regarding the cosmos

than is usual in Hemaetism. Here mankind’s physical incarnation is not the result of

some kind of fall (as it is in the Poimandres), but rather part of the rational design of

a demiurgic First Principle. The material wrapping (mundano integimento) is not

regarded as a prison, but rather as a mechanism allowing Man to fulfil his designated

role in the ontological scheme.

{}8 also does away with the conflict drawn between Reason and Necessity in

Plato’s Timaeus, which left its mark on many other Platonic metaphysical schemes

with more pronounced dualistic tendencies:

"Necessity follows God’s pleasure; result attends upon his will. That anything
agreed by God should become disagreeable to him is incredible since he
would have known long before that he would agree and that it was to be".

Here there is no question of any entity being capable of opposing the supreme God.

The passage, unfortunately, does not really explain the mechanism of demiurgic

causality: the will of God is itself sufficietlt to produce the end result.

"The master of eternity is the First God, the world is second, Man is third.
God is the maker of the world and all it contains governing all things along
with mankind, who governs what is composite. Taking responsibility for the
whole of this - the Woper concern of his attentiveness- mankind brings it
about that he and the world are ornaments to one another so that on account of
mankind’s divine composition, it seems right to call him a well-ordered world,
though kosmos in Greek would be better."(§ 10)

This is clearly modelled on Plato’s description of man as a microcosm of the well-

ordered world m the Timaez~s. §14 then provides a more detailed description of

demiurgic causality:

"There was God and /olc; (which we take as the Greek for "matter) and
attending matter was spirit, or rather spirit was in matter, but it was not in
matter, as it was in God, nor as the things from which the world came were in
God. Because these things had not come to be, they were not as yet, but by
then the5’ aheady were in that from which they had their coming to be. Not
only of those that have not yet come to be but also of those that that lack the
fertility for breeding so that nothing can come to be from them, is it said that
they do not produce being. Therefore, things can breed that have in them a
nature capable of breeding; something can come to be from them even though
they have come to be from themselves (for there is no doubt that the things
from which all come to be can easily come to be from those that have come to
be from thenaselves).The everlasting god, god eternal, neither can nor could
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have come to be- that which is, which was, which always will be. This is the
nature of god, then, which is wholly from itself."

This passage does posit a pre-existent matter, which contains some kind of

motion of its own, indicated by the spirit existing in it; though it seems to exist in a

lesser degree in hvlJ than in God. The author than rules out the possibility of creatio

ex nihilo:

"But hul? (oi the nature of matter) and spirit, though from the beginning they
seem not to have come to be, nonetheless possess in themselves the power and
nature of their coming to be and procreating. For the beginning of fertility is in
the quality of nature, which possesses in itself the power and the material for
conceiving and giving birth."
This passage is problematic. It not only makes matter a co-Demiurge with

God, but it states that nature is capable of production itself, In the Poimandres,

Nature is incapable of creation herself, but requires Man. The Demiurge must not be

the creator of soul. if that is what the author means by spirit here. Since matter

possesses spirit, there may be some kind of idea of matter attempting to order itself

by responding to the upper world and attempting to imitate it.

The lesser gods also seem to play a limited role in demiurgic causality:

"The heads of all classes are gods, after whom come gods who have a head
<of> ousia; these are the sensible gods, true to both their origins who produce
everything tluoughout sensible nature, one thing through another, each god
illuminating his own work. The ousiarch3s of heaven (whatever one means by
that word) is Jupiter, for Jupiter supplies life through heaven to all things.
Light is the ousiarch~Zs" of the sun, for the blessing of light pours down on us
through the orb of the sun. The thirty-six (the term is "horoscopes"), the stars
that are always fixed in the same place, have as their head or ousiarch3s the
one called Pantomorphos or Omniform, who makes various forms within
various classes. The so-called seven spheres have the ousiarchai or heads
called Fortune and HeimarmenY, whereby all things change according to
nature’s law and a steadfast stability that stirs in everlasting variation. Air is
the instrument or mechanism of all the gods, that through which all things are
made; its ou.siarchEs is the second..." (§ 19)
Here we have a distinction between hypercosmic intelligible gods and cosmic

sensible gods, introduced in the passage preceding the one cited.316.The term

ousiarch~s may be a translation of an Egyptian term. In the manuscripts five

ousiarchai are mentioned: Jupiter, Light, Pantomorphos, Heimarmen~ and a Second

(? A second Zeus, perhaps, would fill the lacuna here).The five sensible gods are:

316 "There are many kinds of goth;, of whom one part is intelligible and the other sensible. Gods are not

said to be intelligible because riley are considered beyond the reach of our faculties; in fact, we are
more conscious of these ilatelli~iblc gods than of those we call visible, as you will be able to see from

our discussion if you pay attcnhon."
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Heaven, Sun, and the thirty-six (the Decans), seven planetary spheres and Air.317

Each sensible god is paired with a corresponding intelligible god, but unfortunately a

lacuna in the manuscripts prevents us fiom being certain whether there were further

pairings of sensible and intelligible gods. Scott modified the scheme to produce the

following pairings of intelligible and sensible gods: (Pantomorphos, Decans),

(HeimarmenY, Spheres), (Zeus Neatos (probably Hades ruling the air), sublunar

atmosphere), (Zeus Chthonios. Earth and Water). Scott compared this to similar

structures in the Stoic Posidonius and the Platonist Xenocrates, although Festugi6re

did not accept either Scott’s position that ousia was Stoic corporeal substance or

Murray’s that it was Platonic intelligible essence.318 Festugi6re compared ousia here

to its usage in Iamblichus, designating secondary deities, and I think that this is

probably the case here. I am less clear concerning the manner in which air can be

used as the mechanism of all the gods, unless as the lowest ranking sensible god all

connections between all other entities in the ontological system and the higher

ranking gods have to take place through it. For example, the light produced by the

planets is radiated into the air, and transmitted by the air to the earth.

The ousiarchai or ’~Depmtmental Rulers" have specifically delimited

functions. The uppermost ousiarch transmits the generic forms of the ideal world to

the ousiarch below him, to be modified by individual differences before being

implanted in matter to form individual bodies. The passage can equally be read in

terms of Stoic doctrine: that the outermost ousiarch emits fire, which passes through

the chain of lower ranking ousiarchai, before combining with air to form rrve~t.ta.

The Asclepius attempts to combine elements from different philosophical schools, but

they are not ah~ays completely harmonised and the details do not seem to have been

fully worked out, as is the case here.319

The individual lbrms are bestowed by the ousiarch of the fixed stars. He does

this through the revolution of his sphere which modifies the form type, since each

individual is born under a different aspect of the Decani. HeimarmenG the ousiarch

of the planets, governs the alterations that the form will undergo during its existence.

Air receives all these influences and then redistributes them. The ousiarch of earth

and sea supplies nutriment to the material bodies.

3~, Copenhaver, B. P. (1992). 23 I-2.
3is Copenhaver, B. P. t 1992). 232.
31~

Scott, W. (196~1. I/~9.
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The reason Scott attributed this scheme to a Stoic source was that the nearest

analogies can be found in Stoic systems.32° Zeus is named here as the God who

governs the Kosmos, which is more characteristic of StoicismTM than Hermetism,

where Zeus nonually only occurs as the name of the planet Jupiter.322 The scheme is

vaguely reminiscent of the myth of the Phaedrus, and Scott suggests that Xenocrates

(c. 330BC) may have been inspired to produce his version under the influence of

Orphic theology.3-’3 (Xenocrates’ system in which the World-Soul receives the Forms

and projests them upon matteris also derivable from a non-literal reading of the

Timaeus.324

The scheme presented here exhibits some differences with the type of

metaphysical speculation found in Stoicism. Firstly, the Stoics did not posit the

existence of incorporeal beings, while the author of our treatise postulates two classes

of gods, with the ousiaruhs as vorlvo’t 0CO’L. The Hermetic scheme also postulates a

supracosmic god in addition to the cosmic god found in Stoicism.

The Abammonis Ru.~ioonsum 8.2. contains a summary of a theological system

which has pretensions to be from Egyptian sacred writings, but which is more likely

from a more recent Neoplatonic interpretation of the "Books of Thoth".3z5 He calls

the first God of the system (the ~v of Plotinus) voqydpxqc, as the dpXfq of T&

vo’qTd and the second God ( Plotinian vo~’) ab’rdpxq~ as the cause of himself, as

well as o~[orrdr~u9 in his role as dpxil "rfq~ obcffa~, the Demiurge of the sensible

world. The system of the Abammonis Responsum contains sufficient significant

differences from that of the Asclepius for it to be unlikely that either system was

320 Scott (1968), 110.
321 For exampleDiog. Laert. 7.8,~: :9 v6~to~" 6 Kotvdg‘,"oorrEp ~o’r[v 6 69067 X6)’og‘ 8td rrdvrt~v

3~2X6~e/,og’, 6 f/I)vb~" (;;t’ TQ, ~.l(.
Kore Kosmou 28

323 Plut. Plat. Quaest. 9.2 :---cl’oFpf-qg" A{a rbv ~-v ~t~-v Toig‘ Ka’r~ Td abrd tbcra0vto~" ~Xouotv

~T(1TOV Ka~ket, t’~6’TOl’ 07, "-/~l~’ DYrO (3f~VqV. See also Clement of Alexandria Strom. 5.

I I7:’~¢voKpdT~w ~)~...7o1’ U CI’ ~T-C~T<W Aia. TbV 6~ v~ar0v KaX~uv, ~l.tC~acytv "ITaTp~)~ drroX¢[Trct

Ka’t p-~v ~rraTOV ~(cJ, -:~Jl, oc bl,)u. A different scheme is attributed to Xenocrates by Aetius, Diels
Doxogr. P. 304: "dpdcJi-ct ,,c- Fcfi abvt) <0¢[ag" c[vat 8uvdtlctg‘ Zeller> Ka/. ~Vgt~KEtV TO~g‘
b,ktKo~g‘ O’ToLxe{ot~’. "]’Ot)ThW ,,C T?IV I~-V <bt’ d~pog" ~vcpToDcrav 8~3vagttv "Hpav Meineke,
d¢t6fi ("AtSqv Diels)7-Ux~r~yc, p~(-’c~. "r/qv b~ Btd TOD OTpob Ilooe-tSt~t,ct. "rfw 8~ 8td rfig‘ "/fig"
qbtrroorr6pov Afipqvpa. VObZC~ b~ xoprwfioag" TOig" Zrt0tKO~g" K.’r.L The Orphic verses that may
have influenced Xenocrates can be Iound in Stob. I. I. 23, vol. I, p. 29 W.: Zcbg" rrpta’rog" ~’~t,�’ro,
Zcbg’ i}TTaTOS" dpytv,~paul’oc./Zcuq" vc@akfi, Z~b..7 p~c~aa, ALbg‘ 6’ ~K TFdt,va, T~TUKTaI. Dillon
suggests that Aetius was attempting "to make sense of an already garbled text". Dillon, J., The Heirs qf

Plato, 130.
32~ Dillon, J. (2003), 130.
325 Scott. W. (1968), 113.
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derived from the other. However, the silnilarity of terminology leads one to believe

that they were modelled on an earlier system using the term ousiarch.326

Scott’s hypothesis concerning the origin of this system is that Poseidonius’ list

of departmental gods (first centuD’ B.C.) was reproduced, with modifications, by the

Egyptian Stoic Chaeremon (c. 50 A.D.), x~ho may have introduced the Decani and the

term o0(rtdpxq~’. Ii1 Stoic terminology, and that of Poseidonius, of crler is

synonymous with Gkq. It seems, therefore, that the ousiarchs of the Asclepius are the

overseers of material substance: three different kinds of fire, air, earth and water.

The passage then reiterates the fact that all the various entities in the

ontological systeln are interconnected into a harmonious whole:

"Given such conditions all things from bottom to top <reach out to one
another in mutual connections. But...> mortals are attached to immortals and
sensibles to sensibles. And the whole of it complies with the supreme
governor, the master, so that really there are not many but rather one. In fact,
all depend r-ore one and flow from it, though they seem separated and are
believed to be many. Taken together, however, they are one or rather two,
whence all are lnade and by which they are made out of the matter, in other
words of which they are made, and from the will of him whose assent makes
them diffcrcnt."( § 19)

Here the contradiction bet\vcen the monotheistic stance adopted at the

commencement of the treatise and the postulated existence of many gods is

reconciled. The Ascl(7;iux is not so much monotheistic as syncretistic. All the lesser

deities are really just the result of the volition of the supreme god.

Having examined the hierarchy of deities, it now remains to consider spirit, as

the mechanism by which these deities act upon matter (§ 16-17):

"Spirit supplies and invigorates all things in the world; like an instrument or a
mechanism, it is subject to the will of the supreme god. For now let this be
our understanding of these issues .Understood by mind alone the god called
"supreme" is ruler and governor of that sensible god who encloses within him
all place, all the substance of things, all the matter of things that produce and
procreate, all that there is whatsoever and however much there is. [17] But
spirit stirs and governs all the forms in the world, each according to the nature
allotted it by god. HuA7 or matter, however, receives them all, <spirit> stirs
and comvmratcs them all and god governs them, apportioning to all things in
the world as much as each one needs. He fills them all with his spirit,
breathing it into each thing according to the quality of his nature."

Spirit is the mechanisna by \~hicla the First Principle acts on matter. §17 reiterates

Plato’s standpoint in the Timaeus that the sensible cosmos occupies the receptacle

3.’6 Scott. W. (196bL 114.
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and uses up all available matter. "Stirs and concentrates" is Copenhaver’s translation

for agitatio atqueJi’equentatio, which denotes a much more active agent than matter

which passively as a receptaculum "receives" the Forms. § 18 then outlines the role

played by spirit:

"The whole substance of all the fomls of this world and of each one of them in
its normal state is, if" I may say so, "material". Matter nourishes bodies; spirit
nourishes souls".

Here spirit plays some role in the preservation of soul- perhaps by allowing it to

communicate with entities higher up Oll the ontological scale, since it is the

instrument of the supreme god.

At §19 we are provided with a detailed account of the creation of man, which

also sheds further light on the role played by necessity during creation

"God, the father and master, made gods first and then humans, taking equal
portions t’rom the more com~pt part of matter and from the divine, thus it
happened that the vices of matter coupled with bodies along with other vices
caused by the foods and the substance that we are obliged to share with all
living things. Hence it is inevitable that the longings of desire and the other
vices of mind sink into human souls. Even though immortality and unaging
vigor were wisdom and learning enough for the gods, who were made of
nature’s cleanest part and had no help from reason and learning, nonetheless,
because God’s plan was a unity, he established in eternal law an order of
necessiO’ franted in law, which stood in place of learning and understanding
lest the gods be detached from them, for among all living things God
recognized mankind by the unique reason and learning through which humans
could banish and spurn the vices of bodies and he made them reach for
immortality as the hope and intention. In short, God made mankind good and
capable of immortality through his two natures, divine and mortal, and so God
willed the arrangement whereby naankind was ordered to be better than the
gods, who were formed only from the immortal nature and better than all
other mortals as well",

The account of human creation parallels the Poimandres, where even though Man is

produced after the heavenly gods, he is the one whom god loves most. Just as there he

is better than the Governors, the same situation is observable here. However what is

most interesting here is the description of Necessity as the creation of the First

Principle in order to control the lesser deities; it plays no role in limiting the scope of

the Demiurge’s creation. However, it seems that in the Asclepius, the position

occupied by Plato’s Necessity is taken over by Heimarmeng327:

327 The notion of dv(ty~q occurs elsewhere in Plato, not just in the Timaeus, often in connection with

Fate. Cf. Rep. 566A, (the necessary transformation of a protector into a tyrant, through the allegory of
the transformation ofa caniibal into a wolf), or Laws 904C., where the context is the necessary change
of those things that share in soul. The nnlion is also to be found at Polit. 272E (the turning backwards
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"What we call Heimarmem7. Asclepius, is the necessity in all events, which
are always bound to one another by links that form a chain. She is the maker
of everything, then, or else the supreme god, or else the second god made by
the supreme god, or by the ordering of all things in heaven and earth made
steadfast by divine laws. Therefore, this Heimarmeng and necessity are bound
to one another by an unbreakable glue, and of the two, HeimarmenY comes
first, begetting the sources of all things, but the things that depend on her
beginning them are forced into activity by Necessity. What follows them both
is order, the structure and temporal arrangement of the things that must be
brought about. For without the fitting together of an order, there is nothing and
the world’s order is complete. Order is the vehicle of the world itself, and the
whole consists of order." (§39)

Here Heintarnwn~ is a creation of tim Demiurge, not an opposed evil or

recalcitrant principle. Heimarmen( mnst be equivalent to the Fate regarded as

originating from the circles of the Governors elsewhere in the Hermetic corpus,

though the author of the Asclepius is not so specific. Here it seems somewhat akin to

a separate entity which assists the Demiurge in creation, using order and necessity. §

40 elaborates further on the interaction between these three principles, which

resemble Xenocrates’ triad of Fates:

"These three then - Heimarmen& Necessity and Order- are in the very fullest
sense the products of God’s assent, who governs the world by his own law and
divine plan, and God has baned them altogether from every act of willing or
willing-not. Not disturbed by anger nor swayed by kindness, they subject
themselves to the necessity of the eternal plan. And the plan is eternity itself;
irresistible, innnovable, indestructible. First comes Heimarmen~, then, who
provides progeny enough for all to come with the seed she has sown, as it
were, and Necessity follows, tbrcmg them all into activity by compulsion.
Order comes third to preserve the structure of the things that Heimarmen( and
Necessity arrange. This is eternity, which can neither begin nor cease being,
which tunas round and round in everlasting motion under the fixed and
unchanging law of its cycle, its parts rising and falling time and again. So that
as time changes the same parts that had fallen rise anew. Circularity gives the
turning a pattern that crowds everything together so that you cannot know
where the turning starts (assuming that it starts) since everything always
seems to follow and also to precede itself. But accident and chance are also
mixed into everything nmterial in the world." (§40)

This is similar to Xenocrates’ triad of Fates. Heimarmen( and Necessity are

agents of the Demiurge who assist him in the creation of the cosmos and are

completely under his control. HeimarmenY seems to be the entity that acts on matter,

sowing the seed of creation (perhaps even soul) into it. Necessity is the divine plan

of the earth by fate ("ci~mgl~&’q") and innate desire, after the helmsman of the universe (" "rofi
rrav’r6~" 6 I~v Kc3cgmiv,]¢")"’drops the tiller".
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which seems to compel matter into subject. This vitiates the image hinted at early on,

where matter seemed to respond itself to the creative impulse. The reference to

circularity hints at continual temporal creation -just as in the Politikos myth disorder

creeps into the world at regular intervals and God has to intervene. In fact §26

outlines this possibility:

"Such will be the old age of the world: irreverence, disorder, disregard for
everything good. Whcn all this comes to pass, Asclepius, then the master and
father, the god whose power is primal, governor of the first god, will look on
this conduct and thesc wilt\d crimes, and in an act of will- which is god’s
benevolence- he will take his stand against the vices and the perversion in
everything, righting wrongs, washing away malice in a flood or consuming it
in fire or ending it by spreading pestilential disease everywhere. Then he will
restore the world to its beauty of old so that the world itself will again seem
dese~’ing of worship and wonder and with constant benedictions and
proclamations of praise the people of that time will honour the god who makes
and restores so great a work. And this will be the geniture of the world: a
refomaation of all good things and a restitution most holy and most reverend
of nature itselt\ reordered in the course of time <but through an act of will>,
which is and was everlasting, and without beginning it remains the same,
everlasting in its present state. God’s nature is deliberation; will is the
supreme goodness."

Lactantius’ Greek reads

~vos" 0co0 &rl,u_t.oupyds’:

Amongst the numerous

substituting "rob Koabtou

1Tp&TOU the positing of

The portion in italics is problematic. The Latin reads deus primipotens et

unius gubernator. Gubernator is the Latin translation of the Greek 8qpmupT6s’. The

problem is that the text doesn’t explain what the Demiurge is first in relation to.

6 K0ptos" Ka’L ~ot’r~p Ka’L 0~6S" Ka’l, TOg TFp~TOU Ka’t

"Tire lord and father and Demiurge of the first and one god"

attempts to solve this passage, we can note that of Scott,

for the underlined portion of the Greek. Gersh saw in "rob

a consubstantial relationship between the first and second

principles, but that in the wider context the second god is the cosmos and is only first

in the sense of bcing the first product of the Demiurge.328 I am grateful for Dillon’s

suggestion to take demiourgos with the genitive phrase which precedes it as

"Craftsman in the sense o/the first and one god". Otherwise, the text must be corrupt.

The general sense of this passage at first reading appears to be one of

continual temporal creation. The Demiurge has to re-order the world as disorder starts

to creep in over tim course of time. However, I think that this is one occasion when

the text has to be read both with an eye to the Hermetic tradition and to that of Greek

328 Copenhaver, B. (1992), 243-4.
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philosophy. In the Hemmtic corpus there are frequent references to the coming

neglect of the ancient Egyptian religion and the subsequent desertion of Egypt by the

traditional gods. This was interpreted by Christian readers as a pagan prediction of the

future fall of their religion, but is probably due to tension felt by Egyptians of the

period when confronted with Hellenic culture which was increasingly becoming

dominant in the region. A hint that this is what the author had in mind can be found in

the reference to irreverence and disregard of the good which will soon take over the

world.

Placing Heimarnwn~" and Necessity under the authority of the supreme god

leaves the author of the Asclepius with a problem: how to account for evil in the

world. At §40, he notes that accident and chance are mixed in with everything

material. At § 16, he attempts to account for the existence of evil:

"Thus, Asclepius and Hammon, I have not said what the many say: Was God
not able to put an end to evil and banish it from nature? One need not respond
to them at all, but for your sake I shall pursue this question as well, since I
have opened it, and I will give you an answer. Now those people say that God
should have freed the world of every kind of evil, yet evil is so much in the
world that it seelns ahnost to be an organ of the world. Acting as reasonably
as possible the supreme god took care to provide against evil when he
designed to endow human minds with consciousness, learning and
understanding, for it is by these gifts alone by which we surpass other living
things that enable us to avoid the tricks, snares and vices of evil. He that
avoids them on sight belbre they entangle him is fortified by divine
understanding and foresight, for the foundation of learning resides in the
highest good."
The text adopts the response of a manual for spiritual progress and not that of

a metaphysical treatise. The author makes little effort made to explain the origin of

evil, instead stressing the t;act that the Demiurge did what he could to protect

humanity against its existence by endowing it with enough intelligence to avoid its

effects. Clearly it is problematic to state that nothing in the world can come into being

that is not pleasing to God and then subsequently to state that evil is an inherent part

of the world, but God cannot really be held responsible for its existence. Evil must

originate from somewhere and quite clearly at this point it is useful to place the blame

on the philosopher’s favourite scapegoat, matter:

"Therefore, although matter did not come to be, it nonetheless has in itself the
nature of all things inasnmch as it furnishes them most fertile wombs for
conceiving. The whole of matter’s quality, then, is to be creative, even though
it was not created. Just as there is a fertile quality in the nature of matter, so
also is the same matter equally fertile in malice." (§15).
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Here the standard anti-materialistic stance of Hermetic literature creeps in.

Since matter is not the creation of the Demiurge, as is explicitly stated here and

elsewhere in the Asclepius, this absoh’es him neatly from responsibility for the

existence of evil. In spite of the anti-material strain observable here, the author’s

attitude still remains somewhat ambivalent: matter is still fertile and creative.

Conclusion

Apart t¥om the Poimamlres and the Asclepius, the Corpus Hermeticum can in

general be seen as a sort of "school-level" philosophy. It does not provide a

particularly sophisticated account of demiurgic causality. However, it does offer

interesting insights into the perceptions of the Platonically-influenced underworld.

The texts are often contradictory, since they cater to initiates at different stages of

their spiritual progress. One can distinguish two separate trends, although I am

reluctant to divide the texts into separate categories. Firstly, there are texts such as the

Poimandres and Asclepius with a much more sophisticated version of demiurgic

causality, which see the need for a creative entity distinct from, even if dependent

upon, the supreme principle. The other texts tend to stress the unity of creation and

regard all the other creative entities merely as agents, or better yet, as tools of the

supreme god.

The more pro-cosmic treatises can probably be regarded as intended for

earlier on in the initiate’s career. The basic version that emerges from their more

sophisticated counterparts is of a First Principle, which must be regarded as the

efficient cause of creation. He does not always employ a Demiurge (his son) to create

on his behalf, and in such cases he relies on a team of secondary, creative entities

formed from all the usual suspects: Providence, Necessity, Fate and Eternity. There is

no notion that these act independently of his volition and so they must accomplish

their tasks with his approbation.

Indeed, creation itself is not really a mistake; the problem is that Man became

enmattered, and texts such as the Poimandres do not fully explain why the omniscient

and omnipotent First Principle should allow the fall of a hypostasis. By submitting

Necessity and the Demiurge to the control of the First Principle, one is left only with

the recalcitrance of matter as an explanation for the existence of evil in the material

world. This is not utilised very much by the Hermetic authors, and in the Poimandres
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it is clear that the dissolution of the godhead begins with the emanation of Man, for

which the god would have to bear tMl responsibility. In the Hermetic corpus, we are

no longer dealing with the abstract entities of Greek philosophy, but with emotional

characters in the drama of creation: a transtbnnation which affects even the supreme

god. This has to be the t:avoured explanation for elucidating demiurgic causality in the

Hermetic tradition, rather than a philosophical one.
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Chapter 7: Valentinus and the Gnostics

Introduction

The Platonic Demiurgc undergoes a transformation in the Gnostic tradition,

with its anti-cosmic stance. Speculations regarding the relation between the First

principle and the demiurgic one appear to reach their most extreme in Gnosticism,

illustrated particularly clearly by the demotion of the Demiurge to Second God in

Numenius. Admittedly, it is difficult to see anything in the Timaeus text which could

have led to the ignorant Gnostic Demiurge. Since he cannot overcome Necessity

completely, in order to produce a more rationally ordered cosmos, this may have led

to a less positive appraisal of his role. Instead the Gnostic Demiurge owes more to the

prevailing intellectual-religious trend among certain groups receiving the text, than it

does to anything indicated in the dialogue itself.

One might argue that the term "Demiurge" has been applied to a different sort

of entity from the generative one of the Timaeus and the only Platonic legacy owed is

that of titular appropriation. Against this, one can set the following considerations: 1)

The recalcitrance of matter, as lnentioned in the Timaeus, has developed into a claim

that the entire material world is fundamentally evil. 2) The Demiurge, in some

versions of the Gnostic nayth, actually does produce a world in imitation of the higher

realities of which he is ignorant (due to the intervention of Sophia). I would contend

that this has originated to some extent from the notion of the Demiurge modeling the

world upon the Forms. 3) The "Young Gods" of the Timaeus are paralleled in the

host of entities (such as Archons) which assist the Demiurge during the act of creation

(although the original justification, that they produce the mortal element in humanity,

finds no place in this myth, where the Demiurge himself is responsible for what is

blameworthy in the material realm. 4) The descending ontological rank of the

demiurgic principle can be observed even in monotheistic thinkers, such as Philo and

Origen. The low-ranking Gnostic Demiurge is part of this tradition.

First, thougla, one must defiHe Gnosticism in terms which give a coherent

unity to the multiplicity of systems located under this doctrinal umbrella. The term

comes from g~osis, "knowledge". This is not particularly helpful in clarifying

matters; most religious denominations lay claim to some kind of salvational

knowledge known only to the initiated. The gnosis of Gnosticism is the knowledge of
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a dual supraterrestrial realm in the lower level of which is located the Demiurge,

while in the upper level is the true God. This is common to all Gnostic systems,

although there are numerous differences in the various manifestations. For example,

in Christian Gnosticism, the distinction is between the Old Testament God, who is the

Demiurge, and the Father of Christ.

Gnosticism might have been dismissed in antiquity as a "swarming ant-heap

of heresies", but in fact it can perhaps be viewed as an evolution of the concept of the

Demiurge. The attempt to insulate him from the contamination of matter and

responsibility for the creation of evil leads, via the distinction between two competing

powers, one of which is the First Principle and the other the demiurgic one,

championed by Numenius, to view these two entities as antagonistic in order to

account for the inherent imperfection of the world.

This may be observed in the parallel development in mainstream philosophy,

whereby terms such as "begotten of himself’ were applied increasingly by pagan

philosophers to a divine mediator, rather than the supreme principle.329 Porphyry

refers to Nous, the Neoplatonic second principle as autogennetos and autopator.33° In

these thinkers, we have the notion that it is somehow beneath the dignity of the First

Principle to move or beget (perhaps related to Epicurean criticism of Plato, cf. Cicero

ND 1). Petr6ment observes this idea in Numenius, although Logan claims that this

cannot be proved to have existed in philosophy prior to its adoption by the

Barbelognostics. Even in Philo, we encounter the position that the universe is

inherently evil; for example at de som~fiis ii. 253, although he generally advances the

view that the world as the creation of a beneficent and omnipotent God is good.

Much speculation has taken place concerning the origins of Gnosticism.

Schenke attempted to discern an original philosophy without reference to

Christianity. I feel that the above explanation provides a likely source. But the

mythology of several Gnostic systems can only be satisfactorily explained in a

Judaeo-Christian context. With the fall of Jerusalem (70 A.D.) and the expulsion of

Christians from the synagogues (80 A.D.) anti-Jewish feeling amongst the Christian

community was high. Christ’s words were appealed to: "They will exclude you from

the synagogues and the hour is coming when whoever kills you will think he renders
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service to God". (Jolm 16:2). This helps to explain the distinction between the Old

Testament Yahweh and the God of tile Gospels in Christian Gnosticism, although

since the 1950’s some form of orientzdising, Iranianising theory is accepted to explain

the general origins of Gnosticism.

This hostility is expressed in tile Fourth Gospel. Christ states that the Jews do

not "know God (John 5:37-38, 7:28, 8:19, 54-55). In the early Gnostic systems of

Simon, Menander, Saturnilus and Cerinthus, God is described as ignoratus or

incognitus (unkalown, not unknowable). Tile phrase agngstos used of God in the

Gnostic tradition can mean both "unlolowable" and "unknown". John again displays

Gnostic tendencies when he points out that the name of the Father was revealed by

Christ (John 17:6, 2(~). The father seems to be a separate entity from Yahweh, whose

name was known prior to Christ.TM

The Old Testament God was the author of good and evil; the devil is his

se~’ant. In the Qumran texts, the Prince of Light and the Angel of Darkness are both

created by God and obey him, though they hate each other.332 According to the

Jewish Christian Pseudo-Clementines, the "True Prophet" and the devil are seated at

the fight and left of God. According to this view Christ is a pre-existent divine being,

who descended to incarnation, rather than an apotheosis.

While many elements of Gnosticism are explained by Christianity, it is

certainly possible to identify its origins as a development of dissident Judaism. The

Tripartite Treatise (1 I2, 33 113, 1) claims that God did not create alone, but with

the assistance or through the agency of angels. This is not heretical and is found in

Rabbinical doctrine. The view found justification in the statement rrotficrt01,tcv

~iv0pcorrov (Gent.), "Let us make man". Philo maintained this position, although he

may have been regarded as a heretic (Christians preserved his works). Philo regarded

this    as    referring    to tile planetary gods (pure souls/angels)

The doctrine is related to the attitude that denigrated the value of the human body.

According to Justin, heretical Jews claimed that the human body was created by

angels (Dialogue 62).333 This view as well as the attendant belief that the human body

was unworthy of creation by God can be traced back to Plato’s position on the

demiurgic role of the "Young Gods" at Tim 41. The Magh~ria, a Jewish sect which

331 Petr6ment S. (1999), 35.
332 Petr6ment, S. (1999), 37.
333 Petr6ment, S. (1999), 41.
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later split into the Qurquisfini (tenth century A.D.) and Shahrastani (eleventh to

twelfth century A.D.) believed in a creator-angel called Shah, the "lieutenant" of God.

The Maghfiria avoided anthropomorphism in the depiction of God; in a sense this

equates to Philo and John’s doctrine of the Logos.

Adolf von Hamack described Gnosticism as "the acute Hellenisation of

Christianity".TM Part of the problem with this definition is that members of only a few

sects of this orbit actually called themselves "Knowing Ones" or Gnostics. Gnosis, as

the knowledge of a God who is by nature unknowable, is an unnatural condition.

Certain mystery religions, such as that of Isis, Mithras and Attis, can also be regarded

as part of the Gnostic ambit.33s Post-third century Manichaeism was not regarded as

Gnostic by anti-heretical writers. The discovery of the Turfan fragment in Persian

and Turkish in Chinese Turkestan at the beginning of the twentieth century, and

Pelliot’s discovery of two Chinese texts in Turkestan prove that Gnostic religions

existed outside the Hellenic orbit. The same is true of the Mandeans of the lower

Euphrates (modem Iraq), noteworthy as the sole example of a Gnostic religion which

has survived to the present. Their name is derived from Aramaic "manda"

(knowledge) and so their name means "Gnostics’.

Spengler described Gnosticism as a "pseudomorphosis". In geology, if a

different crystalline substance lbrms in a hollow left by disintegrated crystals, the

mould forces it to adopt the form of the original substance. Only chemical analysis

can prove that the substance is actually a counterfeit. Spengler uses this argument to

suggest that Gnosticism is a Itellenized pseudomorphosis of pre-existing Eastern

thought.336

Another problem in studying Gnosticism is the biased nature of the sources.

When Irenaeus refers to the Gnostics, he adds "falsely so-called’. He attacks their

unity: their opinions are inconsistent (Adv. Haer. 1.11), they dispute amongst

themselves (Adv. Haer. 1.12), they are inspired by evil spirits (Adv. Haer. 1.9.5) and

their Biblical exegesis is described as akin to breaking up a mosaic of a king to

construct one of a fox or dog (Adv. Haer. 1.8.1).337 Nor does Irenaeus stop there; he

attacks the morality of the Gnostics: they not only associate with idolators and attend

3~4 Jonas, H. (19631. xvi.
33~ Jonas, H. (1963L 38.

J-~6 Jonas, H. (19631, 37.
_~3= Perkins, P.H. (1976), 196.
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gladiatorial shows, but are even sexually promiscuous (Adv. Haer. I. 6.3/’).338 Irenaeus

parodies the tendency of Gnosticism to multiply the chain of Being through the

postulation of entities, acons, syzygies and angels with names such as "Abyss",

"Silence" and "’Limit". At ,-hh,. Haer 1.11.14, he describes the emanation of

Valentinian melons fiom the primeval beings Gourd and Utter-Emptiness.

Hostility to the Gnostics was not limited to the Church Fathers and

heresiologists. Plotinus colnments on acquaintances who "happened upon this way of

thinking before they became our fi-iends and, though I do not know how they manage

it, continue in it".33~ Plotinus composed a treatise Against the Gnostics (Ennead II.9)

and encouraged Amelius and Porphyry to do the same.34°

His main objection seems to be the number of levels of Being in the Gnostic

systems:

"And by giving names to a nmltitude of intelligible realities they think they
will have appeared to have discovered the exact truth, though by this very
multiplicity they bring the intelligible nature into the likeness of the sense
world, the inferior world" (Plotinus, Enn. II 9 trans. Armstrong).

Plotinus himself posited only three levels of Being: The One, Nous and Soul. I think

that some of the hostility towards Gnosticism is illustrated by Van den Broek’s

comment:

"Gnosticism is not even a depraved form of philosophy. It is something quite
different, though the Gnostic writers often make use of philosophical
ideas.’341

As Filoramo comments, the Gnostic Demiurge is always problematic and

never a venerable figure.342 This difficulty can mask some of the obvious differences

in his role in various sects. He is central to Valentinian and Sethian systems, but

possibly absent in the systems of Menander and Saturninus. He lacks a primary role

in the triadic systems, of which our evidence derives from Hippolytus.343For Ptolemy,

the Demiurge was merely the ignorant creator of the seven heavens:

"They say the Demiurge believed that he had created all this of himself, but in
fact he had made them because Achamoth had prompted him. He made the
heaven without knowing the heaven, he formed man without knowing him, he
brought the earth to light without knowing it. And, in every case, they say, he

338 Perkins, P.H. (1976), 195.
339 Enneads lI. 9.10.
340 According to Porphyry, L!/b q/ Plollllus, 16, i.
34tVan den Broek, R. (1998), 4.
342 Filoramo, G. (19901, 218 n. 20.
343 Filoramo, G. (1990), 77.
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was ignorant of the things he made and even of his own mother, and imagined
that he alone was all things" (Adv. Haer. I. 5.3)

However, this neutral position becomes more ambivalent and even overtly hostile in

other sects.

The Origins of Valentinian Gnosticism
Gnostic motifs can be traced ill mainstream philosophy. For example, Zeno

claims:

"God, nous, fate and Zeus are one, being by himself in the beginning, he
transfonned all substance through air into water and, just as the sperm is
embraced in the seminal fluid, so also the spermatikos logos of the cosmos,
this one relnains behind in the moist substance making matter adapted to
himself, looking towards the genesis of the next things. First he generated the
four elements". SVF I, 102f= D:C: vii, 135
We also have a further metaphor from the Stoics, portraying creation in sexual

terms:

"Zeus, remembering Aphrodite and genesis, softened himself and having
quenched much of his light, transformed (it) into fiery air of less intensive fire.
Then, having had intercourse with Hera, he ejected the entire seminal fluid of
the All. Thus he made the whole substance wet one seed of the All; he himself
running through it, just like the fonning and fashioning spirit in seminal
fluid." SVF II, 622

Imagery exploited by the Gnostics is clearly exhibited by this passage - not

just the sexual imagery but also the role played by moisture in creation. Here, Hera

does not actually provide anything towards the creation; she merely causes the fluid

to be released.

The Stoic doct,ine of natural place with the various elements separating of

their own accord also echoes the transgression of Sophia:

"They fled and avoided each other, pursuing peculiar and arbitrary motions,
since they were in a state in which everything without God is, according to
Plato, that is, like bodies, lacking mind and soul; until the desired one came to
nature through Providence, when addiction or Aphrodite or Eros came into
being as Empedocles, Parmenides and Hesiod say." (Plut. On the Face in the
Moon 926F - 927A)

This is similar to the imagery of the Sophia myth, and in a way it is Sophia’s inability

or rather unwillingness to accept her natural place that is the cause of all the trouble.

It should be noted that any similarity between Stoicism and Gnosticism is unlikely to

be the result of any direct connection between the two, since apart from Basilides,

Gnostic thinkers’ contact with Greek philosophy was limited to either

Pythagoreanism or Platonism.
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The Stoics’ viewpoint is shared to a certain degree by Philo, another important

figure in tracing the development o1" VaIentinian gnosis. Even though Plato had

envisaged God as dealing with the workt through intermediaries, illustrated by the

Demiurge’s relationship to the created reahn through the Young Gods of the Timaeus,

it was Philo who managed to harlnonise such a conception with a staunch

monotheistic viewpoint. For Philo such il~termediaries could be equated with the

angels. However, God could also deal with the world through a predominant

hypostasis, such as the Logos, who could also be personified as a Servant of God (or

the Son, as exemplified in the Christian tradition by Origen).

Another hypostasis, Ruach Jalaweh, is not easily translated from Hebrew into

Greek by ra,e(,pa. Since Logos and Sophia do not share the same gender in Greek, it

is difficult for Philo to present them as synonymous. Philo’s Logos is to some extent

the ancestor of Valentinus’ Horos. At A br. 143, it is not God but his subordinates who

punish Sodom, and create hulnan free will;TM just as it is the Logos-cutter which

handles matter (Spec. Leg. 1.329). Evil cannot originate with God, but Philo is

prepared to entertain the notion that his subordinates may be responsible for it (Opif.

75, Conf. 179, Fuga 68ft:, Qu. Ex. i.23). Similarly, Horos maintains discipline within

the Pleroma and separates the primary dyad fiom the lesser aeons, which it would be

beneath the dignity of the First Principle to do.

As Stead points out, various traces of Philo’s conceptions of Sophia could

have given rise to Gnostic themes, particularly the notion of Sophia as the mother of

all, as well as the idea of a Ihllen Sophia)45 The interesting question to pose is why

these two elements should have entered the Valentinian tradition, rather than others?

Sophia is generally thought to be the original representation of God’s primary agency,

with the Logos being posited subsequently. This is because of the obvious advantage

that if Sophia is posited as God’s consort, it explains where the Logos came from, if it

is claimed as the Son of these two, whereas if the Logos emerges first, as a masculine

entity, it cannot be claimed to be the consort of the Father, and the relationship

between the three entities cannot be explained in human terms. It is this sort of

concept that Irenaeus attacks at 1.30.21~i when he comments on the notion that the

Father is the First Man, the Son the Second Man, and the Holy Spirit the First

Woman with whona both have intercourse to generate the created universe. Such a

344 Stead, G.(1969), 97.
34s Ibid.
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consideration explains the pivotal role Sophia plays in the creation myth of

Valentinianism; despite her significant ontological demotion. At Ebr. 30f Philo refers

to Sophia as God’s consort:

"l] Trip dVO.yKC/LOI’ -f]C tlFl-pO~ Va’L Tt0T]VllS" TCOV 8~kt0V Trdv0’ 60"(1 ¢[g"
"y~v¢O’U, ~l,\@ct, �~vat l’Ct,].~pC/."

The notion of an Oriental mother-goddess such as Isis has been grafted onto

Sophia, as has Pythagorean speculation concerning the dyad as the first "feminine"

number and therefore as the mother of plurality. Xenocrates describes this concept at

ft. 15:

" -rflV ~.ovdba Kat bvdba 0~oug’, TflV ~v (~ 6ppcva...T?lV 8~ &$
0flXctov, ~llVp6$ @~v 6(~:qv, Tfl$ 0Tr6 VbV 06pav6v XQ~Eto$ flyOU~vrlv,
"qTt~" EO’T[I’ r20T~.’) ~U,~I’l TO[’ 1T(JI’T(’)~’...,"
"The monad and dyad are gods, male..., and female, like a mother of the
gods, the soul of all the universe".

Armstrong proposes that the origins of Gnosticism may be found amongst

those forcibly Judaized by John I Iyrcanus and Aristobulus during the second century

B.C. such as the ldumaeans, lturaeans or Peraeans, although noting that this is merely

speculation.346 There is no need to go to such exotic lengths to find the origins of an

anti-Judaic Gnosticism, since it could have originated within Christianity and

Pythagorean or Platonic accounts of demiurgic causality already conveniently

provided the framework for the Gnostic myth.

The Life and Works of Valentinus
Valentinus (AD. c. 100 -175) was born at Phrebonis in the Egyptian Delta. He

received a Greek education at Alexandria, where he may have met his contemporary,

Basilides. This helps to explain the curious amalgam of Platonic philosophy and

Gnostic mythology that he exhibits in his writings. He later taught at Rome but is said

to have left the city after Anicetus (154-165) was elected bishop instead of him. This

reveals the extent to which he could have claimed to be part of the mother church.

One theological work On the F&ee Natures has been attributed to him, which deals

with the three hypostases and persons (Father, Son and Holy Spirit) of the Trinity.

The Tripartite Tractate (NHC 15) is unrelated, although it probably has a Valentinian

_~46 Armstrong, A.tI. 11978) 92 n. 7.
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(c.150-180) provenance. Additionally, the Gospel of Truth (NHC 13) has been

wrongly attributed to Valentinus, which in spite of the name is in fact a homily which

is doctrinally related to the sect, as well as the Gospel of Philip and the Letter to

Rheginos (NHC 113, 1, 4, xi, 2).

It is diffictflt to attempt to distinguish an original Valentinian doctrine. In any

case, much uselhl work in this area has been accomplished by Stead and Quispel. The

reality is that each disciple seems to have made his own alterations which was

acceptable within the liberal environment of Valentinianism. A great preoccupation

of research in this area has been a comparative study of the various Valentinian

"schools", with the admittedly logical view that the lowest common denominator

must be Valentinus" original teaching. For the purposes of my examination, I shall

treat Valentinianism as a single unit, incorporating all the various strands as well as

whatever may have originally been the position of Valentinus himself, concentrating

more on the system in its entirety than on the contributions of any single individual.

Given the fragmentary remains of writings that may be attributable to

Valentinus, it can be easy to underestimate the extent of their influence on the

Christian intellecmal tradition, a fact attested by the hostility which they managed to

invoke in the Church Fathers. In 229, for example, Origen travelled to Athens to

debate with Candidus, an influential Valentinian.347 There is evidence of their

survival into the tburth century, as we hear of feuds between the Arians and

Valentinians of Syrian Edessa during the reign of the emperor Julian (361-363), while

during that of Theodosius I (379-395), a Valentinian Church was destroyed by monks

at Callinicum on the upper Euphrates.34s Interestingly, this is one of the few

references we have Ibr specifically Valentinian worship and indicates their

relationship to the "mother church" of the period. Unfortunately, no archaeological

site has been definitively identified as a Valentinian building. Layton raises the

possibility that the sect survived into the filth century, with its members in hiding;

although Valentinus’ disciples come towards the end of the innovative period of

western Gnosticism, they may have seen dlenlselves not as a religion in competition

347 Rudolph, K (1983) 325.
348 Ibid.
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with Christianity, but rather a sect offering a particular interpretation of its

teaching.349

The Valentinians’ most distinctive doctrine was their myth of Sophia. Their

teachings can be grouped into two branches -Italic and Oriental, both of which varied

the myth. The main source is Irenaeus Adv Haer. 1.11.1, although Irenaeus is not

concerned with producing a comprehensive account, but with merely highlighting

some differences between the position of Valentinus and that of the main body of the

Gnostics. Layton breaks the entire saga down into four "acts", which are the sections

relating to the Demiurge proper the generation of the spiritual and material realms,

the production of humans, which Irenaeus does not include in his account, and the

Christian-soteriological section outlining the role of the Holy Spirit and Jesus.

Despite the lack of acceptance by many scholars’ of Petr6ment’s Valentinian

"turning-point", it does point to the problems surrounding Valentinus’ position within

Gnosticism. Irenaeus is deliberately confusing in his application of the term

"Gnostic" and the western Church Fathers tended to follow him in his inexactitude.

Secondly, in the eastern Church the term had more favourable connotations than in its

western counterpart. The Valentinians, however, are the first sect to be mentioned by

Irenaeus at Adversus Haereses I. 11. 1 in connection with the term "Gnostic". % la~v

T~O 7Tp~VOg" d~TC’) Trl¢ XCyoII~I’I]~T ]/l’t,JO’TtKTIg" a’tp’Ea¢o~g Tdg dpxhg ~[g’ ’~Stov

xapaKT~pa 8tbctaKa,kGot, 11~Oapli(,aa~ O0aMv~vo~’."

That the tem~ "Gnostic" was conventionally used is indicated by Irenaeus’ use of

"kETop.~vqg’", although he provides no evidence for when or by whom this name was

first utilised.

Irenaeus associates Valentinus with the Gnostics here for his own particular

reasons. Irenaeus accuses the Valentinians of plagiarism with the line M’yo~vrlg"

3’vtooTt~:fl~" a’tp~cco~, but at the same time they have been excessively original: "

’~8tog" XapaKn:19’’. From 1.11.1 it

Valentinians as a separate group.

"~pt OTOV dpxot,TCt ~&o*ypdTt o-~P

would appear that Irenaeus regarded the

~�uSa)v0lat0g" FPtuOTtKO~". The Gnostics lack originality; but the Valentinians seem

to be regarded by Irenaeus as a separate sect. He states that they were similar to the

Gnostics, which suggests that he did not regard both groups as identical. Irenaeus was

a,~9 This is in spite or’the fact that according to the Gospel of Philip they celebrated additional

sacraments.
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aware that Valentinus could differ fiom mainstream Gnostic thought on important

matters. For example:

"De ea autem, quac cst cx his, sccunda emissione Hominis et Ecclesiae, ipsi
patres eorum, falso cognominatione Gnostici, pugnat adversus
invicem...aptabile esse magis emissioni dicentes, uti verisimile, ex Homine
Verbum, sod non ex Verbo ltominem emissum."(Adv. Haer. II. 13.10)
"Again as to the second production which proceeds from these [Aeons who
have been mentioned], - that, namely, of Man and Church, - their very fathers,
falsely styled Gnostics, strive among themselves...maintaining that it is more
suitable to the theory of production - as being, in fact, truth-like - that the
Word was produccd by Man mid not Man by the Word."

"Gnostic" for lrenaeus seems to function as an umbrella term to denote a group of

loosely related heresies. Valentinus himself seems to have avoided use of the term

"Gnostic". The epithets they applied to themselves were traditionally used by

members of the early’ Church; for example "people endowed with spirit", "spirituals"

(= rn,EUlaa’rLKoi. I Co 2:15) and "the perfect" (= "r~Xctot).35° The term "Valentinians"

emerges c. 160 :\.D., coined by opponents in critical pamphlets, in order to imply that

this group were followers of Valentinus, rather than of Christ. According to

Epiphanius, the Valentinians refened to themselves as "Gnostics".TM However,

Epiphanius camaot be viewed as a reliable authority in this case, given his need to

maintain eighty sectarian titles in order to allude to the eighty concubines in the Song

of Songs.

Although Gnosticism seems to be generally presented in classical scholarship,

or for that matter in philosophy and theology, as a "fringe movement",

Valentinianism was too important to ignore for figures such as Clement of Alexandria

or Origen. In this we are fortunate, since it provides us with a source of information;

as opposed to the situation regarding Gnosticism within Judaism. The rabbis had a

much more effective way of dealing with heretics; by simply ignoring them, the

details of the heresy would not spread; quite correctly, as it turns out.

Sources
The myth of Sophia, in addition to being distinctly Valentinian, also

demonstrates the developlnent of Valentinian thought in the various "schools". The

main source is the work of St hcnaeus, Bishop of Lyons Exposure and Refutation of

the falsely so-called Gnostics, in five books, cited hereafter by its Latin title Adversus

350 Layton, B. (1987), 270.
351 Epip. Pan. 31.1.l, 31.7.8, 31.36.4, 33.1.1., 31.5.5.
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Haereses. The original Greek version tbr the first part of Book I was preserved by

Epiphanius’ Haer. 31, although the complete Latin version survives. The work also

survives in Armenian and Syriac. It is generally thought to expound the doctrines of

the founder of the Italian branch, Ptolemaeus. It was composed over a lengthy period;

Rudolph suggests during the reign of the Emperor Commodus (180-192)351

It seems to have been written to combat the Gnostic heresy, which from the

second half of the second century, during the reign of Marcus Aurelius, originating in

Asia Minor, began to spread towards Lyons, where Irenaeus was consecrated bishop

in 177-178. It was also reported that he died during a persecution c. 200. The

ostensible motive lbr composing the work was to satisfy a friend’s request for

information concerning Valentinian doctrine. Irenaeus deals with a variety of sects

that fall under the term Gnostic. He claims to have relied on the written and oral

accounts of the Valentinians, which independent research has confirmed.

Second in order of importance is the Rt~/htatio of Hippolytus, Book V 1, 29-36.

There are also a set of extracts fiom Clement of Alexandria’s Excerpta ex Theodoto.

The problem with these is that they are completely out of context and they are

interspersed in a conl\lsing nmnner with Clement’s views, although they have the

great advantage of providing information on Theodotus’ oriental branch, while

Irenaeus and Hippolytus have an Italian bias.

In addition to the above-mentioned sources there are some others, of which

unfortunately not enough survives to draw fima conclusions from. These include the

fragments of Heracleon, taken from a Commentary on St. John, and the fragments of

Valentinus, which for the sake of thoroughness I have examined here. Irenaeus Adv.

Haer. 1.11. 1 contains some details concerning Valentinus, and he also mentions

some other systems derived from Valentinianism. There is also a Valentinian letter at

Epiphanius Haer. 31.5-6 and an Adversus Valentinianos by Tertullian, which I have

not examined, as it is based on Irenaeus’ version.

s~: Rudolph, K (19831. 11.
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Fig. 7.1 -The Valentinian Myth of Sophia

(Ptolemy’s version recorded by Ire/aeus ,-hlv, Haer. 1.1.1 - 1.5.5)

The \Vord = Life
l luman Being = Church

Group of ten aeons (Emitted by Word and Life)
The Deep-Sunken = Intercourse

The Unaging - Union
The Self-Produced = Pleasure

The Motionless = Mixture
Christ and Holy’ Spirit <-- The Only-Begotten - Blessed
(Emitted by only-Begotten through the Deep’s foresight)

INNER BOUNDARY
(Emitted in image of parent through agency of only-Begotten, Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.24)

Group of twelve aeons (Emitted by Human Being and Church)
The Intercessor = Faith

Fullness of Aeons contribute
"most beautiful and splendid
that it had within itself’ to
emanate the "perfect fl-uit,
Jesus"
(and angels as his bodyguards)

The Fatherly = Hope
The Motherly = Love

The Ever-Flowing = Intelligence
The Ecclesiastical = Blessedness

The Wished-For (Theletos) = Wisdom (Sophia)
,b

PLEROMA

Acham6th
.......................................................................................................

SUBLUNAR REALM
$

Matter, Demiurge
Sir other Archons

World Ruler (Devil) and Demons

Material and Inanimate Adam (all products of the Demiurge)
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Valentinian myth of Sophia

There are two variations of the Valentinian myth deriving from the two main

branches: Irenaeus is the main source/’or A, while Hippolytus is the main source for

B However, it should be noted that elements of version B can be identified in

Irenaeus - in ii.3 and ii.4.353 The Valentinian system posits a plethora of entities

between the First Principle and the Demiurge (see Fig. 7.1), although in comparison

with the Basilidean system, where the material realm is fabricated by the three

hundred and sixty-fifth generation of angels, it could be viewed as rather restrained.

These hypostases, which represent modes of God, are paired into syzygies and then

grouped together into larger formations, which could be viewed as families. First

comes the Primal Ogdoad354 (Abyss =Silence/Thought, Intellect, = Truth, the Word =

Life).3ss Word and Life then emanate a second group of ten aeons (the Deep-Sunken

= Intercourse, the Unaging = Union, the Self-Produced = Pleasure, the Motionless

=Mixture, the only-Begotten - Blessed). The Twelve Aeons are emanated from

human being and the Church (the Intercessor = Faith, the Fatherly = Hope, the

Motherly = Love, the Ever-Flowing = Intelligence, the Ecclesiastical = Blessedness,

Theletos (the Desired) = Sophia).

Such a system can be seen as an attempt to convey the various conceptions of

God without compromising the simplicity of the First Principle. However, unlike

Origen who locates theln all within his Christ-Logos and thereby dispenses with the

need for numerous hypostases, the Valentinians are able to adopt their approach since

a fragmented godhead is one of the cornerstones of their theology. Even though they

posit such an elaborate system, it fails to work even within the terms which the

Valentinians set themselves, or perhaps it would be fairer to say that while it is

possible that such a system might function within a mythic framework, when tested

with the touchstone of metaphysics, it feels as though the entire structure begins to

break down.

Leaving aside the question of whether the First Principle should be above the

law of the syzygy, there is the question of how these various groups relate to one

another. Where do Human Being and Church emerge from to emanate the group of

twelve aeons’? Christ plays a role later on in the Sophia myth, but at least he is

353 Stead, G. C (1969) 7S outlines the extent of the mfiuence of version B on Irenaeus’ account.
3s.* I use the equals sign to indicate the consort of the male hypostasis which appears on the left.
as, This is only’ in x ersion A (Irenaeu~: m x er~ion B lltippolytus), there is no primal octet.
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described as emerging fi’om Intellect. This makes Intellect the Father, which might be

acceptable in this scheme where hc is described as the parent and the source of the

entirety. However, he can only be the third-highest ranking aeon, since Silence and

Abyss come first. Indeed Abyss is referred to as prior source.

This is perhaps a throwback to the persistent attempts within philosophy to

outdo Plato by going back further than him in attempting to uncover the origin of the

universe, and describing the First Principle as Forefather or Pre-First Principle. Abyss

is described as prior source. It is problematic m a "Christian" document for Christ to

not be emanated directly from the First Principle. It is also unclear how the Holy

Spirit is generated, though it seems to be floating around in the Pleroma, and given

Origen’s system, it does not seem to have been unusual to have assigned it no

metaphysical role at all. It is also unclear how, when or by whom Horos is produced,

although since he separates the primary dyad from Intellect, there are good grounds

for assuming that it is emanated lhirly early on. In analysing this system, the

hypostases which are actually of importance are the First Principle and Sophia.

The Valentmian First Principle is described in negative terms - it is located

"within indivisible and tmnameable heights, where there was -they say - a pre-

existent, perfect eternity; this they call also prior source, ancestor and Abyss. And it

existed uncontained, invisible, everlasting and unengendered. Within infinite eternal

realms, it was m great stillness and rest: And with it coexisted thought, which they

also call loveliness and silence."( 1.1.1 )

This thought is the consort of the First Principle; together they emanate the next

principle:

"And eventually the aforementioned deep took thought to emit a source of the
entirety. And it deposited the emanation that it had thought to emit like sperm
in the womb of the silence that coexisted with it. And the latter received this
sperm, conceived and brought forth intellect, which was like and equal to the
emitter and was the only being that COlnprehended the magnitude of its parent.
And this intellect they call also only-begotten, parent, and source of the
entirety."(lren. Adv. Haer. 1.1.1 )

This primary divine couple is an allcgory Ibr a dyad as the First Principle, rather than

a single First Principle or two antagonistic principles. I think that is what is at stake in

the statement: "For sometimes they maintain that the parent is with a consort, silence,

but other times, that it is beyond (the categories) male and female." (Iren. Adv Haer.

1.2.4). I think the Valentinian group which suggested this were attempting to adopt a

more monistic stance. The version described by Hippolytus also envisages the
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cosmos as originating from a single male principle and therefore allocates no female

consort to Abyss: di0q,\vv ~a’t /i(t:),t~l, Kcti ~t6t,ov T~)V rraT~pa, ’a non-female and

unjoined and only father.’(Hippolytus 29:4). For Irenaeus, however, the First

Principle is b-r~pclppcv ~:a’t i:,~9011kt), ’beyond male and female’, (Iren. ii.4. p18).

In the version where the parent has no female counterpart, he emits a boundary which

purifies Sophia and reunites her with Theletos, but expels her unlawful passion.

"Now, in their system the only being that was acquainted with the ancestor
was -they say- the only-begotten, or intellect, which to them -held the pleasure
of contemplating the parent and the joy of understanding its immeasurable
magnitude. And it thought to communicate the size and extent of the parent’s
magnitude to the other aeons and the fact that it was beginningless,
uncontained and not capable of being seen. But by the will of the parent,
silence restrained it because it wanted to elevate them all into thought and into
longing lbr a search for the aforementioned ancestor of theirs". (Iren. Adv.
Haer. 1.2.1 )
This is similar to Origen’s view that only the Son knows the Father.3~6 The

Gospel of Truth explains how the First Principle actually emanates these entities:

"All the ways are his emanations. They know that they have emanated from
him like children who were withila a mature man, but knew that they had not
yet received lbrm nor had been given name. It is when they receive the
impulse towards acquaintance with the Father that he gives birth to each.
Otherwise, although they are within him, they do not recognise him. The
Father himself is perfect and acquainted with every way that is in him. If he
wills, what he wills appears, as he gives it form and name. And he gives it
name and causes it to make them come into existence." (GT. 27)

There is some difference in terminology between the Gospel of Truth and the version

of Irenaeus, with the aeons being referred to as ways. There is a difference between

both versions in the details that lead to the fall of Sophia:

"But Wisdom (Sophia) the very last, most recent aeon of the group of twelve
that had been emitted by the human being and the church- charged forward
and experienced passion without the involvement of her consort, the Wished-
For (Theletos).
The passion originated in the region of intellect and truth; but it collected in
this (last aeon), which had been diverted ostensibly out of love, but really out
of recklessness - because it had not communicated with the perfect parent as
intellect had.
The passion consisted of a search for the parent; for - they say - she wanted to
comprehend its magnitude. She was unable to, for she had tried to accomplish
the impossible. And she became engaged in a very great struggle, owing to the

356 This parallel is brought out more I’orcefull\ at the Gospel of Truth 16 << that they might learn to

know him through the power of the XVord that emaciated from the fullness that is in the father’s thought
and intellect -the Word who is spokell of as "saviour". Itrans .Layton)
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magnitude of the depth, the unsearchability of the parent and her affection for
that parent. ( Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.2.2)357

Here it is as a result of her unacceptable desire to know the First Principle that

she transgresses (the Limit) and falls. In Hippolytus’ version, she attempts to imitate

the creator by producing an of~p,ing without her consort. Sophia is less culpable in

version A, where even if she acts out of ignorance, she also acts out of love. Version

B reveals her as hubristic; assulning that she is capable of emulating the creative

power of the Father, and in acting above the law of the syzygy (she produces without

her consort). I don’t think that there is any element of jealousy in Sophia’s attempt to

emulate the creator; it can be observed in Plato’s Timaeus 28e-29a (although there

evidently in a less antagonistic or culpable context) and reminds one of the descent of

Man in the Poimandres.

Sophia is then kept out of the ineffable magnitude and turns back to herself. In

version A only the guilty intention of Sophia is expelled, not Sophia herself. This

lower entity is forced outside the outer boundary of the Pleroma. (In a sense, this is

the first time that the outer boundary of the Pleroma acquires any importance, since it

is the first moment in the cosmology that an entity exists outside the fullness of the

Pleroma). This lower Sophia is also known as Achamc3th:

"This thinking was a spiritual essence, since it was a natural impulse to action
on the part of an aeon. Yet it was without form and imageless because she had
not comprehended anything. And -they say- for this reason it was a weak and
female fruit". (Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.2.4)35~

This parallels the description of the Demiurge as an ~wrptoga or abortion - whatever

offspring Sophia gives birth to is of necessity defective, since it is conceived without

the participation of her consort or the will of the supreme principle.359

357 In the Gospel of Truth (17), the error is that of the whole Pleroma: "Inasmuch as the entirety had

searched for the one from whom they had emanated, and the entirety was inside of him-the
inconceivable uncontained, who is superior to all thought- ignorance of the Father caused agitation and
fear. And the agitation grew dense like fog, so that no one could see. Thus error found strength and
laboured at her matter in emptiness. Without having learned to know the truth, she took up residence in
a modelled form, preparing by means ol’the power, in beauty, a substitute for truth."
3s8 In the First Apocalypse of James (Nag llammadi p. 35 I1.5.19, Sophia is not portrayed in such

negative terms, even though this generation of Acham6th is criticised: "But I will call upon the
incorruptible Gnosis, namely’ Sophia who is in the Father, who is the mother of AchamOth. Acham6th
has no father nor male consort, but she is a woman from a woman. She has made you without a male
being alone, not knowing what <lives> through her mother, thinking she was alone."
359 Hypostasis of the Archons (NHC l I 4, 94 (142), 5-13: "Sophia (Wisdom) which is called "Pistis"

wished to create a work alone without a consort. And her work became an image of heaven, (so that) a

curtain exists between the heavenly and lower regions (aeons). And a shadow came into being beneath

the curtain, and that shadow became matter."
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"’The following are the events that they say happened outside the fullness.
Once the higher Wisdom’s (Sophia’s) thinking, which they call also
Acham6th~’°, along with her passion had been bounded apart from the

l\dlness, it was -they say- cast forth in a region of shadow and emptiness: and

necessarily so, for it had come to be outside the light and fullness, without

fonn and imageless, like an aborted foetus, because it has not comprehended
anything.’’3{’1

The myth now requires the emanation of two further aeons to rectify the

situation: Christ and the Holy Spirit or Pneuma. The Holy Spirit and Christ set the

Pleroma in order by equalising the aeons (1.2.5-1.2.6). As a result of this equalisation

all of the aeons become intellects, Words, human beings and Christs; in other words

they become "equal in fore1 and intention" (1.2.6), which indicates some sort of

unification of the godhead. It is interesting to find a demiurgical role attributed to the

Holy Spirit in the Christian tradition or rather quasi-Christian tradition, since in

Origenian thought it has no such function and is not even a metaphysical principle.

However, for Origen it does have a soteriological role, and if one was to be exact that

is just what it is engaged upon here.

The aeon Christ descends out of the Pleroma in order to stabilise Sophia.

There should really be no need for this action, as it seems to be merely a duplication

of the activity of the Holy Spirit. It seems to be part of the development of the

elaborate Gnostic systems, which appear to contain redundant entities (perhaps as the

result of the colnbination of Christian and philosophical entites):

"Then the (higher) Christ took pity on it, extended himself through the limit
(Horos) and formed it by his power into a figure, but only according to nature,

not according to knowledge (gnosis). Thereafter he returned above
withdrawing his power (from it) and abandoned its separation from the

Pleroma and feeling yearning for what was of a different kind, for indeed it

possessed a certain savour of immortality which Christ and the Holy Spirit had
left to it. (Iren. Adr. Haer. 1.4.1 trans Rudolph)

The emergence of these aeons is significant in numerous ways. Firstly, Christ and the

Holy Spirit need to be written into the Gnostic myth, so to speak, in order to explain

the emergence of the Clzristian Trinity. It would seem, then, that in spite of their age,

they must be promoted to a senior rank in the Pleroma, just below the Father (who

himself; as we have already seen, may be only the second-ranking principle). If this

event takes place in version A, it means that the number of aeons totals thirty-two. If

one includes Jesus, that provides thirty-three aeons; significantly the age at which the

3¢"’ A slightly corrupted form or’the corresponding Semitic \~ord for Sophia. hokhma.
’~’] In the E.vce~t)t,z of Clement. Acham6th is not actuall) expelled from the Pleroma, but wanders
otlt.,,ide t"~=.\ol’q,n~ I’/ ’.’tXc*btd/J {~:vo; 7o~.’ =Xr/OGimvo;, viii, 4. p. 73).
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saviour died.3~’2 The Valentinians are displaying the same evidence of rationality in

their account of creation as Plato does in the Timaeus. However, here we are

discussing the godhead, which should display rationality; whereas the entire act of

creation within Valentinianism is inational The role played by Christ was a

Valentinian development and was seen as a prefiguration of the soteriological role

which he plays later on when dealing with humanity.

The Pleroma’s structure also displays Pythagorean influence in both versions.

The primary Ogdoad can either be divided into two tetrads or four pairs, both of

which reveal the significance of the numbers two and four, although all numbers up

to ten in Pythagorean numerology have some significance. The pairing of male and

female through the entire structure of the Pleroma including the First Principle

reflects the importance of crt~uTic~ (sexual union) within the Valentinian system,

illustrated by the letter of Epiphanius. Version B traces being to a monad which

produces a dyad, Even though this dyad (Nous and Aletheia) is composed of male

and female, it is collectively female.363 Version A, as Stead notes, is less acceptable to

the Jewish or Christian reader, who would raise no objections to claiming an ultimate

monad, but could not really agree with the claim of an ultimate dyad.TM

Sophia is conscious of the wrong that she has committed and attempts to turn

around. In Hippolytus’ version, all of the aeons are thrown into confusion by the

transgression of Sophia. Acham6th undergoes manifold passions because she is cut

off from the Pleroma. It is these emotions that become matter:

"The essence of matter they say- had its first source in the aforementioned
lack of acquaintance, grief, fear and terror." (Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.5.4)

This is important, since it indicates that the material realm is created not merely as the

result of a split within the godhead, rather than due to the divine plan, but also as the

result of a mistake perpetrated by this fragmented section of the godhead.

"She -they say- accounts for the genesis and essence of the matter out of
which this world came into being. For the entire soul of the world and the
craftsman had its origin in her turning back, other things had their beginning
in her fear and her grief. Indeed, all moist essences came into being from her
tears; luminous ones, from her laughter; and the bodily elements of the world
from her grief and terror. For sometimes they say- she cried and felt grief
because of being left alone in the darkness and emptiness; sometimes she
proceeded to thought about the light that had left her, and she relaxed and

~62 This total, however, disagrees wilh the accounl ~Lt i.3. or iii. I, although this may come from version

B.
363"Kup[a Kf/t cJPX~ Kcj’t ~llTq~3 ’.(I1 pp. 29.6).
364 Stead, G. C. (1969), 80.
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laughed: sometimes she was afraid; and yet other times she became uncertain
and distraught." (lren. Adv. haer. 1.4.2)3~’5

ltowever, every thought in the divine world, even a guilty one or one not authorised

by the supreme principle, becomes a hypostasis, Because of this, expelling the

thought is only the second-best option, because even the aeon Christ is unable to

remove it completely:

"He separated them from her, but he could not ignore them, for it was
impossible to make them disappear as the passions of the earlier (wisdom)
had, since they were already habitual and powerful. Rather he set them apart,
poured them together, fixed them and transformed them from incorporeal
passions into incorporeal matter. Next he endowed them with suitable
properties and with such a nature that they would enter into compounds and
bodies, so that two essences came into being, a bad one deriving from the
passions: and a mixed one tainted with passions deriving from the turning
back. And that is why they say that the saviour virtually acted as a craftsman."
(Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.4.5)

Here Christ can be regarded as a sort of demiurge within the divine world,

given his attempt to stabilise it and impose order upon disorder. Yet, strictly speaking

there should be no need for this type of ordering activity not just within the divine

world, but within the very godhead. It is an example of the extent to which a rather

commonplace philosophical motif has been seized upon by the Gnostics and used in

an unsuitable context, which quite frankly produces bizarre consequences.

"And ill response to these good deeds, with a single design and intention, as
the anointed (Christ) and the spirit joined in the consent and their parent
joined in the approval, the entire fullness of aeons- each of the aeons-joined
in bringing and contributing the most beautiful and splendid that it had within
itself. And mtel-weaving these elements fittingly and uniting them
hammniously, in honour and to the glory of Abyss, they emitted an emanation
that was a kind of utterly perfect beauty and star of the fullness, a perfect (or
ripe) fruit Jesus: after his parent he was named also saviour, anointed (Christ),
and Word: and also entirety, because he is from the entirety. Simultaneously,
in honour of it (the entirety) angels of the same ancestry were emitted as
bodyguards for him." (Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.2.6)

This passage is valuable for explaining the origin of the angels. Jesus is the joint

etnanation of the entire Pleroma, their "common fruit". It seems that he supersedes

Christ and Word, since he assumes these titles, despite the pre-existence of these

entities. This agrees with the view that as divine messenger he is endowed with the

>5 Cf. Go.vpc[ o! Truth 26 : "All the ~’,ays moved and x~ere disturbed, for they had neither basis nor

stabilit3 and error became excited, not kno~ ing v, hat to do [she] was Iroubled, mourned and cried out
that she understood nothing inasmuch as acquaintance which meant the destruction of her and all the
emanations had dragon near to her." Interestingly, the author does not refer to the fallen aeon by the
contradlctorx name oI" Sophia -x~ isdom, but rather error, x~ hich more accurately rellects her situation.
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power of all the Aeons, as well as the Father.3~’~’ At Hipp. 32.1-2, it seems that the

power described is Carpos, which is also Jesus, since he is the Ka9n@ of the Pleroma,

as is pointed out at Hipp. 3.2.4. Jesus is seen by Sophia ("e6v 8),q ~ Kapvo(po9[q

afTOO") and marries hei.3(’7 It is dil’ficult to understand why such a marriage is

necessary, unless it to ensure that she has a consort and to parallel the restoration of

the first Sophia to Theletos. In this context of duplication, Jesus may not be intended

to supersede Christ, but to act as a second Christ, replicating the saving work of the

first Christ in the physical reahn.

Sophia then initiates world-creation:

"Now, of the three (essences) that they say- were by this point extant, one
derived fi-om her passions and this was matter; another derived from her
turning back, and this was the anilnate; another was what she brought forth,
and this was the spiritual. So she turned to their forming. But she could not
form the spiritual, inasnmch as it was of the same essence as she." (Iren. Adv
Haer. 1.5. l)

This is important for Gnostic eschatology, since it explains the three classes of soul.

Evidently, this differs greatly from Origen, who regards souls as the same in their

essence. For the Gnostics, then, individual salvation seems predetermined, having

been fixed at the moment of creation.

"So she turned to the rotating of the animate essence that derived from her
turning back and she emitted what the saviour had taught (her to emit). And
first, from the animate essence she formed the god and parent and king of all,
that is, of both those which are of the same essence as he i.e. the animates,
which they call those on the right; and those which derive from passion and
matter, which they call those on the left. For they say that he formed all that
were after him, being moved surreptitiously by the mother. Hence they call
him mother-father, parentless, craftsman and parent. And they say that he is
the parent of those on the right i.e. animates; craftsman of those on the left i.e.
materials, and king of all." (Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.5.1)

This mention of the right and let1 seems to be an attempt to incorporate the

notion of the Cosmocrator or the left-sided ruler. In this version, there is no real need

for him, since the Demiurge is the creator of the material realm. The Cosmocrator is

depicted as the brother of the Demiurge3(’s; he is more evil with a "spiritalis malitia’,

but he is also superior since he knows nlore concerning the higher powers than the

Demiurge. In systems which acknowledge tl~e Cosmocrator, the Demiurge is usually

envisaged as ruling on the right-hand side; though here he appears to have jurisdiction

366 Iren. Adv. Haer. IV. 5. pp. 38[
367 Iren It. 3 fin p. 17, llipp. 34.4.
36s Adv. Haer. 1.5.4.
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on both sides. The Cosmocrator seems to be a later addition to the system, only

included when Valentinianisnl began to propund that the Demiurge was not evil; not

good, but just. This left a vacancy, which was supplied by an entity found in the

writings of St. Paul. While St. Paul clearly never regards the world as the product of

any entity other than the Judaeo-Christian God,369 he does frequently regard the

(Judaic) law as the product of the angels (though this does not imply that it was

designed without the consent of God). This subjected Man to the rule of the angels,37°

and may lie in the background of the emergence of a figure (Denfiurge or

Cosmocrator) ruling the world in opposition to the supreme God.371

"Now, the aforementioned thinking (Acham6th) wished to make all things to
the honour of the aeons and so-they say- she made images of them; or rather,
the saviour did, through her. She kept the image of the invisible parent, since
the craftsman was not acquainted with it; he (the craftsman) kept the image of
the only-begotten child (i.e.intellect); and the archangels and angels that were
with the latter kept the images of the other aeons." (lren Adv. Haer.l.5. I)372

There seems to be an element of parallelism conmlon in Gnostic myths in this

passage. The Saviour acts through Acham6th, just as she acts through the Demiurge

to mitigate the effects of creation. One nmst ask what are the images of the aeons that

she is creating here. It would appear to be a second Pleroma (but inferior because it is

merely an image of the first). The images nmst be an equivalent to the Platonic

Fonns, so it would seem that she is transmitting the Fom~s to the Demiurge to ensure

that some of the goodness of the Pleroma is replicated in created reality. This is not

unusual in Gnostic myth; what is not so commonplace is a description of how she

transmitted those images, such as we have here. It is not the case that Acham6th

comnmnicates these forms to the Demiurge in an attempt to repent of what she has

done (nothing, in tact, since the fault is that of the older Sophia). Rather she performs

this activity under the orders, as it were, of the Saviour.

3~,~ Romans I:20.

’-~’ GaL 4:3: "So with us, ~hen we were children, we were slaves to the elemental spirits of the
unix erse’L Cf. Gal. 4:9 -11.
~’1 Petrdment, S. (1991). 62 -63.
:-z It ma} also be the case that Acham&h has intercourse ~ ith the angels: "But Acham6th, freed from

the passions, enio}ed x~ ith the lights (=angels) who had come along ~ith him (the Soft:r), had
intercourse ~ ith them and became pregnant ~ith fruit alter their likeness." (lren, Adv. Haer. I 4, 5). As
.\chamOth has been freed from passions, perhaps no sexual Iault is implied here.
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The Demiurge

This brings us to the Dcmiurgc. who is essentially a creator-angel. He tends to

be identified with titles given to God in the Old Testament, most frequently

Ialdabaoth (probably froln a Semitic root iahul "child" and baoth "chaos", hence

"child ,, 37Xof chaos ). - He is also referred to as Esaldaios (=El Shaddai), Elohim, lao,

Sabaoth. As laldabaoth (an Ophitc/Sethian appellation), he is frequently identified

with Saturn and depicted as a lion. Since Yahweh’s day, the Sabbath, is celebrated on

Saturn’s day, Saturday, this helps to explain how the identification took place.

laldabaoth is the "father of the powers", hi some sects, he fathers seven sons,

the Archons, the eldest of whom, Sabaoth, the "god of the powers" is actually the

Demiurge. It makes little sense, however, to have a Demiurge whose sole

metaphysical purpose is to elnanate another Demiurge. In some versions Pistis Sophia

and her daughter Zoe inten, ene to allow Sabaoth to take his father’s place. This is

because he does penance when he realises his father’s delusion; he becomes a

Christian in advance of Christianity. This division may stem from the Gnostic

perception that Yahweh, God of the Law, was the least acceptable aspect of the Old

Testament God, while the God of the prophets after Moses or the Creator (the

Demiurge proper) was more satisfactory.

"Thus they say that he became parent and god of things outside the fullness,
being the maker of all things, both animate and material. For he separated the
two essences that had been poured together, made bodies out of the
incorporeal things, and created things both heavenly and earthly-and he
became the craftsman of material and animate things, of right and left, of light
and heavy, of upwards-tending and downward-tending. For he constructed the
seven heavens above which they say- is the craftsman. For this reason they
call him the seventh, arid the mother they call the eighth, preserving the count
of the primal and first octet of the fullness."(Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.5.2)

Here we have an account of the actual construction of the physical universe, including

the by now standard mention of the sexen heavens, each containing their own ruling

Archon (an adaptation of the Jewish archangels). However, the importance of Sophia

in terms of creation is such that in certain accounts it is she who is envisaged as
374

physically moulding matter.

"They say that the seven heavens are intellectual and postulate that they are
angels and the craftsman too is supposed to be an angel, but resembling
God. Likewise they say that paradise is above the third heaven and is virtually

373 Petr~ment, S. (1999), 43.
374 Cf Gospel of Truth 17 quoted above thole 281.
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the fourth archangel; and that Adam (cf. 1.71) got something from it when he
passed time within it. (Iren..4&’ Haer. 1.5.2)

What could Adam have gotten from the fourth heaven if not some kind of gift, similar

to that bestowed upon Man in the Poimamtres? Clearly this motif has remained on in

tile Valeminian myth, but not much is said concerning it because it has become

redundant, since Sophia is now the entity whose fall is responsible for creation, and

not Man.

"Now tile craftsman -they say- supposed that he was constructing these things
of his own accord, but he (really) made them through Acham6th’s act of
emission. For he made a heaven without knowing about heaven, modelled a
human being without being acquainted with the human being, and showed
forth earth without "knowing earth. And in the case of all things, he was in a
like fashion unacquainted - they say- with the ideal forms of the things he was
making and with the mother, rather, he supposed that he was totally alone.
The cause -they say- of this supposition of his was his mother, who wished to
promote him by making hint head and source of his own essence and lord of
the whole affair." (lren. Adv Haer. 1.5.3)

Itere it seems that the Demiurge is not so nmch to blame for his ignorance, but rather

AchamOth, since she here conspires to keep him in this state. This contrast with the

usual view that Sophia conspires when the Demiurge is creating Man to place a spark

of spirit in this creation so that Adam becomes superior to creation and a son of the

tree God. It seems that the view in this text has been influenced by an alternative

strand of the tradition, where the spark implanted in mankind is something negative (a

spark of the female sex), and so Acham6th can be viewed as an ahnost malevolent

entity.

The Valentinian Demiurge is the unconscious instrument of divine will. He is

directed in the act of creation by the Logos of God. In systems influenced by

Valentinianism, he is ignorant, rather than evil. Consider Basilides:

"For there ruled the great Archon, whose dominion extends to the firmament,
who believes that he is the only God and that there is nothing above him."

(Hippol. VII 25 cf.; 24.40
Yet in the Apoc~3’phon of John, Ialdabaoth’s position is motivated by jealousy

of the higher God. He safeguards his status by cheating the other Archons in what he

apportions:

"’He apportioned to them some of his fire, which is his own attribute and of his
power, but of the pure Light of the power which he had inherited from his
Mother, he gave them none. For this reason he held sway over them, because
of the glory that was in him from the power of the Light of the Mother.
There/ore he let himself be called "the God" renouncing the substance from
which he had issued. And he contemplated the creation beneath him and the
angels under him, which had sprang from him, and he said to them "I am a
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jealous god, besides me there is none" - thereby already indicating to the
angels beneath him, that there is another God: for if there were none of whom
should he be jealous?" (41:13ff; 44:9ff: Till)
This is a Gnostic motif with Christian imagery, as is apparent from Mandaean

texts written in the same vein without overt reference to the Old Testament God:

"B’haq-Ziva regarded himself as a mighty one and forsook the name which
his father had created [lbr him]. lie said "I am the father of the Uthras, who
have
created Sh’kinas for thenf’. He pondered over the turbid water and said "I will
create a world". (G 97I).

Ialdabaoth’s claim to be the sole God is met with a retort from on high, sometimes

from his mother, Sophia:

"Do not lie, Ialdabaoth: there is above thee the Father of all, the First Man,
and Man, the Son of Man". (lrenaeus I. 30.4-6)

A greater reproach is uttered by the soul of the Gnostic returning to its higher origin:

"I am a vessel more precious than the vessel that made ye. Your mother does
not know her origin, but I know myself and know whence I came. I invoke the
incorruptible Sophia who dwells in the Father and is the mother of your
mother...but a woman born of woman brought you forth, without knowing her
own mother and believing that she was from herself, but I invoke her mother."
(ken. I. 21.5)
The mention of Man invokes the primordiaI Man of the Poimandres. The term

arises from the view that since God created Man in his own image, then Man can be

regarded as God. But reading Genesis from a Gnostic viewpoint suggests that Man is

the Demiurge. Saturnilus changed the text so that the Archons say "Let us make man

in the image and likeness" rather than "in our image and likeness". Man is created in

the image of God (Gen. 1:26-27) rather than of his creator. This is because Sophia or

the true God tricks the Demiurge into creating a being greater than himself by

supplying the pneumatic element. It is this that is "alien" to the world. Man’s

members (i.e. the Church) remain in the world as prisoners, but can escape through

gnosis. Man is a prefigurement of the fate of Christ and the myth is probably inspired

by it.

The End of Creation
The Valentinian concept of creation also elwisages what will occur at the end

of the world:

"The craftsman for his part will move into the place of wisdom (Sophia) the
mother, namely in the midpoint. And the souls of the just, also, will gain
repose in the place of the midpoint. For nothing animate goes inside the

fullness." (Iren. Adv Haer. 1.7.1 )
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Philosophically, this is particularly interesting. Many metaphysical systems

have a cyclical concept; for example Stoic ekpyrosis or Platonic nmtempsychosis.

llere the goal of Valentinianism is the negation of creation. Unlike Origen, a second

fall is not envisaged or at least never made explicit. Creation is totally pointless,

although at least Valentinus envisages some hope of salvation for the creator. Unlike

other Gnostic sects, he also recognises the possibility of some (albeit limited)

salvation for the just (non-Gnostics). Still, unlike in Plato’s system, they never get a

second chance.

"After such things have happened -so they teach- the fire that lurks within the
world will flare up, catch fire, overcome all matter, be consumed along with it,
and enter into definitive non-existence. And the craftsman -they declare- was
not acquainted with any of these facts before the advent of the saviour." (Iren.
Adv. Haer. 1.7.1)
Once all human souls have escaped, the material fabric of created reality will

be destroyed; again, this is an indictment of creation when the entire goal of the

Valentinian system is to seek to undo it. In the Valentinian system, no doubt as part

of his rapprochement with the Jewish tradition, the Demiurge is allowed to repent

and receive a reward at the end.

"Now inasnmch as the Craftsman was unacquainted with the reahn superior to
him, he was moved by the utterances that had no respect for them, attributing
damn to various causes- either the prophesying spirit, which has a kind of
1notion all its own; or the person in questiom or an admixture of inferior
things. And he continues in tiffs lack of acquaintance until the advent of the
saviour. But when the saviour came, they say, he learned everything from him
and was delighted to defect to him, accompanied by all his arnay, it is he who
is the centurion in the gospel, who says to the saviour, "For I have under nay
authority soldiers and slaves, and whatever I command, they do. He (the
Craftsman) will bring about a providential arrangement of events in the world
until the appropriate time, especially because of his care for his church and his
knowledge of the reward that awaits him, namely occupying the place of the
mother." (Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.7.4)375

The Denmtrge here is not an antagonistic power, but it seems that a

particular divine role has been allotted to him; he is something like the caretaker of

the Crao’lus. It is unusual to see the word "knowledge" used in conjunction with the

Demiurge; not only is he aware of the higher powers, but also his own role within the

3-5 The mother will be readmitted into the Pleroma, when she is viewed as having become completely

rehabilitated in the Barbelognostic system: "’Her consort came down to her in order to put right her
deficiency., .And she was not brought back to her own aeon, but because of the very great ignorance
x~hich had become manit’est in her sbe is in tim monad (i.e. betx~een the Pleroma and the realm of the

Demiurge} until she puts right her deficiency."
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system, and knows enough of the future to be aware of his reward. While it may not

prove Petr6ment’s "Valentinian turning point", the notion of the Jewish Yahweh

acting as a protector for the Christian Chttrch certainly indicates a change in outlook

that has taken place since the emergence of Christian Gnosticism. The spirits of the

Gnostics become detached fiom their ,~ouls and enter the Pleroma with Acham6th;

and are bestowed as brides on the angels around the saviour. According to the Gospel

of Truth, the material world will be dissoh’ed, rather like the system in Origen.376

The Significance of the Sophia Myth

Intense debate has been sparked off by both variants of the Sophia myth as to

which is the original Valentinian version. As Stead has illustrated, it is likely that it is

neither, but that both are sophisticated versions of a much simpler original doctrine

held by Valentinus himself.3~7 Stead advances several cogent arguments in favour of

such a view. Firstly, both versions are organised in two phases (events within the

Pleroma and activity subsequent to the /’all). Secondly, the myth employs formal

parallelism at several points. The First Sophia and the other aeons do not know their

origin, which is known by Monogenes (Adv. Haer. 1.3. 13), in order that they may

long to see the Father. Likewise, the younger Sophia is not informed about her origin

by Christ so that she may long for better things (Adv. Haer. IV. 1.33-4).

The First Sophia acts without her consort (Adv. Haer. II. 2.13-16), while the

younger Sophia is without a conso~-t (Adv. Haer. I. 4.1). Indeed, it might be said that

she is below the law of the syzygy. Thirdly, there is the parallelism between Sophia’s

attempt to know the Father, which is stopped by Horos, and Acham6th’s attempt to

re-enter the Pleroma to find the aeon who has left her, until she is stopped by outer

Horos (who must clearly be a duplication). Fourthly, there is the parallelism between

the expulsion of Sophia’s guilty thought flom the Pleroma, which creates younger

Sophia or Acham6th and the expulsion of Acham6th’s passions which then go

towards the creation of the material reahn. Finally, when younger Sophia is expelled

she appeals to Christ to expel her passions and he sends the Paraclete or Soter. This

indicates that the versions which wc have are a development of a much simpler

original involving only one Soplaia, one Horos and a single expulsion of passions.

3"z6 GTr 25 : ~< But when unity makc~; llle w~lys c~mlplclc it is in unity that all will gather themselves,

and it is by acquaintance that all will puril’y thenv, clves out of multiplicity into unity, consuming
matter within themselves as fire, and dalk~less by light, and death by life."
~w Stead, G.C. (1969), 81.
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Sagnard propounded a theory of "les lois de la gnose".37s This is the notion

that in the Gnostic lnyths there is a tendency to draw a correspondence between both

the upper and lower worlds. However, in this myth, there is only duplication in the

events relating to Sophia. There is no equivalent to the Pleroma functioning at a lower

level, and the Demiurge has no counterpart within the Pleroma. Tiffs leaves one to

draw the conclusion that the myth of Sophia is a deliberate reconstruction. This may

have been to cater for inconsistencies between the various traditions. It is possible, for

example, that some versions regard the guilty intention of the first Sophia as expelled

from the Pleroma, while others may have regarded her passions as being expelled.

This is given greater force since one tradition claims that Sophia had four passions;

another that she had three (and repentance). This all seems to indicate that the

passions were those of the First Sophia, but have been assigned to the younger Sophia

in the versions which we have.

According to Irenaeus, Valentinus believed in an ultimate dyad and thirty

aeons, which is closer to the system subsequently advocated by Ptolemaeus.

Valentinus does posit two Horoi, one between the other Aeons and Bythos and

another between the Mother and the Pleroma.

"’FCI’I. r(’;l’ XptO’T(’)I’ &~ ()OK drr6 r63v &, v~ TrXrlpt~ptarL A[dvcov
rrpo[3ejB,kqaOat, d,k,k’ brro rfilg’ M~ITpbS" ~’{co Te-vop~vqg’, KOtTCI r’qP

Tl’t,;[ll]l, TCOV KpetTTdt’0Jt’ drroKeKlaqcrOat laeTd (~Kt~S" TLVOg"’. (lren. 11. 1
(pp. 9-101)
"...and Christ to have been put forth not in the Pleroma of the Aeons, but by
the Mother who was outside, who due to the opinion of the powers was put
away with a certain shadow."

The Latin text reads "secundum memoriam meliorum’, which indicates that the

Greek text may have run "KaT& T~I’ ,UUT]~tqt, TCOP KpetTT6VCOV". In this version,

Christ is the son of Sophia (and therefore the younger brother of the Demiurge), and

is not the product of the Pleroma. Sophia has been expelled from the Pleroma,

indicating that in this version, we are only dealing with a single Sophia. If one turns

to the Excerpta of Clement, the situation becomes more complex. In one passage,

Christ is emanated from the Ennoia (Thought) of Sophia.379 Stead suggests that this

might suggest the Ennoia is to be distinguished as a separate entity from Sophia and

that the resemblance between the two passages suggests that the Mother and Sophia
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can be equated.3~° If this is the case, then i~erhaps in the Ennoia we have the origin of

the younger Sophia. At Ercerpta 39, the Mother produces Christ.TM Christ ascends to

become the adopted son of the Pleronm. This version is problematic, since Christ’s

origin would be inferior to that of the other aeons, and would seem to make him

incapable of fulfilling the role whicla he has to play.

All of this reveals that a creative approach towards Gnostic mythology was

adopted by Valcntinus and his successors, rather like the approach towards Plato’s

dialogues that was adopted by Platonists. In the myth of Sophia, we have the ultimate

indictment that the world is bad from its hcginning. It results, not as part of the divine

plan, but as the product of fiagmcntation within the godhead, which ultimately leaves

part of the godhead trapped, as in ttermetism. Similarly in Gnosticism, the whole

goal of the philosophy is a return to the situation before creation occurred. (In

Valentinianism, this is not strictly speaking true, since the Demiurge will receive a

promotion of sorts.)

This world does not result fiom God’s perfect wisdom, but from another

Sophia, who nmst be an inferior sort of wisdom, since not only is she the last and

youngest of the aeons, but we are explicitly told that she suffers from ignorance

(ci’yt,otcl, Iren. 1.2.3, 1.4.1, 1.5.4, Hipp. 31. 1-2, drropLa, Iren. 1.4.1., 1.5.4, Hipp. 32.5,

32.6). It results from impudence, and the materials of the physical world are derived

from her negative emotions, not even of her, but of the even lower form of wisdom

which is expelled. On top of this, the world is created by the Demiurge, who lacks the

better aspects of AchamOth, so that what ~te are left with in the created world is a

cosmos that reveals some aspects of a divine, ordering power (such as the images of

the Forms), but which was unperceived by the entity who actually moulded the world.

The fragmentation within the godhead posited by the Pythagoreans was

criticised.382 However, Sophia can be interpreted not just as a failed emanation which

has to be expelled from the godhead, but also as a divine mediator. She is described
,,~8t

as a "heavenly Jerusalem - ~, and "the good land flowing with milk and honey".TM

380 Stead, G. C. (1969), 85.

381% M~’rqp. vt~o3cl,\obcJcl --6/, Xl’t~TYl’~l’ ."
382 "Nam Pythagoras, qui censuiI anlllltllll t:sse pt.’r ilatl.tranl D2rklnl olnllem intentum el commeantem,

ex quo nostri animi carperentur, non vidil tlistractlone humanorum animorum discerpi et lacerari deum,
et cum miseri animt essent, quod plc~isqt~c contmgctct, turn dei partem esse miserana, quod fieri non
potest." (Cicero, ND I. xi.27-8).
383 Hipp. Re./’. vi. 30.9, 34.4
384 Iren. 1.5.3.
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Indeed, as a divine mediator and creative agent, she eclipses the Demiurge in the

Valentinian creation myth.

Sophia contains numerous concepts. The term Mother is often allocated to her

and it seems that she may have been conflated with the consort of the Father. She also

is a failed female entity. As the Gospel of Philip 39 states: "Echamoth is one thing

and Echmoth another. Echamoth is simply Sophia, but Echmoth the Sophia of

Death." The perfect consort may have been altered into this Sophia of Death based on

the view that, since the most powerful principle after Good is Evil, it must originate

from the second most powerful cosmic power.3s5 It would have been quite natural to

make this second power female, since the second principle was traditionally regarded

as a dyad (which is female).

Since Sophia connects the world of matter and the Gnostic equivalent of the

world of the Forms, she can be regarded as the last of the aeons. In attempting to

interpret this myth, Platonists assigned various roles to Sophia. She can be viewed as

the receptacle of the Timaeus, hence the use of the term "mother" to refer to her.

Because of her fall, she can be regarded as recalcitrant matter. Hippolytus at Ref vi.

30.9 refers to her as "lailvqp Kai vt0/it,q", which evokes the "formless matter" of

Timaeus 5 la. Stead also adds that she can be identified with the world-soul; just like
3s6the human soul she falls due to her attachment to matter.

It is tempting to discern Philonic influence on the Valentinian myth. Philo

uses "God’s shadow" to denote either the Logos or the world vis&-vis the Logos

(Leg. All. iii 96, 100). In Philo, the world is God’s younger son, while the eldest is

Logos (hmma. 31), God’s four offspring being Logos, Shadow, Demiurge and Prince.

I think that the Valentinian myth is composed within the context of an interest in the

origin of evil and within the framework of the temptation of Eve.

Sophia also owes something to the Holy Spirit, which Simon and Menander

both regarded as the Mother of all beings.3s7 Christ in The Gospel of the Hebrews

refers to "my mother the Holy Spirit". Aphraates, a fourth century writer, claims that

God is man’s father, but the Holy Spirit is his mother.3~8 The conception of the Holy

Spirit as the Mother is a natural one, since rtTah (spirit) is feminine in Hebrew. Since

~s5 Stead 119691, 99 cites the Naassene psalm in tlipp. Re[ v.10.2 m this context.
3,,~, Stead, G.C. (1969), 100.

>" Petrt}ment, S. (1999), 75 gives references: Apoeo’phon q[John (BGpl 17 and parallels); Gospel o[
Phllit) 107, 18-27, 118, 24-25: 119, 16-28; ApocoT)hal Epistle o/James 6, 20-21.
>’~’ Aphrahat’s....llomilien, tibers. V. G.Bert, TU 3, 3-4 (Leipzig, 1888), 297.
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pneuma in Greek is neuter, rtiah can be rendered in Greek by Ennoia or Sophia,

which helps to preserve the female aspect. Theophilus of Antioch and Irenaeus’

Apostolic Demonstration list Wisdonl as the third person of the Trinity.389 The Holy

Spirit is equivalent to creative Wisdom. Once the act of creation was devalued, a

distinction was drawn between the supreme Mother as first emanation and a second

- I}divine Mother inferior to the u-st. It is only once pneuma is translated by the

masculine Latin sT~iritus that the concept of the Spirit as a female divine principle

disappears.

This is replaced to some extent in later Cluistian thought by the Virgin Mary

by certain heretics who v¢orshipped her as a goddess and regarded her as the

incarnation of a cosmic power, Michael. The father, Christ and Mary were regarded

as the Trinity" by’ groups mentioned by Epiphanius of Salamis in the mid-fourth

century. The Christian concept of Mary contains elements of the Mediterranean

mother-goddess. An element ot" this occurs in the Barbelo, the second entity in the

ontological scheme of the Barbelo-Gnostics. Although sometimes described as a male

virgin, it is essentially a female generative principle.

I think that Sophia is likewise an attempt to preserve a female principle at the

highest level. Within the tradition of intellectualising Greek religion is a monotheistic

vein, terming Zeus 6 ®�6~ and regarding him as the supreme cosmic intellect.39~ The

rest of the Olympic pantheon become mere aspects of the supreme deity. An element

of this occurs in the Barbelo, the second entity in the ontological scheme of the

Barbelo-Gnostics. Although sometimes described as a male virgin, it is essentially a

female generative principle. The Apocr. Joh. 5. 56 describes it as "mother-father", "a

womb for the Pleroma" and the "thrice-androgynous name" which indicates a dyadic

nature.392 Sophia is also an indefinite female dyad and this is how she comes to

represent a cause of instability. These disparate elements combine to create the myth

of Sophia’s fall.

Letter to Flora

One of Valentinus’ most important disciples, Ptolemy (floruit c. A.D. 136-

180), was responsible for the spread of Valentinianism in the West and is the founder

3~9 Theoph., Ad. Auto/. 1, 7, 11, 15 and 1 ,’~ [icnacus Dcmoll.str. apos. 5 and 10.
39o Petr~ment, S. (1999), 77.
391 Dillon, J. M. (1999), 69.
392 Dillon, J. M. (1999), 70 n.2.
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of its Italic version. Some of his ideas can be lbund in Iris Letter To Flora. Despite its

name, it reads more like a treatise. The text was preserved in a quotation by St.

Epiphanius of Salamis (Against Heresies 33.3.1’- 33.7.10).393 Although it does not

deal solely or even primarily with the Demiurge, it is valuable l:br our purposes, since

it concentrates on one of the burning issues of the Christianity of its day: the

importance of the Jewish Torah and its relationship to the Christian Bible. The

addressee of the letter appears to be a mainstream Christian, to whom Ptolemy is

expounding the details of Valentinianism. The language is non-technical and rather

frustratingly alludes to a sequel, which will concentrate more heavily on metaphysics,

but which does not seem to have survived (if it was composed at all).

"For some say that this law has been ordained by God the Father; while
others, following the opposite course, stoutly contend that it has been
established by the adversary, the pernicious devil: and so the latter school
attributes the craftsmanship of the world to the devil, saying that he is "the
father and maker of the universe". (33.3.2 trans. Layton))
The closing phrase is of course an allusion to Plato’s terminology at Timaeus

28E. Ptolemy alludes to the belief advocated by certain Gnostic sects, most notably

the Cathars and Bogonrils, that the world is so imperfect that it must have been

created by tim devil, usually in this context known as the Cosmocrator. The majority

of Gnostic sects, including the Valentinians, would reject this claim, seeing the

Demiurge as a separate entity. Ptolemy’s defends the Demiurge, whom he equates

with Yahweh:

"Now, it does not seem that the law was established by the perfect god and
father: for, it must be of the same character as its giver; and yet it is imperfect
and needful of being fulfilled by another and contains certain commandments
incongruous with the nature and intentions of such a god." (33.3.4 trans.
Layton)
The law is regarded as the product of the demiurge or Old Testament god.

However, Ptolemy views his law as inferior to cosmic law, revealed in the generation

of this world by the true demiurge, who is the father of Christ.

"’And, further the apostle states that the craftsmanship of the world is his, and
that "all things were made through him, and without him was not anything
made", thus anticipating these liars’ flimsy Wisdom. And the craftsmanship is
that of a god who is just and hates evil, not a pernicious one as believed by
these thoughtless people who take no account of the craftsman’s forethought
and so are blind, not only in the eye of the soul but even in the eyes of the
body." 03.3.6 trans. Layton)

>~ Since the text is a word for x~ord quotation, it is, in fact, reliable.
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It is of particular interest that the lhthcr of Christ can be regarded as the true

Demiurge. In the more fundainentalist Gnostic tradition, the Demiurge’s malevolence

(or sometimes ignorance) is responsible for the inherent imperfection of the universe.

The Valentinians, as part of their attempt to bridge the gap between the Christian

heritage of Judaism, Gnosticism and Greek philosophy, sought to reconcile the

concept of an imperfect world formed by an ignorant Demiurge and the Platonic

notion that the design of the world revealed the existence of the rational intelligence

which had created it. The myth of Sophia allows him to regard the First Principle as

ultimately the Creator, since the Demiurge creates alter being inspired by the supreme

God, although he is unaware of this.

"And if the perfect God is good according to his nature - as indeed he is, for
our saviour showed that "one only is there who is good", namely his father
whom he manifested -and if furthemmre the law belonging to the nature of
the adversary is both evil and wicked and is stamped in the mould of injustice,
then a being that is in a state intermediate between these and is neither good
nor evil or unjust, might well be properly called just, being a judge of the
justice that is his." (33.7.5 trans. Layton)

As Ptolemy points out here, he does not regard the Demiurge as the devil, but

they are both separate entities. Ptolemy is also more favourable to Yahweh than is

typical of the Gnostics, not referring to him as ignorant, but as just (although not

good). By implication, he is imperfect, since the higher God is described as perfect.

Although an element of ignorance is conveyed in Ptolemy’s description of the

Demiurge as administering the cosmos according to the sort of justice that is his, he

does display the rapprochement towards Judaism that led Petr6ment to refer to this as

the Valentinian turning-point.

"And on the one hand this god must be inferior to the perfect god and less
than his righteousness precisely because he is engendered and not
unengendered - for "there is one unengendered father, from whom are all
things", or more exactly from whom all things depend, and on the other hand,
he must have come into being as better and more authoritative than the
adversary; and must be born of an essence and nature distinct from the

essences of the other two." (33.7.6 trans. Layton)
Although positioning the Demiurge between the devil and the true God is to

be found in Gnostic systems that do not posit a Cosmocrator, Ptolemy is heavily

influenced by the Platonic myth of creation in this description of three essences. This

becomes more apparent in a subsequent passage:

"For the essence of the adversary is both corruption and darkness, for the
adversary is material and divided into many parts; while the essence of the
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unengendered lather of the entirety is both inconuptibility and self-existent
light, being simple and unique. And the essence of this intermediate produced
a threelbld capacity, for he is an image of the better God". (37.7.7 trans.
Layton)

It seems that Ptolemy has been influenced here by the three elements of Sameness

and Difference, and the mixture intennediate between the two at Timaeus 35 Affin

his explanation for the variance between the three entities here. At this point Ptolemy

tantalisingly alludes to an esoteric Valentinian metaphysics conceming which he will

infom~ Flora in the next instahnent.

"And now given that the good by nature engenders and produces the things
that are similar to itself and of the same essence, do not be bewildered as to
how these natures, that of corruption and <that> of intermediateness - which
have come to be different in essence arose from a single First Principle of the
entirety, a principle that exists and is confessed and believed in by us, and
which is unengendered and incorruptible and good. (33.7.8 trans. Layton)

It appears that Ptolemy is on the verge of explaining the origin of evil and the

responsibility, if any, which he feels that the First Principle must bear for its

existence. If the principle is one of totality, than it would necessarily include elements

which could ultimately produce the Delniurge and the devil. But I fail to see how it is

possible for Ptolemy to refer to the First Principle as corruptible. Perhaps it is only

corruptible in the sense that even its hypostases can become corrupted (for exainple,

Sophia) and this would explain how it gave rise to the Demiurge. Yet what we are

taking about here are the hypostases of God, not actually the First Principle, which is

Abyss.

The main value of the Letter to Flora is the information it provides on the

relationship between the Demiurge and the First Principle. It is of particular interest

since it is a document created by the Gnostics themselves, rather than information

relayed via the hostility of the Church Fathers. In it, Ptolemy adopts a stance which

differs from the dualistic type of approach that one might expect from a Gnostic,

identifying three separate entities: God, Devil and Demiurge, rather than the more

usual two of God and Demiurge. It is never quite clear how there is space in the

Gnostic scheme for both Devil and Demiurge, but it is a product of Ptolemy’s attempt

to rectify the harsh dichotomy between Yahweh and the highest principle more

usually found in Gnosticism.
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The Fragments

W. V61ker’s traditional nmnerical order of the Valentinian fragments is not

followed by Layton, who prefers to arrange the fragments based on the order of the

Gnostic myth, while V61ker Ft. 8 is listed as a separate section, VHr by Layton, as he

regards it as a complete work, rather than a fiagment. In the interests of clarity, my

practice here will bc to provide both numcrations.

Layton V Fr. A =V61ker Frag. 7, despite its hostile stance, reveals attempts on

the part of the Valentinians to claim a certain degree of legitimacy. This is reinforced

by claims made by Valentinus’ followers that he had an apostolic accreditation for

teaching, since it was claimed that he had been instructed by Theudas, a disciple of

St. Paul.394

"For Valentmus says that he saw a newborn babe and questioned it to find out
who it was. And the babe ansx~ered him saying that it was the Word.
Thereupon, he adds to this a certain polnpous tale, intended to derive from this
his attempt at a "sect".

This fragment was preserved in a quotation by Hippolytus of Rome Against Heresies

6.42.2. Whatever the reality of the situation, it does stress that the Valentinians did

not see themselves as a schismatic group, however they may have been viewed by

others, and expressly attempted to legitimise themselves in terms of the mother

church.

What Petrdment refers to as the Valentinian turning-point, the attempt by

Valentinians to reduce the distance between Christianity and Gnosticism, is in fact the

attempt by Christians to raise their own theology to the same academic level as that of

pagan philosophy. They originally seem to have been a sect within the church, rather

than a separate group, although in A.D. 692, we learn from Canon 95 passed at the

Trullan Synod which dealt with the treatment repentant Valentinians should receive

from the Catholic Church, that the sect still persisted.

From V Fr. B Layton (=Frag 9 V61ker), it would seem that Valentinus was

quite close to the Barbelognostics’ threefold division:

"Valentinus, the leader of a sect, was the first to devise the notion of three
subsistent entities (hypostases), m a work that he entitled On the Three
Natures’. For he devised the notion of three subsistent entities and three
persons Father, Son and lloly Spirit".
This might even be a version of the triad Being - Life-Intellect.The source for

the text is Marcellus of Ancyra. a Iburth century theologian.The title is all that

394 Layton, B (1987), 217.
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survives of this work. Vv’hile it is possible that this work refers to the Trinity, it may

also have dealt with the earlier tripartite division of the Barbelo aeon.395 These

divisions correspond to neither the persons of the Trinity or to the Platonic triad.

At Layton V Fr. C = V61ker Frag 1, Valentinus outlines the superiority of

Adam over tile Archons:

"And even as awe (or "fear") overcame the angels in the presence of that
modelled lbnn, because it uttered sounds superior to what its modelling
justified, owing to the agent who had invisibly deposited into it a seed of
higher essence and who spoke freely: so too ill the races of worldly people,
human artefacts became objects of awe for their creators -for example, statues
and paintings and everything that (hmnan) bands make as representing a god.
For Adam, modelled as representing a hmnarl being, made them stand in awe
of the pre-existent lmman being; tbr precisely the latter stood in him. And they
were stricken with terror and quickly marred the work". (trans. Layton).
This reference to a "pre-existent human being" is not merely a reference to

Genesis.396 What we have is a principle speaking through Adam, which may refer to

the Word acting through him.

This situation is elaborated upon at Layton V Fr. D = V61ker Frag 5:

"However lnLlch a portrait is inferior to an actual face, just so is the world
worse than the living realm. Now, what is the cause of the (effectiveness) of
the portrait’? It is the majesty of the face that has furnished to the painter a
prototype so that the portrait might be honoured by his name. For the form
was not reproduced with perfect fidelity, yet the name completes the lack
within the act of modelling. And also God’s invisible (agency?) cooperates
with what has been modelled to lend it credence." (trans. Layton)
ttere the distance between pre-existent Man as envisaged by God and the

actual production of Adam is stressed, a theme one can also observe in Philo.

However, in this case the Arcbons can be blamed for the inferiority of Man, just as in

the Timaeus the work of the Young Gods was responsible for Man’s mortality. Adam

is still fonned according to the divine image and the First Principle rectifies his

inadequacy, since he improves upon what has been modelled.

Layton VFrF (containing comments by Clement) attacks the notion that the

true God could be evil, criticising instead the role played by the Demiurge in creating

a world that is inherently evil:

"Now like Basilides, he supposes that there is a people that by its (very) nature
is saved; that this race, indeed, has come down to us for the destruction of
death; and that the origination of death is the work of the creator of the world.
Accordingly, he understands the scriptural passage (Ex. 33:20) "No one shall
see the face of God and live" as though God were the cause of death".

)~s cf. l\~r example EgG 50:231".

~"" La,.ton. B. (19S’:).
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Layton VFrH =VOlker Frag 2, preserved by Clement in his Miscellanies,

(Stromateis) 2.114.3-6 (vol. 2 173.31 175.14 Sttihlin) is taken from the Valentinian

Epistle on Attaclmwnts:

"And one there is who is good. flis 11-ee act of speaking is the manifestation of
the Son. And through him alone can a heart become pure, when every evil
spirit has been put out of the heart. For the many spirits dwelling in the heart
do not permit it to become pure; rather each of them performs its own acts
violating it in various ways with improper desires. And in my opinion the
heart experiences something like what happens in a caravanserai. For the latter
is full of holes and dug up and often filled with dung, because while they are
there, people live in an utterly vulgar way and take no forethought for the
property since it belongs to someone else. Just so, a heart too is impure by
being the habitation of many demons until it experiences forethought. But
when the father, who alone is good, visits the heart, he makes it holy and fills
it with light. And such a person with such a heart is called blessed, for that
person will see God."

This Forethought (Pronoia) is equivalent to Providence (BJN 4:26f, FTh), which in

Gnostic myth is frequently identified with the Saviour.

The Valentinians consciously attempted to link themselves with the "mother"

church, as well as mainstream Greek philosophy, as can be seen from this fragment,

fortuitously preserved by Clement of Alexandria, Miscellanies (Stromateis) 6.52.3-4

(vol. 2, 458, 11-16 St5hlin):

"Many of the things written in publicly available books are found in the
writings of God’s Church. For this shared matter is the utterances that come
from the heart, the law that is written in the heart. This is the people of the
beloved, which is beloved and which love him."(VCHR g = On Friends -
V61ker Frag 6)

The publicly available books are the non-Christian works of Greek philosophers. Like

Philo and others before them, the Valentinians sought to reconcile the truth they

perceived in mainstream philosophy with their own religious beliefs by claiming that

earlier intellectuals whose beliefs agreed in whole or in part with their own were

inspired by God.

Summer Harvest

"I see in spirit that all are hung
I know in spirit that all are borne
Flesh hanging from soul
Soul clinging to air
Air hanging from the upper atmosphere (aithdr).

Crops rushing forth from the deep
A babe rushing forth from the womb."
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This text (Layton V Hr = V01ker Frag 8) is a cosmological poem in wbich the

writer, whom it has been suggested is Valentinus bimselt, describes the generation of

the universe. It actually has nothing to do with a summer harvest and Layton

plausibly suggests that it may have been a tune to which this poem was intended to be

sung, ahhough noting that this school frequently makes use of agricultural metaphors

when considering emanations.397 The text itself has been preserved by Hippolytus,

who quotes it in Against Heresies 6.37.7, and fomls a useful comparison to the theme

of Demiurge presented in the myth of Sophia. The text differs from traditional

Gnostic material, being written in regular verse, and the speaker clairns a personal

authority for his knowledge CI see in spirit"), rather than resorting to

pseudepigraphy, which would be more common among the Gnostic sects. The author

(I hesitate to write Valentinus) describes the ontological structure of the universe

from below "flesh-soul-air-upper atmosphere") while the "crops" are the elements

emanated from the godhead into the realm of phenomena. The "Deep" is the

Valentinian First Principle. Aether represents the Pleroma in its entirety, including

Sophia.

According to Hippolytus’ interpretation, flesh refers to matter which hangs

from the soul of the craftsman (Demiurge) -by this he means that the craftsman clings

to the spirit of the outer fullness. The infant child may be a reference to Valentinus’

vision from which he is said to have derived his authority, although it is far more

likely to represent the Logos (as it does in his supposed vision), and to indicate that

he placed it next to the Father but above the other Aeons. According to Hippolytus,

Valentinus distinguished three levels of reality, but these are not the triad of spirit,

soul and lnatter. Stead suggests that the emendation Zt’y~v for the MS rrc~at TflV is

wrong, although this leaves the genitive which follows unexplained.39~ He inclines

towards Hilgenfeld’s view that the emendation may be rrq’y{iv, which would imply a

triad of the Father, the Aeons and the cosmos, which could be seen as equivalent to

the Middle Platonic triad of God, the Forms and matter. This would suit what we

know of the Valentinian sect, which is more heavily Platonised than Gnosticised. The

soul in such a case, though, may not necessarily refer to the Demiurge, but rather to

>- Layton. B (1987’), 346.
>* Stead, G. C t1969), 81.
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the Platonic world-soul, which would equate to what is otherwise introduced as a

"power" in Gnostic myth or "’verbal substance" in Ft. V.

The Sethians
Prior to concluding, it may be bcnclicial to examine briefly Sethian Gnosis, a

much more dualistic system \vith markedly less Platonic features than its Valentinian

counterpart. I towever, it is an alternative example of Christian Gnosis, although it

does not seem to have attracted the same hostility as Valentinianism from the "mother

church", probably because it was not as influential, exemplified by the limited records

or references to it in the ancient sources, in comparison to the Valentinians.

In the Paraphrase q[ Shem (NflC VII. l) Derdekeas, the son of the highest

entity (Pleromatic Light) is allowed by his father to grant a revelation to Shem. In this

system there are three principles: Light and Darkness with intermediate Spirit.

Darkness wants to retain the Nous revealed to Shem, while Light attempts to

recapture it. This produces the conflict which leads to creation.

After the first clash, sky and earth are created and subsequent clashes produce

living beings. This is reminiscent of Mandean dualism. Perates (the Self-Generated)

intermediate between Supreme Good and Matter descends to impress his father’s

seals upon matter 399 echoing Man’s descent in order to create in the Poimandres.

Perates recovers the formal principles and returns. Here creation is allegorised as a

circular self-generating process.

Basilides adopts elements of this, expressed in a less dualistic form. He

depicts the non-existent God creating the world by hurling his seed into the

immaterial substratum. The First Sonship, Nous, returns to him immediately. The

Second, Anima Mundi, is unable to follow, but ascends to a place near God. The

Second Sonship is the Holy Spirit, but for Basilides she is not consubstantial with the

Father. 4o0 It is more akin to the veil of the Sethian system or the Horos of the

Valentinians than Sophia.

The Third Sonship requires purification because "that has remained in the

huge mass of seeds to make and receive benefits" (Rc!futatio VII.22.16). This Third

Sonship allows creation to take place and it is also the one which becomes incarnate

in Jesus:

399 Filoramo, G. (1990), 84.
400 Filoramo, G. (1990), 85.
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"When the x~hole Sonsbip thus arrives [above], he says, and is beyond the
botmdao’, the Spirit, then the creation will receive pity. God will bring on the
whole world the great ignorance, so that everything may remain m accordance
\vith [its] nature, and nothing desire anything contrary to its nature.(Refi~tatio
V11.27.1 )
In the Sethian system, man is created by the demon-angels. NHC II.1.15.29-

17.6 provides the details:

"The first one began to create the head: Eteraphaope Abron created his head;
Meniggestroeth created the brain; Asterechme the right eye; Thaspamocha the
left eye; Yerornlos the right ear; Bissoum the left ear; Akioreim the nose..."

The text goes on to outline the creation of each segment of tim human body by a

demon in a similar manner right down to tim toe-nails. It contains a detailed section

on the creation of the genitals. Each demon controls that part which it created. Their

mother, Onortocrasi, is pure matter, while the four chief demons are Efememphi

Pleasure), Iocbo (Greed), Nenentophni (Pain), and Blaomen (Fear).4°1

According to the Apoco’phon of John the Mother tricks the Demiurge by

informing him through the five luminaries that to give Adam life, he should breathe

bis spirit into Adam’s l;ace.4°2 The Mother’s power leaves Ialdabaoth and passes to

Adam. Realising their mistake the Archons imprison Adam in the material world. The

Demiurge or laldabaoth or the chief Archon - the ternfinology refers to the same

entity- extracts Adam’s rib in Iris attempt to seize the Epinoia of Light, which flees.

As a compronlise the Demiurge makes a copy of the Epinoia: terrestrial Eve.

Ialdabaoth and Eve mate and produce Elohim (Cain, the bear-faced just god)

and Jahweh (Abel, the cat-faced unjust god). Elohim and Jahweh are two Old

Testament names for God. It is understandable that as God of the Law Jahweh should

represent the unjust god, since that was the aspect of the Jewish God most

objectionable to the Gnostics. But why is Abel unjust, when the Biblical Cain is the

unjust brother? Perhaps this is a deliberate inversion. Cain presides over the higher

elements (fire and wind), Abel over the lower ones (earth and water). It is difficult to

see hove Cain can be just when he unites with Abel to deceive humanity.

Epinoia-Zoe returns to Eve, who produces a child, Seth, with Adam. In other

similar variants, carnal Eve produces Cain and Abel and spiritual Eve bears Seth. The

Demiurge or Protarchon consults with the seven planetary archons and produces

Necessity (heimarmen#), which seems to be a version of Plato’s Anank& It cannot

a,,i Filoramo,G. (1990), 92,

a"" BG. 51.11"I".
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eradicate the people of gnosis, so the Archons ravish the daughters of men, which

produces sickness and death (NHC 11. 1.30.4-7).

Eve is somehow possessed of gnosis, which she communicates to Adam. The

Demiurge retaliates by splitting the androgynous aeon. This has the effect of making

Adam and Eve oblivious of gnosis:

"We became darkened in our hearts. Now 1 slept in the thought of my heart."

(NHC V.5.65.21ff).

Three angels (these appear to be different to the Archons or demon-angels) announce

gnosis to Adam and the timire destiny of Seth’s descendants. This is clearly a

duplication as exhibited so frequently in Gnosticism; in the original version, Adam

must have learnt gnosis from Eve and then revealed it to Seth. Where does Eve derive

gnosis from? The androgynous aeon must be Man, though it is unclear what

ontological system would allow the Demiurge power to divide an aeon.

Noah’s generation ridicule the power of the Demiurge, and he decides to

eradicate them. Noah is either warned of the flood by Light or reassures the Demiurge

and is allowed to survive. Noah’s sons serve the Demiurge, but four thousand of the

descendants of Shem and Japhet join with the people of gnosis. The Demiurge

attempts to eradicate them a second time, but they are saved from fire, sulphur and

asphalt by Abrasax, Sablo and Gamaliel, who descend on clouds and convey them to

the higher aeons where ~’they will be like those angels, for they are not strangers to

them, but they work in the imperishable seed" (NHC V. 5.76 3fj).403

The Third Intervention occurs when the "Illuminator of Knowledge" defeats

the Demiurge by performing miracles. The Illuminator appears to be the Saviour, who

is an incarnation of Seth. However, the end will occur only during the time of the

fourteenth kingdom when sinners will repent and be judged by the honest angels.

The Sethian system is less interesting for our purposes than that of Valentinus.

Of note here is the extreme hostility to the Demiurge, who resembles an evil

principle, like the devil cosmocrator of the Cathars and Bogomils. Here Eve is an

illuminating principle, with no element of a fall expressed even in her mating with

Ialdabaoth. Sethianism owes more to Iranian dualism than to Platonism. It is the

Platonism of Valentinus which leads him away from the hardline dualism of this

system.

4~J) Filoramo, G. (1990), 97.
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Conclusion

Gnosticism. particularly its Valentinian variant or development, is particularly

interesting in tracing the development of the Demiurge. Firstly, the Valentinian

system itself was incredibly liberal, allowing scope for subsequent thinkers to

develop or reinteqaret the teachings of the master. Irenaeus comments: "Every day

one of them [the Valentinians] ilwents something new and none of them is considered

perfect unless he is productive in this way" (1.18.15). Here we have evidence of the

similar type of phenomenon that was occurring in contemporary Platonism and which

helps to account for the divergent traditions. In spite of the state of the evidence and

the evident hostility of Irenaeus, through whom much of our infommtion is conveyed,

it is still possible to draw a nmnber of finn conclusions concerning the Valentinian

view.

Firstly, while we may be dealing with a heretical sect, what we are discussing

here is creation in the Judaeo-Christian sense and not mere demiurgy. The

Valentinians were after all "wolves in sheep’s clothing", very much a part of the

naother-chu,cla in their original incarnation. This, 1 would suggest, is one of the

reasons why the Demiurge is a less important agent in the generation of the world

than Sophia or Acham6th. It is Sophia who initiates the sequence of events that leads

to creation; one cannot really expect the Demiurge to accomplish better than he does.

Since be was conceived by Sophia without the will of her consort or the consent of

the sup,eme principle, he is destined to be defective. He is forced to construct the

world without any knowledge of the Forms since he was either expelled from the

Pleroma at birth or was born outside it. The material which he constructs the world

i¥om is drawn from the negative emotions of Acham6th. It is not the case that the

Demiurge is malevolent; rather he is an entity with limited resources.

The Delniurge’s role is undemfined by his relationship to other figures. In

variants which posit the Cosmocrator, both entities appear to be on a level of equality,

although the Coslnocrator has the advantage of greater knowledge. This would seem

to leave him incapable of combating evil within the material realm, which since he is

described as good, one would presume that he would wish to do. He is also not the

sole creator of the material realm, since Sophia is responsible for instilling spirit in

man, which is the only positive aspect of creation. Christ ~s the true Demiurge in the
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suprasensible realm, since in his stabilization of tile Pleroma he performs the standard

demiurgic action of ilnposing order upon disorder.

Valentinianisnl is an extreme development of tile concept of the Demiurge as

all insnlator of tile stipreme God tYom the inherent badness of his creation. Still, in

t\llfilling that role, he is unsatisi;actory as a divine mediator; a role which is fulfilled

jointly by Christ m the soteriological sense, and by Sophia metaphysically. This helps

to account for his role in tile Valentinian creation myth, where he is certainly not a

central character, and who emerges oll the scene in what can only be described as an

epilogue, after the main events within the Pleroma have already taken place. Perhaps

one should expect nothing less from a system which undermines the very value of the

creative act. The sole restllt of creation during Endzeit will be a more united

Godhead, since prestimably Sophia will have repented adequately for her

transgression. In Gnosticism, there is no notion of world-cycles, so that this entire

universe can be viewed as nothing other than a divine aberration.
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Chapter 8: Plotinus and the Demise of the Demiurge

The Disappearance of the Demiurge

It would be inaccurate to claim that the concept of the Delniurge simply

disappeared and to a limited extent it has persisted into our own time, although

mainly as a result of having captured the non-philosophical ilnagination. "Demiurg"

was a character in the 1988 novel Overburdened with Evil by the Soviet science

fiction writers Arkedy and Boris Strugatsky. (The title refers to matter). In 1996,

Lucasm-t released a game in which the player is called the Demiurge and has to

manage heaven and hell. Most famously of all, Christ-Michael in Karl Heinz

Stockhausen’s opera Domlerstag aus Licht was a trainee Demiurge, who had to be

incarnated in seven levels of being before he was entitled to create his own universe.

(Stockhausen was influenced by Gnosticism, which he encountered via The Urantia

Book). tlowever, its importance as a philosophical concept declined with the

emergence of Neoplatonism, which propounded an alternative model for generating

the physical cosmos, while still remaining loyal to the essential elements of Platonism

in drawing a distinction between the soprasensible and phenomenal realms.

Essentially one can claim that the Plotinian model is midway between

Darwinianism and Deism, or as Dillon puts it in terms of an ancient perspective,

between that of an atomistic creation such as that advanced by Democritus and the
¯ 4114model of the Demiurge that we find in Plato’s Tmmeus. The concept of the

Demiurge effectively reached its postscript with the emergence of this new creational

model propounded by Plotinus. However, Plotinus still shares sufficient similarities

with Nulnenius to have been accused of having plagiarised his predecessor, a

situation which prompted his disciple, Amelius, to compose a treatise, The Doctrinal

D((/erences Between Plotimls and Numenius, in his defence.

Although Plotinus advocates an alternative model for world-generation, he

still attempted to answer the primary question of Greek metaphysics, which Plato had

with the Demiurge: how can the multiplicity of the created realm be derived from the

Monad? While the classic response of Middle Platonism had been to propose some

sort of duality, Plotinus responded in temls of radical lnonism. Just as the Middle

a,,a Dillon, d. (2(It151, 263-266.
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Platonists reduced the principles from three to two, he reduced them further.

Everything owed its existence to tim One. While the Demiurge prestunably requires

to produce in order to be regarded as a Demiurge (and there is evidence to this effect

in the Timaeus, where he has to ensure that every aspect of the intelligible reahn is

instantiated in its physical counterpart or Plutarch’s Quaestiones Convivales, where

he nmst continually engage in geometry), the One does not require his creations.

Plotinus describes this creative process in terrns of the radiation of light in

diminishing degrees. This has often been referred to inaccurately as emanation. In

fact, this implies that the process is one way, whereas in reality it consists of two

stages: "’procession" and ’ -- ’ ’ "c eatwe contemplatmn . Plotinus is under no obligation to

insulate Iris First Principle t¥om what it produces since it remains in its transcendent

state, even when producing; although he acknowledges that the generated is always

inferior to the generator (cf. V.4.2.19; V 5.5. 1-7, VI 9.3.45-9, VI 9.9.1-7). 405

The One differs from the Demiurge also in that it does not order; it

spontaneously produces a power which then orders itself in contemplation of the One:

"’Ka’t "Tpo]T1] O~Ol’ ?~t’V~O’G" Cl~)Yi3’ 6t~ Trip W~)kE[Old T[) ~’Q6~" ffXff[I-’ bkl]6ff

6defeat olov bTTepeppOq Kai T6 blTeplTXfi0eB" abTO[., 1T~-TrO[r/Kel, ~,X.,X.O’"
"The proof that the One is complete and above completeness is that it has no

need of anything and does not seek to acquire anything and because of the
intensity of its completeness and super-abundance, another thing is produced
from it." (Enn. V2 [II] 1.6, c£ V.2.1.1-18).

This is illustrated in the case of Nous; the One generates what can best be described

as intelligible matter, but in a formless state, although it shapes itself as a result of its

epistrophd. Although this idea of an indeterminate production ordering itself under

the influence of a superior entity is alien to the Timaeus, where Necessity dominates

the account of world-generation from below, it can be found in Plutarch’s account of

Isis or indeed the Numenian Second God’s continual contemplation of the First.

While the Demiurge’s production owes itself to his inherent goodness and

ungrudging nature, this is not the case with the One: "All things when they come to

perfection produce, the One is always perfect and therefore produces everlastingly:

and its product is less than itselF’ (V I. 6. 37-9). The One produces in the following

manner: 1) everlastingly, 2) from inexhaustible reality (VI 9. 9. 3-4), 3) without

undergoing change (Ill 8. 8. 46-8, I, 4), 4) without deliberation or desire to generate

(V.I. 6. 25 -7, V. 3. 12. 28-33, cf. V. 5. 12-43-9) and 5) without knowledge of

4os Dillon, J. (2005), 266.
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products (V.7. 39. 19-331. The One has generated all possibilities: "it is not possible

for anything else to COlne into being: all things have come into being and there is

nothing left" (V 5. 12.46-7).

The subordinate hypostases are not created from the substance of the First

Principle, since it does not flow to them, rather from its power. Nous then produces

its own matter which, turning back to contemplate it, is generated as soul. At the

extremity of this procession, the soul of the universe (which for Plotinus represents

plo,sis or nature) generates sensible matter.4°6 Because of its distance ontologically

from the One, it is unable to contemplate nature and from its attempt to turn back the

sensible realm is produced.

The Plotinian model, in a sense, stands midway between the two extremes of

demiurgy. It envisages no role for the element of planning prior to embarking on the

world-production undertaken by the Demiurge of Plato or of Philo, even though the

portrayal of world-generation undertaken by the Intellectual-Principle by its vision of

the Good might seem to resemble the production of the Delniurge in accordance with

the Forlns.4°7 Conversely, although the sensible world is not pla,med, there is no

sense in which it results from the mistake of a hypostasis, as with the Gnostic myth of

Sophia. Rather, sensible matter is ethically neutral (although Plotinus acknowledges

that the soul’s obsession with the material world can be the cause of evil).

Plotinus makes explicit the ontological status of his generative principle,

unlike Plato. It is true that the Timaeus never mentions any god superior to the

Demiurge, but equally it never identifies him with the Good of the Republic. Plotinus

makes this identification explicit, referring to his supreme principle as either the

Good or the One depending upon the context. Although Plotinus denied the existence

of demiurgy above the level of nous, here i consider the One from the perspective of

a generative principle, as it is the father of the cause (5,1 [10], 8). While the Gnostics

provide a detailed account of the Demiurge’s ancestry, and Plato never troubles to

explain where he came from (a moot point, if in fact he was only introduced for "the

pu,-poses of exposition"). Plotinus specifies the origin of the One. "He (the Good) is

not to be classed as made, but as maker, we must posit that his making is absolute"

(VI 8.20.4-6), or "’the One causes itself’ (VI 8. 13, 55; 14.41, 16. 14-15).4°~ Unlike

a,,. Gaul, M. L 11996). 33

4~’-Eml V[.7. 15
al’~ Bussanich. J. ( 19961.44.
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the Demiurge, who even in Plato’s Timaeus was of rather limited resources, the One

possesses infinite power to generate the suprasensible realm (V 4. l. 23-6, V 5.10. 18-

23, VI 9.6. 10-12, 1I 4. 15. 17-20, VI 9.6.7-8 cfi V5 11. 1-2). However, Plotinus

ac’l~lowledges that the analogies used m his account of world-generation are

inaccurate: "For to say that it is the cause is not to predicate something incidental of

it, but of us" (VI. 9.3.49-50).

The predominant trend of the negative association of matter was continued by

Plotinus, who regards matter as "evil itself" (1. 8. 8. 37-44, I 8. 13. 7-14) and as

responsible for evil m soul (1.8.14). Although he refers to it as "non-being" (II 4. 16.

3, II. 5.4-5), this is not a denial of its existence, but an assertion of how lowly on the

ontological scale it ranks (and is therefore comparatively evil). While Numenius

declared that matter was not derived from the supreme principle (fr. 52 Des Places),

Plotinus could not accept that since it would posit more than one first principle and

the relationship between the two would result from chance (I 4.2. 9-20). Matter is

evil, for Plotinus, not because it is recalcitrant, but because of its lack of Form (18,10

etc.. II 4.16. 16-25, III 6.11, 15-45), although this evil can be seen in terms of

deficiency, rather than as a positive principle (cf. 1.8.3.16, 11 4.16, 10-24, II1 6. 14, 5-

15). For Plotinus, matter never really takes on Form rather its relation to the Form it

adopts is comparable to that between an object and its reflection (III. 6.7.23-43, 9.16-

19, 13.18-55). Plotinus does state that each soul is dependent upon an individual

archetype (IV 3.5, VI 4.4. 34-46), which is an easier transition for him to make than

for Plato, since he regards the Forms as God’s thoughts, but he does note that it would

be ridiculous to postulate a separate Form of fire for each individual fire (VI 5.8.39-

46), though his positionvi in this regard is ambivalent, since at V 7, he defends the

concept of Forms of individuals of some sort.

Plotinus moves away from the dualism of the preceding period; since in his

model of procession, Form is adopted by the lower ranking entity in response to the

One, it reflects poorly on matter that it should be unable to order itself, rather than on

the One because he cannot order it.

The Middle Platonic doctrine of the Fonns as the thoughts of God has been

rehabilitated by Plotinus. He identifies the noetic reahn with the animal of Yimaeus

30Cff (V9.93-8, Vl 2.21.53-9, Vl 6.7, 14-19, Vl 7.8.27-32). For Plotinus, Fonns are

living intelligences (VI 4. 26, V 9.8.24, Vl 7.9. 20ft) which do not require to be

thought in order to exist (V 9.7.11-18, VI 6.6 cf. Parm., 132B-C). While Origen was
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at pains to maintail~ that the intelligible world had to be finite, since otherwise it

would be unknown even to God (De. Princ. Frs. 24, 38), Plotinus viewed it as

possessing infinite power (IV 3.8. 15ff cf. VI. 3.6. 10-12), though he clearly adopts

this approach under Aristotelian influence. However, Plotinus does not posit an

infinite nmnber of Forms, since be denies the existence of infinite number (VI 6.2.

17.1-3, 18.1ft) and although Intelligence has no external limitations, once it adopts

Foma, it imposes limitation upon itself (VI 6.18, VI 7.17.14-26, 33.7f0.

Plotinus’ model breaks with the traditional one of demiurgy, since he no

longer views the generative principle as partaking in Being, as had been the case with

the Demiurge of the Timaeus. This had to some extent been anticipated by Numenius

in his identification of Being with the First Principle, rather than with the Demiurge,

or in the position of the Demiurge in the Gnostic and Hemletic traditions. However,

in these systems the modification has the opposite effect- the creative principle is

demoted. Plotinus, by moving away from the demiurgic model and linking the

supreme power with the demiurgic principle raises the status of world-generation.

Simultaneously, he elevates the ontological status of his First Principle by placing it

beyond Being (IlI 8.10.26-32). The reahn of the One is not a mere blueprint for the

intelligible world, in the manner in which it serves as the paradigm for the

phenomenal reahn; rather it is its source.

Such an exalted principle can still be responsible for generating everything

else in Plotinus’ system, since the product is always less than the producer and given

the maxim "bontnn diffusivum sui" ("The good diffuses itself"). For Plotinus, there is

no need to posit an instrulnent which the One requires to order to produce (Iil 8.2. l f f,

V 9.6. 20-24). However, Plotinus does posit numerous Hypostases, which are

generated before sensible matter is reached. Additionally, the One never contemplates

the lower entities, but "tunas its attention towards itself’ (IV 6, 18). Generation is a

spontaneous process caused when the energy generated by this contemplation

overflows (III 8.3-4).

Plotinus is opposed to the notion of demiurgy since regarding world-

generation as having been preceded by deliberation would imply hesitation, which

would lead one to locate doubt and ignorance in the godhead. For Plotinus, every

aspect of the generative process occurs in the only possible way, because it is the best

possible way (IV 4.12, V 7.1.21f/), Plotinus vocalises his opposition to demiurgy at

Em~. 1V 3.10, 13-19 and IV 4.11, where he points out that the activity of the divine
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hypostases is more akin to the spontaneous processes of nature than the deliberations

of hunlan craftsnlen.4°9

He does, however, make a concession to the Timaeus by acknowledging that

the world is as good as if it had been planned with the best divine reasoning (1II 2. 14.

l-6, VI 2. 21. 32-8, VI 7. 1, 28-32, VI 8. 17. 1-12), although he argues, like the

lnajority of Platonists, that fixing a temporal origin to the world should not be taken

literally (111 2. 1. 20-6, IV 3.9,12-20, VI 7. 3. 1-9). This Plotinian generation is

continnal and it does not tenninate with intelligence, but must continue to matter (IV

8.6, V. 2.2. I ft’), just as the sensible cosmos must contain all possible living creatures

(Tim. 30C-D, 39E). This leads Plotinus to postulate tim Principle of Plenitude: as

many beings as possible and every kind of being, even though not all beings are

equally good (1I 9. 13. 1-5, 25-33, III 3.3 etc.), but if they were, the universe itself

would be less perfect, just as with a work of art, which for the beauty of the whole

may require elements that are less beautiful when considered in isolation (III 2. 11).

Interestingly, although Plotinus criticises the demiurgic model, the force of it

is such that he considers the generation of the cosmos in terms of the p,oduction of a

work of art. While Christians or Platonists do not have much choice about whether

they are created or not, all entities in the Plotinian system demonstrate some sort of

creative volition; ordering themselves in response to their contemplation of the One to

the best of their ability. This leads Plotinus to conclude that every being seeks to

return to its cause (III 8. 7. 17-18). Yet the metaphysical contemplation required to

achieve this is not based upon looking upwards to the heavens, but contemplating

oneself in order to revert to the cause (VI 9.2.33 -45, cf. ibid. 7.29f0. This leads to

the two phases of Neoplatonic generation: procession (prohodos) and reversion

( epistrophc~ ).

Plotinus also adapts the Logos to his system. However, he is influenced more

by the Stoic conception of the Logos as an entity regulating the Soul’s governance of

the phenomenal reahn, than the Platonic or Origenian sense in which it is a separate

Hypostasis that aids in creation. The Logos, for Plotinus, cannot be a separate

hypostasis:

"To increase the Primals by making the supreme Mind engender the Reason-
Principle and this again engender in the soul a distinct power to act as
mediator between Soul and the supreme Mind, this is to deny intellection to

4o9 Wallis, R. T. (1972), 62.
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Sot, I, which would no longer derive its Reason from the Intellectual-Principle,
but l¥om an intermediate. The Soul, then, would possess not the Reason-
Principle, but an image of it: the Soul could not know the Intellectual-
Principle, it could have no mtellection." (Era1. III. 2.2.15./.)7.)

At III 2.2. 15ft, Plotinus discusses how the Logos functions:

"The Intellectual Principle is Reason-Fore1 flowing from it. For the
Emanation of the Intellectual Principle is Reason, an Emanation urffailing as
long as the Intellectual Principle continues to have a place among beings. The
Reason-Principle within a seed contains all the parts and quantities
concentrated in identity. The Intellectual sphere (the Divine) alone is Reason
and there can never be another Sphere that is Reason and nothing else, so that,
given some other system, it cannot be as noble as that first, it cannot be
Reason: yet since such a system cannot be merely Matter, which is the utterly
unordered, it must be a mixed thing. Its two extremes are Matter and the
Divine Reason; its governing principle is Soul; presiding over the conjunction
of the two and to be thought of not as labouring m the task, but as
administering secretly by little more than an act of presence "(IIl 2.2. 15ft.).

The notion of continual flowing here echoes Philo’s comparison of the Logos with

the cupbearer of Zeus.

The Logos, despite the wide range of meanings which Plotinus bestows on the

word, often refers to the relation of the Hypostasis to its source, products or both

(111.2.2. 151"l".). The term is also used to refer to the causal principles in the divine

mind; the same sense in which Origen uses it (spermatikoi logoi, III.2.2. 18- 71, V 9.

6. 10-24).

Another Interpretation

According to Anton, the decline in the importance of the Demiurge can to a

certain extent be linked to the rise of theurgy in Platonic circles; the role of the artist-

demiurge as the revealer of divine beauty is replaced by the theurgist.41o According to

such a reading, Gnosticism would be responsible for the decline of the Demiurge,

since it was accompanied by an increase in the significance of theurgy. As

Olympiodorus states in his CommentaO, on the Phaedo:

"’O’t IJ.EX’ Till’ q~l.~OUOd)[(]l~ TrpOTtlJ_GO’tV, (bg’ Fi’opqSOpuos" Ka’L llXmTiVos’, Ka’t
d.,~XOt ,qO,\,~O[ CtXdCYO(bOL, O’L b~ rr]t, ’L~paTLKflV, d)g’ ’ldbt~)kLXOg’ Ka’L

Zvptm’bS" Ka’t IIodK,X, OS" Ka’t ol t(partKO’t, rrdvveg"’

"Some put philosophy first, such as Porphyry, Plotinus etc; others the priestly
art, as lamblichus, Syrianus, Proclus and all the priestly school." (123.3
Norvim, trans. E.R: Dodds, Proclus, Elements ofTheolog3, p. xxii)

al~, Anton. J. P. (1992). 12.
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Olympiodorus identified two stages ill the development of Neoplatonic

theurgy. In the first phase they began to conceptualise the delniurgic principle

differently, exploring it dialectically.4~] Furthermore, since the Gnostics disassociated

God t?om the sensible world, knowledge of him could not be reached by

contemplating the heavens, as it could for a Platonist. The attraction of Anton’s

theory lies in the implication that Gnosticism was doubly responsible for the decline

of the Demiurge, although he proposes here that it was the result of the increase of

theurgy that Gnosticism prolnoted, (as well as the decline in the social importance of

the artist) that demiurgy as a concept fell from favour. However, by demoting the

Demiurge in the first place, Gnosticism was further responsible for the decline of the

demiurgic concept. The social importance of the artist presumably played less of a

role, since it was not partict, larly elevated when Plato chose to use his image. In the

Neoplatonic concept of the world, the soul could only know the logoi of the World-

Soul, but not any higher entity.

Proclus

The Demiurge, of course, had to be reconciled with the God of the Judaeo-

Christian tradition, whose God creates and still remains transcendental. Numenius’

attempts to distinguish between a supreme principle and a demiurgic intelligence (Er.

16 Des Places) is echoed by his Neoplatonic successors. Numenius (m his surviving

work) leaves the Third God as something of a mystery; it appears to be a last vestige

of the Platonic World-Soul, although since the Numenian Demiurge interacts with the

phenomenal realm in a more immediate fashion than his ancestors, the World-Soul’s

role has disappeared.412 Proclus identifies it with the cosmos, although Numenius

himself regarded it as "created" (rrOtfllaCt, 8TlbtLOUpTo1)~Et’Ol’).413

It would be wrong, however, to imply that Plotinus or his successors simply

did away with the Demiurge. He survives, though occupying a role within a

derivational, rather than demiurgic, model of world-generation. Additionally, the

Neoplatonic systems tend to be more specific in delineating his ontological rank, not

only identifying him with Nof2~’, but in Proclus’ case, equating each subdivision of

4,1 Anion, J. P. (1992). 14.
412 On the basis of hi. Tim. HI p. 10.3.281T.,

the Demiurge. Cf. Dillon, J. (2000), 341.
~13 Dillon, d. loc. cit.

where it seems to represent the lower "’dianoetic" aspect of
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demiurgy with a precise %rnl of intelligence. Indeed, much was made in the period of

Timaeu.s 39E:

"~r, cp u[q’ t’o[’g ~voOo-ag’ i[3~a{’ Tu~ 6 ~O’Tt ~t~Ol’, o~at T(. ~|’CtO’t Kai

~’)o-at Ko0~@Q, TotalS!Tag Ka’l. TOO’al)Tag 8tcl’o~0q 6(.it’ Ku’t 766( o-X([I"’.

"According, then, as intellect perceives forn]s existing in the essential living

being, such and so many as exist therein did he consider this world should
possess."

According to Proclus 1;l. Tim. I p. 306 l jr,, Amelius read this as referring to a

demiurgic triad "he who is, he who possesses, and he who sees" (6 &~, 6 ~-Xwv,

6p6v, based on 6 ~c~vt C6OV, ~XoO<Ya$ and Ka0opa~). This idea of a demiurgic triad

is incorporated by Proclus into his metaphysical system (although it was previously

used by Iamblichus In. Tim. l. p. 308. t8fj). Proclus outlines his views on demiurgy

in his CommentaO, on the Timaeus. He adopts the distinction drawn between the

suprasensible and phenomenal realms at Tim. 27D3-28D4 "that which always is and

has no becoming and that which is always becoming and never is", positing an

increasing level of multiplicity as ontological levels become more remote from the

One. When Plato prefaces his remarks on causation by brr’ a[nov TtV6g (Tim.

28A4-6), Proclus takes this to mean that the demiurgic cause is only one amongst

several efficient causes (efficient is illustrated by the preposition 6rr6).414

As the Demiurge is identified with Intellect, this places it third in the primary

Neoplatonic triad of Being, Life and Intellect. This accords, incidentally, with the

function of the Demiurge. As he is the conduit between the higher and sublunar

realms, he requires proximity (ontologically) to the physical world. Demiurgic

activity needs to be mediated if the Intellect is to remain transcendent. Proclus saw in

Plato’s conlnlents at Tim. 29A6, that the Demiurge is the best of causes, an assertion

that it is superior to the other forms of demiurgic causes. Opsomer has analysed in-

depth the structure of the intellective hebdomad,41s which can be subdivided into two

triads and an entity that functions as a membrane separating the hebdomad from the

other realms and providing interual divisions within its own hebdomad. (This echoes

the L,w("CwK6~" of the Chaldaean Oracles). The second triad duplicates the activity of

the first, but at a less exalted level, thereby insulating it from matter. As the first

member of a Proclean triad is usually concerned with inner activity and the

Demiurge’s activity by its very nature needs to be external, he cannot occupy this

a’,a Opsomer. J. (2000), 1 15.
415 Ibid, 1 17{~;
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position. The second member of a triad is typically associated with Life, though in the

Timaeus account, the Demiurge is not principally associated with this, since he

resorts to the mixing-bowl to produce soul at 41D4-5, but is able to impart intellect to

the universe (30B4) by himself, so he logically occupies the third (intellective)

position as intellective intellect.4~C’

Proclus draws upon the Phi/ebus’ statement that royal soul and royal intellect

pre-exist in Zeus to posit two separate roles fbr the intellective triad as the fatherly

cause of eternal beings, but as the demiurgic cause of mortal beings, with various

distinctions drawn between the intermediary entities, which have combined titles. The

"thther and maker", therefore, (in which the fatherly element dominates) ranks above

the "’maker and lather".

Another distinction drawn by Proclus amongst entities of his intellective

hebdomad is amongst the four forms of demiurgic causes (T.P. 5.13; in. Tim.

1.310.18-24). It is the "’one demiurge" who produces universal beings in a universal

way (Tu:J[’ 6,~cot’ 6XtK6g" ~)rlFLLOUpTLKO’L Ct’LTLOV), while the demiurgic triad produces

partial beings m a partial way (T&, taep6t, 5Xta05g’), a monad (Dionysos) produces

universal beings in a partial way (T05V 6Xtot, laeptK6~’), and the lower triad (the

Titans) produces partial beings in a partial way (~-6v laep05v IaCpLK6g’) [#z Tim.

1.310.15-18]. Opsomer concludes that the main distinction being drawn is not in

terms of what is actually being created, but between a universal and partial mode of

creation.4~’ As has been observed the triads dealing with universal and partial

demiurgy exhibit the same internal structure. Unfortunately, the section of the

Platollic Theology which would have dealt with encosmic demiurgy (if this was ever,

in fact, composed) has been lost.

The hypercosmic demiurgic triad (that responsible for the production of parts

in a universal way) finds Platonic authority in the Gorgias myth with the division of

Cronos’ kingdom between Zeus, Poseidon and Hades (523A3-5). Zeus is more than

just one of the three rulers, who divides the world, but ill his role as the sovereign

ruler, he is also the universal Demiurge. The second Zeus is a lower Demiurge, but

still part of the chain originating with the first Zeus. The hypercosmic-demiurgic triad

is responsible for existence, life and intellective reversion (the process whereby

beings tuna towards the ontological level which precedes them), activities which all

41~ Ibid, 117.
air Opsomer, J. (2000), 119.
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- 41,~exist causally in the universal Demmrge. The problem Proclus faces in advocating

such intennediary levels of demiurgy is not one of "comaminating" his Demiurge

through proximity to matter, but one of"declension" (1)4~�ots-), the decline of unity

down through the ontological scale, which is why this hypercosmic triad is only

responsible "’lbr parts".

The first triad at the hypercosmc-encosmic level consists of the third Zeus,

second Poseidon and Hephaistos, who are "drawn into multiplicity by the Young

Gods" (Z P. 6.15 p. 73. 17-19), and who separate the upper two levels of Proclus’

four levels of demiurgy from the lower ones. They form an intermediate reahn

between the hypercosmic and encosmic diakosmoi. Next follows the encosmic

demiurgic gods, headed by Dionysos (a monad), who ensures the unity of the cosmos

at the "inner-worldly" level. Dionysus represents the indivisible (held together by a

totality) and divisible (a multitude of separable parts) nature of the universe. The

encosmic Demiurgoi are Proclus’ equivalent of the "Young gods" of the Timaeus.

Dionysos is followed by a triad of Titans, who engage in partial demiurgy. Dionysus

himself, as noted above, produces universal beings in a partial way while the Titans

produce partial beings in a partial way. The partial Demiurgoi also delegate some of

their tasks to a plethora of lesser entities (such as heroes and daimons). The main

distinction between universal and partial demiurgy is that the universal Demiurge can

produce while remaining motionless ("he remained in his own accustomed nature"

Tim. 42E5-6), while the encosmic Demiurgoi produce through their activity.

The identification of the first god of the hypercosmic-encosmic triad with

Dionysus has Orphic associations. It draws upon a tale in Orphic mythology, whereby

the young Dionysus, placed upon his father’s throne, is tom to shreds by the Titans.

The Titans are struck down by Zeus’ thunderbolt in revenge, and the human race is

reborn from their ashes, while Dionysus is reborn to Semele. This was interpreted as

symbolising Dionysus’ divisible and indivisible nature (and by extension, as outlined

above, the divisible and indivisible nature &the universe). His rebirth symbolises the

regeneration of the universe, while the birth of mankind from the ashes of the Titans

represents the demiurgy of man. Proclus regards the Titans as identifiable with the

celestial, aquatic and chthonic aspects of Dionysus, paralleling these three divisions

observable elsewhere. It is beyond the scope of our analysis here to comment in detail

~1~ lbid, 120.
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on these Proclean refinements, beyond observing that in his attempts at job

demarcation, the lesser Demiorgoi have their activities confined to a particular

division of the cosmos. Such a tripartite division of demiurgy raises questions

concerning its intenelation with tile fourfold division which Proclus suggests

elsewhere. For all its complexity, the essential distinction being drawn is that made

by’ Plato lfimself at Tim. 41A, between the Demiurge and the Young Gods.

As Opsomer notes, Proclus’schenae displays the tension inherent in two

separate generative models; deminrgy and derivation.4~<) Plotinus did not draw such

sharp distinctions between the prinmry hypostases, though equating the Demiurge

with intellect, but transfei/ing his activities to soul. Porphyry finalises this process in

his system, where matter is ordered by soul. The numerous intermediaries, then,

inserted in Proclus’ demiurgic scheme are not solely as insulation against the evil of

matter, but preserve the image of continuous transition.

Proclus explains at PiE V 13 p.4. 14 -22 why he ranks the demiurgic function

so comparatively humbly on the ontological scale:

"’Where then are we to place it? All the partial entities which arise
subsequently to the intellective realm are more particulate than the single and
universal demiurgic function; for the division of the universe into three and

the leaders of the particulate creation manifest themselves at this level of

reality; while on the other hand the beings superior to the intellective level are
defined by other properties characteristic of gods, as has been indicated above,

and in general have been substantiated in the mode of unity and enjoy a level

of superiority superior to that of the distinctness of intellective fonns. The

only possibility remaining then is for the single Demiurge of all things to be
ranked in the intellective realm."

One might also note by way of conclusion a pagan version of Origen’s

doctrine of the Trinity, which is shared by Proclus. Origen regards the Father as

extending his power to every level of Being, including that which is lifeless, the Son

to rational beings and the Holy Spirit to the saints. At Proposition 57 of the Elements

of Theology, Proclus states that <’every cause both operates prior to its consequents

and gives rise to a greater number of posterior temas". His suprelne principle, the

Good, extends its energy even to negations, stergseis, including matter.42° Whereas

No~s affects everything which has adopted Form, Soul extends its influence merely to

what has life. The Holy Spirit’s influence in Origen’s system does not correspond to

41,~ Opsomer, J. (2000), 273.

~-’" Dillon, J (1982), 21.
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that of soul and the restriction of its power to the saints on Origen’s part seems

unnatural, since one would expect him to make use of a triad such as Being, Soul and

Mind, with Being extending its influence to all things, Soul to all animate things and

Mind to all intelligent things, not merely to members of a specific faith.

Traces of this doctrine appear in the Chaldaean Oracles .... D,,0ct,

d,’Jof)pc,)~Ket T&,¢m9 ,c-o,kurrotK{kou i)krlg"’. &latter is refened to as rrorpoTevrl~" by

Psellus at H3’postases Sect¯ 27 (p.207 Des Places). In this tradition, even matter could

be regarded as the production of God, with the Demiurge encompassing what has

Fonn and the World-Soul’s influence extending to what had soul. Origen’s attempts

to use a much older tradition come unstuck as a result of his substitution of Soul with

Spirit, which is not particularly straightforward, since the Christian tradition had

distinguished the two from the time of St. Paul.

Pleroma and Noetic Cosmos

Another topic upon which it is worth passing some remarks is the manner in

which the ordering model of demiurgy and the creative Judaeo-Christian model start

to coalesce to some extent. This is not solely due to the activities of Platonising

members of the Judaeo-Christian tradition, such as Philo and Origen, but also due to

the elnergence of Christian Gnosticism. Originally in Jewish or Christian thought,

there was no notion of God creating according to a pre-existent model; the concept

which we find in Philo and Origen has been imported from Platonism. This model,

the aulozoOn (Essential Living Being) becomes highly speculative as one descends

through the Platonic tradition, with hierarchies of genera and species, leading Plotinus

to describe it as a "globe with faces radiant with faces all living" (Eml. VI. 7, 15).

This concept of the paradigm, according to which the world is constructed as the

contents of the divine mind, can be traced back to Xenocrates’ assertion that the

supreme principle is an Intellect (which is necessarily engaged in thinking) and the

Forms which Xenocrates equates with numbers (Fr. 34 Heinze) could be regarded,
¯ 4~

perhaps, as the contexts of this Intellect. _1

Though I have suggested above that Philo may be the first to have used the

term "noetic cosmos", I do not believe he was the first to develop this concept, as the

identification of Forms with the logoi spermatikoi of Stoicism would easily have

a:= Dillon, J. (19S2), 101. It must be noted that based on the extant evidence, Xenocrates himself does
not actually draw Ibis conclusion.
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given rise to this theory. A comparable theory exists in Valentinianisnl with the view

that the Aeons are the "thoughts of the Father". The difference here is that the Aeons

can be deficient in varying degrees, whereas this notion is never articulated in Middle

Platonisnl. A related point is tile rank accorded to the various Aeons, whereas the

Fonns are all on tile same level (although subordinate to the Fornl of the Good). The

imagery applied to tile concept is similar in both cases God is tile "place" of tile

Aeons (cf. Philo, Op([ 20) and he is an undiminished spring (Trip. Treatise, Philo:

Op!/i 2, Leg..-Ill. 11 87, Cher., 86, Post. 136), Plotinus Enn. II1 8, 10, 5, V1 7, 12,

24).4-’:

From the GosT)el of the Eg3’ptians, we learn that there are a mass of "thrones,

powers and glories" which have not been characterised (54). This makes the Pleroma

very similar to the noetic realm of Platonism:

"’Corresponding to each of the Aeons, I saw a living earth and a living water
and (air) made of light and fire that cannot bum (...) all being simple and
immutable with trees that do not perish in many ways and tares (...)this way
and all these and imperishable fruit and living men and every form and
immortal souls and every shape and form of mind, and gods of truth and
messengers who exist ill great glory and indissoluble bodies and an unborn
begetting and an immovable perception."

The xersion of the Pleroma expressed here at Zostrianos 48 corresponds

exactly’ to the Platonic noetic realm and illustrates the extent to which the paradigm

from which the Demiurge creates or orders had become common currency by this

period, shared by the major traditions. Origen is able to adopt this to a Christian

context by locating the noetic reahn within the Son-Logos, but the force of the

concept is so strong that even he is not forced to justify why God should require a

model at all. In the Poimandres 8, the kalos kosmos functions as a noetic archetype

which God contemplates prior to producing the world. A major difference between

the Pleroma and the noetic reahn, however, is that the Pleroma is not meant to serve

as a model upon which the world is based, since it results fiom to an error in the

godhead.42-~ However, even here there is evidence of the traditions coalescing. Mall

serves as the archetype of mankind. In the Second Treatise o/the Great Seth (NHC

53-4), Adanl is the image of "the Father of Truth, the Man of the Greatness". In the

Apoco,,phon qflJotm (NHC II, l, 2, 5-14), "the perfect man", the Barbelo, is the

~-’: Dillon, J. (1!182), 102.
a-~3 Dillon, ,l. (19S2). 106.
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archetype for Adam. In the Sethian system additional archetypes of all the pneumatics

exist m the Pleroma. The Pleroma, then, seems to be a Platonic import with a New

Testament title.

Conclusion

The intense debate generated in certain quarters recently between

Darwmianism and rational design can perhaps be paralleled in tenns of the rival

creational or demiurgic models of the first to third centuries A.D. That there clearly is

a difference between creation (whether or not one wants to insist on creatio av nihi/o)

in a Judaeo-Christian sense and demiurgy is beyond question. Just as the work of the

biochemist Michael Behe has attempted to demonstrate Darwinianism and rational

design are not necessarily incompatible, so the same may be said for creation and

demiurgy. Indeed we could see the conflict of Darwinianisln versus rational design as

represented in the ancient world by the difference of opinion between Democritus and

Plato.42a

Origen and Philo, to take the case of the "creationalists" were prepared to

incorporate elements of demiurgy. Most notable in this regard is the notion that God

should create from a model, clearly not a Jewish or Christian concept. Conversely,

Maximus of Tyre asserts that Zeus’ nod is enough for den-durgy to occur- a notion

closer to Origen than to Plato. Additionally, the notion that God requires "tools" to

create is not to be found in the Biblical account (although there he seerns to require

time). Since these "tools" are for the most part insulating hypostases, their origin can

be traced back to the "Young Gods" of the Timaeus, but also to the winnowing-fan

(rr,kdKuvol,) at Timaeus 52E, which is used to separate out the different atoms, similar

to Philo’s division of atoms on the part of the Logos-Cutter. This rr,kdKm, ou is perhaps

a reaction to the sieve 0<6u~:tvov) which Democritus claims was used during the

generation of the world.

Creation and demiurgy, then, seem to differ more in the nature of the

nlechanism they posit (a necessity when one proposes an onmipotent creator and the

other a less exalted entity), rather than in terms of their original causality. Both are

propositions along deistic lines, differing from the mindless "evolution" propounded

by’ atomism or indeed the repeated generation of the cosmos found in Stoicism. In a

sense, the Plotinian model can be viewed as midway between atomism and the deism

a:a Dillon. J. 12005). 263.
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advanced in different ways by creationalism and "demiurgism" (if one can indeed

posit such a term, since the existence of the Demiurge was not a doctrine that even

most Platonists believed in) - for Neoplatonists the universe was produced according

to rational principles, but this had occurred spontaneously, not thanks to the zealous

concern of a Demiurge.

The metaphysical systems exhibited by those traditions which posit a

Demiurge appear to become increasingly elaborate and in the case of some of the

Gnostic sects, ahnost tortuous. This can be viewed as part of an increasing tendency

of various traditions to either insulate the First Principle from the phenomenal reahn

or as part of a growing anxiety to increase his transcendence, as well as part of a drive

for "one-upmallship" claiming to accept, for example, the entities of a preceding

intellectual figure and then going further back in tracing the cause of the universe.

Plato may have had difficulty in finding the Father of the universe, but Numenius

seems to have had no trouble in discovering its Grandfather! Additionally, Numenius’

tampering with the Platonic "trinity" of the Demiurge, the "Young gods" and the

World-Soul, did not form a particularly satisfactozT division, with the Third God a

metaphysical hybrid formed from a lower demiurgic aspect, a World-Soul and a

generated cosmos.

A related problem emerges in Plutarch’s attempts to express his view of the

Timaeus in terms of Egyptian mythology- the correspondences do not quite work

consistently, given his combination of the Receptacle and matter in the Fonn of Isis.

His double-Demiurge is indicative of the tendency to strive for a greater degree of

sophistication (or unnecessary complexity) than that of Plato’s Timaeus. With the

Valentinian desire to make their Platonic inheritance compatible with Christianity, the

incentive for developing Plato’s triad into something outrageously complex is easy to

obser~’e.

All cultures (presumably) speculate on the origin of the cosmos. There is

nothing inherently "Greek" in that, nor does one require Plato in order to observe

rationality and order in the created world. If God m the Old Testalneut can be

regarded as a builder, then perhaps the thesis that the thinkers assembled here are part

of the development of the demiurgic image (rather than merely speculation on

creation) requires some defence. Against this I would contend that they are all

attempting to various extents to respond to the nature of demiurgy, as advocated in

the Timaeus. On a superficial level, all these systems make use of the entities (or
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modified version of then0 drawn from the demiurgic myth. More importantly, the

nature of demiurgy is similar m broad outline- ordering of disorderly matter by an

entity of limited powers in accordance with rationality, or "a beautiful model". The

nature of this limitation varies, from the negative influence of Necessity in the

Timaeus, to the ignorant Gnostic Demiurge. Even in systems which envisage an

onmipotent creator (such as the Judaeo-Christian one), demiurgy is assigned to a

lower-ranking entity or hypostasis, such as the Logos or Son-Logos. Although the

entities of Gnosticism can be viewed as caricatured or distorted versions of their

Platonic originals, their ancestry from the Yimaeus (or the subsequent philosophical

tradition) cannot be disputed. The Demiurge might be an imperfect creator, but to a

lesser degree so is his counterpart in the Yimaeus, who is limited by Necessity. The

Logos of the Poimandres may not be found in the Yimaeus, but it does occupy a

mediating role between the elements, though it evidently lacks the sophistication of

its counterpart in Philo. The Gnostic Pleroma adopts the language used to describe

the Platonic realm of the Forms.

This point can be made to a lesser degree regarding other interpretations of the

Timaeus. It is clear that the Numenian account of the generation of the soul,

emnattered as it is by the Second God, but with production supervised at some level

by the Demiurge, is influenced by the co-production of the Demiurge and the Young

gods. The mixing-bowl used by the Demiurge of the Timaeus is in some sense the

ancestor of the elaborate system of hypostases, which are often envisaged as tools,

from the representation of the Logos as a saw in Philo, to the mechanical imagery

used by Maximus. The trend could also find justification in the description of the

Young Gods, which led to positing various associates who aid the Demiurge during

the process of creation. Such a trend was no doubt reinforced as it coincides perfectly

with the unnamed associates who aid God in the Biblical account.

The pervasiveness of the demiurgic concept lies evidently in Plato’s

philosophical importance and the esteem in which the Timaeus was held amongst the

Platonic dialogues as a source for Plato’s metaphysics. In developing such powerful

philosophical imagery to recount % likely story" which "accounted for appearances",

Plato produced myth which could easily be adapted by other thinkers for their own

ends (who could still have a legitimate claim for producing the more accurate story

that Timaeus mentions possible at a stage in the future). Plato’s own ambivalence on

certain points (especially the precise ontological status of the Demiurge), raised
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interest amongst those keen on systematising his thought, but also meant that the

imagery was flexible enough to be wdcomed by other traditions and manipulated in

suit their particular interpretations. Even Christianity, with its radically different

heritage and limdamentally different vision of "creation", was able to accommodate

and indeed contribute to the debate on demiurgy (though this is largely indebted to

the work of the Jewish philosopher Philo’s attempt to rewrite Genesis in

philosophical language).

Although four separate intellectual traditions, Platonism, Gnosticism,

Hennetism and Christianity, should not be conceived of as hermetically sealed units,

but as interrelating to each other (though the direction of the influence is not always

to be regarded as reciprocal). Analysing all four traditions allows the complex nature

of the demiurgic concept to be revealed, from its more strict metaphysical usage

through to various mythological pemmtations. Between all four traditions, a clear

de;elopment can be observed, primarily centring on the Demiurge’s declining

ontological status and the functioning of lesser entities in various ancillary or

insulating roles, such as daimons or the Archons of Gnosticism.

Another question concerning demiurgy is whether it should be viewed as a

continual, or a once-off event. While Plato was vague concerning this, Plutarch

clearly’ views the Demiurge as continually ordering. Not enough of Numenius

survives to make a definitive assessment, and the division of the Second and Third

Gods may be a single occurrence. Still, one could argue that the Second God is

continually instantiating the Intelligibles, as received from the First God. There is no

doubt that Philo envisages the Logos as continually dividing. For Gnosticism and

Hermetism, this can evidently not be the case; as the world is generated in these

systems by a cataclysmic event, namely the fragmentation of the godhead itself, it has

to be a single occurrence. This does not mean that both traditions have merely

appropriated the language of demiurgy to describe a different process. Rather, they

have accommodated certain elements of the Denriurge into their overall structure.

After all, if one wanted to push the matter, the orexis (lust) of the Numenian Second

God, could be claimed as the ancestor of the sublunar Demiurge of Gnosticism.

The double-edged problem facing those propounding the demiurgic model of

world-generation is allowing the Demiurge to relnain transcendent while still

sufficiently immanent to create. Tiffs is evidently more acute for those who regard the

Demiurge as the First Principle; the Gnostics have no such concern. The t,�f, laa (nod
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of Zeus necessary l\)r world-generation to occur) proposed by Maximus of Tyre or

the "other contacts and attachments" which Plutarch is so vague about helps to

preserve this transcendence. However, it is not necessary to conceal aspects of the

Demiurge’s causality merely to preserve his transcendence. Philo and Origen have

more pressing demands to maintain divine transcendence and still develop a detailed

model of how creation actually works, in spite of Origen’s claim that the will of God

is sufficient. Indeed, they are additionally forced to posit the unity of the godhead,

which can be compromised when positing numerous hypostases. As the Demiurge is

by definition responsible for transmitting the Forms to the sensible world, he has to

be placed quite close to it. This helps to explain his comparatively low ontological

rank.

Perhaps the success of the demiurgic concept, and its impact even in our own

time on popular culture (although in an extremely limited way) lies in Timaeus’

assertion that what he was expounding was only "a likely story" designed to account

for appearances, and his admission that it would be superseded at some stage by a

more accurate version, which would equally show that the world had been fashioned

by a rational intelligence. Ultimately that is what occurred and "the likely story"

became one influenced by Judaism, Christianity, or a more modem version of

Platonism. That it lapsed from the forefront of even Platonic (strictly Neoplatonic)

systems is largely because it had no response to the cogent argumentation of Plotinus

that the world’s generation could not be the result of deliberation but must be

spontaneous.
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